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Executive summary
Chapter one:

Introduction

The decision to hold this inquiry followed the record flooding that occurred in late 2010 and early
2011 across Victoria. As well as these contemporary flood events, the inquiry was also interested
in the views of stakeholders affected by flooding throughout the state over time. The inquiry,
therefore, looked at both the recent flooding events which mainly affected northern, western and
central Victoria, and other areas of the state, such as Gippsland, which have been flood affected
at other times.
At the same time as this inquiry was conducted, another review concerning the 2010‐2011 floods
was held. While the ENRC inquiry predominantly focused on flood mitigation, the Review of the
2010‐11 Flood Warnings and Response (or Victorian Floods Review) investigated flood warnings
and response. Importantly, where there are areas of overlap, the ENRC has considered the
Victorian Floods Review findings, given it reported to the Victorian Government in December
2011.
Many key issues were raised in submissions and by witnesses at public hearings during the
inquiry. These included the following:


There is considerable uncertainty concerning the ownership of, and maintenance
responsibilities for many of Victoria’s levees.



Three key issues are central to the discussion of who owns and who should maintain a levee
where responsibilities are unclear. The first is land tenure, the second is who benefits from
the levee, and the third is who undertook the construction work. The beneficiary pays
principle is viewed as the most appropriate way to determine ownership, management and
maintenance responsibilities.



There is a clear need to prioritise the state’s levees for the purpose of future investment. A
common statewide approach to prioritising levees is required, underpinned by the beneficiary
pays principle.



Uncertainty exists amongst key stakeholders over who is responsible for the management
and ongoing maintenance of Victoria’s streams, including vegetation clearing, for the
purposes of flood mitigation and protection. Responsibilities for waterway management for
flood mitigation purposes must be clarified.



Most of Victoria’s streams are ‘designated waterways’ under the Water Act 1989, and as such
permit(s) are required to carry out any works. The current permit system for works on
waterways is cumbersome, time consuming, expensive, lacks exemptions, and has the effect
of preventing necessary maintenance works from being undertaken.



The resolution and clarification of liability issues regarding levees is essential. Public
authorities should be protected for work undertaken on priority levees in good faith and in
circumstances where they are acting reasonably and responsibly in the public interest.



There are over 400 dams that are owned and operated by water corporations across the
state. The overwhelming majority of Victoria’s dams operated by water corporations are fixed
crest spillway dams, which are not designed to provide a significant level of flood mitigation.



Stakeholders raised concerns about both the quality and quantity of river and rain gauges in
Victoria, in areas including the Wimmera, the south west and south Gippsland.
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Chapter two:

Flooding in Victoria

There is a long history of flooding in Victoria, with major regional floods occurring about every ten
to twenty years since the mid‐19th century. There have been 59 major or moderate flooding
events in Victoria since 1852. Since 1900, and prior to the most recent floods, major regional
floods occurred in 1909, 1916, 1917, 1934, 1956, 1974, 1990, 1998 and 2007. Some of Victoria’s
worst ever flooding occurred in late 2010 and early 2011, following seven significant rainfall
events over a seven month period. In March 2012, flooding was also severe in the north of the
state.
Floods can cause significant costs to the community, including direct damage to property, injury
and death, and stress and anxiety. An estimated cost per annum of flood damage in Victoria in
2007 was $350 million, which includes both direct physical damage to properties and assets, and
indirect damage due to the disruption of normal activities.
To better adapt to flooding, Victoria has developed legislation, policies and programs to manage
waterways and mitigate and manage floods. Among the key legislation in Victoria is the Planning
and Environment Act 1987, which establishes the framework for planning the use, development
and protection of land in Victoria. Also central to flood management is the Water Act 1989, which
establishes rights and obligations in relation to water resources, and outlines the waterway,
drainage and floodplain management functions of Catchment Management Authorities (CMAs).
Other key policy documents include the Victoria Flood Management Strategy, which is due for
review, and the Victorian River Health Strategy.
The roles and responsibilities of Victoria’s key agencies are also explained in chapter two. Among
the key agencies involved in flood mitigation are local councils, the Department of Sustainability
and Environment (DSE) and CMAs.

Chapter three:

Flood risk management: Best practice mitigation and
monitoring

The management of floods is primarily an exercise in managing risk. Best practice flood mitigation
involves assessing the degree to which a risk can be eliminated, followed by the degree to which
it can be treated. The final stage is implementation of the available treatments.
In Australia, this best practice approach is supported by a number of key stages, as outlined in
best practice manuals and guides. The first stage is to create a Floodplain Management Advisory
Committee, chaired by the relevant local agency, such as a council or CMA. The second stage is
the development of a Flood Study, which maps the nature and extent of the flood hazard across
the floodplain. This forms the basis for subsequent studies and contains flood discharges, levels
and velocities for different sizes of floods. Stage three is the development of a Floodplain
Management Study, which identifies and compares options to manage the flood hazard. This
study also assesses the social, economic and environmental costs and benefits of these options.
Finally, a Floodplain Management Plan is created from the earlier work, outlining the various
options concerning flood mitigation, flood risk and flood hazard, as well as assessing the social,
economic and environmental consequences of the options. Where possible, the advantages and
disadvantages of each option should be quantified.
This chapter also outlines the key flood mitigation options, which are structural measures
(infrastructure), land use planning, development and building controls, and flood emergency
measures. Of particular interest to the Committee are levee banks, which are artificially raised
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embankments or walls used to regulate water levels and reduce the likelihood of flooding. While
they are a common, important and potentially effective management measure, they have
limitations. These include that all levees will eventually be overtopped, unless they are designed
for the Probable Maximum Flood (PMF) event, and the fact they may increase flood levels
elsewhere on the floodplain.

Chapter four:

Levees: Ownership, management and maintenance
responsibilities

Since the late 19th century, levee banks have been constructed in rural, regional and urban parts
of Victoria to protect a variety of assets. There are now approximately 4,000 kilometres of levees
across the state, ranging from well built modern urban levees, to poorly sited, constructed and
maintained older levees that offer limited flood protection.
There is great uncertainty regarding the ownership of, and maintenance responsibilities for, many
of Victoria’s levees. Local governments generally, but not always, claim ownership of modern
urban levees, which were built under approved schemes. However, responsibilities for older
urban levees, rural levees with previous government involvement, and privately constructed
levees on public land, are often unclear or disputed. All stakeholders are keen to see this
uncertainty resolved.
There were a variety of options put forward by stakeholders to resolve responsibilities for levees
where they are currently unclear or in dispute. The first is land tenure, the second is who benefits
from the levee, and the third is who constructed the levee. For a variety of reasons, the
Committee believes that the most appropriate way to determine ownership, management and
maintenance responsibilities, is to use the principle of beneficiary pays. In urban areas, this
means that local governments should be responsible for modern urban levees.
Access to land for levee maintenance was a key issue raised by stakeholders. Under section 133 of
the Water Act 1989, CMAs have the right to access private land to undertake levee maintenance,
however, councils do not. It can also be difficult for private levee beneficiaries to gain access to
public land to maintain a levee. The Committee believes a streamlined process that enables
private levee beneficiaries access to public land for levee maintenance must be implemented.
Furthermore, public authorities must have easy access to priority levee systems sited on either
public or private land, or a combination of each, to undertake works.
Given the number of levee systems across the state, there is a clear need to prioritise those
levees which should be upgraded or maintained in the future. A common statewide approach to
prioritising levees is needed, and should include an assessment of the public and private benefits,
the level of protection afforded, and their general condition. The Committee believes that the
beneficiary pays principle should underpin prioritisation. The state government may choose to
fund any initial upgrades on high priority levees.
The chapter addresses a number of other key issues. Among these is the construction of
temporary levees during the recent flood events. While the Committee believes Victorians should
be given the opportunity to protect their assets, this should be planned for prior to a flood event
as part of a Municipal Emergency Response plan. Another issue considered by the Committee was
floodplain management along the Murray River. The height of levees on the New South Wales
side of the Murray is of concern to Victorian residents, along with the standard of the Victorian
levees. The Committee believes that a new interstate agreement is needed to address floodplain
management issues along the Murray River.
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Chapter five:

Waterways: Ownership, management and maintenance
approaches

The majority of Victoria’s waterways and associated riparian land is owned by the Crown and its
agencies, while some smaller streams and riparian land are privately owned. There are instances,
however, where ownership of waterways is either not defined, or clearly understood, by
stakeholders. Government authorities have direct powers to undertake works on larger
waterways and urban streams.
The Water Act 1989 gives CMAs and Melbourne Water enabling powers, responsibilities and
functions to manage the state’s waterways, drainage and floodplains. The Act does not, however,
oblige them to carry out these functions. Therefore, the ability of CMAs and Melbourne Water to
undertake their functions is dependent upon the funding available. Local government has
responsibility for floodplain management planning under the Victoria Flood Management
Strategy.
Among key stakeholders there is uncertainty about who is responsible for the management and
ongoing maintenance of Victoria’s streams, including vegetation clearing, for flood mitigation.
This uncertainty is particularly problematic in rural townships, and was experienced in 2010‐2011
in towns such as Creswick and Beaufort, which were flooded on multiple occasions. The
Committee believes this uncertainty must be rectified.
Under the Water Act 1989, most of Victoria’s streams are ‘designated waterways’. As a result,
permits are needed to carry out any works. Evidence provided to the Committee showed that the
current permit system is cumbersome, time consuming, expensive, and lacks exemptions. The
effect is that it prevents necessary maintenance being undertaken. The Committee would like to
see a streamlined permitting system developed, which includes provision for exemptions.
Some people in rural communities stated that their views about the management and
maintenance of waterways were often ignored, or not fully utilised, by local authorities. The
Committee believes authorities need to include local community views in flood risk planning
processes.
There are inconsistencies in the key flood documents concerning the responsibilities for clearing
debris and vegetation after a flood event. It is now understood that CMAs have responsibilities
for removing blockages of debris around critical public infrastructure. This needs to be clarified in
state policy and CMA statements of obligations. The practices used to remove woody debris also
raised some concerns among stakeholders, and are in need of review.
Finally, the chapter addresses the concerns of stakeholders in relation to drainage. Although
some drainage schemes continue to operate, the coordinated management of rural drainage has
been in decline since the Drainage Areas Act 1958 was repealed. As a result, inadequate funding,
difficulty in obtaining approvals for works, and lack of agency responsibility, are among the
problems that have occurred in managing drainage schemes.

Chapter six:

Legal issues

The ownership, maintenance and management responsibility for levees raises a number of legal
issues. The first set of legal issues is in relation to the liability for levee performance and failure.
Public authorities have generally been reluctant to take on responsibility for the ownership,
maintenance and management of levees for fear of being held responsible should they fail and
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subsequently damage the assets they were designed to protect. The Committee believes this
reluctance can only be eliminated if public authorities are given legal protection when they act
reasonably and responsibly in the public interest. Should public authorities act unreasonably or
negligently, however, then members of the public should retain rights of redress.
The second primary concern is where the construction or removal of a levee causes damage to
the assets of another party. The Committee believes that the legal system currently provides
affected landholders with rights of redress and opportunities to seek compensation for damage
caused to property by private levees. Matters such as this should continue to be handled through
the courts.

Chapter seven:

Water storages

There are over 400 dams that are owned and operated by water corporations across Victoria.
These dams were primarily designed for water storage, rather than flood mitigation. This is
evidenced by their design, with the vast majority of Victoria’s dams being fixed crest spillways,
which are not designed to provide a significant level of flood mitigation.
There were some calls from stakeholders for ‘airspace’ to be provided in dams with gated
spillways. As a standard procedure, the provision of airspace in dams is not the primary
responsibility of water corporations. While there was some manipulation of dam levels in gated
spillway dams just prior to and during the flood event, these operations were governed by
operating rules and regulatory requirements. If changes were made to these regimes, they would
require the agreement of entitlement stakeholders, which the Committee believes is unlikely.
Several water authorities believe that there is a lack of awareness and understanding of dam
operations during floods within the community, combined with at times unreasonable
expectations about the protection that water storages can provide the community in a major
flood. The Committee recommends that more information be made available by water storage
operators to the community, to address any misunderstandings.

Chapter eight:

Flood monitoring infrastructure

Flood warnings in Victoria operate using a total flood warning system (TFWS). A vital component
of the TFWS is rain and river data, captured using rain and river gauges. In Victoria, the rain and
river gauges are mostly equipped with telemetry, which means they can be read externally in real
time or near real time. Concerns were raised by stakeholders about the quantity and quality of
river and rain gauges, including areas such as the Wimmera, the south west and south Gippsland.
The Committee supports the Victorian Floods Review (VFR) assessment that the state
government should undertake a strategic review of the gauging network.
Local government is currently responsible for the maintenance of river gauges, at a cost of around
$20,000 per annum for each gauge. In evidence provided to the Committee, stakeholders
commented that this cost burden is difficult for some smaller local governments to meet,
resulting in a reluctance to purchase new equipment. The Committee believes a review of the
current funding approach is warranted.
This chapter also addresses the different datums used in Victoria to describe the height of water
at a river gauge. The datums include the local height in metres and the Australian Height Datum
(AHD). The Committee has heard this has caused some confusion in the community, which
requires resolution through the presentation of datums in both local height in metres, and AHD.
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Chapter nine:

Local knowledge, community engagement and education

Some stakeholders expressed concern that the knowledge of local people, including ‘flood
wardens’, was not listened to and acted upon during the floods in 2010‐2011. Furthermore,
stakeholders suggested that the role of flood wardens was not always formalised, and varied in
different areas of the state. The Committee recommends that public authorities such as councils
and CMAs should continue to seek local knowledge, while formalising and better articulating the
role played by flood wardens, in relevant flood management plans.
The chapter also addresses community education, which can lead to decreases in flood damages.
This view is supported by an evaluation of the ‘FloodSafe’ program, which showed the program
had caused some significant improvements in flood preparedness. However, currently this
program does not have ongoing funding, a situation that the Committee would like to see
rectified.
A recent shift in thinking has occurred in emergency management towards the concept of
‘resilience’, which encourages communities to take greater responsibility prior to, and during,
emergency events. The Committee believes the creation of locally based ‘resilience committees’
to create township based resilience plans is needed, to support the existing Municipal Emergency
Management Plans. This should occur with the Victoria Police as the lead agency.
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Recommendations
Chapter four:

Levees: Ownership, management and maintenance
responsibilities

Recommendation 4.1
A revised Victoria Flood Management Strategy is needed and should clearly articulate the
principles, roles and responsibilities for the ownership, management and ongoing maintenance of
Victoria’s levees. Neither land tenure nor prior government involvement will dictate ownership of
public levees:
•
•

•

•

•

the beneficiary pays principle will determine ownership and management;
outside Melbourne, the ownership of, and responsibility for, the management and ongoing
maintenance of all urban levees, including modern urban levees created under formal
schemes, is assigned to local councils;
in all other non‐metropolitan areas, CMAs are confirmed as the responsible authority for the
management and ongoing maintenance of priority rural levee systems, where such levees,
(a) have clearly identified beneficiaries who are willing to fund ongoing maintenance, and
(b) are located, at least in part, on public land;
in situations where there is a clear benefit and the majority of stakeholders are in agreement,
consideration should be given to a special charge scheme, as determined by the Water Act
1989 (section 196); and
privately built rural levees on private land remain owned and managed by the landholder.
Page 64

Recommendation 4.2
The revised Victoria Flood Management Strategy should provide a strategic framework for the
management and ongoing maintenance of Victoria’s levees. The Victoria Flood Management
Strategy will provide criteria for a consistent statewide approach to the prioritisation of the
state’s levees for future management and investment:
•
•
•

as part of their revised Regional Flood Strategies, CMAs will identify and prioritise levees
within their catchments;
that the Statements of Obligations for CMAs under the Water Act 1989 be amended to reflect
these assigned roles and responsibilities; and
prioritisation will be underpinned by the beneficiary pays principle.
Page 69

Recommendation 4.3
All priority public levees not currently the subject of approved schemes, will become subject to
approved schemes under Division 5, Part 10 of the Water Act 1989. Such schemes will articulate
an agreed set of terms, including:
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•
•
•
•

the public authority with ownership and management responsibilities for the levee;
the beneficiaries of the levee;
clear standards and expectations for the levee’s performance and its maintenance;
where appropriate, a rationale for the rating of beneficiaries for ongoing maintenance; and


all ad hoc township levees deemed to be permanent priority levees must be brought
under an approved scheme.
Page 69

Recommendation 4.4
Where a levee has been identified as low priority, and beneficiaries are not willing to contribute
to its maintenance, public authorities will inform levee beneficiaries that they will not fund the
repair of their levee following a flood event.
Page 70

Recommendation 4.5
Responsible authorities will identify low priority levees for potential removal, and have them
removed when funding becomes available.
Page 71

Recommendation 4.6
Streamlined processes to enable access to levees for the purposes of conducting works, including
maintenance, must be implemented. Where a levee is managed by a public authority as part of a
formal scheme, and is sited on either private land, or on a mixture of public and private land,
access to private land for works will be negotiated as part of any scheme agreement. Where a
levee is sited on public land, but is not managed by a public authority, local beneficiaries willing to
conduct maintenance will be given access to do so, provided:
•
•

the public land manager and beneficiaries reach agreement on types of access and upgrading
or maintenance works to be performed, and the limits to such access; and
the land manager consults with the floodplain manager to ensure reasonable standards are
adhered to – modification of the levee will require a permit.

If required, legislation, such as the National Parks Act 1975, be amended to allow access to public
lands by local landholders.
Page 72

Recommendation 4.7
The Department of Sustainability and Environment will develop guidelines for streamlining the
permitting system for conducting works on levees for incorporation in the revised Victoria Flood
Management Strategy, in order for maintenance on all levees to occur more quickly. The
guidelines will outline circumstances in which exemptions from current approval processes are
appropriate. Councils will be permitted to obtain exemptions within their planning schemes for:
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•
•

the construction of appropriately designed rural ring levees around private assets;
maintenance works on existing levee banks that do not exceed the original height of the
levee, or alter the footprint of the levee; and


where exemptions are granted, councils will ensure that an inspection regime
remains to ensure new levees do not adversely impact others, and are not raised
above their original height. The state government to also consider changing the
referral role of CMAs under the Planning and Environment Act 1987, to that of an
advisory role.
Page 75

Recommendation 4.8
The funding model for works on levees and their ongoing maintenance be revised, to be primarily
based on the beneficiary pays principle. The state government should give consideration to
wholly funding, or contributing to, the initial upgrade of high priority levees to an agreed
standard. The construction of any new public levees will be the subject of a cost‐benefit analysis
to be undertaken by DSE and the public authority, and be supported by a floodplain management
study. Levees deemed low priority will be wholly the responsibility of the beneficiaries.
Page 76

Recommendation 4.9
A regular inspection and maintenance regime will be undertaken for all high priority levees
managed by a public authority. All such levees will be inspected by the relevant public authority
on an annual basis, and after a flood event. All levees will have a regular maintenance schedule.
Page 77

Recommendation 4.10
That the Department of Sustainability and Environment continue to invest in the auditing of
Victoria’s levee systems, both public and private, so that the Victoria Flood Database contains
reliable and up to date data, including information on levees’ location, height, condition and
ongoing viability for flood protection.
Page 77

Recommendation 4.11
The current technical guidelines for the construction of levee systems will be reviewed. A revised
Levee Design, Construction and Maintenance technical guidelines will include guidelines for the
construction of both priority public levees, and private levees on private land, such as ring levees,
which protect key assets. These guidelines will be made available to all rural councils, who will
make landowners constructing new levees on their property aware of the principles and
specifications contained in the guidelines and encourage construction based on them.
Page 78
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Recommendation 4.12
The Department of Sustainability and Environment to review ownership of Grampians Wimmera
Mallee Water’s Yarriambiack Creek levee, with a view to the appointment of a more suitable
public managing authority/authorities.
Page 79

Recommendation 4.13
In consultation with local communities, local councils will develop flood response plans as sub‐
plans to their current Municipal Emergency Management Plans. As part of the flood risk
assessment process, these plans will be informed by the best available flood mapping and
modelling, and will identify agreed activities to be undertaken during floods including, where
appropriate, the construction of temporary levees. The condition of levees will be incorporated
into such plans to enable improved emergency response.
Page 82

Recommendation 4.14
The Department of Sustainability and Environment will develop guidelines for the management of
levees in emergencies, during and after a flood event, which can be incorporated into local flood
response plans. The department will also provide, as part of these guidelines, a set of criteria for
assessing the ongoing viability of ad hoc levees post‐flood. The Emergency Management Act 1986
will be amended to support the implementation of these guidelines. A more effective means for
councils to remove illegal levees will also be examined by the Department of Sustainability and
Environment.
Page 83

Recommendation 4.15
Where flood investigations show positive and cost effective outcomes, infrastructure providers,
such as VicRoads, will consider enhancing their infrastructure to act as levees.
Any development of this nature will require collaboration with, and the approval of, the relevant
floodplain authorities.
Page 86

Recommendation 4.16
The state government will work with Grampians Wimmera Mallee Water and stakeholders to
determine ongoing ownership and associated responsibilities for redundant channel
infrastructure in the Wimmera and the Mallee.
Page 88
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Recommendation 4.17
The Victorian Government should work with the New South Wales Government and the Murray
Darling Basin Authority to establish an appropriate floodplain management committee and to
develop a floodplain management strategy for the Murray River. The strategy will define priority
regions for the development of floodplain management plans, address ways of improving the
management of all levees on the Murray River, and seek agreement in relation to improved
approvals processes, levee heights and maintenance regimes.
Page 92

Recommendation 4.18
The Victorian Government to implement the recommendations of the Victorian Floods Review in
relation to the development and implementation of appropriate flood mitigation and protection
strategies for essential services.
Page 95

Recommendation 4.19
When developing flood mitigation options in lowland areas, local governments should give
consideration to the use of temporary levees as an alternative or addition to permanent
structures. To maximise the use of these structures and limit flood damage, and aid affordability,
consideration should be given by local governments to the sharing of temporary levees among
different townships and different council areas.
Page 97

Chapter five:

Waterways: Ownership, management and maintenance
approaches

Recommendation 5.1
A revised Victoria Flood Management Strategy should identify and assign roles and
responsibilities for the management and ongoing maintenance of Victoria’s waterways, for the
purposes of flood protection and flood mitigation:
•

•

CMAs are confirmed as the responsible authority for the management and ongoing
maintenance of waterways, including vegetation management, for the purposes of flood
protection; and
CMAs will negotiate with landholders, councils and other authorities, and conduct agreed
flood mitigation works on the basis of beneficiary pays.
Page 109
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Recommendation 5.2
The role of flood risk management planning rests with CMAs and Melbourne Water (under the
Water Act 1989), and is a shared responsibility with local government. Shared responsibilities for
flood risk management planning and implementation will be consistently reflected in government
policy.
Page 109

Recommendation 5.3
The revised Victoria Flood Management Strategy should clearly articulate the policy guidelines for
the management of vegetation and debris in Victorian waterways, for the purposes of flood
protection and mitigation, taking into account the localised potential flooding effects of in‐stream
vegetation in townships.
To that end:
•

•

•

•

the Victoria Flood Management Strategy will provide flood risk criteria for identifying specific
reaches of rivers and streams that require ongoing vegetation management and
maintenance, and to be subject to a revised permitting system;
in their Regional Flood Strategies, CMAs will identify specific reaches of rivers and streams in
their catchments, that require ongoing vegetation management and maintenance, and to be
subject to a revised permitting system;
each CMA will develop an In‐stream Management Policy to clarify responsibilities for the
management of all waterways, including vegetation management. This will clearly articulate
the circumstances under which the CMA will approve the removal of vegetation. This policy
to be reviewed every three years; and
where appropriate CMAs will develop agreements with local regional councils.
Page 120

Recommendation 5.4
The Department of Sustainability and Environment should develop guidelines for streamlining the
permitting system for works on waterways for incorporation in the revised Victoria Flood
Management Strategy. An exemption process will be introduced, with particular application to
identified reaches of rivers and streams that require ongoing vegetation management and
maintenance:
•
•

that government will amend the Victorian Planning Provisions to create a new exemption for
native vegetation removal under clause 52.17, for the purpose of ‘flood protection’; and
Catchment management authorities will amend their respective ‘Works on Waterways’ by‐
laws to reflect these changes.
Page 120
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Recommendation 5.5
The Department of Sustainability and Environment will develop a code of practice on the removal
of vegetation around critical public assets, in consultation with councils, CMAs and asset
managers. Regional Flood Strategies will support this code of practice as part of shared flood risk
management planning.
Page 121

Recommendation 5.6
Significant modification of waterways in urban or rural areas will only be considered after the
completion of a flood risk management process, undertaken in consultation with members of the
community.
Page 121

Recommendation 5.7
The revised Victoria Flood Management Strategy should clearly identify authorities and assign
responsibilities for stream blockage and debris removal in waterways posing a high risk to public
infrastructure both during and after a flood:
•
•
•
•

in the aftermath of a flood event, CMAs, in liaison with local councils, will manage debris
posing a high risk to public infrastructure;
the In‐stream Management Policy of CMAs will guide the post‐flood management of debris
affecting the assets of private owner beneficiaries;
DSE will review the woody debris removal practices of CMAs and develop new management
guidelines; and
engagement with stakeholders, including councils and landholders will take place prior to any
large scale removal of woody weeds, such as willows, is undertaken by CMAs.
Page 131

Recommendation 5.8
Local knowledge on the management and ongoing maintenance of waterways, including
vegetation clearing and debris removal, needs to be incorporated in the development of regional
flood mitigation strategies and local flood plans.
Specifically:
•

•

•

the process of flood risk assessment must include community consultation, and these views
will inform development of both floodplain management studies, and floodplain
implementation plans;
in the absence of a formal planning process, councils and authorities undertaking significant
ad hoc works on waterways for flood mitigation and protection must involve the local
community; and
the revised Victoria Flood Management Strategy and Victorian River Health Strategy will
clearly articulate this process.
Page 136
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Recommendation 5.9
The Department of Sustainability and Environment will develop clear policy for the coordinated
management of rural drainage, clarifying the legal framework, and identifying authorities with
responsibility for the management and ongoing maintenance of formal schemes, and their
development:
•
•

where appropriate, an expedited approvals process for works be applied in line with
recommendation 5.4; and
a central component of policy will be the principle of beneficiary pays.
Page 140

Recommendation 5.10
Within the jurisdiction of Melbourne Water, it shares with local councils the responsibility to
manage local drainage systems as outlined under the Water Act 1989 and the Local Government
Act 1989 respectively:
•

•

Melbourne Water, in conjunction with metropolitan councils, will undertake an audit of
drainage infrastructure to identify drains that are not currently managed by a public
authority; and
following this audit Melbourne Water will work with relevant councils to develop best
practice models for the management of the drainage asset.
Page 142

Recommendation 5.11
Flood studies will be undertaken to determine the flood extent on the basis of a greater than 1 in
100 ARI, where appropriate.
•

The Water Act 1989 to be amended.
Page 144

Chapter six:

Legal issues

Recommendation 6.1
The state government give consideration to enacting legislation to provide protection from legal
liability for public authorities conducting works on priority levees in good faith, acting reasonably
and responsibly in the public interest, and in accordance with standards agreed to under
approved schemes. Public authorities should not be excluded from liability if they have acted
negligently.
Page 156
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Chapter seven:

Water storages

Recommendation 7.1
That statements of obligations, issued under the Water Industry Act 1994 for water authorities,
be amended to include a provision whereby managing authorities must:
•

•

make available to the public information designed to inform and educate local communities,
particularly those communities living downstream of water storages ‐ this information will
relate to dam operations, the rules governing those operations, and the capacity, or lack
thereof, of storage infrastructure to provide protection in the event of major flooding; and
ensure this information forms part of an ongoing program of interaction with local
communities, to be conducted at a minimum of every two years, and providing community
members with the opportunity to raise questions, discuss issues, and be informed on current
dam operations.
Page 169

Recommendation 7.2
The state government accept recommendations 25 to 28, inclusive, of the Victorian Floods
Review.
Page 169

Chapter eight:

Flood monitoring infrastructure

Recommendation 8.1
The state government implement the Victorian Floods Review recommendation 8, to review the
flood gauging network. As part of the review, consideration should also be given to the use of
portable telemetered river gauges, and to the replacement of manual gauges with telemetered
gauges over time and where appropriate.
Page 175

Recommendation 8.2
The state government establish a well coordinated and formalised system for the reading of river
gauges by local people, including flood wardens. Furthermore, the knowledge of local people in
predicting flood heights and impacts should be considered by emergency management agencies
when predicting floods.
Page 176

Recommendation 8.3
The state government review the current funding approach used for the operation, maintenance
and upgrade of river gauges, with a view to improving the river gauge network.
Page 177
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Recommendation 8.4
The state government implement the Victorian Floods Review recommendation 10 in relation to
the datums used to describe river and stream heights.
Page 178

Chapter nine:

Local knowledge, community engagement and education

Recommendation 9.1
Public authorities such as councils and CMAs should continue to seek local knowledge in relation
to flood management issues. In particular, councils will collaborate with VICSES and other key
stakeholders in reviewing the system of flood wardens.
Roles and responsibilities of flood wardens, and the process for their recruitment, should be
formalised and clearly articulated in relevant flood management plans.
Page 186

Recommendation 9.2
The state government should provide core, ongoing funding to the responsible authority for the
FloodSafe community education program. Funding should be provided for education about
prevention, response and recovery phases and include information on rates notices about the
height of particular floods.
Page 187

Recommendation 9.3
The state government should implement the recommendations of the Victorian Floods Review in
relation to the creation of resilience committees and resilience plans, with responsible
authorities.
Page 189
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Glossary
Annual exceedance
probability (AEP)

The likelihood of occurrence of a flood of a given size or larger in
any one year, usually expressed as a percentage. For example, if
a peak flood discharge of 500m3 /s has an AEP of 5 per cent, it
means that there is a 5 per cent risk of a peak flood discharge of
500m3 /s or larger occurring in any one year.

Annual flood risk (AFR)

A way of specifying the likelihood of flooding on an annual basis.
For example, the 1 per cent AEP flood has a probability of 0.01
of occurring in any given year. The risk of this flood occurring in
any one year (AFR) is 1 in 100.

Average annual damage
(AAD)

The total damage caused by all floods over a long period of time
divided by the number of years in that period. AAD provides a
basis for comparing the economic effectiveness of different
management measures (that is, their ability to reduce AAD).

Average recurrence interval
(ARI)

A statistical estimate of the average period in years between the
occurrence of a flood of a given size or larger (for example,
floods with a discharge as big as or larger than the 100‐year ARI
flood event will occur on average once every 100 years). The ARI
of a flood event gives no indication of when a flood of that size
will occur next.

Dambreak flooding

Flooding caused by the breaching of a dam embankment.

Defined flood event (DFE)

The flood event selected (for example, 1 in 100) for the
management of flood hazard, as determined in floodplain
management studies and incorporated in floodplain
management plans. Selection of DFEs should be based on an
understanding of flood behaviour and the associated risk and
consequences of flooding.

Defined floodway

The area of the floodplain where significant discharge or storage
of water occurs during a DFE. Floodways are areas which, if
filled or even partially blocked, would cause a significant
redistribution of flood flow, or significant increase in flood
levels. Floodways generally comprise the most hazardous parts
of the floodplain and are often associated with fast flowing
floodwater and/or areas of relatively deep flooding.

Detention basin

A generally small self‐draining storage constructed on a creek or
drain that mitigates downstream flood discharges and flood
levels, by providing temporary storage to floodwaters.

Drain

A trench or ditch to convey water from wet land.

Flash flooding

Sudden and unexpected flooding caused by local heavy rainfall,
or rainfall in another area. Often defined as flooding which
occurs within six hours of the rain which causes flooding.

Flood

Relatively high water levels caused by excessive rainfall, storm
surge, dambreak or a tsunami that overtop the natural or
artificial banks of a stream, creek, river, estuary, lake or dam.
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Flood awareness

The ability of flood‐affected landholders to defend themselves,
their property and their community from flood threats and to
effectively evacuate themselves and their possessions when
necessary.

Flood damage

The tangible and intangible costs of flooding. Tangible costs are
quantified in monetary terms, while intangible costs, such as
trauma, are more difficult to quantify.

Flood emergency plan

An agreed set of roles, responsibilities, functions, actions and
management arrangements to deal with flood events of all
sizes. Such plans describe flood warning, defence, evacuation,
clean‐up and recovery arrangements.

Flood hazard

Potential loss of life, injury and economic loss caused by future
flood events. The degree of hazard varies with the severity of
flooding and is affected by flood behaviour (extent, depth,
velocity, duration and rate of rise of floodwaters), topography,
the population at risk and emergency management.

Floodplain

Area of land adjacent to a creek, river, estuary, lake, dam or
artificial channel, which is subject to inundation by the Probably
Maximum Flood (that is, flood‐prone land).

Floodplain management
measures

The full range of measures (land use controls, structural
measures, development and building controls, flood emergency
measures and flood awareness) available to prevent or reduce
flood hazard and disruption, as canvassed in the floodplain
management study.

Floodplain management
plan

The recommended means of assessing and managing the flood
risk associated with the use of the floodplain for various
purposes. It represents the considered opinion of the local
community, local agency and state agencies on how best to
manage flood‐prone land and provides a long‐term path for the
future development of the community.

Flood‐prone land

Land subject to inundation by the Probably Maximum Flood.
Floodplain management plans should encompass all flood‐prone
land, rather than being restructured to land subject to DFE’s.

Floodproofing

A combination of measures incorporated in the design,
construction and alteration of individual flood‐prone buildings
or structures to reduce or eliminate flood damage.

Flood severity

A qualitative indication of the ‘size’ of a flood and its hazard
potential. Severity varies inversely with likelihood of occurrence.
Reference is often made to major, moderate or minor flooding.

Flood storage areas

Those parts of the floodplain that are important for the
temporary storage of floodwaters during the passage of a flood.

Flood study

A comprehensive technical investigation of flood behaviour. It
defines the nature and extent of flood hazard across the
floodplain by providing information on the extent, level and
velocity of floodwaters and on the disruption of flood flows. The
flood study forms the basis for subsequent management
studies.
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Frequency

The measure of likelihood expressed as the number of
occurrences of a specified event in a given time. For example,
the frequency of occurrence of a five year ARI flood event is
once every five years on average.

Hydraulic analysis

The study of the flow of water in waterways. In particular, the
evaluation of flow parameters such as water level, extent and
velocity.

Hydrologic analysis

The study of water and its constituents as they move through
the natural processes that constitute the hydrological cycle (that
is, rainfall, runoff, evaporation, infiltration).

Levee

An embankment raised to prevent a river from overflowing.

Minor, moderate and
major flooding

The State Emergency Services organisations of the various states
and territories and the Bureau of Meteorology use the following
definitions in flood warnings to give a general indication of the
types of problems expected with a flood:


Major – extensive rural areas are flooded with properties,
villages and towns isolated and/or appreciable urban
areas are flooded.



Moderate – low‐lying areas are inundated requiring
removal of stock and/or evacuation of some houses, main
traffic bridges may be covered.



Minor – causes inconvenience such as closing of minor
roads and the submergence of low level bridges.

Non‐structural measures

These aim at reducing or avoiding the susceptibility of new
developments to flood damage, as well as reducing the impact
of flooding on existing developments. They include land use and
building controls, acquisition of land and relocation, effective
flood forecasting and flood warning, creating public awareness
and flood insurance.

Probable Maximum Flood
(PMF)

The largest flood that could conceivably occur at a particular
location. The PMF defines the extent of flood‐prone land.
Generally, it is not physically or financially possible to provide
general protection against this event. It is difficult to define a
meaningful annual exceedance probability for the PMF event.

Residual flood risk

The remaining level of flood risk that a community is exposed to
after floodplain management measures, to reduce risk, have
been implemented.

Retarding basin

Retarding basins are urban holding ponds. They temporarily
store stormwater runoff from a catchment and protect
properties downstream.

Risk

Is defined as the chance of something happening that will have
an impact on objectives. It is measured in terms of
consequences and likelihood.

Risk management

The systematic application of management policies, procedures
and practices to the tasks of identifying, analysing, assessing,
treating and monitoring flood risk.
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Runoff

The amount of rainfall that drains into the surface drainage
network to become stream flow.

Structural measures

Physically modify the natural behaviour of flooding and are
designed to reduce the frequency or impact of flooding on
existing developments. They include levee banks, channel
improvements, river diversions, retarding basins and flood
mitigation dams.
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Acronyms and abbreviations
AEMO

Australian Energy Market Operator

AEP

Annual Exceedance Probability

ANCOLD

Australian National Committee on Large Dams Incorporated

ARI

Average Recurrence Interval

AHD

Australian Height Datum

BFPL

Barmah Forest Preservation League

BMD

Bunyip Main Drain

BoM

Bureau of Meteorology

CMA

Catchment Management Authority

DSEWPaC

Commonwealth Department of Sustainability, Environment, Water, Population
and Communities

COAG

Council of Australian Governments

CSIRO

Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation

DFE

Defined Flood Event

DNRE

Department of Natural Resources and Environment

DPCD

Department of Planning and Community Development

DPI

Department of Primary Industries

DSE

Department of Sustainability and Environment

EMA

Emergency Management Australia

EMMV

Emergency Management Manual Victoria

ENRC

Environment and Natural Resources Committee

FSL

Full Supply Level

GIS

Geographical Information System

GMID

Goulburn Murray Irrigation District

ICC

Incident Control Centre

ILA

Interstate Levees Agreement

IPCC

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

MAV

Municipal Association of Victoria

MDBC

Murray‐Darling Basin Commission

MDBA

Murray‐Darling Basin Authority

MOU

Memorandum of Understanding

NEM

National Electricity Market

NHT

Natural Heritage Trust

NDMP

Natural Disaster Mitigation Program

NDRGS

Natural Disaster Resilience Grants Scheme

NVIRP

Northern Victoria Irrigation Renewal Project
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NPA

National Partnership Agreement on Natural Disaster Resilience

OESC

Office of the Emergency Services Commissioner

PIRIT

Pental Island River Improvement Trust

PMF

Probable Maximum Flood

PWD

Public Works Department

RAM

Rapid Appraisal Method

RWC

Rural Water Commission

SCARM

Standing Committee on Agriculture and Resource Management

SLAs

Service Level Agreements

SoO

Statements of Obligations

TFWS

Total Flood Warning System

UFZ

Urban Floodway Zone

VCAT

Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal

VFF

Victorian Farmers Federation

VFMS

Victoria Flood Management Strategy

VFR

Victorian Floods Review

VPPs

Victoria Planning Provisions

VRHS

Victorian River Health Strategy

WMPP

Wimmera Mallee Pipeline Project
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CHAPTER ONE
Introduction
1.1

Background to the inquiry

On February 10, 2011, the Environment and Natural Resources Committee (ENRC) received a
reference under section 33 of the Parliamentary Committees Act 2003 for inquiry, consideration
and report on matters relating to flood mitigation infrastructure in Victoria, with particular
reference to:
(a)

identifying best practice and emerging technology for flood mitigation and monitoring
infrastructure including river gauges;

(b)

the management of levees across Victoria, including ownership, responsibility and
maintenance on both public and private land;

(c)

waterways management, including the nature and extent of vegetation clearing activities
within waterways and their general maintenance;

(d)

identifying those entities and individuals having ownership of waterways and the
responsibility for their clearing and their maintenance; and

(e)

the extent to which, if any, local knowledge of residents is employed in effecting
waterways clearing and maintenance.

The Committee was originally instructed to report to Parliament no later than May 31, 2012.
However, following severe flooding in northern Victoria in March 2012, the reporting date was
amended to August 30, 2012.
While the holding of the inquiry was influenced by the record flooding that affected Victoria in
late 2010 and early 2011, the inquiry was interested in the views of stakeholders affected by
flooding throughout Victoria over time. This inquiry therefore looks at both the recent flooding
events which predominantly affected northern, western and central Victoria, and other areas of
the state which have been flood affected at other times.
It is important to note that flooding has been a regular occurrence in Victoria, with major regional
floods occurring approximately every ten to twenty years. There have been 59 major or moderate
flooding events in Victoria since 1852.1 Since 1900 and prior to 2010, major regional floods
occurred in 1909, 1916, 1917, 1934, 1956, 1974, 1990, 1993, 1998 and 2007. 2 An estimate of the
average cost of floods per annum in Victoria in 2007 was $350 million, which includes both the

1

2

Attorney‐General’s Department, ‘Zone Details – Victoria’, www.disasters.ema.gov.au, accessed June 20, 2011. The
Attorney‐General’s database includes 57 events, but does not include the September 2010 and February 2011
floods.
Victorian Government, Review of the 2010‐11 flood warnings and response: Interim report by Neil Comrie, AO,
APM, June 30, 2011, p.17; Flood Victoria, Flood history, www.floodvictoria.vic.gov.au, accessed January 30, 2012.
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direct physical damage to properties and assets, and indirect damage as a result of disruption to
normal social and economic activities.3
Another review concerning the 2010‐2011 floods was undertaken in Victoria at a similar time to
the Environment and Natural Resources Committee investigation into flood mitigation
infrastructure. Led by Neil Comrie, the Review of the 2010‐11 Flood warnings and response (or
Victorian Floods Review) has investigated flood warnings and response to the 2010‐2011
Victorian floods. Each review therefore looked at essentially different aspects of the flooding
problem, with the ENRC inquiry focusing on flood mitigation before flooding occurs, while the
Victorian Floods Review focused on warnings and response during and after flooding. Where
areas of overlap have occurred between the inquiries (such as with flood warning and monitoring
infrastructure), ENRC has considered the Victorian Floods Review findings, as published in its
December 2011 report.

1.2

Inquiry process

The Committee advertised the terms of reference in national, Melbourne and regional Victorian
newspapers on June 3 and 4, 2011.
One hundred and three written submissions were received by the Committee (see appendix one).
The Committee was briefed by the Department of Sustainability and Environment on June 6,
2011. Two public hearings were held in Melbourne and nine public hearings were held in regional
Victoria – at Swan Hill, Kerang, Horsham, Beaufort, Mildura, Lakes Entrance, Creswick, Rochester
and Numurkah.
The Committee conducted site inspections in and around Swan Hill, Kerang, Horsham, Beaufort,
Skipton, Mildura, Robinvale, Orbost, Rochester, Echuca, Nathalia and Numurkah. Details about
the public hearings are presented in appendix two.
Valuable information was received from a wide range of sources during the inquiry. These
included: land managers and farmers; research organisations; non‐government organisations;
industry groups; Victorian Government departments; Catchment Management Authorities; and
local councils. The inquiry has also closely studied the findings of the Victorian Floods Review
(VFR).
In preparing this report, the Committee drew heavily on written submissions and the information
provided by witnesses. The Committee would like to express its sincere gratitude to those
individuals who, on request, prepared detailed advice on the terms of reference. In particular, it
would like to thank legal expert Mr John Adams, who responded to the Committee’s request for a
submission and subsequent attendance at the public hearing in Rochester.
The Committee would like to thank all other participants in the inquiry for generously sharing
their expertise and time.

3
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Victorian Government, Review of the 2010‐11 flood warnings and response: Final report by Neil Comrie, AO, APM,
December 1, 2011, p.17.
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1.3

International Conference on Flood Management

Flooding is a global issue, affecting over half a billion people on average a year, with average
economic losses of up to $60 billion per annum, with significant losses of life.4 In September 2011,
the Committee Chair and Executive Officer attended an international conference on flood
management held in Tokyo.5 This conference brought together scholars, public policy makers and
specialists from over 40 countries to address the issues of flood management and to share ideas
on best practices. Flood risk management was a key theme of the conference. However,
definitions of flood risk management varied significantly. At its most basic, flood risk management
was taken to mean the management of the specifics of flood risk for a given flood plain,
community, region, or at the national level. Many of the presentations were focused on
developments in flood mitigation and protection measures, including infrastructure. One of the
most commonly discussed infrastructure measures discussed were levees. Levee systems are
used around the world, although the level of engineering and sophistication in construction varies
enormously. The most advanced and highly engineered systems are in Japan and the
Netherlands, but levees are used widely in the USA, particularly, but not exclusively, in the
Mississippi flood plain, and in many other countries.
Advances in levee systems include ‘smart levees’, where the levee system is connected through
sensors to central data bases, providing real time information on structural integrity and stability
during a flood event. An international levee handbook, providing comprehensive guidelines on all
facets of levee construction, management and assessment, is being developed by a consortium of
professionals from six countries (United Kingdom, Ireland, Germany, the Netherlands, France, and
the United States), and will be released in 2013.6
Countries with efficient flood management were shown to have: good infrastructure that is well
maintained; a clear regulatory framework; the capacity to organise and prioritise works through a
risk management approach; clearly defined roles for authorities for the ownership, responsibility
and maintenance of infrastructure; high levels of community engagement; scientific engagement
through institutes and bodies devoted to flood scholarship; and, a funding model that is
sustainable.
The Netherlands is one country which demonstrates a high level of implementation of the above
best practice principles: it has high levels of flood protection, (including state of the art levee
banks), strongly supported by government, industry and the community; all actions are
underpinned by a national risk assessment process; and it has an ongoing funding model that is
sustainable. The total amount spent on flood risk protection in the Netherlands has been
estimated at $645 million per annum.7
During the four day forum in Japan, the Chair and Executive Officer heard 45 verbal
presentations, participated in two technical tours, and met with, and were briefed by, delegates
from around the globe, including Australian experts.

4

5

6
7

J Van Alphen, L Bourget, C Elliot, K Fujita, D Riedstra, D Rooke, and K Tachi, Flood risk management approaches:
As being practiced in Japan, Netherlands, United Kingdom and United States, 2011, p.v.
The conference was organised by the ICFM5 secretariat at the International Centre for Water Hazard and Risk
Management (ICHARM) Japan, established under the auspices of UNESCO. ICFM is the only recurring international
conference which focuses on flood related issues.
ibid., p.93.
Policy Research Corporation, 21, Netherlands – Country overview and assessment: The economics of climate
change adaptation in EU coastal areas, European Commission, 2009, p.11.
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1.4

Key issues raised during the inquiry

The key issues raised in submissions and by witnesses at public hearings during the inquiry
include:
Flooding has occurred regularly in Victoria, with major regional floods occurring approximately every
ten to twenty years. The floods which occurred in late 2010 and early 2011 were some of the worst on
record, while flooding in March 2012 was also significant.
There is considerable uncertainty concerning the ownership of, and maintenance responsibilities for,
many of Victoria’s levees.
Three key issues are central to the discussion of who owns and who should maintain a levee where
responsibilities are unclear. The first is land tenure, the second is who benefits from the levee, and the
third is who undertook the construction work. The beneficiary pays principle is viewed as the most
appropriate way to determine ownership, management and maintenance responsibilities.
Streamlined processes to enable private beneficiaries access to public land for the maintenance of
levees need to be implemented. Public authorities must have ready access to priority levee systems
sited on either private land, or on a mixture of public and private land for the purpose of conducting
works.
The current permit processes for works on levees are complex, time consuming, costly, and contribute
to a lack of maintenance of many levees by private landowners and government agencies.
There is a clear need to prioritise the state’s levees for the purpose of future investment. A common
statewide approach to prioritising levees is required, underpinned by the beneficiary pays principle.
Concerns were raised about the protection of essential services, such as power stations, during the
floods. Better management of essential service infrastructure is required during emergencies.
Uncertainty exists amongst key stakeholders over who is responsible for the management and ongoing
maintenance of Victoria’s streams, including vegetation clearing, for the purposes of flood mitigation
and protection. Responsibilities for waterway management for flood mitigation purposes must be
clarified.
Most of Victoria’s streams are ‘designated waterways’ under the Water Act 1989, and as such permit(s)
are required to carry out any works. The current permit system for works on waterways is cumbersome
and lacks exemptions, and has the effect of preventing necessary maintenance works from being
undertaken.
Some members of local communities stated that their views on a range of flood management issues
were often ignored, or not fully utilised, by local authorities.
Contemporary research suggests that at the whole of catchment scale, vegetation, of both riparian and
in‐stream types, has the effect of mitigating flood events overall. However, this generalised effect is not
necessarily replicated at local levels, given the presence of vegetation can raise the level of the flood
peak and prolong the duration of the flood event.
The resolution and clarification of liability issues regarding levees is essential. Public authorities should
be protected for work undertaken on priority levees in good faith and in circumstances where they are
acting reasonably and responsibly in the public interest.
There are over 400 dams that are owned and operated by water corporations across the state. The
overwhelming majority of Victoria’s dams operated by water corporations are fixed crest spillway
dams, which are not designed to provide a significant level of flood mitigation. Victoria’s water storage
infrastructure performed according to expectations and in line with current governance arrangements
in the floods of 2010 and 2011.
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Stakeholders raised concerns about both the quality and quantity of river and rain gauges in Victoria, in
areas including the Wimmera, the south west and south Gippsland.
A number of different datums are used in Victoria to describe the height of water at a river gauge,
including the local height in metres and the Australian Height Datum. This situation caused some
confusion in the community and needs resolution.

1.5

Inquiry report

The recent flooding in Victoria is outlined in chapter two, as well as the legislation and associated
policy in relation to flooding. The chapter also discusses the roles and responsibilities of key
government agencies, including the Department of Sustainability and Environment (DSE),
Catchment Management Authorities (CMAs), and local councils.
Chapter three discusses best practice flood mitigation. The chapter provides an explanation of a
modern floodplain management process, which includes a four stage process beginning with the
creation of a Flood Management Advisory Committee, and culminating in the creation of a
floodplain management plan. The chapter also looks at different flood mitigation measures,
including channel widening and the construction of levees.
The management of levees is discussed in detail in chapter four. The chapter shows that currently
there is considerable confusion about the ownership, maintenance and management
responsibility for Victoria’s levees. The chapter proposes a resolution to the current malaise,
based on the principle of beneficiary pays. Other issues, such as the construction of levees during
an emergency, and interstate levee management, are also addressed.
Chapter five discusses waterway management in Victoria, and the impacts of vegetation on
flooding. Uncertainty exists amongst key stakeholders over who is responsible for the
management and ongoing maintenance of Victoria’s streams, including vegetation clearing, for
the purposes of flood mitigation and protection.
The legal aspects of levee management are addressed in chapter six, including the liability of
public authorities for the ownership, management and maintenance of levee systems.
Chapter seven considers water storages, finding that Victoria’s water storages were not
predominantly built for flood mitigation purposes. Nevertheless, they generally performed
according to expectations by partially mitigating the 2010 and 2011 flood events.
Chapter eight looks at flood monitoring infrastructure. The chapter highlights stakeholder
concerns with flood monitoring infrastructure, particularly in the Wimmera, south west and south
Gippsland.
Community concerns in relation to the way local knowledge was utilised prior to and during the
floods are addressed in chapter nine. The chapter also describes the current ‘Floodsafe’
community education program, and the means for its improvement.
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CHAPTER TWO
Flooding in Victoria
KEY FINDINGS
2.1

Victorian Flood History
Flooding has occurred regularly in Victoria, with major regional floods occurring
approximately every ten to twenty years. The floods which occurred in late 2010 and
early 2011 were some of the worst on record, affecting the north and west of the state
in particular. Flooding in the north of the state in March 2012 was also significant.

2.2

Legislation and policy
Current Victorian legislation that influences flood mitigation in Victoria relates to land
use planning and building, emergency management, waterways, drainage and
floodplain management. The main strategic document guiding flood mitigation in
Victoria is the Victoria Flood Management Strategy.

2.3

Agency involvement
There are a number of key agencies involved in flood management in Victoria. The
Catchment Management Authorities (CMAs) and Melbourne Water are the floodplain
management authorities, providing a regional, whole of catchment approach to flood
mitigation. Also important is the Department of Sustainability and Environment which
has a policy role, and local councils which predominantly manage building and planning
matters.

2.1

Introduction

Victoria has a long history of flooding, with major regional floods occurring approximately every
ten to twenty years since the mid‐19th century. In late 2010 and early 2011, Victoria recorded
some of its worst flooding on record, following seven significant rainfall events over a seven
month period. Further flooding of significance also occurred in March 2012 in parts of northern
Victoria.
In order to better adapt to flooding, Victoria has developed legislation, policies and programs to
manage waterways and mitigate and monitor floods. Roles and responsibilities have also been
developed for key government agencies.
This chapter provides a contextual background for the inquiry, by describing flooding in Victoria,
including a summary of the 2010–2011 and 2012 floods and their impacts. It documents the key
legislation, strategies, policies and programs which guide flood mitigation, flood monitoring and
waterway management in the state.
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The chapter outlines the primary roles and responsibilities of the key government agencies, which
include the Department of Sustainability and Environment (DSE), Catchment Management
Authorities (CMAs) and local councils. Finally, it touches on the legislation and government
responsibilities for the management of essential services, given this is an additional issue that was
raised during the inquiry.

2.2

Flooding as a natural phenomenon

Floods are often regarded as unexpected natural disasters, yet they form part of the natural
water cycle.8 There are four different types of flooding in Australia: prolonged heavy rainfall,
storm surge, tsunamis and dam failure.9 In Victoria, floods are usually caused by heavy prolonged
rainfall.10
Heavy rainfall in a short period of time can produce floods in the upper valleys that tend to be
fast rising and fast flowing, known as flash floods. In the lower valleys floods tend to be slow
rising and slower flowing, which is known as riverine flooding, where excess rainfall produces
surface run‐off flowing into rivers and streams and then onto the adjacent floodplain. 11
These two types of flooding – flash floods, and slower moving riverine flooding – tend to occur in
different areas. The upper valleys tend to experience flash flooding, while lower valleys tend to
have slower energy, slower moving riverine flooding. In some areas where floodplains are
contained, flooding can also be more high‐energy and destructive. A third type of flooding, called
distributary flooding, occurs when a river comes down and then spreads into several channels.
This tends to happen in the Loddon, Campaspe, Avoca and to some extent the Goulburn Rivers in
the central north of Victoria.12
In Victoria, there is an historic pattern of different types of flooding in different parts of the state.
Given the state’s topography, the east and north east, which are mountainous, tend to have high‐
energy floods, which occur very quickly and do not last a particularly long time. Similar types of
flooding can also occur in the central north of the state, as well as parts of the south‐west. In the
Wimmera and north‐west of the state, however, floods tend to be lower energy and slower
moving, given the land is very flat. 13
Floods offer a range of environmental benefits, such as depositing sand, silt and debris onto
floodplains, which keeps soil fertile and productive. Flooding also increases soil moisture and
recharges groundwater levels. However, most of Australia’s towns, cities and agricultural activity
are also located on inland and coastal floodplains. Floodplains offer excellent water supply,
transportation, waste disposal, access to productive soils and land for recreation purposes.14
Human encroachment and settlement into potentially unsafe areas is not just recognised as a
problem for communities and government agencies in Victoria, but one experienced across the
world.15

8
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11
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Department of Sustainability and Environment, Victorian floods 2011: Frequently asked questions, 2011, p.1.
Standing Committee on Agriculture and Resource Management (SCARM), Floodplain management in Australia:
Best practice principles and guidelines, 2000, p.1.
Department of Sustainability and Environment, informal meeting with the Environment and Natural Resources
Committee – Melbourne, June 6, 2011.
ibid.
ibid.
ibid.
SCARM, Floodplain management in Australia: Best practice principles and guidelines, 2000, p.1.
Z Kundzewicz, ‘Large–scale floods report’, Global change and flood risk management, 2011, p.4.
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Contemporary studies regarding global warming indicate that in recent years, and into the future,
more extreme weather events have, and are likely to occur. This broad based increase in extreme
weather events includes more frequent and intense rainfall events in many parts of the world.16
Research conducted by the CSIRO in Australia in 2010 shows similar projections for Australia,
suggesting that short duration storms may become more intense across south eastern Australia,
particularly on the inland plains.17 An enhanced likelihood of flooding events increases the need
for sound planning and flood management to mitigate the impacts and risks of flooding.

2.3

History of Victorian floods

Flooding has been a regular occurrence in Victoria, with major regional floods occurring
approximately every ten to twenty years. There have been 59 major or moderate flooding events
in Victoria since 1852.18 Since 1900 major regional floods occurred in 1909, 1916, 1917, 1934,
1956, 1974, 1990, 1993, 1998 and 2007.19
Floods can cause significant costs to the community, which include:


direct damage to property and infrastructure;



indirect losses due to disruption of economic activity including trade and transport;



injury and death; and



stress and anxiety on the part of all those affected by flooding.20

An estimate of the cost per annum of flood damage in Victoria in 2007 was $350 million, which
includes both the direct physical damage to properties and assets and indirect damage as a result
of disruption to normal social and economic activities. Since this estimation was made, the costs
are likely to be considerably higher.21 Historically, the east and the north of the state are subject
to more regular flash flooding than other areas, and as such the damage caused by flooding is the
most severe.22
It should be noted that some early settlements have been built historically in areas that are flood‐
prone. They would not have been constructed in the same manner under current planning
provisions. During this inquiry the Committee visited settlements of this nature.

16

17

18
19

20
21

22

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), Special report on managing the risks of extreme events and
disasters to advance climate change adaptation, fact sheet, November 28, 2011, pp.1–2.
CSIRO, Climate variability and change in south–eastern Australia: A synthesis of findings from phase 1 of the South
Eastern Australian climate initiative (SEACI), 2010, p.25.
Attorney–General’s Department, ‘Zone Details – Victoria’, www.disasters.ema.gov.au, accessed June 20, 2011.
Victorian Government, Review of the 2010‐11 flood warnings and response: Interim report by Neil Comrie, AO,
APM, June 30, 2011, p.6; Flood Victoria, Flood History, accessed January 30, 2012.
SCARM, Floodplain management in Australia: Best practice principles and guidelines, 2000, p.xi
Victorian Government, Review of the 2010‐11 flood warnings and response: Final report by Neil Comrie, AO, APM,
December 1, 2011, p.17.
Department of Sustainability and Environment, informal meeting with the Environment and Natural Resources
Committee – Melbourne, June 6, 2011.
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According to records provided by the Australian Government’s Attorney‐General’s Department,
47 people have died in Victoria since 1852 due to flooding or related storms.23 Other effects of
floods are more difficult to assess as they are often intangible, such as the perceived loss of
security of the home, fear of continuing severe flood events, and physical and psychological
effects on health and wellbeing.24

2.4

2010–2011 floods and their impacts

Victoria received some of the worst flooding on record in late 2010 and early 2011, with seven
significant rainfall events between September 2010 and March 2011. In 2010, Victoria recorded
the fifth wettest year on record and its wettest year since 1974. This led to major flooding across
the north of Victoria in September. Further persistent rainfall through October, November and
December meant that catchments were already wet and soils saturated before record rainfall
occurred in January 2011.25
Figure 2.1

Source:

23
24

25
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Aerial photo of Carisbrook taken on January 13, 2011

Central Goldfields Shire Council, submission no.3

Attorney–General’s Department, ‘Zone details – Victoria’, www.disasters.ema.gov.au, accessed June 20, 2011.
Victorian Government, Review of the 2010‐11 flood warnings and response: Final report by Neil Comrie, AO, APM,
December 1, 2011, p.17.
Department of Sustainability and Environment, submission no.103, p.7.
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These heavy rainfall events were driven by record warm sea surface temperatures to the north of
Australia and one of the strongest La Niña events ever observed in the Pacific Ocean. On a
number of occasions during this period, a developing low‐pressure system combined with a moist
tropical air mass to form a significant weather event. Some of these systems contained intense
thunderstorms that deposited large amounts of rain in very short periods. 26 The rainfall
distributions for the period are illustrated in the two maps presented below. Figure 2.2 shows
total rainfall distributions across the state for the three month period from September to the end
of November, while figure 2.3 provides details of rainfall distribution for the period from
December to the end of February.
Figure 2.2

Victorian rainfall totals (mm) –
September 1, 2010 to November 30, 2010
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Commonwealth of Australia, Bureau of Meteorology, May 2011
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Figure 2.3

Victorian rainfall totals (mm)
– December 1, 2010 to February 28, 2011
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Commonwealth of Australia, Bureau of Meteorology, June 2011

In September 2010, there were widespread heavy rainfalls of 50–75 mm across the state, with
localised falls of up to 250 mm across the north‐east and alpine areas of the state, and up to
100 mm in western Victoria on September 4 and 5. This rainfall resulted in flooding throughout
most of the state. Overall, 17 municipalities, 26 localities and 1,170 properties were affected.27
During October 30 and 31, 2010, widespread heavy rainfalls were recorded with up to 150 mm
falling in the north‐east of the state. This resulted in minor to moderate flooding across rural
areas and short term road closures in the north‐east of the state. Five properties at Healesville
were affected in the October event. 28
Between November 26 and 29, 2010, intense thunderstorm cells originating in the north‐west
swept across the state causing flash flooding. Rainfall exceeded 100 mm in many locations. The
heaviest rainfalls occurred in the north‐west and central areas of the state,29 bringing major
flooding in the Loddon and Avoca rivers.30 Six municipalities, ten localities and 29 properties were
affected.31
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ibid., p.8.
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Further severe weather began on December 7, 2010, with heavy rain and thunderstorms
continuing through to December 9, 2010. The north‐east of the state was worst affected, with
falls in excess of 150 mm. Sixteen municipalities, 21 localities and more than 150 properties were
affected.32
The biggest flooding events to occur during this period were in January 2011. Low‐pressure
systems associated with extraordinary tropical moisture led to Victoria recording its wettest
January ever by the halfway point of the month. Heavy rainfall and flash flooding persisted
between January 9 and 15, 2011, with rainfall totals of 100–300 mm across two‐thirds of the
state. As a result, major and moderate flooding spanned the northern, western and central parts
of Victoria.
Record daily rainfall totals initially caused flash flooding across western and central parts of the
state. The cumulative effects of unprecedented multi‐day rainfall totals led to major flooding in
the Avoca, Loddon, Wimmera, and Campaspe river systems. 33 Despite clearing conditions,
flooding continued to spread during January and into February 2011 as it developed into what
was described by the media as an ‘inland sea’ across the very flat north west of Victoria.34 Most
river gauges in the Avoca, Loddon, Wimmera and Campaspe catchments recorded river heights in
excess of previous records, as indicated by the figure below, which shows the major flooding
event in early 2011.35
Figure 2.4

Source:
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Record‐breaking Victorian floods – January 2011

Department of Sustainability and Environment, Record‐breaking Victorian Floods ‐ January 2011, media
release, March 4, 2011

ibid.
ibid., p.9.
Victorian Government, Review of the 2010‐11 flood warnings and response: Interim report by Neil Comrie, AO,
APM, June 30, 2011, p.9.
Department of Sustainability and Environment, submission no.103, p.9.
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The magnitude of the January 2011 event can be gauged by the fact that 27 municipalities, 96
localities, 3,355 properties and 7,625 people were affected.36
Further severe weather also occurred between February 4 and 6, 2011, compounding the impact
of the January floods in a number of towns in country Victoria. However, the greatest damages
were caused by thunderstorm events leading to flash flooding in and around Mildura, Robinvale
and suburban Melbourne. A record 190 mm of rain fell in Melbourne’s south‐eastern suburbs on
February 4 and 5, 2011, while Mildura received more than 100 mm of rain in two hours on
February 4, 2011 and close to its average annual total of 220 mm over two days. Overall, ten
municipalities, 43 localities and more than 1,000 properties were affected in these events.37
Flooding continued to occur in late March 2011. A complex low pressure system across Bass Strait
produced thunderstorms and heavy rain over Gippsland on March 22 and 23, 2011. Wilsons
Promontory was the worst hit area, with 370 mm of rainfall in less than 24 hours, while parts of
central Gippsland also received up to 140 mm rain.38
In total, the flood events that occurred between September 2010 and March 2011 affected 172
towns or localities. Twenty four of these towns or localities were affected more than once, while
some river side assets, roads and farmland were affected many times. The table below provides
monthly data on the number of towns, municipalities and properties affected between
September and March.
Table 2.1:

Towns, municipalities and properties affected 2010 and 2011
Sept 2010

Oct 2010

Nov 2010

Dec 2010

Jan 2011

Feb 2011

Mar 2011

Municipalities

17

1

6

16

27

10

2

Towns/ localities

26

1

10

21

96

43

5

1170

5

29

>150

>3500

>1000

No data

Properties
Source:

Department of Sustainability and Environment, submission no.103, p.10

Further detail on the towns and localities affected is represented in the map of Victorian Floods
Sept 2010 – March 2011 (see appendix four). Funding has been provided to DSE for a one year
project to document flood impacts in 2011‐12.39
As of October 12, 2011, the total cost of the Victorian floods was estimated at nearly $1.3 billion –
a figure which may increase as damage to assets is fully assessed. The figure includes direct costs
to local government authorities, CMAs, government departments, agricultural losses, repair and
restoration costs and other recovery measures.40 There was also one fatality reported at Kialla
West, where an eight year old boy drowned while swimming in a billabong which was estimated
to be 10‐25 metres deep in some areas. The legacy of the floods, both in material and
psychological terms, persists in many areas of Victoria.41
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2.5

2012 floods and their impacts

Early 2012 saw another major flood event in Victoria. Heavy rainfall on the evening of
February 27, 2012 and continuing for two days led to totals exceeding 250 millimetres in the
Broken Creek system in northern Victoria. Overland flooding occurred from direct rainfall in
places such as Yarrawonga, Cobram, Tallygaroopna, Congupna and Katandra West. Riverine
flooding was also significant and widespread along the Broken Creek system. The flood lasted
around three weeks from when rainfall began to when the floodwaters found their way to the
Barmah forest and the Murray River. In some areas the flooding exceeded a 1 in 100 year event.
The impacts of the flood were significant. In evidence provided by the Goulburn CMA at the
Numurkah public hearing, a rapid assessment showed a total of around 140 habitable buildings
were impacted, including close to 100 in the worst affected town of Numurkah. In each of the
floods of 2010, 2011 and 2012 it was a matter of fortune that during these events the Murray
River itself was experiencing relatively low flow rates.

2.6

Legislative and policy basis for flood mitigation, monitoring
and waterways management

Current Victorian legislation that influences flood mitigation in the state relates to land use
planning and building, emergency management, waterways, drainage and floodplain
management. The main strategic document guiding flood mitigation in Victoria is the Victoria
Flood Management Strategy, while the Victorian River Health Strategy guides investment in
waterways.

2.6.1

Legislation

The key existing Victorian legislation that is most relevant to flood mitigation, flood monitoring
and waterways management is as follows:


Planning and Environment Act 1987, which establishes a framework for planning the use,
development and protection of land in Victoria. The Act includes the establishment of
councils as planning authorities and addresses planning schemes and the Victorian Planning
Provisions; 42



Local Government Act 1989, which provides a framework for the establishment and operation
of councils. The Act is the main legislation guiding Victoria’s councils, and describes the
purpose, objectives and functions of councils. 43 The Act includes the responsibilities of
councils for drainage;44



Building Act 1993, which sets out the legal framework for the regulation of construction of
buildings, building standards and maintenance of specific building safety features. The Act
also introduces building permits, which are required for a range of building works including
levees;45

42

Planning and Environment Act 1987, ss.4A, 5, 6, 8A.
Department of Planning and Community Development, ‘Local Government Act’, www.dpcd.vic.gov.au, accessed
October 21, 2011.
Local Government Act 1989, ss.200, 201.
Building Commission, ‘Regulation and Legislation’, www.buildingcommission.com.au, accessed October 21, 2011.
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Emergency Management Act 1986, which establishes arrangements to provide for the
management and organisation of the prevention, response and recovery phases of
emergencies. The Act also outlines responsibilities of councils related to emergency
management;46



Catchment and Land Protection Act 1994, which provides a framework for the management
and protection of catchments. The Act establishes processes to encourage and support
community participation in the management of land and water resources. The Act also
creates the CMAs,47 which are the floodplain management authorities for Victoria; and



Water Act 1989, which establishes rights and obligations in relation to water resources,
provides mechanisms for the allocation of water resources, creates the statutory powers and
functions of all water authorities, and provides for the management of the water resource.48
The Act also outlines the waterway, drainage and floodplain management functions of
CMAs.49 CMAs are also currently waterway managers under part 10 of the Water Act.50

2.6.2

Policy, strategies and programs

Key commonwealth and Victorian Government policies, strategies and programs relevant to flood
mitigation, flood monitoring and waterways management include:


Victoria Flood Management Strategy;



Regional Floodplain Management Strategies;



Victorian River Health Strategy; and



National Partnership Agreement on Natural Disaster Resilience.

Victoria Flood Management Strategy
The primary policy document in relation to flood management in Victoria is the Victoria Flood
Management Strategy, which was completed in 1998. The strategy was developed as part of a
flood management reform initiative, which followed a review of floodplain management in rural
and provincial Victoria in 1995. The creation of the strategy occurred soon after CMAs were
established and given responsibilities for waterways, floodplains and rural drainage.51 It also
closely followed the introduction of the Victorian Planning Provisions, which provide for a
consistent means by which councils can develop their planning schemes.52
The Victoria Flood Management Strategy was designed to provide an integrated approach to
flood management. The strategy includes a number of objectives for flood management in
Victoria. These are to:

46
47
48
49
50
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52
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maintain and enhance the inherent hydraulic functions of the floodplain to convey and store
flood waters;



apply risk management principles to flood management decisions;



ensure that decisions about flood risk are made at the appropriate state, regional or local
levels;



ensure that decisions are made that balance the benefits and costs of implementing flood
management measures, having regard for economic, social and environmental outcomes;



implement flood management measures which reduce flood risk and damage costs and which
maintain and enhance the environmental values of floodplains; and



improve available information and the understanding of the community of the risk of flooding
and its impacts on property, the environment, community well‐being, health and safety.53

The strategy was originally designed to outline the roles and responsibilities of key agencies and
the community, regional and local flood management planning frameworks, and a series of
statewide flood management programs.54 This strategy, which was originally intended to operate
for ten years, is currently being reviewed by DSE.55
Regional floodplain management strategies
Following the completion of the Victoria Flood Management Strategy, Regional Floodplain
Management Strategies were developed by CMAs. These strategies generally contain priorities
for flood mapping, flood studies, floodplain management plans, statutory planning, flood
awareness and education and asset management.56
Victorian River Health Strategy
The Victorian River Health Strategy was developed in 2002 and provides the framework for the
management of rivers in Victoria. Included in the strategy are statewide targets for river
restoration, a planning framework, criteria for priority setting for investment in river protection
and restoration, and an outline of institutional arrangements.57 The strategy is currently being
reviewed by DSE.58
The Victorian Government has developed the River Health Program to address the river health
issues identified in the Victorian River Health Strategy. The program aims to treat the problems of
low flows, declining water quality and degraded riverine habitats, and restore stressed rivers

53
54
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Department of Natural Resources and Environment, Victoria Flood Management Strategy, 1998, p.5.
ibid., pp.45–53.
Office of Water, ‘Strategies and Reports’, www.water.vic.gov.au, accessed June 22, 2011.
Flood Victoria, Role of floodplain management authorities, www.floodvictoria.vic.gov.au, accessed October 21,
2011; Egis Consulting Australia, North Central Catchment Management Authority regional floodplain management
strategy, April 2000.
Department of Natural Resources and Environment, Healthy rivers healthy communities and regional growth:
Victorian River Health Strategy, pp.2–3.
Department of Sustainability and Environment, ‘Victorian River Health Strategy’, www.water.vic.gov.au, accessed
October 26, 2011.
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while protecting healthy ones.59 The Office of Water within DSE is responsible for coordinating the
implementation of the program, with delivery managed by Melbourne Water and CMAs.60
National Partnership Agreement on Natural Disaster Resilience
One of the primary sources of funding for flood mitigation works in Victoria is the National
Partnership Agreement on Natural Disaster Resilience (NPA), which in 2009‐10 replaced a range
of government programs for disaster mitigation works, including the Natural Disaster Mitigation
Program (NDMP). A key aim of the NPA is to:
… enhance Australia’s resilience to natural disasters through mitigation works, measures and
related activities that contribute to safer, sustainable communities better able to withstand the
effects of disasters, particularly those arising from the impact of climate change.61

The NPA currently provides approximately $110 million over four years to states and territories.
Funding is targeted at activities that enhance disaster resilience in accordance with the National
Strategy for Disaster Resilience. States and territories provide direct administration for the
program and submit an annual implementation plan to the Attorney‐General. Funding for
projects is based on states’ and territories’ natural disaster risk priorities.62
In Victoria, the NPA’s Natural Disaster Resilience Grants Scheme (NDRGS) is administered by the
Office of the Emergency Services Commissioner (OESC) and is available to bodies including
councils, CMAs and government departments.63 In accordance with the annual implementation
plan, OESC offers grant funds under the NDRGS, and may also make funds available to other
projects at its discretion. A range of conditions are placed on recipients of NDRGS grants for flood
projects. These include:


councils submitting flood projects must consult with their relevant catchment management
authority and enlist their support; and



DSE may fund up to one third of the cost of projects that it endorses. Applicants therefore
need to provide one third of funds for the project, with one third being provided by the
NDRGS; and



for flood warning projects, the Commonwealth (through NDRGS) and DSE may each fund half
of the agreed capital cost of the project, provided the applicant agency agrees to be
responsible for the full maintenance and replacement costs.64
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Office of Water, ‘Victorian river health program’, www.water.vic.gov.au, accessed July 7, 2011.
Department of Sustainability and Environment, ‘Integrated policy and investment’, www.water.vic.gov.au,
accessed October 21, 2011.
Attorney–General’s Department, ‘National partnership agreement on natural disaster resilience’,
www.ema.gov.au, accessed October 21, 2011.
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2.7

Roles and responsibilities for flood mitigation, flood
monitoring and waterway management

A number of authorities have roles and responsibilities for flood mitigation, flood monitoring and
waterway management in Victoria. Key authorities are:


Commonwealth Government;



Department of Sustainability and Environment;



Department of Planning and Community Development;



Catchment Management Authorities;



Local governments; and



Rural water authorities.

Below is an outline of the roles and responsibilities of each authority, which are predominantly
outlined in the Victoria Flood Management Strategy and are in many cases backed by relevant
legislation. The roles and responsibilities for waterways and drains are outlined briefly below and
in greater detail in chapter five, while the roles and responsibilities for levees are more fully
explained in chapters four and six.

2.7.1

Commonwealth Government

The role of the Commonwealth Government in flood management in Victoria is briefly outlined in
the Victoria Flood Management Strategy. Through the Bureau of Meteorology (BoM), its role is to
‘take a lead role in the provision of flood warning services (and relevant committees such as the
Victoria Flood Warning Consultative Committee)’.65 Other roles outlined in the strategy include:


encouraging the development of effective long‐term strategies for the sustainable
management of floodplains; and



providing financial assistance under the Natural Heritage Trust (NHT) for the development
and implementation of floodplain management plans.

2.7.2

Department of Sustainability and Environment

The Department of Sustainability and Environment has the following roles in flood mitigation and
monitoring, as outlined in the Victoria Flood Management Strategy:


overview reporting on and revision of the state flood strategy;



developing national and statewide policy;



providing intergovernmental, statewide and regional liaison;



approving regional floodplain management strategies;



overviewing business planning, service agreements and budgets;

65

Department of Natural Resources and Environment, Victoria Flood Management Strategy, 1998, p.xiv.
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promoting best practice;



co‐ordinating the statewide flood database;



approving floodplain management plans;



supporting training, education and awareness;



providing real time access for flood warning purposes to streamflow data collection networks
managed by the department for the purpose of natural resource management; and



preparing flood monitoring guidelines to assist catchment management authorities and
municipal councils in the collection of real event flood data.66

Since the creation of the Victoria Flood Management Strategy, a number of additional flood
mitigation and monitoring roles have been outlined by the department on its website. These
include:


provision of quality assurance of regional programs;



overseeing proper investment of government resources;



supporting and assisting communities to implement flood mitigation works to reduce the risk
of flooding to existing development, where the works are cost effective and address a
significant flood risk;



facilitating management arrangements for levee systems across the state; and



encouraging and facilitating the implementation of flood warning systems and providing real
time access to stream flow data collection networks for flood warning purposes.67

2.7.3

Department of Planning and Community Development

The Department of Planning and Community Development (DPCD) did not exist at the time the
Victoria Flood Management Strategy was developed. However, its role in flood mitigation has
since been defined by the Victorian Government as co‐ordinating land use planning including
building and works, and building regulation.68

2.7.4

Catchment management authorities and Melbourne Water

According to the Victoria Flood Management Strategy, the primary role of the CMAs regarding
flooding is to provide a regional, whole of catchment approach to flood mitigation to:
… ensure that regional flooding issues are managed in an integrated way. This requires that
the upstream and downstream effects of flood management and drainage measures are
addressed, including their impacts on waterways and environmental values, particularly
where these effects cross municipal boundaries.69

66
67
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More specific roles of the CMAs are to:


develop, oversee and, where appropriate, implement regional floodplain management
strategies, which integrate local floodplain management issues and prioritise the
development of urban and rural floodplain management plans within the region;



support and facilitate the implementation of regional land use planning measures to reduce
the future growth of flood risk and flood damages and, in particular, to provide input to
planning schemes, respond to planning referrals, provide flood advice and help resolve
planning issues;



support and facilitate the implementation of regional flood warning systems;



maintain and enhance regional flood information and coordinate monitoring of significant
flood events;



provide for the conservation of natural resources and environmental values of regional
significance;



monitor and report on regional flood management performance;



advise government on regional flood management priorities; and



manage and maintain specific strategic regional approved works and measures (including
levees) in accordance with the regional floodplain management strategy.70

Melbourne Water manages these functions for Metropolitan Melbourne, Port Phillip and
Westernport.71
The roles and responsibilities for CMAs are also articulated under the Water Act 1989, (the ‘Water
Act’) and under the various statements of obligation issued by the Water Minister.72 Key activities
under the Water Act include:


determining the extent and height of floodwaters;



declaring flood levels, land liable to flooding, floodway areas, flood fringe areas and building
lines;



controlling developments that have occurred or that may be proposed;



developing and implementing plans and taking any action needed to minimise flooding and
flood damage;



providing advice about flooding and controls on development to local councils, the
Department of Infrastructure and the community;



developing and implementing schemes to manage waterways; and



providing, operating and protecting regional drainage systems.73

70

ibid., pp.48, 100.
ibid., p.48; Melbourne Water, Port Phillip and Westernport region flood management and drainage strategy, 2007,
p.23.
Department of Natural Resources and Environment, Victoria Flood Management Strategy, 1998, p.47; Department
of Sustainability and Environment, A governance guide to the Victorian water industry, 2011, p.1.
Department of Natural Resources and Environment, Victoria Flood Management Strategy, 1998, p.47; Water Act
1989, ss.199, 213.
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Under the Water Act 1989 and the Planning and Environment Act 1987, CMAs were designated
referral authorities for local government in implementing statutory planning provisions and for
proposed construction of infrastructure assets (such as levees) on floodplains.74 While they
currently retain this role, the stated policy of the current government is to remove the referral
power of CMAs so they can provide non‐binding advice to councils. Under this policy, Melbourne
Water will, however, retain its referral powers.75

2.7.5

Local government

Councils have a wide range of roles and responsibilities with regard to floodplain management,
which predominantly relate to their planning functions. As outlined in the Victoria Flood
Management Strategy, the role and responsibilities of municipal councils in rural and regional
Victoria in relation to flood mitigation and monitoring are to:


develop and implement local floodplain management plans to reduce the adverse effects of
flooding to acceptable levels agreed to in consultation with their local communities;



incorporate flood provisions into local planning schemes, which allows councils to control
development and works on floodplain land;



provide, own and manage local community infrastructure within their boundaries in
accordance with agreed levels of service;



implement and maintain local flood warning systems, including systems for flash flooding;



maintain and enhance local flood information and monitor significant local flood events;



provide for the conservation of natural resources and environmental values of local
significance;



control new private levees through planning schemes; and



manage and maintain local approved works and measures (including levees) in accordance
with the regional floodplain management plan.76

On its website the Victorian Government also states that another council role is to ensure that
regulations concerning building on land liable to flooding are enforced.77
In the areas of Metropolitan Melbourne, Port Phillip and Westernport, Melbourne Water
manages these functions on behalf of councils.78
Relevant legislation for local government includes the Planning and Environment Act 1987, the
Local Government Act 1989 and the Building Act 1993. The Planning and Environment Act 1987
establishes the system of planning schemes as the principal way of setting out objectives, policies
and controls for the use, development and protection of land. The Building Act 1993 provides
local councils with the responsibility of setting minimum floor levels for buildings in areas liable to
74
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flooding, and the task of considering the likely danger caused by flooding to occupants of
proposed buildings. 79 The Local Government Act 1989 also includes provisions for local
governments to manage drainage systems.80

2.7.6

Rural water authorities

The formal role of rural water authorities in flood mitigation is currently limited, as indicated by
the fact they do not have a defined role in the Victoria Flood Management Strategy. They do,
however, have the following roles in flood monitoring:


to provide real time access for flood warning purposes to data collection networks, which are
managed by the Authority for the purpose of operating its water supply storages and
infrastructure; and



to participate in the provision of flood warnings for areas directly affected by the operation of
the authorities’ water supply storages.81

While not strictly flood mitigation, this inquiry does touch on the role performed by water
authorities immediately prior to and during flood events. As outlined in the Emergency
Management Manual of Victoria, the major role of water authorities in flood situations is to
appropriately manage their water assets, such as dams. Water authorities are to:
Develop adequate operational and maintenance procedures to ensure, where appropriate,
water supply, sewerage and irrigation and drainage assets perform their function
appropriately.82

2.8

Essential services: Legislation and policy

An important issue raised during the inquiry relates to the legislation and associated policy
concerning the protection and operation of essential services, such as electricity.
There are two key pieces of legislation that give government power to direct people to take
actions during emergencies. These are:


the Electricity Industry Act 1993, sections 95–99, which allow the Minister to compel
electricity suppliers to take steps to protect infrastructure and ensure continuity of service;
and



the Vital State Industries (Works and Services) Act 1992, sections 5–9, which give the
government power to direct persons or bodies to take steps to operate and maintain any vital
industry.83

A key agency involved in the management of critical infrastructure is the Department of Primary
Industries (DPI), which is the control agency for energy supply network disruption. Its roles
include: providing advice to industry to improve resilience, risk management and emergency
79
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preparedness; providing advice to government and emergency agencies about impacts on energy
supply; and providing advice to the Minister for Energy and Resources about the implication of
power supply disruptions and the reserve legislative powers to intervene in energy markets.84
Policy and procedures in relation to the management of essential services is further elaborated
on in chapter four.

2.9

Conclusion

This chapter has provided an overview of flooding in Victoria, and described the key policies,
strategies and legislation guiding flood mitigation, flood monitoring and waterways management
in Victoria. The chapter has also outlined the primary roles and responsibilities of the key
government agencies involved, which include DSE, CMAs, and local councils. Evidence provided to
the Committee shows there is confusion about roles and responsibilities among key stakeholders
involved in flood management for a range of reasons. The reasons for confusion and the
associated solutions are addressed in later chapters of this report.
Chapter three builds on this chapter, by describing how floods are addressed through the risk
management process, and what best practice flood mitigation and monitoring currently involves.

84
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CHAPTER THREE
Flood risk management:
Best practice mitigation and monitoring
KEY FINDINGS
3.1

Risk management
Formal processes to deal with the risk of flooding underpin best practice flood
mitigation. Best practice flood mitigation involves assessment of the degree to which a
risk can be eliminated; assessment of the degree to which the risk can be treated; and
the implementation of those treatments.

3.2

Flood management process
The established best practice approach to floodplain management is to create a
Floodplain Management Advisory Committee; conduct a flood study to define the
nature and extent of the flood hazard; develop a floodplain management study which
compares options to manage the flood hazard; and finally, create a floodplain
management plan which outlines the various flood mitigation options.

3.3

Flood management measures
Prior to a flood, flood mitigation infrastructure should only be implemented following a
flood risk assessment process. Flood mitigation infrastructure is one of a number of
measures that can be used to reduce the impact of flooding. The others are land use
planning, development and building controls and flood emergency measures.

3.1

Introduction

This chapter addresses terms of reference (a), ‘identifying best practice and emerging technology
for flood mitigation and monitoring infrastructure including river gauges’.
Over time, the management of floods has become viewed as a process in managing risk. As a
consequence, formalised risk management processes are now used to analyse and manage the
risk that flooding creates. In Australia, a consistent and widely accepted best practice approach to
floodplain management has been developed, which includes a number of key stages that utilise
the best available science and the input of stakeholders to reduce the likely impact a flood will
cause.
While structural measures or infrastructure were predominantly used to manage flooding until
the 1970s, a range of other measures such as land use planning and flood warning are now used,
creating a suite of approaches to be used within a risk management framework.
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This chapter describes and defines flood mitigation as a process in managing risk. It describes the
evolution of flood management practice in Australia; a process which saw the initial emphasis on
structural measures, such as levees, change to a more all encompassing approach. The chapter
provides an explanation of the current best practice approach for floodplain management,
including both a discussion of the process and the measures which are available. These measures
not only include infrastructure, but also land use planning, development and building controls,
and emergency measures such as flood warning.

3.2

Flood mitigation and floodplain management

Managing floods can be understood in the emergency management context, which involves three
main types of activities known as prevention (or mitigation), response and recovery. Put simply,
the term ‘mitigation’ describes activities before a flood, ‘response’ describes activities during an
event, and ‘recovery’ describes activities occurring after the flooding event. As the Emergency
Management Manual Victoria states, mitigation is defined as ‘measures taken in advance of, or
after, an emergency aimed at decreasing or eliminating its impact on society and the
environment’.85 In contrast, response is defined as ‘the combating of emergencies and the
provision of rescue and immediate relief services’, while recovery is ‘the assisting of people and
communities affected by emergencies to achieve a proper and effective level of functioning’.86
The Emergency Management Manual Victoria (EMMV) points out that a distinction needs to be
made between mitigation, on the one hand, and response and recovery on the other. While some
mitigative activities may happen after an emergency, they will be the ones taken to lessen the
impact or likelihood of the next event. They do not, however, include activities undertaken as
part of response and recovery.87 Given these definitions, a range of activities have been outlined
in Victoria which fit into the three categories. As Figure 3.1 below shows, there is a level of
overlap between each category, due, in part, to the fact that given activities do not always occur
sequentially.88
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Figure 3.1

Source:

Flood management

Victoria Flood Management Strategy, 1998, www.floodvictoria.vic.gov.au, accessed May 25, 2011

As figure 3.1 suggests, flood mitigation activities include planning, legislation and regulation, land
use controls, and enforcement and structural works (or infrastructure). These activities are
explored further below in this chapter. Flood mitigation is also closely linked to the phrase
‘floodplain management’. The 1998 Victoria Flood Management Strategy describes floodplain
management as encompassing prevention (mitigation) activities, and related environmental
activities.89 This is outlined in Figure 3.2, below, which details the various activities that are
undertaken within floodplain management.

89

Department of Natural Resources and Environment, Victoria Flood Management Strategy, 1998, p.35.
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Figure 3.2

Source:

Floodplain management

Victoria Flood Management Strategy, 1998, www.floodvictoria.vic.gov.au, accessed May 25, 2011

This inquiry is primary concerned with the prevention or mitigation activities outlined above, with
a focus on physical infrastructure and waterways management. Nevertheless, it also considers
some of the environmental issues associated with the broader concept of floodplain
management, as well as flood warnings. The latter has been categorised in Victoria as being both
a prevention and a response activity.

3.3

Flood mitigation and risk

Mitigating floods is an exercise in managing risk. Ideally, any society would like to be free of flood
risk, by eliminating the risk entirely. However, this is usually neither a practical option or
economically feasible. Therefore, the question of what is an acceptable level of flood risk for a
given community becomes paramount, with the answer clearly open to interpretation. Given the
expense of reducing the risk of flooding, the concept of ‘affordable’ risk management is also
central to considerations of acceptable levels of risk.90 While flood risk management has been
acknowledged since the early 1800s, formal processes to deal with the risk (or the likelihood and
consequences) of flooding are now utilised.91 One such process is described in the Emergency
Management Manual of Victoria. Using this approach, mitigation has three main stages, which
are:
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assessment of the degree to which the risk can be eliminated;



assessment of the degree to which the risk can be treated through the reduction of likelihood
or the reduction of potential consequences; and



the implementation of those risk treatments.92

This process is outlined in the following diagram:
Figure 3.3

Risk management and flood mitigation
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A number of key concepts are used in contemporary flood management to describe and
understand risk. While land subject to flooding is commonly known as the floodplain, a more
technical understanding views the floodplain as being land subject to the largest flood that could
occur, or the Probable Maximum Flood (PMF). All other land is considered to be flood free. 93
As the diagram illustrates, in some cases, a risk can be eliminated provided the PMF is understood
and measures can be introduced to meet this flood level. If the risk cannot be eliminated, it may
be able to be treated by a mitigation strategy, which can reduce the likelihood and/or
consequences of flooding. If the risk cannot be treated, then mitigation is not possible and
emergency response and recovery become the only measures available.
The likelihood of the occurrence of different sizes of floods for a given floodplain is also essential
information for floodplain management. Here a measure has been developed using probability
theory, known as the Annual Exceedance Probability (AEP). The AEP is expressed in terms of the
likelihood of occurrence of a flood of a given size or larger occurring for a given year. For example,
if a peak flood discharge of 500m3/s is likely to occur five per cent of the time (or 1 in 20 years),
then it is known as having a five per cent AEP. In other words, the risk of a flood of this magnitude
or larger occurring is once in every twenty years. It should be noted that this risk remains the
same from one year to the next, until such time as new data might alter the level of probability.94
In situations where flood risk cannot be eliminated, flood mitigation strategies are selected based
on an understanding of the AEP. The selection chosen is called the Defined Flood Event (DFE), and
should be based on an understanding of the flood behaviour and the associated risks and
consequences of flooding. 95 Therefore, mitigation strategies are often referred to as being
designed to cope with a particular flood event. Generally, the one per cent AEP flood event (i.e., a
1 in 100 year event) has been adopted as the appropriate DFE for most Australian states and
territories.96
Also relevant to the discussion of modern floodplain management and risk is the widely used
description in Australia of three types of ‘flood problems’. These relate to existing development,
future development, and the risk that remains after mitigation strategies are implemented. These
are explained as follows:


existing – refers to existing buildings and developments on flood‐prone land. These buildings
and developments due to their presence and location, are exposed to an existing risk of
flooding;



future – refers to buildings and developments that will be built on flood‐prone land. These
buildings and developments will be exposed to a ‘future’ flood risk (that is, a risk that does
not occur until the developments are undertaken); and



residual – this refers to the risk associated with floods generally and with those floods that
exceed the management measures already in place. Therefore, unless a flood management
measure is designed to withstand the PMF, it will be exceeded by a sufficiently large flood at
some time in the future.97
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These terms are all important in contemporary floodplain management, and are used throughout
this report.

3.4

Evolution of flood management practice in Australia

Floodplain management in Australia has been described as having a number of phases. A brief
explanation of these phases is useful to illustrate the way in which thinking about flooding issues
has changed in recent decades, resulting in the current understanding of ‘best practice’. The four
phases have been described as structural works, planning, emergency planning, and
contemporary all‐embracing planning.
The first phase was dominated by structural works, with levees predominantly used to protect
existing properties at risk of flooding. Little consideration was given to land use planning,
environmental or habitat issues on the floodplain, or to risk management planning. Flooding
problems were generally addressed on an ad hoc and individual basis, and usually responded to a
particular flood event. This phase has been described as reactive, and persisted until the 1970s in
most states.98
Phase two followed severe floods in Victoria, New South Wales and Queensland in the 1970s
which caused widespread and significant damage, and alerted authorities to the limitations of
structural works. Despite considerable expenditure on structural works, the cost of flooding
continued to grow as new development occurred on the floodplain. As a result, the importance
and effectiveness of land use planning measures to control the growth of future flood damage
became clear.99
A third phase has been described as occurring in the late 1980s and early 1990s, when two events
made clear the value of emergency management measures. One of these was the Bogan River
Flood in April 1990, when the levees around the New South Wales town of Nyngan were
breached and virtually the entire town was evacuated by helicopter. The flood had an average
return period of 250 years, and illustrated the reality of the residual risk associated with flood
events more severe than the DFE used for planning and design purposes. The CSIRO states that
the events confirmed the importance of flood emergency planning as an essential part of
responsible floodplain management.100
From the early 1990s onwards, it became apparent that an all‐embracing planning approach to
floodplain management was necessary. This ‘proactive’ approach incorporates the concepts of
resource management and sustainable development, as well as flooding considerations.101 This
last phase essentially describes the current ‘best practice’ approach to flood management, which
is outlined in greater detail below.
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3.5

Best practice floodplain management

In Australia there are a number of best practice guides for floodplain management. In 1999
Emergency Management Australia (EMA) produced Managing the floodplain. In 2000, the
Agriculture and Resource Management Council of Australia and New Zealand Standing
Committee on Agriculture and Resource Management (SCARM) produced Floodplain
management in Australia: Best practice principles and guidelines. Another best practice guide was
created by the New South Wales government in 2005, called Floodplain development manual: The
management of flood liable land. In Victoria, the Victoria Flood Management Strategy also
represents best practice principles. These guides are all very consistent in the way they describe
‘best practice’ in managing floods.
Key to each these best practice documents is a description of the floodplain management process
and an outline of the key management measures available for managing floods, which includes
flood mitigation infrastructure. The floodplain management process and associated management
measures are described in the following sections.

3.5.1

Floodplain management process

The SCARM, EMA and New South Wales Government best practice manuals all outline a similar,
recommended ‘best practice’ process for floodplain management. This process demonstrates the
steps involved in developing and implementing a floodplain management plan. There are three
inter‐related ‘systems’ that are required for managing flood risk and flood hazard and are relied
upon to develop and implement a floodplain management plan. These are:


the statutory land use planning process – for which local councils are usually responsible. The
flood management output from this process is an amended town plan, local development
plan or other local planning instrument that incorporates land use zones appropriate to flood
risk. 102 The statutory planning process provides a suitable and effective means for the
preparation of floodplain management plans and the implementation of their land use
provisions;103



the floodplain management process – for which an appropriate local agency is responsible.
The output from this is a floodplain management plan that incorporates an integrated mix of
measures to address existing, future and residual flood risk; and 104



the emergency planning process – for which there is a single responsible agency. The output
from this process is a flood emergency plan that addresses the risk caused by floods of
varying severities. Components of this plan include flood awareness, flood warning,
evacuation and recovery.105

The relationship between these three systems is outlined in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4

Relationships between the statutory planning, floodplain
management planning and flood emergency planning processes
Planning instruments
• Town plans
• Local environment policies
• Resource management policies
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Standing Committee on Agriculture and Resource Management (SCARM), Floodplain management in
Australia: Best practice principles and guidelines, 2000, p.3

As the diagram illustrates, the development and implementation of a floodplain management
plan relies upon the statutory planning instruments of a council’s planning system. Such plans
also provide valuable information for the creation of a flood emergency plan. Each council has its
own planning scheme, which in practice may vary between authorities.
The floodplain management process itself aims to combine the best available science in relation
to flood behaviour for a given area with an objective assessment of the costs and benefits of
different flood mitigation options. This is all driven by a multi‐disciplinary advisory committee
comprising people with different institutional and practical experience in relation to flooding. As
EMA state in their best practice guidelines for floodplain management, ‘flood prevention (or
mitigation) activities can only be comprehensively, objectively and effectively defined via the
floodplain management planning process.’ 106 This process can be contrasted with the
predominantly unplanned and reactive approach to flood mitigation commonly used in Australia
prior to the 1970s.107
This best practice process for floodplain management (and the associated links with land use
planning and emergency management planning) was acknowledged and recommended for
Victoria in 1998, as outlined in the Victoria Flood Management Strategy. The process is also
formally legislated, given floodplain management plans can be prepared under the ‘Water
Management Schemes’ provisions of the Water Act 1989.108 There are four primary steps in the
floodplain management process.
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Floodplain management advisory committee
Creating a Floodplain Management Advisory Committee is the first stage in the floodplain
management process. The committee is typically chaired by the relevant local agency (that is,
council or CMA), and has the role of developing and implementing the plan for the designated
floodplain area. This includes developing strategies for the implementation of the plan, and
directing and monitoring progress.109
Flood study
The flood study defines the nature and extent of the flood hazard across the floodplain by
providing information on the extent, level and velocity of floodwaters and on the distribution of
flood flows. The flood study forms the basis for subsequent studies and contains two major
elements: flood discharges for different sizes of flood (known as hydrologic aspects); and flood
levels and velocities for different sizes of floods (known as hydraulic aspects). One of the key
objectives of the plan is to determine for various flood events the extent of the defined floodway
and defined flood fringe areas of the floodplain. This assists in determining appropriate land uses
based on the degree of hazard.110
Floodplain management study
The floodplain management study follows the flood study by identifying and comparing options
to manage the flood hazard and assess the social, economic and environmental costs and benefits
of these options. Good floodplain management studies require a multidisciplinary approach and
active community consultation, with flood risk management a key component of the process.111
Floodplain management plan
A floodplain management plan is the resulting plan from the previous two studies, which outlines
the various options concerning flood mitigation, flood risk and flood hazard, as well as an
assessment of the social, economic and environmental consequences of the options. Where
possible, the advantages and disadvantages of each option should be quantified, including the
costs of the various options and the reduction in flood damage that results.112

3.5.2

Floodplain management measures

Best practice for effective floodplain management requires that appropriate management
measures are chosen and integrated for each specific floodplain area. A fundamental principle of
good floodplain management is that management measures should not be considered
independently. Rather, they need to be considered collectively on a risk management basis from
within a framework of a floodplain management plan.113 Nevertheless, there are four main types
of floodplain management measures which can work effectively in tandem, as follows:
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structural measures (infrastructure);



land use planning;



development and building controls; and



flood emergency measures.114

It is important to note that different types of floodplain management measures can be used to
address different types of flooding problem. This is outlined in the following table:
Table 3.1

Applicability of floodplain management measures
to the three flood problems
Existing flood
problem

Future flood
problem

Structural measures





Land use planning measures

(a)



Development and building controls

(b)



Flood emergency plans





Notes:

Residual flood
problem



(a) removal of building and development from unduly hazardous areas or floodproofing of existing
structures
(b) some dwellings can be flood‐proofed after initial construction

Source:

SCARM, Floodplain management in Australia: Best practice principles and guidelines, 2000, p.9

As the table above illustrates, the existing and future problem can be addressed through flood
mitigation options, which include structural measures, land use planning, and development and
building controls. However, the residual flood problem can only be addressed by flood emergency
management, or response and recovery measures. The following section outlines each of these
flood management measures.

3.5.3

Structural measures

There are a number of common structural measures used to mitigate flooding which are outlined
in best practice manuals. These are levees, channel modifications, bypass floodways, detention
basins, dams and floodgates.
Levees
A levee is an artificially raised embankment or wall designed to regulate water levels and reduce
the likelihood of flooding. 115 Levees are generally the cheapest way to protect existing
development in flood‐prone areas.116
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The height of a levee is determined by factors that include economic viability, including a cost and
benefit analysis (including the nature of development requiring protection); the physical
limitations of the site; the height to which floods can rise relative to the ground levels in the area
(which is important for safety);117 and the visual impact of the levee. A levee will not often be
required to achieve its design requirements. However, if it fails due to poor design, improper
construction or inadequate maintenance, the funds spent on its construction can be seen as
largely wasted.118
Even where the design, construction and maintenance of levees have all been excellent, all levees
will be overtopped ‐ unless they are designed for the PMF event.119 Therefore, ‘it is not a question
of if overtopping will occur, but of when and what the consequences will be’.120 Where levees are
designed for a PMF event, they can still fail through lack of maintenance, inadequate construction
or unforeseen circumstances. In these circumstances, flood emergency plans that detail the
defence and evacuation of areas protected by levees, become paramount.121
In using levees a number of precautions have been outlined, including the fact that they may
increase flood levels elsewhere on the floodplain.122 Levees may also prevent the flow of water to
valuable environmental assets, such as wetlands.123 These factors should be taken into account
when any levee proposal is being developed. Despite these precautions and the limitations of
levees, they are a common, important and potentially effective management measure for existing
flood problems. 124
A number of best practice principles have been outlined regarding levee construction and
maintenance. These include:


recognising the need to design levees for controlled overtopping by flood events larger than
the design event to reduce the hazard associated with uncontrolled overtopping;



considering potential problems with local drainage within the protected area during a flood
(that is, the use of pumps to remove water on the wrong side of the levee); and125



properly maintaining levee crest level, grass cover and spillways and avoiding damage by
traffic or animals.126

For rural levee schemes, SCARM states that best practice includes:


ownership and operation by farmers;



an integrated and coordinated system of levees that provide an agreed level of protection on
an equitable basis;



effective and sustainable maintenance plans;
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the absence of ‘new’ illegal levees and the integration of existing illegal levees, where
practical and appropriate, into the adopted levee system; and



an awareness by farmers and agencies of the potential effects of land‐forming operations on
floodplain flows.127

A range of information about levees is also useful when developing emergency plans. This
includes:


a description of each levee, detailing location, construction type, and the communities
protected;



the name, identification number and gauge zero for the flood warning gauge relevant to each
levee;



a range of heights (levee design height, spillway height, imminent failure height) relative to
the relevant flood warning gauge, and the likelihood of the respective heights being reached;
and



knowledge of any critical issues such as the structural integrity of each levee.128

Channel modifications
River channels can discharge greater volumes of floodwater by widening, deepening or realigning
the channel, and by clearing the channel banks and bed of obstructions to flow. These changes
increase the velocity of flow and possibly the depth of flow. In doing so, they can also potentially
increase the flood hazard.129 The effectiveness of changes to channels is dependant upon the
characteristics of the channel and the surrounding valley.130
Channel modifications are likely to be most effective along creeks and rivers with low mainstream
channel velocities caused by overgrown beds and banks. Importantly, however, best practice
suggests:
Channel modifications are unlikely to have a significant effect in flooding situations where
there are extensive areas of overbank flooding or where flooding effects are dominated by
increased tide levels.131

There are a number of potential disadvantages of channel modifications. These include:


the potential impacts of such works on channel bed and bank stability, both upstream and
downstream of the site;132



they can accentuate downstream flooding by speeding up the transfer of floodwater
downstream;
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the cost of maintenance;



the destruction of riparian habitat; and



the visual effect of replacing naturally varying channel sections with a more uniform
section.133

Bypass floodways
Bypass floodways are pathways created to redirect some of the floodwaters away from areas at
risk, and reduce flood levels along the channel downstream of the diversion.134 Bypass floodways
are often used with levees.135 The construction of bypass floodways may be limited by the
topography of the area, ecological considerations and the availability of land. They also have two
key disadvantages:


they may exacerbate flood problems along the bypass channel and in areas downstream of
the bypass channel through assisting the downstream transfer of floodwaters;136 and



because they direct flows away from natural paths, they may also impact on channel form
both upstream and downstream.137

Despite these issues, bypass floodways can sometimes provide a useful management option,
particularly when used with levees.138
Dams
Dams are barriers constructed across waterways to control or store water. SCARM states that
even if full, dams can significantly reduce downstream flood discharges. As the flood wave passes
through a dam, the dam is progressively filled to the point of overflow, trapping a portion of the
floodwaters. It then provides temporary storage above the spillway crest level for floodwaters
passing through the dam (the spillway is the area where the overflow automatically can occur). A
dam’s flood mitigation potential depends predominantly on the surface area of the dam at
spillway level and its spillway capacity. The larger the surface area and the smaller the spillway
capacity, the greater the reduction in downstream discharges. This effect is most helpful directly
downstream of the dam and the benefits reduce as the flood wave travels downstream.139
Most dams are multi‐purpose, and generally their construction for flood control alone cannot be
justified economically. Moreover, according to SCARM, ‘the mitigation effects of even large dams
on severe floods is often surprisingly small’.140 This is because:
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the dam may be nearly full at the start of a flood;141



the surface area of the dam at spillway level is relatively small and the spillway capacity is
large;



the volume of water in a severe flood may be much greater than the storage capacity of even
a large dam; and



floods may result from rainfall in parts of the catchment that are not commanded by dams.142

Importantly, it is unusual to find a location where a dam can trap water from a number of
tributaries, and it may be not be economically feasible to construct dams on all tributaries of a
river system. As a result, dams are generally only located in one part of a catchment. 143 For flood
mitigation dams to be fully effective, they need to have adequate airspace (spare capacity) so
water can be stored when a flood occurs. 144
Detention basins
A detention basin is a small dam that provides temporary floodwater storage. In urban areas,
detention basins are most appropriate for small streams that react quickly to stormwater
flooding. Detention basins have disadvantages that need to be carefully considered. These are:


they require a substantial area of land to achieve the necessary storage;



where used for multiple purposes (for example, as a playing field as well as for flood
mitigation), public safety aspects during flooding need to be considered;



long duration or multi‐peak storms (when the basin is partly or completely filled from a
previous peak) can increase the risk of overtopping, breaching and the resulting downstream
hazard; and



depending on their size, detention basins may ease discharge only slightly when overtopping
occurs.145

Floodgates
Floodgates can be used to control flow down a bypass floodway or to prevent flow along a
waterway, small creek or drain. When used to control water down a bypass floodway gates are
usually used to keep the flow in the channel until water is about to spill out of the channel. The
gate is then opened to reduce the problems that would occur if there was overflow of water
outside the channel above the gate.146
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There are numerous locations where floodgates can be used to keep flood waters from backing
up a drain or creek. Gates can be designed to be normally open or closed when there is a flood, or
they may be normally closed and opened only when the water level behind the gate is higher
than the water in the mainstream. The protection of low‐lying urban areas or farmland is usually
the main function of floodgates. There are a range of environmental disadvantages of floodgates,
which include changes to aquatic ecology, changes in water quality and drying out of wetlands.147

3.5.4

Land use controls

The two key land use controls are zoning, which aims to steer inappropriate future development
away from high risk areas of the floodplain, and voluntary purchase of properties in excessively
hazardous areas of the floodplain. According to SCARM, appropriate land use controls are
essential if the rate of growth of future flood damage is to be limited.148 They are also the most
cost effective floodplain management measure, particularly when the goal is to limit future flood
damage.149
Zoning
The division of flood‐prone land into appropriate land uses is an effective and sustainable way to
limit flood damage to future developments. 150 It is important that local agencies select
appropriate zones and related development and building provisions when flood‐prone land is
being rezoned. Flood‐related zonings should be incorporated in Town Planning Schemes (and
other planning instruments) once the floodplain management plan has been completed and
adopted.151
In Victoria, the Victoria Planning Provisions (VPPs) outline a set of standard provisions for
planning schemes. They include a series of zones, which list uses that do and do not require a
permit, as well as uses which are prohibited. The VPPs also include overlays, which operate in
addition to the zone requirements.152 For flood mitigation purposes, the VPPs contain the Urban
Floodway Zone (UFZ), which aims to control development in floodways. Under this zone there are
only a limited number of uses which do not require a permit (including animal husbandry and
apiculture), with all other uses requiring a permit.153 The VPPs also include two overlays for flood
mitigation purposes which operate in addition to the zone requirements. These are a Floodway
Overlay and a Land Subject to Inundation Overlay.154
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Voluntary purchase
In some high hazard areas of the floodplain it may not be practical or economic to mitigate flood
hazard to existing properties at risk. In these circumstances it may be appropriate to cease
occupation of these properties in order to free both residents and potential rescuers from the
hazard of future floods. Properties can be bought and buildings removed or demolished as part of
a floodplain management plan. SCARM states that ‘property should be purchased at an equitable
price and only when voluntarily offered’.155 Moreover, such areas should be rezoned to a use
more compatible with flood, such as recreation or parkland.156

3.5.5

Development and building controls

In flood prone areas, development and building controls may place conditions on the
development and construction of buildings. These controls are aimed at reducing the risk of a
building being flooded above floor level and at reducing the resulting damage when above floor
flooding occurs. Development and building controls that are frequently used include minimum
floor levels, floodproofing, house raising and freeboard.157
Minimum floor levels
According to SCARM, raising habitable floors to a defined floor level is the most effective
floodproofing measure. Local agencies have a duty of care in approving non‐conforming
developments and in deciding on appropriate conditions. Moreover:
Irrespective of the proponent’s desires, the overriding consideration should be that the
proposed development will not adversely affect flood behaviour or increase the risk to life,
limb or property, whether public or private.158

Appropriate action is to determine levels of acceptable risk from areas of the floodplain. Further,
specific land uses should be chosen within the framework of the floodplain management plan. It
is recommended that decisions about non‐conforming developments are made on the basis of
the cumulative development of the floodplain, rather than on an isolated basis.159
Floodproofing
Design and construction of buildings with appropriate water‐resistant materials that minimise
damage to the building when it is flooded is known as ‘floodproofing’. While a recognised
approach to reducing flood impacts, SCARM states that ‘at best, floodproofing is an adjunct to
other management measures’.160 Like the use of other mitigation measures, it is recommended
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that the decision to undertake floodproofing is made within the context of the floodplain
management plan.161
Another form of floodproofing is to raise houses, which may be a suitable mitigation measure for
low hazard areas. In high hazard areas, however, voluntary purchase or structural means of
protection are generally required. 162
Freeboard
To provide safety in the setting of floor levels and levee crests, ‘freeboard’ or additional height is
regularly used.163 According to SCARM, freeboard incorporates the following factors:


uncertainties in estimates of flood levels;



differences in water levels across the floodplain because of local factors not included in
hydraulic models;



the cumulative effect of subsequent infill development;



increases in water level as a result of wave action; and



increases in coastal water levels as a result of the greenhouse effect.164

Another advantage of freeboard is that it reduces the likelihood of sewer surcharges into
buildings.165 To calculate a minimum floor level, freeboard is added to the DFE flood height.166

3.5.6

Flood emergency measures

Flood emergency measures include flood forecasting, flood warning, plans for the defence and
evacuation of an area and plans for the recovery of the area once the flood subsides. All of these
measures are incorporated in the flood emergency plan for the area, which should be
complementary to the floodplain management plan.167 Measures such as flood warning and
evacuation plans can reduce the intangible as well as the tangible costs of flooding.168 Flood
warnings can do this because they give communities time to prepare for a flood, and therefore
they can take actions to reduce the damage to their property or assets.169 In many cases, flood
warning and evacuation plans may be the only economically justifiable management measure
where a relatively small number of people are subjected to a very high degree of flood risk.170
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Given the interest of this inquiry in flood monitoring infrastructure, the section below provides a
brief discussion of best practice in relation to flood warning, with particular emphasis on flood
prediction and the associated flood monitoring infrastructure. This section draws heavily on the
EMA best practice manual, Flood warning.
Flood warning
In Australia, the concept of the ‘total flood warning system’ has been developed to describe the
range of elements that must be integrated if flood warning systems are to work effectively. The
six components of such a system are:


monitoring and prediction – monitoring of rainfall and river flows and other environmental
conditions that lead to flooding, and predicting river levels during a flood;



interpretation – identifying in advance the impacts of the predicted flood levels on
communities at risk;



message construction – devising the content of messages which warn people of flooding;



communication – disseminating warning information in a timely manner to people and
organisations likely to be affected by the flood;



protective behaviour – generating appropriate and timely actions and behaviours from the
agencies involved and from the threatened community; and



review – examining the various aspects of the system with a view to improving its
performance.171

According to EMA, all of these components must be operational and integrated rather than
working in an isolated manner. Moreover, EMA states ‘the view that any one component of the
system represents all of it, or is an end in itself, impairs the system’s effectiveness’.172 A number
of other key issues need to be addressed for an effective flood warning system. These include:


effective consultation at the design stage ‐ to ensure the relevance of flood warning systems
and encourage local ownership of them;



ongoing planning and maintenance – including a commitment of resources to develop each
component of the system, and ensure ongoing maintenance; and



continued community engagement – to ensure flood prone communities are ready for flood
warnings and know how to utilise them.173

Flood prediction
Flood prediction is the first element for building a flood warning system, and is of particular
relevance to this inquiry given its interest in best practice and emerging technology for flood
monitoring infrastructure (rainfall and river gauges) which are used to predict floods.
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Flood predictions are estimations of the height of water in a river or other flooded area at a
specific location and future time, which enable communities to undertake actions to reduce the
effects of the flood. They may be expressed at a particular location (usually a gauge) as a precise
value (for example, 12.3 metres); a range (for example, between 12.0 and 12.5 metres); being
near a specified or critical value (for example, 12.0 metres); or of a particular class of flooding
(minor, moderate or major). Prior to issuing predictions, routine catchment monitoring should be
undertaken to assess the amount of rainfall needed to create runoff. This requires, amongst other
matters, sufficient rainfall and river flow data.174
Flood prediction can be undertaken at different times before, during or after a rainfall event.
Making predictions at different time scales requires the use of different technologies and
techniques, which can have varying levels of accuracy. Generally, highly accurate flood
predictions can only be made in the later stages of the flood event, when information such as
observed rainfall or river height becomes available. To provide greater warning time, less
accurate predictions are often necessary based on other means.175 The trade‐off between warning
time and the level of accuracy for flash flooding is illustrated in the following diagram:
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As the diagram also illustrates, early in a flood event predictions are often made using forecast
rainfalls, instead of actual rainfalls or stream heights, which are measured using rainfall and river
gauges. Given the inherent uncertainty in using a forecast, predictions of this type are not very
precise. Predictions using actual amounts of recorded rainfall are more accurate, but they need to
consider losses due to evaporation, seepage, and dam capture. Even more accurate predictions
come from measured stream heights upstream of a specified gauge, particularly when there is
limited inflow between the two gauges.176
Flood monitoring infrastructure: The role of technology
The type of technology used can greatly influence the technical quality of flood prediction in
terms of accuracy, timeliness and reliability. As the basic inputs to a flood prediction system,
rainfall and river level and flow information can be gained through manual observation of gauges,
or through more sophisticated automatic or semi‐automatic devices, which can bring
considerable improvement in prediction quality and speed. Among the technologies available for
river level management is float‐well or pressure sensing gauges, with stream flow measurement
obtained using ultrasonic techniques. Tipping‐bucket gauges are now used for rainfall, as well as
radar based systems.177
Modern river and rain gauges can also be fitted with telemetry devices, which transfer data
quickly to the prediction centre. Telemetry devices may come in the form of radio, telephone,
mobile phone, satellite or internet based systems. The reliability of these systems can be
improved by options such as: dedicated landline or microwave links; creating alternate
communication paths; or by increasing the number of gauge stations. It is also important that
where gauges have telemetry, a manual gauge reading can also be taken as a backup in case of
technical failure. 178
The internet is now increasingly used to deliver a range of flood information products. In
Australia, the Bureau of Meteorology (BoM) website has weather forecasts, current warnings for
flood and severe weather, radar rainfall images, observed rainfall and river levels. In addition to
these key prediction activities, other technologies such as ‘web‐cam’ are being used to show
images from a video camera sited at a key flood warning gauge. This can be shown over the
internet.179
While this latest technology is available, EMA makes the point that its use must be considered on
a cost‐benefit basis. As it states:
Technological alternatives should be assessed as a balance between the potential reduction
in flood damage from an improved quality of prediction and the cost of the technology needed
to gain the improvement…as a principle, the need to achieve this balance should guide
decisions on the choice of technology as far as is practicable.180
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Flood monitoring: Informal systems
Flood monitoring also takes place on an ‘informal’ basis, generally by members of the community
who may have their own impressions about how serious an impending flood may be, which is
frequently based on their own records of past floods. The views of local people can assist flood
prediction greatly, as EMA acknowledges:
Seeking the advice of these people is important, and they should be identified and
encouraged to share their information which can then be incorporated into the prediction
process. Council staff and local response agency members can usually identify such
people.181

EMA also notes that while it may be done on a case‐by‐case basis, it is worthwhile exploring ways
to incorporate this local knowledge into the prediction process. One suggested way to do this is
to use local residents as gauge readers, although it is recognised that this may sometimes not be
possible given that residents may be busy protecting their own property. Residents can also be
encouraged to contact their local prediction agency if they have information that indicates the
official flood forecasts are inaccurate, as the outcome may be a revised official forecast. Other
benefits of accepting and incorporating information from residents are that it helps to integrate
the information of residents and officials, reduces the likelihood that there will be different
versions of flood severity, and also gives the community greater confidence in flood predictions.182

3.6

Conclusion

This chapter has described flood management as a risk management process, and outlined the
formal ‘best practice’ floodplain management process now used in Australia to mitigate flood risk.
It has also given an overview of the key means used to mitigate flooding, which include structural
measures such as levees, land use planning, development and building controls, and emergency
management measures.
Chapter four goes on to address the management of a key piece of flood mitigation infrastructure
in Victoria – levees.
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CHAPTER FOUR
Levees: Ownership, management and
maintenance responsibilities
KEY FINDINGS
4.1

Levees in Victoria
Levees have been constructed for flood protection in Victoria since the late 19th
century, and there are now approximately 4,000 kilometres of levees across the state,
located in urban, rural and regional settings. There are wide disparities in their design,
construction methods and current condition, ranging from well constructed modern
urban levees, to poorly sited, constructed and maintained older levees offering little
flood protection.

4.2

Ownership of levees
There is considerable uncertainty concerning the ownership of, and maintenance
responsibilities for, many of Victoria’s levees. Some, but not all, local governments
claim ownership and maintenance responsibilities for modern urban levees.
Responsibilities for older urban levees, rural levees with prior government involvement,
and privately constructed levees on public land are frequently unclear or disputed.
There was universal support among stakeholders for the resolution of ownership,
management and maintenance issues associated with levees.

4.3

Basis of responsibility
Three key issues are central to the discussion of who owns and who should maintain a
levee where responsibilities are unclear. The first is land tenure, the second is who
benefits from the levee, and the third is who undertook the construction work. For a
number of reasons, the beneficiary pays principle, rather than land tenure or past
government involvement, is the most appropriate way to determine ownership,
management and maintenance responsibilities.

4.4

Access
Under section 133 of the Water Act 1989, CMAs have the right to access private land to
undertake levee maintenance, however, councils do not possess this right. Access to
public land by private levee beneficiaries can also be difficult to achieve. Streamlined
processes to enable private beneficiaries access to public land for the maintenance of
levees need to be implemented. Public authorities must have ready access to priority
levee systems sited on either private land, or on a mixture of public and private land for
the purpose of conducting works.
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4.5

Permit system
The current permit processes for works on levees are complex, time consuming, costly,
and contribute to a lack of maintenance of many levees by private landowners and
government agencies. A streamlined permitting system is called for, one which includes
provision for exemptions.

4.6

Prioritisation
There is a clear need to prioritise the state’s levees for the purpose of future
investment. A common statewide approach to prioritising levees is required. This will
include an assessment of public and private benefits, level of protection afforded and
general condition. Prioritisation will be underpinned by the beneficiary pays principle.

4.7

Levee funding
There is frequently uncertainty over who should pay for works on levees and their
ongoing maintenance. While state government may choose to fund the initial upgrade
of high priority levees, the funding model for undertaking works will be primarily based
on the beneficiary pays principle.

4.8

Levee standards
The current technical guidelines for the construction of levee systems, needs to be
reviewed. A revised Levee Design, Construction and Maintenance technical guidelines
will include guidelines for the construction of levees on private land, such as ring
levees, which protect key assets.

4.9

Inspections
A key deficiency in the management of levees has been the lack of regular inspections.
A regular inspection and maintenance regime should be undertaken for all high priority
levees managed by a public authority.

4.10 Emergency construction
Victorians should be given every opportunity to protect their assets during a flood
event. However, during the floods in 2010‐2011, some temporary levees were
constructed without any design standard, and in some areas uncoordinated actions
caused problems for emergency management. The development of the Municipal
Emergency Response plans is an appropriate time in which communities can decide on
a suite of actions, including potential temporary levee construction, to be undertaken
during a flood emergency.
4.11
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Decommissioned channels
The effects of decommissioned irrigation channels on flooding were of concern to some
stakeholders in western Victoria. Irrigation channels in the west were found to have
limited impact on flood levels. However, ownership and associated responsibilities for
infrastructure needs to be clarified in some areas.
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4.12

Cross‐border issues
Floodplain management along the Murray River has been a concern of Murray River
communities for many years. The height of levees on the New South Wales side of the
river is of concern to Victorian residents, along with the standard of the Victorian
levees. There is currently no interstate agreement to manage flooding and flood
mitigation infrastructure on the Murray River. Interstate co‐operation is essential if
flood mitigation issues are to be effectively managed.

4.13

Essential services
Stakeholders raised concerns about the protection of essential services, such as power
stations, during the recent floods. Better management of essential service
infrastructure is required during emergencies.

4.14 Flood intelligence and audits
The Victoria Flood Database stores flood related data, including information on levees
across the state. Audits of modern urban levees and some key rural levees are currently
being undertaken by the Department of Sustainability and Environment (DSE), but
significant information gaps remain. This information gathering is essential for both
emergency management planning, and the ongoing prioritisation of levees, and
continued investment is important.

4.1

Introduction
Rural levees have generally not been properly constructed with the majority of levees
‘pushed up’ by landowners following previous flood events. Vegetation growth, rabbit
burrows, cracking and shrinkage due to the drought mean that the structural integrity of the
levees cannot be relied on. As evidenced during the January 2011 flood event, these levee
systems once overtopped due to their poor construction will breach and cause significant
damage to the benefiting landowners.183

This chapter addresses term of reference (b), ‘the management of levees across Victoria,
including ownership, responsibility and maintenance on both public and private land’.
There are approximately 4,000 kilometres of levees across the State of Victoria. Victoria’s levees
are located in urban, rural and regional settings, and have been constructed over a period
spanning over one hundred years. Historically, their primary purpose has been to provide
protection to people and assets in the event of flood. Indeed, many of the state’s levees were
constructed in anticipation of, or during flood events themselves. There are wide disparities in
their design, construction methods and current condition, and their ongoing utility to the state
and local communities is often impaired by a lack of clarity concerning ownership and
maintenance responsibilities. While there were differences of opinion about the best way
forward, there was universal support among stakeholders for the resolution of ownership,
management and maintenance issues associated with existing levees in Victoria.
In defining the different types of levees across Victoria, many different classifications and
categories of the state’s levee systems have been presented to this inquiry. There is no commonly
agreed or standardised set of definitions. The state’s levees have been variously categorised as
183
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either urban or rural, strategic or non‐strategic, occurring on public land or private land,
constructed with or without government assistance, and designed for individual or collective
benefit, to list just a few of the dichotomous descriptions.
Nevertheless, the Committee considers that, on balance, the state’s levees can be fundamentally
categorised as being either urban levees (metropolitan and non‐metropolitan) or rural levees. The
Committee considers that the two main categories of levees can most usefully be subdivided into
two basic classes of levee: urban levees which have been constructed since 1980 and those
constructed prior to that date; and rural levees developed with the involvement of government
and those developed without government involvement. The usefulness of this division will
become apparent in the discussion which follows.
This chapter describes current arrangements and issues associated with levee ownership and
maintenance in Victoria. It begins with background information on levee construction,
maintenance and auditing in Victoria. This section is followed by a summary of key issues
concerning urban levees and rural levees in Victoria. The chapter discusses a range of solutions to
improve the current situation and considers and makes recommendations in regard to: the basis
of responsibility for levee ownership, management and maintenance; guidelines for levee
management and ongoing maintenance responsibilities; prioritisation and future management
arrangements; access to different land tenures; the current permit approvals processes; levee
funding and levee intelligence; standards guidelines; emergency levee construction; the impact of
unintended levees; cross border levee issues; the protection of critical infrastructure; and the use
of temporary levees.
The issue of the legal liability for levees was also an important issue for the Committee to
consider, and is addressed separately in chapter six.

4.2

Overview of levee construction, maintenance and auditing

While levees do have their limitations as flood mitigation devices, they are a common, important
and potentially effective management measure for addressing existing flood problems. 184
However, like any piece of effective infrastructure, it is critical that levees are properly designed,
constructed and maintained. In 2002, the then Department of Natural Resources and
Environment (DNRE) produced technical guidelines for levee construction and maintenance in
Victoria. These guidelines, titled Levee Design Construction and Maintenance, highlight a range of
important factors that need to be considered when levees are constructed. The guidelines state
that levees should:


be built in an appropriate position, provide a given standard of protection and offer an
amount of freeboard or additional height to accommodate factors such as wave action;



have a solid foundation, being built below the ground surface;



have suitable heights for batters (sides of a levee) and widths for crests (top of a levee);



incorporate measures to avoid the drying out of the levee (such as gravel sheeting crests and
topsoil and seeding for batters); and



be constructed considering the soil type, moisture content and level of compaction.
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Other factors, such as the need for appropriate access for maintenance, should also be
considered. Importantly, the guidelines also discuss levee maintenance, and comment that
maintenance is needed to ensure the levee performs adequately.185 If levees do not meet these
modern standards and they are not properly maintained, they are likely to fail.186 Among the
commonly observed ‘failure mechanisms’ outlined in a review of levees in the USA are those
related to:


soil strength – such as tree damage, sliding (sideways movement), and slope failure;



groundwater flow and pressure – such as under‐seepage, internal erosion and piping; and



overtopping – leading to surface degradation.187

The construction of new levees in Victoria is managed through local government planning
schemes. Common provisions in all planning schemes provide that, in most circumstances, the
construction of new levees requires an application for a planning permit. In most situations such
applications are referred to the relevant Catchment Management Authority (CMA). In
circumstances where flood mitigation works are carried out by the municipality or floodplain
management authority, there are exemptions from the need for a planning permit.188 While few
stakeholders mentioned the adequacy of these existing planning controls, the North Central CMA
stated in its submission that they are sufficient to prevent inappropriate works from occurring on
the floodplain.189
These planning provisions have allowed for the development of levees which consider design
standards and broader flood impacts. Among the levees built since the 1980s are a number of
urban levees which have been partially funded by state government and are generally managed
by local government. These levees broadly meet the ‘best practice’ standards outlined in chapter
three, and above, given they have been built following the development of a floodplain
management plan. Such levees were constructed after consideration of other flood management
options, built to a known standard and Defined Flood Event (DFE), have a public authority
managing them, and are regularly maintained. However, a small number of local governments
expressed concerns to the Committee about the ownership and maintenance responsibilities for
these modern urban levees.
The vast majority of Victoria’s approximately 4,000km of levees were built before 1980 and many
of them do not appear, to this Committee, to meet best practice standards.190 These levees were
often hastily constructed immediately prior to, or following a flood, their construction standards
are variable, and they were not built to a specific DFE. Some of these levees were built without
any consideration of their wider flood impacts, and would not have been constructed if modern
floodplain management processes had been in place.
Importantly, some of these levees have a history of state government involvement, although
ownership and maintenance responsibilities are often now uncertain. For a variety of reasons,
little if any maintenance of these levees is undertaken, except during emergency situations. As a
consequence of these factors, the performance of many of these levees is unreliable, a matter
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which was demonstrated during the 2010/2011 floods when many of them breached.191 The
management of these older levees, which are predominantly in rural areas, is of concern to the
majority of stakeholders who provided evidence to this inquiry.
Levee audits have been undertaken by the state governments to determine such matters as levee
location, levee condition and maintenance requirements. Following the floods in 1989, the Rural
Water Commission (RWC) of Victoria conducted a levee audit, which determined the condition
and location of all significant levees throughout the state.192 Another significant audit was
undertaken in 1996 by the DNRE for ten urban systems, which included Horsham, Kerang and
Echuca.193 The Department of Sustainability and Environment (DSE) is currently undertaking urban
and rural levee audits of a number of key levee systems around the state, which will be
completed by June 2012. The current levee audits will assess around 600km of levees, obtaining a
range of information, which includes:


land tenure;



the level of protection provided and points of weakness;



development of a priority list of works to repair weak points; and



estimating the costs of maintenance works.

The rural levee audit will investigate levees in the North Central, Goulburn Broken and North East
Catchment Management Authority regions, with specific locations being:


Gunbower Creek from Torrumbarry to Koondrook;



Murray River and Little Murray River from Murrabit to Vinifera;



Goulburn River from Loch Garry to the Murray River;



Murray River from Cobram to Barmah; and



King, Ovens and Kiewa River valleys.

The department have stated that the assessments will be used as a guide to future decision
making in relation to these levees. An audit of modern urban levee systems will also be
undertaken in regional cities and towns, including Wangaratta, Kerang, Seaspray, Traralgon,
Echuca and Horsham.194

4.3

Urban levees

As noted, levees in Victoria are broadly classified as either urban levees or rural levees, and this
section examines the current ownership, management and maintenance arrangements for urban
levees. It should be noted that this section primarily focuses on urban levees in country Victoria.
The role and function of urban levees in Melbourne is briefly discussed below in section 4.14.
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There are two types of urban levees in Victoria. The first are modern urban levees, which have
been constructed since the 1980s, under schemes constituted under the Water Act 1989.195
According to DSE, these levees have been funded with known cost‐sharing arrangements, with
state, local and federal governments contributing to their construction. These levees are
generally constructed to a high standard (to protect against the one in 100 year flood), and are
expected to be maintained at that level. They were built following a flood study, and the assets
and areas they protect are known. There are around 50 kilometres of these high‐standard levee
banks across the state, which vary from the 250 metre levee at Sale, to the 11 kilometre levee
protecting Kerang. Local government and Melbourne Water are generally responsible for their
ongoing maintenance.196
In addition to these approved urban levees, there are also approximately 50 kilometres of older
urban levees, which were generally built before 1980. These urban levees were not constructed
under an approved scheme. As a result, the standard of these levees is not as high as approved
urban levees and their ownership, management and maintenance responsibilities are not as
clear.197

4.3.1

Modern urban levees

The Committee heard that Gannawarra Shire Council, Swan Hill Rural City Council and Wellington
Shire Council accept ownership and maintenance responsibility for their modern township levees
at, respectively, Kerang, Swan Hill and Seaspray.198 However, three other councils expressed
uncertainty about responsibilities for their modern systems.
Horsham has a modern levee system built in the mid‐1980s. An audit report commissioned by the
DNRE in 1996 suggests that ownership and maintenance responsibilities for the levee lie with the
council, given that the levee was built following a flood plain management study and as part of a
flood mitigation scheme. The audit report stated that, ‘The Rural City of Horsham is responsible
for the levee works’, and that the works were undertaken by a contractor under council’s
direction.199 In evidence to the inquiry, however, Mr David Etringham, General Manager Technical
Services, Horsham City Council, stated that maintenance of the levee system was not part of the
council’s budget, and council responsibilities were uncertain.200 Mr Etringham stated:
I must say that the responsibility for the maintenance of those levees is not clear; it is not
defined. If I was to be critical of our organisation and our council on that, there is no set
procedure for the maintenance or inspection of levees, and I think in the future it would be
good if there was a properly defined responsibility for who is in charge of levees, who is going
to maintain them and the financial implications of such arrangements.201
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In its submission to the inquiry, the Rural City of Wangaratta describes its concerns regarding the
town’s Wilson Road levee. This levee was constructed under a formal scheme in 1985, and the
City of Wangaratta was given overall responsibility for the implementation of levee works and the
management and maintenance responsibilities of the levee. The levee was built on land owned by
the former Rural Water Commission, the ownership of which was believed to have been
transferred at a later date to DSE.202
The Committee heard that while council acknowledges its management and maintenance
responsibilities, it is reluctant to take on significant maintenance, suggesting that state
government has a role to play. As it states in its submission:
Council has no objection to continuing the current arrangement whereby it undertakes an
annual inspection and performs minor maintenance on behalf of the owners of the levee
banks, DSE. However, council seeks clarification with regard to how DSE proposes to
manage future renewal works and major maintenance.203

The council appears uncertain about what constitutes maintenance. In its submission to the
inquiry, the council states that expensive investigative works are required to determine the
internal condition of the levee. The council considers that such works ‘are not maintenance’.204 As
a result, it believes that these costs should not be borne by the council. Similarly, council is
reluctant to pay for the potential demolition and replacement of a section of levee that may
follow the investigation works. Council’s view is that it should not have to pay, given:
Addressing issues such as piping through a levee bank will require considerably more work
than simple maintenance. It requires the section of levee in question to be effectively
demolished and a new section of levee built in its place. Council currently has a significant
commitment to the maintenance and renewal of assets that it already owns. This is in
addition to the increasing costs of waste management being imposed by the state through
the EPA. As a result, it is unreasonable and inappropriate for council to fund investigative and
renewal works for an asset it does not own.205

The Shire of Campaspe shares similar concerns regarding the levee system built around Echuca.
This levee system was constructed as part of a formal scheme initiated by the former State Rivers
and Water Supply Commission, following the floods in 1974 and 1975. The scheme was built in
accordance with the Water Act 1958 and the Local Government Act 1958, and council was
responsible for construction and ongoing management. The council contributed 20 per cent of
the cost, with the remainder being funded by state and federal governments. Council regularly
inspects the levees and maintains them.206 The Shire of Campaspe states in its submission that it is
unclear whether the shire actually owns the levee, and what ‘ongoing management’ means. The
shire is particularly concerned about the replacement or extension of the levee.207 As the
submission states:
The scheme did not make it clear who was responsible for the cost of renewal or extension,
only that council was responsible for the ongoing management. In either case the financial
burden would be beyond council. That is not surprising as council originally couldn’t afford to
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fund the construction. It would be inappropriate for councils to rely on vagaries of grant
funding to renew such an important piece of infrastructure at the end of its life.208

Concerns about the maintenance undertaken on these modern levee systems were also raised in
evidence provided to the Committee. The Department of Sustainability and Environment stated
that an audit of these levees in 2001 found that councils’ levels of management varied
considerably across the state. The audit stated that a number of design and maintenance issues
were found for several of these levee systems.209

4.3.2

Older urban levees

In addition to the approved urban levees, there are many older urban levees, which were
generally built before 1980.210 The Committee received evidence on a number of these older
urban levee systems, where ownership and maintenance responsibilities are uncertain and little if
any recent maintenance has taken place.
At Mildura, there are approximately nine kilometres of older levee banks in eight sections, which
have been built on both public and private land by state government and private groups. Mildura
Rural City Council stated it was unsure who is responsible for the ownership and maintenance of
many of these levees, and who is legally liable for their performance.211 In evidence to the
Committee, Mr Ken Conrick, Asset Management Team Leader, Rural City of Mildura stated that,
‘Essentially the levees have not been maintained, and until a future flood event determined that
they were needed they probably would not be maintained’.212
The council also has concerns about the standard of the levees, given the way they were first
constructed. As Mr Conrick stated in his evidence:
The history of levees is generally one where the formation of the levee occurred at relatively
short notice of an impending flood warning with little consideration given to the associated
engineering — the construction of the levee, its location, its alignment and its longevity.213

According to an audit of these levee banks undertaken for council in 2004, the level of protection
provided by the levees varies from the one in ten year flood to the one in 100 year flood.214 These
levees also have a range of common construction and maintenance issues. Construction issues
include: some levee crests (tops) being too narrow and batters (walls) too steep; the soil being
poorly compacted; and construction being from silty, unstable clays. These levees may also be too
close to the river.
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There are ongoing maintenance issues, which include tree covering and rabbit warrens, which
threaten the levees’ structural integrity.215 In its submission the Mildura Council stated that the
levees, ‘would provide very little, if any, protection to those areas originally envisaged to be
protected’.216
Another example of an older urban levee, with uncertain ownership and maintenance
responsibilities, is the Jeparit township levee. This levee was built to protect the township from a
one in 50 year flood event. However, maintenance has not occurred on this levee for
approximately 40 years, and prior to the January 2011 floods there were gaps in the levee caused
by erosion and rabbit burrows. Hindmarsh Shire Council does not claim responsibility for the
levee.217 Council believes the responsibility for its maintenance lies with the Wimmera CMA,
although it acknowledged at the Horsham public hearing that this may not be the case.218
In its submission, the council stated that during the recent flood event some maintenance was
undertaken by the community and the Shire.219 According to the council, this situation, ‘created a
lack of confidence by the community in the integrity of the levee, and resulted in unnecessary
panic’.220 In evidence presented to the Committee, Mr David Brennan, Chief Executive Officer of
the Wimmera CMA, acknowledged the situation could have lead to the failure of the levee:
We think that best practice is not necessarily fixing the levees during a flood itself; it is about
having a level of maintenance leading up to that flood. I guess when you are doing repairs
like that there is a lot of risk and the levee is highly likely to fail.221

The council is prepared to take on responsibility for this levee, with appropriate external
funding. 222 In providing evidence, Mr Douglas Gowans, Director, Infrastructure Services,
Hindmarsh Shire Council, acknowledged that council could use rates and other funding sources to
upgrade and maintain the levee to protect the township, but council had chosen not to do this.223
The lack of clarity regarding the ownership of older urban levees can become a significant issue
during a flood event. The township of Robinvale has a levee which was built after the 1956 floods.
This levee is of poor structural integrity and its ownership is uncertain. During the January 2011
floods, the levee was required to be breached to allow water from the town to escape. However,
Swan Hill Rural City Council stated in its submission that, due to the uncertainty of ownership,
‘permission to breach the levee took some time to be confirmed.’224
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The council also indicated that there has been an impact on the local community, given that, ‘the
lack of ownership or responsibility has created some anxiety amongst the Robinvale
community.’225 In its submission, council stated it will facilitate a process to determine who is
responsible for the levee and seek assistance to have it either upgraded or reconstructed.226

4.4

Rural levees

The remaining non‐metropolitan levees in Victoria are rural levees. As noted in the introduction,
throughout the course of this inquiry stakeholders have classified and categorised levees in
different ways. Rural levees in particular have attracted a variety of classifications, including:
those supported or funded by government; as private levees with partial strategic flood
protection; as private levees without strategic flood protection; as strategic rural levees; and, as
rural private levees.227
It is clear from evidence provided to the inquiry, however, that a fundamental distinction exists
between those rural levees which have been constructed and/or maintained with the
involvement of government and those that have not. The former systems will be referred to in
the remainder of this chapter as ‘rural levees with government involvement’. The latter levees,
that is, those constructed without government involvement, will be referred to as ‘private rural
levees’.

4.4.1

Rural levees with government involvement

Approximately 20 per cent of rural levees have been constructed on a mixture of crown land and
private land using government funding and resources. There are approximately 520 kilometres of
such levees in the state.228 The publicly funded levees include three well recognised systems
which were built between 1910 and 1930, namely:


the former Public Works Department (PWD) levees along the Murray River from Cobram to
Ulupna Island;



the Lower Goulburn levees downstream of Shepparton; and



the Tyntynder Flats levee between Swan Hill and Nyah.229

While the original design protection levels of these systems have been lost, they generally
provide protection for a one in 20 to a one in 30 year flood.230 A number of other levees exist that
were built or authorised by former government agencies and other authorities such as the River
Improvement Trusts. The responsible authority for many of these levee systems is uncertain,
either because no consideration was given to ongoing maintenance, or because the authority or
agency originally responsible no longer exists.231
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According to DSE, some maintenance was undertaken on the PWD levee in 2000 by the Goulburn
Broken CMA on behalf of DSE.232 However, none of the levees listed above are currently being
maintained by any authority and they are slowly deteriorating.233 One of the reasons for the
current lack of maintenance is that there is no current funding stream from government to
undertake maintenance on these rural levees, except for funding obtained as part of emergency
response and recovery.234 Even where current government responsibility appears clear there is no
funding available, making it difficult for agencies such as CMAs to fulfil their responsibilities.
The Pental Island and Tyntynder Flats levees, which had some initial government support, were
previously managed by the local community.235 Responsibility for these levees was recently
transferred to the North Central CMA, but the transfer was not accompanied by state
government funding. As the North Central CMA’s Chief Executive Officer, Mr Damien Wells,
stated at the Swan Hill public hearing, ‘A stroke of a pen transferred those assets and those
responsibilities to CMAs but no funding was transferred with them so there are some major
problems with that model’.236
Similarly, in East Gippsland, the East Gippsland CMA stated that, ‘through default’, the CMA has
assumed responsibility for many levees constructed by former government authorities such as
River Improvement Trusts, but no funding was available to maintain them.237 The management of
levees in East Gippsland is also complicated by their associated drainage systems and floodgates.
As the Chief Executive Officer of the East Gippsland CMA, Mr Graeme Dear, stated:
So when we talk about levees in East Gippsland we are also talking about floodgate
infrastructures, drainage infrastructures and the levees themselves … certainly in East
Gippsland, floodgates and drains come hand in hand with levees. You can’t manage one
without managing the other. It’s not possible.238

With a few exceptions, rural levees which have had some government involvement at some
stage, have not been maintained by any government authority in recent years. DSE has stated
that the reasons for the general lack of maintenance of these levees include the following:


the lack of authority to maintain them, given the authority or agency originally responsible no
longer exists;



the large costs involved in maintaining them;



the low economic benefits they provide; and



the potential liability issues associated with their upgrade.239
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Levees along the Murray River that protect land that experiences ‘nuisance flooding’ every two or
three years illustrate the potentially large costs and low economic benefits associated with the
proper maintenance and potential upgrade of some of these levees.240 For example, the PWD
levee from Cobram to Ulupna Island was maintained by the PWD and the Department of
Infrastructure until 1990.241
The 1986 Rural Water Commission study, Murray River Flood Plain Management Study, examined
flooding issues on the 1,400 kilometre stretch of the Murray River between Lake Hume and the
South Australian border.242 The study stated that to raise the 15 kilometres of levee in the study
area to mitigate a 1 in 100 year flood event would cost an estimated $2 million, or $400,000 per
year including annual maintenance. At the time, the annual flood damage for the area it would
protect was around $80,000 per annum. As a consequence, the report concluded that this was
not a cost effective option for government to pursue.243 Rather than immediately invest in this
existing levee system, the study concluded that a single management authority be created to
manage the levees, and a regional hydraulic study be conducted. Depending upon the findings of
the hydraulic study and a detailed examination of the levees, subsequent actions to be
considered could include a staged series of upgrades to the existing levee system.244
The hydraulic study recommended in 1986 was completed in November 2011. While it did not
address the cost benefit of regular maintenance of the PWD levee, it recommended that
maintenance be undertaken to improve the integrity of the asset and preserve the capital
investment made in upgrading the levee, which had been undertaken with state government
funding in 2000.245
While this example illustrates DSE’s view that ongoing funding for these levees may not be cost
effective, they are undoubtedly valuable for the people and assets they protect. For instance, as
the North Central CMA mentioned in its submission, without the 40 kilometres of the Tyntynder
Flats levee, the area would experience some flooding once every three years, as would the
farming community near the Barmah forest that is protected by the PWD levee.246 The inquiry
heard evidence from local community members, who were vocal in their support for the
maintenance and improvement of local levees, which had previously had government
involvement.
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4.4.2

Stakeholder views about rural levees with government involvement

While the state government has previously taken on management responsibility for a small
number of levees, such as the Tyntynder flats and Pental Island levees, there remains a
perception among some stakeholders that the state government should have responsibility for all
rural levees of this type.
As the Swan Hill Rural City Council stated in its submission, ‘levees constructed to protect
populated rural land is clearly the responsibility of the various CMAs’.247 A number of submissions
from members of the community reinforced this view. In relation to the Lower Goulburn River
levees, Mr Colin Grinter states that these levees should be the responsibility of government, given
the levees benefit, ‘the entire district and not just an individual person or group of people’.248
Similarly, the Cobram Levees Association believes that the former PWD levee near Cobram should
be managed by a government authority. They state in their submission:
If a levee exists, and has been erected for the overall public good, then responsibility for its
upkeep and maintenance should clearly rest with a recognised authority. The days of buck
passing and denial should be terminated.249

Some members of the community have suggested, however, that they are willing to contribute
funds to maintain this type of levee. As Mr Trevor Noonan, resident of Koonoomoo near Cobram
and Chairman of the Cobram Levees Association commented when discussing the PWD levee:
This is just a personal view … but I would be prepared to pay some form of a modest
contribution for levee maintenance, and I think there are others in the community who would
feel the same. Provided it’s not just those adjoining the river, but all of those who benefit from
the levee being in place. But there are some people on the floodplain who believe
government should pay the lot.250

Residents in the Kanyapella Basin are also willing to use their funds to maintain a two kilometre
section of levee along the Goulburn River, which they consider to be in need of immediate
attention.251 Mr Ian Whitty of the Strathmerton Levee Bank Committee also stated that private
funding for maintenance of the nearby PWD levee bank, ‘is a possibility…but who will be the
responsible authority?’252

4.4.3

Private rural levees

The remaining 80 per cent of rural levees in Victoria have been privately funded and constructed,
either by individuals to protect an individual property, or collectively by groups of landholders to
protect their private land. Most private levees were constructed many decades ago before
planning controls were in place, and as a result many are built close to natural river banks, and
along the boundary of public and private land.253 Some of them have also been built in places that
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are inappropriate.254 In many cases, title searches would be required to establish the land type
that the levee has been built on. Some of these levee systems are at the following locations:


the Murray River from Torrumbarry to Koondrook;



the Murray River, Little Murray River and Loddon River upstream of Swan Hill;



the Murray River, near the Barmah forest; and



the King, Ovens and Kiewa River valleys.

These private levees have been constructed to varying standards and with little apparent concern
for the level of protection offered. The height and condition of these levees is not generally
known by authorities such as CMAs, and they were often built without consideration of broader
flood impacts, such as the flow of water onto neighbouring landholders.255 DSE has stated that in
some cases there is an expectation from the community that government should maintain these
types of levees, particularly when located partially on public land.256
In addition to these levees, which are located on a mixture of public and private land, there are
also private levees which are built only on private land. Some of these are at the boundary of
rural properties to protect whole rural properties, while others known as ‘ring levees’ have been
designed to protect specific assets, such as houses and sheds.257 Maintenance of private levees is
ad‐hoc and has been frequently neglected during times of drought.258 However, responsibility for
these levees clearly rests with the private landowner, a matter which has not been disputed in
any evidence provided to the Committee.

4.5

Levees: The basis of responsibility

As mentioned above, while stakeholders expressed a wide variety of views on appropriate
solutions, there was universal support amongst them on the critical need for the resolution of
ownership, management and maintenance issues associated with the state’s levees. As outlined
above, levees can be categorised in Victoria as urban and rural, comprising: modern urban levees;
older urban levees; rural levees with government involvement; and private rural levees.
Privately built rural levees on private land are the only type of levee in Victoria where ownership,
management and maintenance responsibilities are clear and not disputed.
Some, but not all, local governments claim ownership and maintenance responsibilities for
modern urban levees. The responsibilities for older urban levees, rural levees with government
involvement, and privately constructed levees on public land are frequently unclear or disputed.
This section addresses the management of levees whose current management arrangements are
uncertain or contested.
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4.5.1

Principles for identifying responsible parties

Evidence presented to the Committee suggests that three key issues are central to the discussion
of who owns and who should maintain a levee where responsibilities are unclear. The first is land
tenure, the second is who the levee was built to protect, and the third is who undertook the
construction work. In his submission to the inquiry, Mr John Adams highlights the problem about
ownership, management and maintenance responsibility as follows:
Where the person or the body constructing the levee is a public body then status of the land
upon which the levee is constructed, for what purpose and who paid for it are all relevant
questions in determining ownership…there is no clear cut answer.259

Given the uncertainty regarding levee ownership, it is not surprising to find that each of these
factors ‐ of land tenure, construction and beneficiary ‐ was suggested to the inquiry as the
primary basis for resolving both ownership and maintenance uncertainty.
Some community members believe that because government has been involved in constructing
rural levees, government should be the owner of the levees, and have responsibility for their
management and maintenance. Alternatively, the Gannawarra Shire stated in its submission that,
on the basis of simplicity, the owner of the levee should be the person or authority who is the
owner of the land.260 Finally, the principle of beneficiaries paying for the ongoing maintenance of
the levees was supported by a number of CMAs and members of the community.261 As Mr Kevin
Wood, Chief Executive Officer of the Glenelg Hopkins CMA stated in evidence, while floodplain
management in general is a public good, given all sections of the public have the potential to
benefit, in some cases it is appropriate that beneficiaries alone should cover costs. Mr Wood
stated that:
It is worth making the point, though, that things like flood protection structures such as levee
banks, and drainage schemes for that matter, are entirely there — or at least some of them
are — to benefit a small section of the population. In those cases beneficiary pays should be
the appropriate principle.262

The view that beneficiaries should be the central consideration in determining responsibility was
also supported by Mr Graeme Dear, Chief Executive Officer of the East Gippsland CMA. Mr Dear
stated that:
So the first key, I believe is not where the levee is placed, the first key is who is benefiting
from the levee. Now if the levee is on private land and it was built with public money, that is
historical and it is something we can’t reverse. We need to really work out who is benefiting
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and who is going to pay for its upkeep. Now whether that levee was built on private land or
public land, I think is not as relevant. What I think is, ‘who is going to pay’.263

The problem with using land tenure as the key factor in determining responsibility was outlined
by the North Central CMA in its submission. The CMA states that some rural levees in its region
protecting private property have been built on both public and private land. As a result, the CMA
recommends that if government is to take on responsibility for rural levees, ownership should be
irrespective of land tenure.264 Cross‐tenure levee construction is replicated across the state,
making the notion that land tenure should determine ownership and responsibility for levees
unviable.
Given the complexity involved with the mixed land tenure on which some levees are built, and
the need for title searches to determine land tenure in some cases, the Committee believes land
tenure should not be the guiding principle to determine levee ownership.265 Moreover, past
government involvement in the creation of levees should not, in and of itself, establish levee
responsibilities, given that levees were often built primarily for private beneficiaries. In addition,
government involvement in levee construction is often historical, involving agencies that no
longer exist, and conducted in an era pre‐dating modern understandings of floodplain
management.
For these reasons the Committee believes the issue of who benefits from a levee should be the
most important consideration in determining ownership, management and maintenance
responsibilities, rather than land tenure or past government involvement. A key advantage of the
beneficiary model is that it provides an ongoing contemporary basis for the resolution of these
issues, and it can be applied in both urban and rural settings.
The Committee also believes that where there are a small number of beneficiaries, the
beneficiaries should become the owner of the levee and be responsible for its maintenance.
As noted, in evidence presented to this inquiry the Committee heard that some local councils
accept ownership and maintenance responsibility for modern urban levees, which have been
developed under a scheme, while other councils are uncertain about their responsibilities. A
variety of reasons were put forward for this uncertainty, similar to those described above,
including: that responsibility for the levee had not been clearly defined; that the land was owned,
not by the local council, but by DSE; that major maintenance works (involving investigative works,
demolition and replacement) were not viewed as a council responsibility; that responsibility for
renewal and extension of levees was not clear and, in any event, was beyond local council’s
financial resources.266
The Committee does not believe that land tenure issues should be used by councils to question
their responsibility in relation to these urban levees covered by modern schemes. For example, in
the case of the Wangaratta Rural City Council, the original approval documents for the Wilson
Road levee demonstrate that the urban levee was built following a flood study, which was
endorsed by council at the time. Council accepted federal (40 per cent) and state government
(40 per cent) support for the $1.4 million project. In the agreement, council was clearly named as
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the responsible authority for the implementation of the works and ongoing management and
maintenance. Council agreed to and supported this responsibility.267
The Committee believes this provides clear evidence that the council, and the council alone,
should continue to pay to maintain the levee on behalf of its ratepayers, who benefit from the
levee, and from whom the council derives rate revenue in order to pay for such infrastructure.
Failure to maintain the levee may not only lead to the failure of the levee and inundation of
property and other assets, but to claims for damages by any litigants affected as a result.
The Committee also considers that in situations where local councils face new extension works to
existing levees covered by a modern scheme, such as the case of the Shire of Campaspe’s levee at
Echuca, local councils should either fund this work themselves, or apply to the relevant state and
federal grants programs, such as the Natural Disaster Resilience Grants Scheme (NDRGS), to assist
with project funding.
Accordingly, the Committee recommends:

RECOMMENDATION 4.1
A revised Victoria Flood Management Strategy is needed and should clearly articulate the
principles, roles and responsibilities for the ownership, management and ongoing
maintenance of Victoria’s levees. Neither land tenure nor prior government involvement
will dictate ownership of public levees:


the beneficiary pays principle will determine ownership and management;



outside Melbourne, the ownership of, and responsibility for, the management and
ongoing maintenance of all urban levees, including modern urban levees created
under formal schemes, is assigned to local councils;



in all other non‐metropolitan areas, CMAs are confirmed as the responsible authority
for the management and ongoing maintenance of priority rural levee systems, where
such levees,
(a) have clearly identified beneficiaries who are willing to fund ongoing maintenance,
and
(b) are located, at least in part, on public land;
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in situations where there is a clear benefit and the majority of stakeholders are in
agreement, consideration should be given to a special charge scheme, as determined
by the Water Act 1989 (section 196); and



privately built rural levees on private land remain owned and managed by the
landholder.

Rural Water Commission of Victoria, ‘Wangaratta Flood Mitigation Proposal Approved Scheme’, November 1985,
pp.2–3.
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4.6

Future levee management arrangements

As outlined above, some older urban and rural levees have been built in inappropriate or sub‐
optimal places. Because they were built without broader environmental, social and economic
considerations, they may not have been approved had modern floodplain management principles
and planning standards been in place. As stated in evidence, some rural levee banks create
unwanted impacts and have elicited complaints from adjacent landholders. Moreover, levees
may have adverse environmental impacts, and are sometimes not supported by government
authorities. As North Central CMA states in its submission:
While providing some protection to public and private assets, the construction of levees has
had adverse impacts within the North Central region by preventing flood waters from
reaching wetlands in smaller flood events…North Central CMA does not support the further
proliferation of unauthorised levee banks that limit the connectivity between rivers and
environmental assets such as wetlands within floodplains.268

Other levees across Victoria were not originally built to a high standard and have probably never
been structurally sound. The historical lack of sound engineering in construction has in many
instances been compounded by a subsequent lack of maintenance. As a result, some levees
currently offer limited protection, and would be very expensive to reconstruct or replace.269
Some submissions make the distinction between levees which are ‘strategic’ and those which are
not. In its submission, the North Central CMA defines strategic rural levees as, ‘levees that protect
significant areas of rural land from frequent inundation’.270 North Central CMA states that the job
of identifying levees with strategic value has not been completed. The CMA has identified seven
levee systems, which appear to be of strategic importance, but notes further consultation with
the community would be required to make a more definitive list of such levee systems in its
region.271 The North East CMA also distinguishes between levees which have partial strategic
value and those which do not. It defines rural levees with partial strategic flood protection as
levees, ‘protecting public assets and/or additional properties’.272
From the evidence submitted to this inquiry, it is clear that some levees in the state are better
placed, constructed and maintained than others. Some levees offer greater benefits to a greater
number of beneficiaries than many others, and a process of identifying such levees and
prioritisation has begun in some regions. In addition, some local governments, such as Hindmarsh
Shire, are considering taking on responsibility for older urban levees if appropriate funding is
provided.273
In summary, the Committee believes that while some levees may warrant further investment by
government and/or the beneficiaries, others do not.
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North Central Catchment Management Authority, submission no.56, p.13.
For instance, in its submission the North Central Catchment Management Authority stated that to replace the
500 kilometres of ‘strategic’ rural levees in the region would cost between $100 and $250 million, or between
$200,000 and $500,000 per kilometre. ibid., p.15.
North Central Catchment Management Authority, submission no.56, p.11.
ibid., pp.11–12.
North East Catchment Management Authority, submission no.34, p.5.
Hindmarsh Shire Council, submission no.76, p.2.
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4.6.1

Prioritising levees for future management and maintenance

Deciding which levees should be owned, managed and maintained into the future is a complex
task. According to DSE, a range of proposals have been developed to guide the management of
levees. These include the following:


an audit of their condition case by case;



a risk based assessment of estimates and options for bringing levees up to a reasonable
standard;



a benefits and costs analysis of these options and recommended options; and



an appraisal of who the beneficiaries are.

In the past there has not been universal support from the beneficiaries of rural levees for those
principles outlined above.274 The department states in its submission that a prioritisation process
could again be attempted when developing a new Victoria Flood Management Strategy. The
process could be initiated by using a preliminary list of existing public levees, with new levee
systems added as CMAs develop new regional flood management strategies in consultation with
their communities.275
In evidence to the Committee, Mr Graeme Dear, Chief Executive Officer of the East Gippsland
CMA, suggests a good starting point for prioritisation is to conduct an audit to establish the
purpose of the levee, the standards it was built to and its current condition. What is then required
is a consistent statewide approach to establish who the beneficiaries are.276 Based on this
assessment, where possible, beneficiaries should be identified for those levees.277 Mr Dear
commented in evidence as follows:
That will take some public money to go through that process and what we are suggesting is if
there is public money, that it is managed centrally, for instance by DSE. So, that a statewide
consistent approach, can be managed by a statewide agency or a statewide department, on
behalf of the government. Through prioritisation we can work through these issues on a
statewide basis.278

In its submission, the East Gippsland CMA states that if sufficient funding is contributed for the
full costs of management and upgrade of levees by beneficiaries, CMAs can take responsibility for
ongoing management and maintenance. The CMA states that this model has merit, given:
Under this model gradual progression based on a common framework will ensure that first
priority is given to those areas with the strongest justification and where a contribution to cost
can be achieved.279
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Department of Sustainability and Environment, submission no.103, p.34.
Department of Sustainability and Environment, submission no.99, pp.26–27.
Mr G Dear, Chief Executive Officer, East Gippsland Catchment Management Authority, Environment and Natural
Resources Committee public hearing – Lakes Entrance, October 18, 2011, transcript of evidence, pp.211–212.
East Gippsland Catchment Management Authority, submission no.80, p.10.
Mr G Dear, Chief Executive Officer, East Gippsland Catchment Management Authority, Environment and Natural
Resources Committee public hearing – Lakes Entrance, October 18, 2011, transcript of evidence, p.212.
East Gippsland Catchment Management Authority, submission no.80, pp.10–11.
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The Committee believes that a common approach to prioritising levees for future management is
required. This should include an assessment of the public and private benefits of levees, and take
into consideration their level of protection and general condition.
Moreover, management of levees by a public authority should only be considered where
beneficiaries are prepared to contribute to the cost of maintenance.

4.6.2

Managing priority levees with beneficiary support

The Department of Sustainability and Environment outlined some options for consideration by
the Committee for levees on public land. The department stated in its submission that where
levees have been identified as having a high benefit to cost ratio and are of regional benefit, it is
appropriate that a scheme be developed. A public authority should assume responsibility for
maintaining the levee to an agreed standard, with funding provided by the beneficiaries.280
Dr Jane Doolan, Deputy Secretary, Water Group, DSE, stated at the Melbourne public hearing that
in these cases a water management scheme would need to be declared under the Water Act
1989, with the management authority rating the beneficiaries to pay for the maintenance of the
scheme.281 Further, some initial incentive funding could be provided by government to encourage
communities to participate, with a clear understanding of when that initial funding would end.282
Dr Doolan stated she did not believe there are many levee systems in this category across the
state.283 In its submission DSE stated: the scheme will include a list of the beneficiaries of the
levee; have clear ownership and management responsibility by an authority (the levees will be
listed as an insurable asset on the authority’s register); clear standards and expectations of the
performance of the levee; and provide a rationale to rate beneficiaries to cover the cost of the
levee. All public levees (including urban levees) will be managed under schemes to ensure long
term management of the levee is clear, and legislation will be changed to allow the Minister to
specify an existing arrangement as a scheme to ensure consistency of levee management across
Victoria. After a major flood, damaged levees will be repaired by the authority, where a capacity
to pay by the beneficiaries is demonstrated. Where there is no capacity to pay for damaged
levees following a flood, government will then decide whether to invest in the levee and the level
of investment that will be provided.284
The North Central CMA outlined a range of options for the future management of rural priority
levees, which may be on public or private land. The options ranged from government taking no
action at all, to government taking full responsibility and funding the upgrade and maintenance of
these levees, regardless of land tenure. The North Central CMA’s preferred option is a balance
between government and beneficiary funded systems, with government funding the capital
improvement costs, and beneficiaries paying for ongoing maintenance through a mechanism such
as rating. The CMA stated that the benefit of this approach would be that there would be clarity
of ownership and maintenance responsibilities, and a sustainable funding model for ongoing
maintenance. The CMA noted that the initial capital cost to bring these levees up to an
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Department of Sustainability and Environment, submission no.99, p.28.
Dr J Doolan, Deputy Secretary, Water Group, Department of Sustainability and Environment, Environment and
Natural Resources Committee public hearing – Melbourne, February 15, 2012, transcript of evidence, p.407.
ibid., pp.417–418.
ibid., p.407.
Department of Sustainability and Environment, submission no.99, p.28.
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acceptable standard would be very high.285 For an illustration of the costs of upgrading rural
levees with a history of government funding or support, see appendix five.
The Goulburn Broken CMA also addressed the future management of rural levees in its
submission. The CMA states that before a public authority took on responsibility for the existing
rural strategic levees in its region, the levees would need to be brought up to a standard. The
subsequent scheme should include clear levels of service and government would need to provide
appropriate levels of funding, which could include a mixture of funding sources from the
government and beneficiaries. Further, government would need to protect an authority from
legal liability associated with these levees (a point addressed further in chapter six).286
The Committee has become aware of a number of examples where beneficiary schemes have
worked in the past or are continuing to operate in Victoria. The Pental Island River Improvement
Trust (PIRIT) for instance, was run in the past as a levee scheme whose rights and liabilities have
recently been taken on by the North Central CMA. Under the scheme, landowners paid a rate to
the PIRIT based on the land value of their property, with the rates contributing to the initial
construction of the levee and ongoing maintenance of levees, drains and other infrastructure.
According to the CMA, this has been an effective model because the level of protection provided
is intended to be one in 100 years, and the benefiting landowners are easily identified.287
A scheme currently being operated by Goulburn Murray Water is the Loch Garry flood protection
scheme on the lower Goulburn River, which incudes approximately nine kilometres of levee and a
regulating structure. The scheme provides properties within the district protection from floods up
to minor flood level. Landowners within the protected area are charged an annual fee by
Goulburn Murray Water to cover the cost of operating and maintaining this infrastructure.288
The Committee believes that where existing levee systems have been identified as a priority for
future management and beneficiaries are prepared to make a contribution, a public authority
should take on their management, unless the levee is entirely on private land (in which case it
should be managed by the private landholder).
In the case of older urban levees, the Committee believes the appropriate management authority
is the local council, given councils collect rates on behalf of their communities and many rural
councils already manage levee systems. Councils should consider utilising a user‐pays system, in
which only the landowners who benefit from the levee are rated. In rural areas, the most
appropriate authority in most cases will be CMAs.
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The North Central CMA made the point that if no action is taken by government to improve levees there would be
little or no cost to government. However, the disadvantage is that levees will continue to deteriorate, the
frequency of flooding in rural areas is likely to increase, and landowners will not derive the current level of
protection afforded by the levee system. Furthermore, landowners will continue to undertake unapproved works
and potentially exacerbate flooding problems. North Central CMA, submission no.56, pp.13–16.
Goulburn Broken Catchment Management Authority, submission no.41, pp.12–13.
North Central Catchment Management Authority, submission no.56, p.13.
Goulburn–Murray Water, submission no.48, p.14. Another example of a landowner based flood infrastructure
maintenance scheme is the Koo Wee Rup – Longwarry Flood Protection District. This area was originally
swampland, but was drained in the mid to late 1800s to allow farming. Recognising the greater maintenance and
capital costs associated with the area, properties within the district pay an exclusive rate to Melbourne Water that
reflects the higher level of drainage service provided. The flood protection district also has an advisory committee
which comprises ratepayers and representatives from the local councils. Melbourne Water. ‘Koo Wee Rup –
Longwarry Flood Protection District’, www.melbournewater.com.au, accessed September 22, 2011.
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The Committee therefore recommends:

RECOMMENDATION 4.2
The revised Victoria Flood Management Strategy should provide a strategic framework for
the management and ongoing maintenance of Victoria’s levees. The Victoria Flood
Management Strategy will provide criteria for a consistent statewide approach to the
prioritisation of the state’s levees for future management and investment:


as part of their revised Regional Flood Strategies, CMAs will identify and prioritise
levees within their catchments;



that the Statements of Obligations for CMAs under the Water Act 1989 be amended to
reflect these assigned roles and responsibilities; and



prioritisation will be underpinned by the beneficiary pays principle.

The Committee also believes that scheme arrangements in general need to be very clear. It is
therefore recommends:

RECOMMENDATION 4.3
All priority public levees not currently the subject of approved schemes, will become
subject to approved schemes under Division 5, Part 10 of the Water Act 1989. Such
schemes will articulate an agreed set of terms, including:


the public authority with ownership and management responsibilities for the levee;



the beneficiaries of the levee;



clear standards and expectations for the levee’s performance and its maintenance;



where appropriate, a rationale for the rating of beneficiaries for ongoing maintenance;
and
 all ad hoc township levees deemed to be permanent priority levees must be
brought under an approved scheme.

4.6.3

Managing levees identified as of lower priority

While a small number of existing rural and urban levees without current management
arrangements may become formal schemes in the future, it is likely many others will not due to
their low cost benefit ratio, or through an unwillingness of beneficiaries to make a contribution.
For these reasons, some levees may not be maintained in the future, and they can be left to
disintegrate.
However, in other cases, some landholders (as either a collective or individually) may wish to
manage and maintain a levee to some degree, without the need for a formal authority taking on
responsibility. In these cases, arrangements need to be made to allow this to happen. In its
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submission, DSE states that options exist to allow benefiting landholders to maintain a levee on
public land themselves with the approval of the land manager.289 John Riddiford, Executive
Director, Sustainable Water Environments Division of DSE elaborated on this at the Melbourne
public hearing:
We are saying that where levees have been identified as having a low regional benefit but
obviously a high benefit to individuals, beneficiaries should be allowed to maintain that asset
at their own expense, subject to terms and conditions, but the ownership of the levee should
remain with government, as the levee forms part of that land. We should look at streamlining
processes whereby you can allow that maintenance to occur.290

The department has suggested that consideration should also be given to the management of
levees on public land where beneficiaries do not expect to pay for their long‐term management
and maintenance. The department states it is aware that there is some expectation that
government, as the construction authority, should be responsible for ongoing maintenance. The
department states it is unaware of any such obligation, and government should have the ability to
choose where the funding for such low priority levees comes from. Should there be no ongoing
maintenance the status quo will remain, with levees losing their standard of protection over
time.291
The Committee considers it vital that government agencies clearly communicate with levee
beneficiaries, who are not willing to contribute to the upgrade of their levee, about the
consequences of the choice they are making. That is, regardless of any past government
involvement in a levee’s construction or maintenance, in future, government may not repair the
levee either prior to, or following a flood event.
The Committee therefore recommends:

RECOMMENDATION 4.4
Where a levee has been identified as low priority, and beneficiaries are not willing to
contribute to its maintenance, public authorities will inform levee beneficiaries that they
will not fund the repair of their levee following a flood event.
Given some older urban and rural levees will not for a variety of reasons be deemed to be worthy
of further investment, a number of public authorities suggested that consideration should be
given to their removal. 292 Indeed, some rationalisation of existing levees has already been
undertaken in Victoria. As the North Central CMA stated in its submission:
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Department of Sustainability and Environment, submission no.99, p.28.
Mr J Riddiford, Executive Director, Sustainable water environments division, Department of Sustainability and
Environment, Environment and Natural Resources Committee public hearing – Melbourne, February 15, 2012,
transcript of evidence, p.418.
Department of Sustainability and Environment, submission no.99, p.28.
For example: Greater Shepparton City Council, submission no.53, p.3; East Gippsland Catchment Management
Authority, submission no.80, p.10; North East Catchment Management Authority, submission no.34, p.5; West
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Significant money has been spent and continues to be spent to restore the connection
between river systems and wetlands within floodplains. This includes the Living Murray
Gunbower Forest Project for which North Central CMA is delivering large scale works to
restore flood inundation to the Gunbower Forest.293

The Committee believes that the removal of non‐priority levees may be justified in some
circumstances, due to their adverse impact on property owners or the environment. Accordingly,
it recommends that:

RECOMMENDATION 4.5
Responsible authorities will identify low priority levees for potential removal, and have
them removed when funding becomes available.

4.7

Access to different land tenures

Access to different land tenures for levee upgrades or maintenance, for both rural and urban
levees, is another issue that has been raised by government and community stakeholders in
evidence to the inquiry. For example, levees along the Goulburn River are predominantly on
public land that is managed by Parks Victoria.294 However, currently no maintenance on the levees
takes place, and residents of the Kanyapella Basin are keen to obtain permission to undertake
some maintenance on one section of levee with private funds. To date, however, access has not
been granted, due to restrictions on activities that can be undertaken in National Parks, as
outlined in the National Parks (Parks) Regulations 2003.295 Regulation 18 states that, ‘A person
must not, in a park, remove, cut, displace, deface or interfere with any thing constructed or
erected in the park.’296
In order to enable works to be undertaken in a National Park, the Goulburn Broken CMA believes
that if these levees were placed under the management of a public authority then maintenance
works could be undertaken with the consent of the Secretary under section 27 of the National
Parks Act 1975.297
In contrast, the Loddon Shire Council stated in its submission there are concerns about access to
public levees that are located on private land, to enable maintenance to occur. The shire suggests
that access could be achieved by creating easements on titles, creating agreements for access,
and legislating responsibility and management of levees.298 While councils cannot currently access
private land to undertake levee maintenance, CMAs do have the right, under section 133 of the
Water Act 1989, to enter land and undertake works, and they can delegate this authority to
another person or body. In normal circumstances, access is granted to CMAs either by the
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North Central Catchment Management Authority, submission no.56, p.13.
Goulburn Broken Catchment Management Authority, submission no.41, pp.10–11.
Concerned landholders of the Kanyapella Basin, submission no.35, p.1, Goulburn Broken Catchment Management
Authority, submission no.41, p.12.
National Parks (Parks) Regulations 2003, r.18.
Goulburn Broken Catchment Management Authority, submission no.41, p.12.
Loddon Shire Council, submission no.58, p.7.
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consent of the landowner, or if they have given seven days notice in writing. In an emergency
situation, they do not need to give notice to the landowner.299
The Committee believes access to different land tenures for the upgrade and maintenance of
levees is important and should be encouraged. The Committee believes that streamlined
processes to enable private beneficiaries access to public land for the maintenance of levees
should be implemented. Where priority levee systems are on a mixture of public and private land,
appropriate arrangements (such as easements) should be made by the public authority to access
sections of levee on private land to enable works to be undertaken.
The Committee recommends:

RECOMMENDATION 4.6
Streamlined processes to enable access to levees for the purposes of conducting works,
including maintenance, must be implemented. Where a levee is managed by a public
authority as part of a formal scheme, and is sited on either private land, or on a mixture of
public and private land, access to private land for works will be negotiated as part of any
scheme agreement. Where a levee is sited on public land, but is not managed by a public
authority, local beneficiaries willing to conduct maintenance will be given access to do so,
provided:


the public land manager and beneficiaries reach agreement on types of access and
upgrading or maintenance works to be performed, and the limits to such access; and



the land manager consults with the floodplain manager to ensure reasonable
standards are adhered to – modification of the levee will require a permit.

If required, legislation, such as the National Parks Act 1975, be amended to allow access to
public lands by local landholders.
In creating the right of nearby landholders to maintain a levee, strict guidelines should be
developed to ensure the works not requiring a permit do not alter the existing level of protection
provided by the levee. If the proposed works are to extend, raise or significantly modify the levee,
then these works should be subject to the approval processes administered by public authorities.

4.8

Streamlining the approval process

Currently in Victoria, planning permits are required under most circumstances for the
construction of new levees or maintenance of existing levees, unless works are carried out by a
municipality or CMA. These permits are administered by councils and referred to CMAs for their
approval.300 The referral process has been designed to ensure that levee construction and
maintenance do not occur without consideration of the broader impacts on the floodplain.301
In its submission the North Central CMA stated that the current processes for cultural heritage,
planning permits and native vegetation controls needed for works on levees can be costly and
time consuming, and contributes to a lack of maintenance of rural levees by private landowners
299
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Water Act 1989, s.133.
Gannawarra Shire Council, submission no.18, p.14.
Gannawarra Shire Council, personal communication, November 28, 2011.
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and government agencies. The North Central CMA states that guidelines and exemptions need to
be developed to enable landowners or government agencies to undertake the necessary
maintenance works in a timely and cost‐effective manner. It suggests that such maintenance
works be defined as: those which manage the existing levee asset; do not increase the height or
alignment of the levee; and are undertaken within the existing footprint.302
Evidence to the inquiry indicated that maintenance of private rural levees in particular needs to
improve to make them more reliable, particularly when their failure can impact on other
landholders.303
In its submission, the Gannawarra Shire Council suggested a change is needed to speed up the
approval process for the maintenance of existing levees that do not have wider impacts on the
floodplain.304 In Gannawarra Shire, the original height of many levee banks has reduced, through
wear and tear and shrinkage during many years of drought.305 The shire is considering making an
amendment to its planning scheme to allow repairs and maintenance of existing levees up to an
additional height of 10 per cent without a planning permit.306 This would be permitted provided
that it can be shown that the additional height does not exceed the original height of the levee.
The process would include inspection by council officers to ensure that works did not exceed the
original height.307
The Department of Sustainability and Environment suggested in its submission that maintenance
without a permit may be appropriate:
It is accepted that landholders could be allowed to undertake routine maintenance on any
existing levees but should not be allowed to increase the height or length of the levee without
a permit.308

The Committee agrees that a streamlined approvals process needs to be developed for all levees.
Government policy needs to be developed with supporting guidelines to indicate the
circumstances under which approvals are required. The Committee believes that measures
encouraging rural landowners to maintain existing levees and protect their properties and
outbuildings should be supported, provided they do not have an adverse impact on the floodplain
and other landholders.
In evidence to the inquiry, a number of suggestions were made to speed up the current approvals
process required for the construction of new levees. The Loddon Shire Council suggested that
while private levee banks on rural properties should be constructed in accordance with planning
provisions, a ‘fast track’ planning approval process that does not require the approval from
relevant authorities should be implemented, given the current process can take in excess of
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60 days.309 The reason a faster process is needed was explained by Mr John McLinden, Chief
Executive Officer of the Loddon Shire Council, at the Rochester public hearing:
There needs to be the ability for individual landowners to protect their high value assets —
their houses and farm sheds — and have somewhere to house their stock in safety. In actual
fact this is what happens in the face of a flood: landowners take action and build what we call
doughnut levees around their farmhouses, stock refuges and the like. We think we could get
a better outcome if we had a fast-track process, where people applied for permits which
could be issued quite quickly.310

Mr McLinden stated that under the current planning scheme the requirements for referrals is a
cumbersome process. However, ‘If we could have a standard suite of conditions so that if the
permit met the conditions, we could issue the permit immediately, it would work quite well’.311
In its submission, the Gannawarra Shire Council stated that its planning scheme currently has an
exemption from the usual planning permit requirement and CMA referral for ring or doughnut
levees; such levees are defined as works, such as banks around the immediate surrounds of a
habitable dwelling, including an outbuilding.
The exemption does not exist for a large area such as a paddock, and inspections are carried out
to ensure the levees are located in the correct position.312 Despite exemptions from the usual
planning permit requirements being granted in Gannawarra Shire, DSE recommended in its
submission that individuals should be required to seek approval for the construction of new
levees on private land.313 Furthermore, representatives of the Municipal Association of Victoria
(MAV) expressed reservations about eliminating the need for council permits for new levees.
This note of caution was also sounded at the Melbourne public hearing. Mr Robb Spence, Chief
Executive Officer of the MAV, stated that it would be, ‘quite a big step to move in that
direction’.314 Mr Russel Rees, Risk Advisor, MAV, commented:
The minute you say ‘You can build levees wherever you like’ and exempt it from planning
schemes, your potential is, one, to upset the flood planning, and two, when you put it in the
flood planning and someone says, ‘It’s my levee; I can change it should I so choose’.315

The Committee is keen to enable landholders to quickly build appropriately constructed ring
levees. It believes that a permit exemption for such works should exist in council planning
schemes, which would also obviate the need for permits to be reviewed by CMAs.
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As a consequence, the Committee recommends:

RECOMMENDATION 4.7
The Department of Sustainability and Environment will develop guidelines for streamlining
the permitting system for conducting works on levees for incorporation in the revised
Victoria Flood Management Strategy, in order for maintenance on all levees to occur more
quickly. The guidelines will outline circumstances in which exemptions from current
approval processes are appropriate. Councils will be permitted to obtain exemptions
within their planning schemes for:


the construction of appropriately designed rural ring levees around private assets;



maintenance works on existing levee banks that do not exceed the original height of
the levee, or alter the footprint of the levee; and
 where exemptions are granted, councils will ensure that an inspection regime
remains to ensure new levees do not adversely impact others, and are not raised
above their original height. The state government to also consider changing the
referral role of CMAs under the Planning and Environment Act 1987, to that of an
advisory role.

4.9

Funding of levees

Evidence presented to the Committee makes it apparent that many of the state’s levees that have
been, or will be, identified as high priority levees require upgrading to an acceptable standard.
Stakeholders to the inquiry have presented a range of views on how such upgrading should be
funded. More broadly, the funding of levees and their maintenance requires a more
straightforward approach. There is frequently uncertainty over who should pay for works on
levees and their ongoing maintenance. The principle of beneficiary pays, previously alluded to in
this chapter, will become the main basis for levee funding activities.
The Committee believes a contribution from government may initially be required to get some
priority levee systems up to an acceptable standard, and to encourage ongoing maintenance
using beneficiary funds. Therefore, prior to a public authority taking on management, the levee
could be brought up to an acceptable standard by government, with ongoing maintenance paid
for by the beneficiaries through a system such as rating.
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The Committee therefore recommends:

RECOMMENDATION 4.8
The funding model for works on levees and their ongoing maintenance be revised, to be
primarily based on the beneficiary pays principle. The state government should give
consideration to wholly funding, or contributing to, the initial upgrade of high priority
levees to an agreed standard. The construction of any new public levees will be the subject
of a cost‐benefit analysis to be undertaken by DSE and the public authority, and be
supported by a floodplain management study. Levees deemed low priority will be wholly
the responsibility of the beneficiaries.

4.10

Levee intelligence, auditing and inspections

Currently the Victoria Flood Database stores flood related data captured and/or developed
through a number of flood risk assessment investigations and studies. The database contains
information on the location of levees across the state, although it is not comprehensive. The
database is maintained by DSE, and CMAs are responsible for ensuring that the data within their
areas of responsibility is maintained and updated with new information as it becomes available.316
As outlined above, the vast majority of rural levees have been constructed privately in
circumstances when planning permits were not required. Audits have been undertaken in recent
years to audit high priority levees and establish inventories of flood mitigation works. The
department notes in its submission that significant information gaps remain. The department
believes continued investment to resolve these gaps would aid emergency management planning
and lead to a better understanding of flood behaviour. More comprehensive information on
levees on private and public land needs to be acquired.317 This is particularly the case in the
context of the process of prioritisation of levees discussed above; without a sound basis for
understanding the state’s levee infrastructure, it is difficult to see how that prioritisation process
could be completed.
The Committee notes that audits of modern urban levees and some key rural levees are currently
being undertaken by DSE.318 However, given the condition of older urban levees in particular,
further levee audits may be required. The department has suggested that auditing of council
managed urban levees ten years ago found a number of design level and maintenance issues for
several of these levee systems. As a result, the department concluded that councils’ levels of
management are quite varied.319 This view was reinforced through the Committee’s regional
visits. The department has also stated that an audit role could be created (possibly for the Office
of the Emergency Services Commissioner) to ensure that agencies coordinate and work
collaboratively in activities that reduce the flood risk to communities.320
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To improve the level of maintenance of existing rural levees, the Gannawarra Shire Council
suggested in its submission that annual or biannual inspections would also be appropriate.321
Advice from DSE, however, states that to undertake regular levee audits of all existing private
levees (to determine levee heights and condition) would be cost prohibitive.322
The Committee believes that a regular inspection and maintenance regime should be undertaken
for all levees managed by a public authority, and an audit role for state government should be
considered to ensure maintenance is undertaken. However, the performance of privately
constructed levees is solely the responsibility of private beneficiaries, with a public inspection
process being excessively onerous.
The department also stated in its submission that the registration of all private levees could be
considered by the Committee. Alternatively, they could be identified in the Victorian Flood
Database.323 The Committee believes that is important that private levees are known to public
authorities for flood planning and response purposes.
The Committee therefore recommends:

RECOMMENDATION 4.9
A regular inspection and maintenance regime will be undertaken for all high priority levees
managed by a public authority. All such levees will be inspected by the relevant public
authority on an annual basis, and after a flood event. All levees will have a regular
maintenance schedule.

RECOMMENDATION 4.10
That the Department of Sustainability and Environment continue to invest in the auditing
of Victoria’s levee systems, both public and private, so that the Victoria Flood Database
contains reliable and up to date data, including information on levees’ location, height,
condition and ongoing viability for flood protection.

4.11

Standards for levees

While there are existing guidelines for the building of large levee systems in Victoria, there has
been less guidance provided for the construction of smaller ‘ring’ levees on private land.324
However, the Committee heard that design principles and specifications have been developed
recently for ring levees as part of the Lower Loddon Irrigation Recovery Package. 325 This
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government program was implemented following the January 2011 floods to encourage voluntary
land buyback, land use change and asset protection in the Lower Loddon area.326
In its submission, DSE also suggested the existing guidelines for large levee systems could be
reviewed, to include guidance on where ring levees may be considered appropriate. 327 As
mentioned above, the current technical guidelines were produced in 2002 and it is appropriate
that they now be reviewed.
The Committee believes that all levees should be built to a high standard. Accordingly, it
recommends:

RECOMMENDATION 4.11
The current technical guidelines for the construction of levee systems will be reviewed. A
revised Levee design, construction and maintenance technical guidelines will include
guidelines for the construction of both priority public levees, and private levees on private
land, such as ring levees, which protect key assets. These guidelines will be made available
to all rural councils, who will make landowners constructing new levees on their property
aware of the principles and specifications contained in the guidelines and encourage
construction based on them.

4.12

Water authorities with levee management responsibilities

While levees are generally owned and maintained in Victoria by councils, CMAs or private
landholders, in a few instances water authorities are also levee owners. For example, Goulburn
Murray Water currently administers the Loch Garry flood protection scheme, which includes nine
kilometres of levee bank. Importantly, this scheme includes a regulating structure, providing flood
protection from minor floods to local landholders. The landholders are charged an annual fee to
cover the cost of operating and maintaining the infrastructure.328 Melbourne Water manages 195
kilometres of levees across Greater Melbourne, however, Melbourne Water is also a floodplain
management authority.329
In providing evidence to the Committee, Mr John Martin, Acting Executive Manager, Service
Delivery, stated that Grampians Wimmera Mallee Water (GWM Water) is currently the owner of
a number of flood mitigation assets, including a levee built at the commencement of the
Yarriambiack Creek in the early 1900s.330 The authority does not believe that it should have
ownership of flood mitigation assets, given it does not have a role in flood mitigation. As it states
in its submission:
GWM Water became owner of these as the successor body to the Rural Water Corporation
in 1995. However, given the change of roles of rural water corporations since the formation of
Catchment Management Authorities, and the more recent framework of economic regulation
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of water businesses through the Essential Services Commission, it would seem that many of
these structures should not be owned by rural water corporations, unless they also serve an
operational purpose for the ongoing provision of water supply by the corporation.331

More specifically, the water authority is unsure how it should manage the Yarriambiack Creek
levee in the future and states that ‘other people are better placed to provide judgement as to its
ongoing role’.332 The Committee believes the concerns of GWM Water have merit, given their
levee does not have any other infrastructure attached to it for the management of water.
The Committee recommends:

RECOMMENDATION 4.12
The Department of Sustainability and Environment to review ownership of GWM Water’s
Yarriambiack Creek levee, with a view to the appointment of a more suitable public
managing authority/authorities.

4.13

Levee construction and modification in an emergency

During the floods in late 2010 and early 2011, levees were constructed on a variety of land
tenures without any design standard. Despite their often poor construction, some temporary
levees have remained.333 Levees were also deliberately breached, while other modifications, such
as the blocking of culverts also occurred. These actions were at times controversial given the
potential impact on nearby property and other assets. Some of these actions were authorised by
emergency response authorities (such as the incident controller, the CMA or council), while
others were not.334 This section briefly addresses these issues and makes recommendations.
An example of a community where levees were constructed hastily prior to the flood arriving is
the township of Beulah. Members of the Beulah Flood Committee provided evidence to the
Committee about levees they helped to construct, which were on land managed by private
landholders, local government and DSE.335 According to Mr Peter Hallam of the Beulah Flood
Committee, the levee construction was originally approved by the Incident Control Centre (ICC),
which managed the incident. However, the following day the instruction from the ICC was to
remove the levee, given the size of the flood at Warracknabeal, thirty seven kilometres upstream.
As Mr Hallam stated, this order was ignored and he ‘picked up the digger and started digging’. 336
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Mr Ian Marshman from the Beulah Flood Committee stated in evidence that fifty three houses
would have been damaged had the levee not been in place.337
The Wimmera CMA outlined to the Committee some of the problems associated with the
construction of temporary levees without approval. In providing evidence, the CMA discussed a
six kilometre levee built upstream of Beulah at the township of Warracknabeal.338 The CMA stated
in its submission that the levee was built as the flood approached, and while it reduced flood
damage to many houses, it had done so at significant risk to the people in the town, and had
encouraged people in other towns to do the same.339
The construction of levees during the recent flood events caused additional problems for the
emergency team managing the event. The construction of new levees without their knowledge
made it difficult to predict where floodwaters would travel and subsequently, how to react. 340
In its submission DSE stated that when the floods had receded, some temporary levees were not
removed by authorities. Because the levees were not constructed to any design standard, there
are concerns they could fail during the next flood. Moreover, given no flood investigation has
taken place prior to their construction, there is the possibility they could impact on nearby
properties, while in some cases there is no authority or agency responsible for ownership or
maintenance. There are also concerns about who should pay for levee removal and who is
responsible for, and has the power to remove the levee.341
At the Horsham public hearing the Yarriambiack Shire Council addressed the issue of whether
temporary levees should be retained following the flood event. Mr James Magee, Director,
Infrastructure and Planning at Yarriambiack Shire Council stated that the council quickly removed
some of the levees built, but has taken responsibility for others. The reason council has taken on
responsibility for the levees was explained by Mr Magee:
…where those levees can remain without causing other impacts we have seen it as important
that they do remain. Enormous efforts were made to put those levees in place, which saved
us from enormous damage. Any levees that can remain without other impacts should remain
so that the job next time round, if there is one on that scale, is a lot easier.342

While some levees were hastily constructed by members of the community, some submissions
from members of the public stated that existing levees had been deliberately cut, causing damage
to their own properties.343 The Wimmera CMA also pointed out in its submission that a number of
other unauthorised actions undertaken by the community could have had adverse effects. For
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instance at Beulah, a community member blocked a culvert under a railway line during the
emergency, despite flood modelling conducted by the CMA prior to the flood event which
showed that this action would have raised the water level within the town by around 30
centimetres. Fortunately, the blockage was quickly removed by authorities.344
According to DSE in its submission, confusion was also evident among agencies managing the
flood event about who should take responsibility for emergency actions on levees, whether the
agencies had statutory powers for such work, and their exposure to claims of liability.345 This was
further elaborated on by Dr Jane Doolan of DSE at the Melbourne public hearing, when she noted
that the emergency powers need clarification through improved legislation.346
Access to private land for levee maintenance was also an issue of concern to one rural council and
the State Emergency Service. Roseanne Kava, Chief Executive Officer of Gannawarra Shire, stated
in evidence that public authorities experienced some difficulties in obtaining access to private
levees whose owners were absent.347 Similarly, the State Emergency Service suggested in its
submission that, based on the technical advice of an expert at the time, it would like to have the
right to remove or alter a levee to ease the risk to life and property.348 As explained above, while
the SES and councils do not currently have access to private land during emergency situations,
under section 133 of the Water Act 1989, CMAs have the right to enter land and undertake
works, and they can delegate this authority to another person or body.349

4.13.1

Improving management of infrastructure during emergencies

To improve decision making and management of levees or other infrastructure during a flood
event, a number of suggestions were made by public authorities. Currently in Victoria, councils
have a legislated responsibility under the Emergency Management Act 1986 to create Municipal
Emergency Response Plans for their community, which may include flood sub‐plans.350
The Wimmera CMA’s view, expressed in its submission, is that in future a range of actions should
be considered through the development of Flood Response Plans by local government. Flood
modelling can determine the effectiveness of different actions, where they are appropriate and
the risks to the community should they fail. This will allow the community to make an informed
decision about the risk and rewards of different options, and give agencies and the community a
clearly documented set of actions to undertake during a flood, rather than the current
uncoordinated approach.351
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The Committee believes that Victorians should be given every opportunity to protect their assets
during a flood event. However, it notes there can be significant problems associated with
uncoordinated actions undertaken by members of the community during such events. The
Committee considers that the development of the Municipal Emergency Response plans (or their
associated flood sub‐plans) is the most appropriate time in which communities can decide on a
suite of actions to be undertaken during an emergency. These actions could include construction
of new infrastructure such as temporary levees, or modifications to existing infrastructure.
For emergency management authorities, it is also important that they understand the condition
of levees when managing a flood event. As a result, the department has stated it would be
beneficial for the condition of levees to be progressively incorporated into flood emergency plans
to enable Incident Control Centres to understand the likelihood of levee breaches and the risks to
areas assumed to be protected by the levee system.352
The Committee recommends:

RECOMMENDATION 4.13
In consultation with local communities, local councils will develop flood response plans as
sub‐plans to their current Municipal Emergency Management Plans. As part of the flood
risk assessment process, these plans will be informed by the best available flood mapping
and modelling, and will identify agreed activities to be undertaken during floods including,
where appropriate, the construction of temporary levees. The condition of levees will be
incorporated into such plans to enable improved emergency response.
In its submission, DSE stated that to better manage levees in emergencies, it would be beneficial
for guidelines to be prepared and incorporated into local and regional emergency management
plans for the management of levees in emergencies before, during and after a flood. The recently
completed Victorian Floods Review (VFR) also briefly touched on the issue of temporary flood
mitigation works such as levees. Recommendation 19 was that:
…the state develop an efficient process to ensure that, during flood events, temporary
construction of flood mitigation works, such as levees, is controlled so as not to unacceptably
impact on flood intelligence.353

In information supplied to the Committee, DSE has discussed the question of whether levees
constructed during an emergency should remain. The department stated that options exist for
councils to investigate whether such levees should be formalised.
The department has noted that while the Victorian Government does not have powers to remove
unauthorised levees, councils can use powers under the Planning and Environment Act 1987 (Vic)
to remove the works. Each case would need to be treated on its merits.354 It suggested in its
submission, however, that currently it is a difficult and lengthy process to remove illegal levees.355
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The Committee is concerned that levees built during an event may remain and will not be
properly managed into the future, adding to the already significant number of hastily and poorly
constructed levees which are currently not managed by any public authority. The Committee
further believes that given DSE’s view about the difficulty councils have in removing illegal levees,
ways of creating a more efficient and effective process should be investigated.
The Committee therefore recommends:

RECOMMENDATION 4.14
The Department of Sustainability and Environment will develop guidelines for the
management of levees in emergencies, during and after a flood event, which can be
incorporated into local flood response plans. The department will also provide, as part of
these guidelines, a set of criteria for assessing the ongoing viability of ad hoc levees post‐
flood. The Emergency Management Act 1986 will be amended to support the
implementation of these guidelines. A more effective means for councils to remove illegal
levees will also be examined by the Department of Sustainability and Environment.

4.14

Levees in Melbourne

In the area of Metropolitan Melbourne, Port Phillip and Westernport, Melbourne Water manages
over 195 kilometres of levees.356 In its submission to the inquiry Melbourne Water stated that risk
assessments on a selected few of these levee banks began at the beginning of 2011, the results of
which will feed into Melbourne Water’s Levee Bank Risk Management and Upgrade Strategy.357
At the Melbourne public hearing, representatives from Melbourne Water stated that the
accountabilities and ownership are reasonably clear and that Melbourne Water had taken on
responsibility for many levees, some of which were managed by organisations such as the former
River Improvement Trusts.358 Mr Chris Chesterfield commented:
We have some issues where, for example, the spoil banks that have been created by the
cleaning out of some of the minor drains are now seen as levees by local land-holders. We
are now proposing to go in and do an assessment of those and confirm one way or another
whether they are providing a level of service, and if they are, whether we should formally
incorporate those into our asset management.359

The Committee believes the process described by Melbourne Water is appropriate for
determining the future management of the spoil banks described above.
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4.15

Unintended levees

The Committee heard evidence about the flood impacts of infrastructure such as roads and
railway lines, which can act as unintended levees and move water away from its natural path. A
key authority involved with the construction and maintenance of infrastructure in floodplains is
VicRoads. In its submission to the inquiry, VicRoads stated that the impact of roads on flooding is
considered when new roads are designed:
The fundamental and traditional basis of VicRoads design requires that stormwater can flow
across road reserves in the closest practicable manner to the original or natural flow pattern.
VicRoads usually engages a specialist hydrology consultant during the design process. This
is achieved by providing sufficient bridge and culvert bridge and culvert waterway to carry
water under the road formation in most circumstances (defined by the recurrence interval for
the storm or flood event), and floodway capacity over the road for exceptional events which,
although infrequent, do occur from time to time.360

VicRoads stated that when developing road project proposals that impact on catchments,
consultation occurs with the relevant CMAs. The objective is generally that there is no increase in
flood levels during a 100 year ARI event. A drainage strategy may also be discussed and approved
by the relevant CMA.361 One current example provided by VicRoads to illustrate this process is the
drainage study for the proposed bypass of Koo Wee Rup, which is being undertaken in
consultation with Melbourne Water.362
In its submission, a similar response to VicRoads was provided by the Linking Melbourne
Authority, the Victorian Government statutory authority responsible for selected major road
infrastructure projects, such as the EastLink tollway. The authority states that the level of flood
level change allowable at a waterway crossing is determined by the floodplain management
authority, Melbourne Water, or the responsible water authority, based on flood modelling.363
Many existing structures can have an impact on flood levels, while new infrastructure projects,
such as roads, have flood considerations taken into account.364 But some stakeholders were
concerned that existing infrastructure on floodplains may be modified without adequate
consideration of flood impacts. As Mr Peter Kelly, Manager Rivers and Wetlands from the Mallee
CMA stated in evidence to the Committee, in some circumstances roads that have been raised in
recent years can unintentionally act as a levee. Mr Kelly stated that:
… over time, with camber on corners and other maintenance works, roads have actually built
up, so instead of being able to top over the road they have got to raise another foot to 30
centimetres, so that builds up a greater resistance…Those kind of things have just crept in
incrementally in a couple of those remote areas, especially in the drought, where they have
just done a bit of road maintenance and it has just topped up a road which has actually
increased the blockage across the waterway.365
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Mr Kelly gave the example of the Beulah–Rainbow Road, which was raised for safety reasons.
However, he also stated that local people in the area are considering whether the road should be
lowered again with a corresponding reduction in the speed limit.366 Mr Ian Marshman from the
Beulah Flood Committee stated in evidence that a similar situation had occurred on the Birchip‐
Rainbow road. While the road has been raised over time, no pipes have been installed to allow
water to pass under this road.367
The Wimmera CMA shares similar concerns about the modification to existing infrastructure, and
would like to see further discussions among key authorities (such as DSE, MAV, CMAs and the
Department of Planning and Community Development) about the existing planning controls used
to address the modification of infrastructure. The Wimmera CMA’s concerns relate to the current
exemption within all planning schemes (clause 62.02‐01) for buildings or works with an estimated
cost of one million dollars or less carried out by, or on behalf of, a municipality.
This exemption means that, unlike the situation for larger maintenance or construction works,
councils do not need to refer works under this value to the floodplain management authorities.368
In its submission, the Wimmera CMA suggests that these current arrangements should be
reconsidered.369 While the Committee appreciates the concerns of some stakeholders in relation
to the modification of infrastructure within floodplains, it considers a review of the current
arrangements would not be appropriate at this stage.
The Mallee CMA suggested that consideration should be given to roads being deliberately utilised
as strategic levees. 370 In its submission, VicRoads was amenable to the idea in certain
circumstances. It stated that:
… caution should be taken as to adopting a policy of designing road embankments to be
levees, with the consequence that road closures may be for extended periods if roads also
act as levees. This may be practicable in certain specific situations, however will significantly
add to the cost of the project and will need to be considered in detail, on a cost by cost
basis.371

The Committee encourages VicRoads, and other infrastructure providers, to consider, where
feasible, including in their infrastructure design the capacity of the infrastructure to act as a levee
for the purpose of flood mitigation. These actions should only be considered where flood
investigations show positive and cost effective outcomes for the community.
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Accordingly, it recommends:

RECOMMENDATION 4.15
Where flood investigations show positive and cost effective outcomes, infrastructure
providers, such as VicRoads, will consider enhancing their infrastructure to act as levees.
Any development of this nature will require collaboration with, and the approval of, the
relevant floodplain authorities.

4.16

Water supply and irrigation channels

The Committee heard evidence from stakeholders in western and northern Victoria about the
effect of water supply and irrigation channels on flooding. Concerns were raised that the
decommissioning of some structures has not adequately taken into account a range of factors,
including ongoing ownership and maintenance responsibilities, and the effects that changes to
infrastructure have on flood risk.
The Wimmera Mallee Pipeline Project (WMPP) is the largest water infrastructure project in
Australia, replacing 18,000 kilometres of earthen channel with 8,800 kilometres of pressurised
underground pipeline, which runs north from the Grampians using seven supply systems.372 The
purpose of the project is to improve water efficiency, leading to environmental and economic
benefits for western Victoria.373 Construction of the new pipeline was completed in April 2010.374
As part of the pipeline project, it was intended that the old channels and associated infrastructure
would be decommissioned. The existing channels and associated structures, which are used for
stock and domestic use, are predominantly on private land.375 The project manager and owner of
the infrastructure, Grampians Wimmera Mallee Water (GWM), has funding to assist landholders
to decommission large channels and structures, and has developed criteria to determine where
assistance will be provided.376
In February 2009, GWM Water stated that in consultation with councils, CMAs, relevant
government departments and landowners, all GWM Water channels and structures were
assessed and placed into three categories.377 The decommissioning of the old channel network
began in March 2010 in three of the supply systems (1, 2 and 5). This included the partial infill of
large channels and the removal of large structures on private property. GWM Water stated at
that time that consultation with landholders indicated that some were keen to retain some
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channels, particularly in supply systems 3, 4 and 6.378 The decommissioning of large channel
infrastructure and associated structures is expected to be completed by the end of 2012.379
In its submission to the inquiry the Buloke Shire Council stated that the council and some
members of the community believe the approach to the decommissioning of channels, ‘has not
been properly analysed and executed’.380 A key concern of the Buloke Shire Council, and the
Northern Grampians Shire, is the way in which potential flood impacts have been taken into
account by GWM Water. The Buloke Shire believes the approach to channel decommissioning has
been ad‐hoc, with some landowners being allowed to fill in a channel, while others have not.381
The council claims that GWM Water has been inconsistent in its approach to flood management
and decommissioning, and that this inconsistency is reflected across a number of public
statements and fact sheets issued by the authority through 2010 and 2011.382 The Buloke Shire
believes there appears to be significant shifts in GWM Water’s position over this period.383
The council also stated in its submission that there is confusion about the ownership and
responsibilities of the channels, citing further advice from GWM which it believes to be
contradictory in relation to these matters.384
In its evidence to the Committee, GWM Water did not address concerns about the way in which
flood considerations have been addressed. However, the Wimmera CMA states that the
modification of channel infrastructure will generally not make a significant impact in large flood
events.385
In relation to ownership, GWM Water has stated that where channels are retained, ownership
and management of the channel is to be transferred to the landowner, a suitable agency or
community group via a formal deed of transfer.386 GWM Water has adopted a policy whereby it
will fill in channels if no other body (such as a landholder or council) is willing to take on the
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ownership of the asset for a purpose such as local drainage.387 At the Horsham public hearing in
August 2011, Mr John Martin, Acting Executive Manager, Service Delivery, from GWM Water,
acknowledged there could be uncertainty in relation to ownership of some redundant
infrastructure.388 In its submission, GWM Water requests that the Committee give consideration
to the appropriate future ownership of these assets, which, ‘although not originally constructed
for the purpose of flood protection, now solely provide this function and are obsolete in terms of
the regional water supply system’.389
Buloke Shire, Northern Grampians Shire, and the North Central CMA have provided suggestions
for the best way forward. At the Creswick public hearing in November 2011, Mr Jim Nolan,
Manager, Infrastructure and Environment, from the Northern Grampians Shire commented that
council was concerned about the level of funding and technical assessment that has been used at
some individual sites.390 The North Central CMA stated in its submission that the accountability for
ongoing ownership and maintenance of these channels requires definition.391 The Buloke Shire
Council went further, stating it would like to see an, ‘independent analysis of all matters’ in
relation to the channel decommissioning undertaken before the project progresses any further.392
The Committee understands that steps have been taken by GWM Water to consider the impacts
of channel decommissioning on local drainage. It is concerned, however, that the ongoing
ownership and associated responsibilities for channels and associated infrastructure is unresolved
in some areas. As a result, it recommends:

RECOMMENDATION 4.16
The state government will work with Grampians Wimmera Mallee Water and stakeholders
to determine ongoing ownership and associated responsibilities for redundant channel
infrastructure in the Wimmera and the Mallee.
Modernisation of Victoria’s northern irrigation channel system has been going on since 2007,
when the Northern Victoria Irrigation Renewal Project (NVIRP) became a state‐owned entity. The
organisation has been given responsibility for planning, designing and delivering Australia's
largest irrigation modernisation project, upgrading irrigation infrastructure in the Goulburn
Murray Irrigation District (GMID).393
As part of the irrigation upgrade, new automated regulator gates, which are operated externally
by Goulburn Murray Water (G‐MW), have replaced manually operated gates. In the past these
gates could be controlled by landholders. In its submission, the Victorian Farmers Federation
suggested that the manual release gates allowed irrigators to communicate with neighbours and
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physically open and shut gates to spread increased volumes of water across spur channels. Where
this action was undertaken, the VFF understands that flooding was significantly minimised. The
VFF stated that at Nannella, near Rochester, residents believed that if manual release had been
possible, the extent of flooding in the area may not have been as significant. The VFF suggested
that there is a requirement for a clear process to be in place to ensure that the automated
irrigation network is capable of managing higher flows, and spreading the load across the channel
system.394
Responding to these concerns, G‐MW stated that it has always had a policy whereby channel
gates are closed during a flood event, and subway pipes, which run under channels along natural
flow paths, are open. This policy is designed to contain floodwaters in each landowner’s channel
and prevent landholders from releasing water at their gates, potentially flooding their
downstream neighbours. Under the new arrangements this policy has remained in place.395 The
Committee acknowledges the concerns of some landholders, but believes the current policy
implemented by G‐MW is appropriate.

4.17

Cross border issues

Floodplain management across the Murray River has been a concern of Murray River
communities for many years. While Murray River communities were fortunate that the Murray
River was low during the 2010‐2011 floods, and thus significant flooding did not occur, the issue
of how levees along the river are managed was raised by stakeholders during the inquiry.396
The central issue is that placing a levee on one side of the river pushes water to the other side. As
a result, the height of levees on the New South Wales side of the river is of concern to residents in
Victoria. In its submission, the Swan Hill Rural City Council stated that among its concerned
residents were members of the Tyntynder flats community. A survey of levees built on the NSW
side of the Murray River estimated that they were between 150 millimetres and 450 millimetres
higher than the levees on the Victorian side. Adding to these concerns was a lack of conditions
attached to the levee height. As Mr David Leahy, Director Infrastructure, Swan Hill Rural City
Council commented that:
It was ascertained that the levees were constructed under licence, as is the New South
Wales way. We tried to ascertain out whether there were construction permit conditions
attached to it. Finally, we worked out that there were absolutely no permit conditions attached
to it pertaining to alignment or height, which made it difficult for us.397

Similar concerns in relation to the height of NSW levees were raised in submissions from four
community groups near Cobram. Apprehension was expressed about the recent addition of many
new levees in New South Wales along the Murray River, which were not present during the
previous flood that affected the area in 1993.398 These groups are also worried about the standard
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of the Victorian levees.399 While Victorian stakeholders expressed concerns about activities on the
NSW side of the Murray, the NSW Government noted in its submission that several new levees
were constructed in Victoria around Swan Hill and existing banks were topped up.400
In its submission the NSW Government stated that the compatibility of legislation and regulation
needs to be taken into account when examining the control of flood mitigation infrastructure in
both states. The NSW Government also outlined the approval process for levees constructed on
the northern side of the Murray. Unlike Victoria, where private rural levees are approved by local
government through their planning schemes, in NSW privately owned rural levees require
approval under the Water Act 1912 (NSW). 401 The approvals process for NSW levees was
mentioned in evidence by Mr Peter Kozlowski, Chief Executive Officer, Wentworth Shire Council,
when he stated:
I do not have anything to say that that is not an adequate process, but I think what may need
to happen is just to ensure that all the levees, or the levees that may appear to be levees, are
licensed and adequately monitored. We do not really have a feel for saying whether there is
X number that are not licensed or licensed.402

The Mildura Rural City Council mentioned in its submission that appropriate approvals processes
for levees need to be developed on both sides of the Murray River.403 However, it also made the
point that levee management needs to be undertaken in the context of the entire floodplain,
given existing levees or proposed new levees need to be modelled to understand their impacts.404
Mr Ken Conrick, Asset Management Team Leader, Mildura Rural City Council, expanded on this
point during the Mildura public hearing, when he said:
Flood plain management and flood mitigation is something that needs to be undertaken
jointly by both states on a whole-of-catchment basis. It is not something that any individual
shire can do in isolation. What happens with us in Mildura depends very much on what
happens upstream in the Murray system, the Darling system and all the tributaries of those. It
needs to be looked at as the entire basin, not just individual shires, not individual states and
not individual river systems.405

This view was supported by the Wentworth Shire Council. In providing evidence, Mr Peter
Kozlowski stated that improved modelling of the entire Murray system was required.406 There
were also concerns expressed to the inquiry that during the recent floods NSW had shut off some
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streams, preventing water going into NSW.407 Mr Ron Atkinson, Flood Warden, Swan Hill stated in
his evidence to the inquiry that the management of NSW tributaries had impacted on Victoria:
The other problem we had at that time was that the rivers…going north out of the River
Murray system, which I presume were regulated by New South Wales authorities, did not
help us in the least. We had very little water in several of those rivers. The peak could have
been taken off the big Murray, and that would have allowed more water to come across the
floodway and relieve the Little Murray and the Avoca.408

In its submission the NSW Government acknowledged these concerns, but stated that it was a
misconception that the Merran Creek, which leads into the Wakool River in NSW and then flows
back into the Murray, could be used to mitigate flooding in the Murray.409
There is currently no interstate agreement to manage flooding and flood mitigation infrastructure
on the Murray River. In 1910 an agreement was reached between NSW and Victoria ensuring that
no levee construction should proceed until it had been referred to the other state.410 In 1921 the
Interstate Levees Agreement (ILA) was initiated to regulate levee construction on both sides of
the river.411 In its submission, the NSW Government gave an overview of interstate arrangements
and NSW legislation in relation to the Murray River since the early 1990s.412 By 2002, the Murray‐
Darling Basin Commission (MDBC) had created a Floodplain Management Strategy, which
outlined the establishment of a River Murray Floodplain Management Committee to work with
both states to define priority regions for the development of floodplain management plans, and
incorporate agreed protocols for levee assessment and maintenance.413
In December 2008 the MDBC was abolished, and the former commission’s role and functions
were transferred to the Murray‐Darling Basin Authority (MDBA) established under the Water Act
2007 (Cth). According to the New South Wales Government, the MDBA has mainly focused on
setting sustainable limits on water extraction across the Murray‐Darling Basin through the
development of the Murray‐Darling Basin Plan. 414 In its submission, the MDBA stated its
floodplain management role is to manage dams and other water storages on the Murray River,
however, it makes no mention of a broader floodplain management role. Moreover, floodplain
management does not appear in the Water Act 2007 as a responsibility of the MDBA.415 However,
as the NSW government mentions in its submission, ‘floodplain management is integral to
managing water’.416 The NSW Government believes that the ILA has largely been replaced by
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regional floodplain management planning.417 In its submission, the NSW Government states that it
would like to see a cooperative arrangement similar to the model outlined in the 2002 MDBC
Floodplain Management Strategy.418
The Committee considers that interstate co‐operation is essential if flood mitigation issues are to
be effectively managed on the Murray River.
Accordingly, the Committee recommends:

RECOMMENDATION 4.17
The Victorian Government should work with the New South Wales Government and the
Murray Darling Basin Authority to establish an appropriate floodplain management
committee and to develop a floodplain management strategy for the Murray River. The
strategy will define priority regions for the development of floodplain management plans,
address ways of improving the management of all levees on the Murray River, and seek
agreement in relation to improved approvals processes, levee heights and maintenance
regimes.

4.18

Protection of essential services

In evidence provided to the Committee, the issue of how essential services such as power stations
are protected from floods was raised. The issue was also addressed in the Victorian Floods Review
(VFR). In 1993 the Victorian Government disaggregated and corporatised the former State
Electricity Commission, with the corporatised components, such as power stations, sold to private
companies.419
In its submission, the Mallee CMA discussed the Red Cliff’s power station near Mildura, which is
protected by a large levee designed to protect the station from riverine flooding. However, the
power station was inundated with water which was unable to flow back to the river due to the
placement of the levee, potentially shutting down the power supply from Kerang to the South
Australian border.420 In evidence provided at the Mildura public hearing, Mr Peter Kelly, Manager
Rivers and Wetlands from the Mallee CMA, stated that infrastructure such as box culverts with
drop boards is required at the station to allow water to flow both ways. Mr Kelly also noted that
the broader question about the protection of essential services needed to be addressed through
the Municipal Emergency Response Plan of councils, with the CMA also playing a role.421
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The Gannawarra Shire Council expressed concerns to the Committee about the protection of the
Kerang electricity sub‐station.422 In January 2011, and prior to floodwaters reaching Kerang, the
council and the Incident Control Centre (ICC) were advised by the owners of the station, SP
Ausnet, that they believed the priority area for protection was the control building, which
contains the controls and protection for the switchgear in the sub‐station. As such, they would be
sandbagging around the essential infrastructure inside the terminal station, but would not be
reinforcing a levee around the perimeter of the sub‐station. The council thought this would not
be sufficient, given the experience at Charlton, where the sub‐station was inundated on
January 14, 2011 causing the loss of power to 8,000 residents. As a result, the council persisted
with its representations to Powercor and SP AusNet.423 As the Gannawarra Shire Council stated in
its submission:
Given the flooding of the Charlton power station and the impact it had on Quambatook and
our strong concerns regarding the disastrous impact on the local dairy industry and tens of
thousands of householders in our own and nearby municipal areas, council persisted with its
representations to ensure the Kerang sub-station was adequately protected.424

On Monday January 17, 2011, Powercor and SP AusNet employees and contractors started
sandbagging the control building and working on the levee around the sub‐station. For the next
two days, two excavators and crews of SP AusNet and Powercor employees, with assistance from
Kerang residents, strengthened the sand bag walls, laid plastic on the external face of the external
levee and repaired leaks and breaches in the levee.425
According to the VFR, SP AusNet believes that even without the construction of a temporary
perimeter levee, the 2011 flood peak would not have affected the operation of the terminal
station. The only part of the terminal station reportedly at risk from the flood was the control
room which was protected. SP AusNet is investigating options to provide additional flood
protection to the site, although it notes this may not be warranted given the critical equipment is
sufficiently elevated to have avoided inundation during the 2011 flood peak.426
In its submission to the Committee, the Gannawarra Shire believes that the state government
should ensure that essential utility providers meet their obligations to adequately protect
essential infrastructure from flooding, including the electricity sub‐station at Kerang.427 For future
major floods, at certain trigger points, essential services such as power and telecommunications
should have emergency managers available to make decisions in consultation with local control
management, and adequate personnel to undertake any works as part of a flood plan.428
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4.18.1

Victorian Floods Review: Policy issues and recommendations

The VFR addressed the broader policy issues associated with the operation of essential services
during emergencies. The Emergency Management Manual of Victoria (EMMV) outlines the role of
key agencies in managing essential services during emergencies, making the Department of
Primary Industries (DPI) the control agency for response to energy supply network disruption.429
For essential services disruption, the EMMV also refers to electricity distributors and the
Australian Energy Market Operator (AEMO) as key support agencies to DPI. The EMMV states that
if an essential service disruption is not being effectively resolved by support agencies such as
essential service providers, then the specific control agency, such as DPI, will take ultimate
responsibility to resolve the situation. Importantly, EMMV considers that essential service
providers will have plans and procedures for dealing with emergencies. In the case of DPI, it has
two pieces of legislation which gives the government powers to direct people to take specific
actions during emergencies. The provisions that could have been used to direct SP Ausnet or
Powercor to take steps at Kerang or Charlton power stations are the following:


Electricity Industry Act 1993, sections 95–99 (which allows the Minister to compel electricity
suppliers to take steps to protect infrastructure and ensure continuity of service); and



Vital State Industries (Works and Services) Act 1992, sections 5–9, which gives the
government power to direct persons or bodies to take steps to operate and maintain any vital
industry – this Act was intended for use during industrial disputes, but could in theory have
been used after the floods.430

The obligations on essential service providers to have plans and procedures for handling
emergencies need to be considered given the intergovernmental agreement for the National
Electricity Market (NEM).431 Under the NEM Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) on the Use of
Emergency Powers, the Victorian Government has agreed to allow the NEM procedures to be
followed before Victoria will exercise any of its powers, outlined above. These procedures allow
the AEMO to assess the situation, consult with the NEM participants and be the body that directs
industry stakeholders to take action to secure electricity supply, with the actions to be
undertaken following the National Electricity Market Emergency Protocol. As the Victorian Floods
Review stated in its report:
In accordance with the Protocol, from 13 January 2011, DPI participated in regular industry
teleconferences hosted by the AEMO to scope the extent of actual and potential disruption
for electricity (and gas) supply, and provided this advice to its Minister. It did not take ultimate
responsibility, within the powers available to it, to resolve the situation, either by utilising its
emergency powers to direct the industry to take steps in respect of the Charlton or Kerang
power stations or taking those steps itself.432
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The Department of Primary Industries advised the VFR that the NEM does not consider the
outage of sub‐stations to automatically give rise to an emergency in the NEM unless they in turn
affect the stability of the power system. DPI stated that it did not consider that the threshold for
action under Part 6 of the Electricity Industry Act 1993 was reached by the situation in Charlton
and Kerang. The VFR, however, concluded that:
…the state should play more of an active role in ensuring essential service operators take
appropriate measures to make their infrastructure resilient to flooding and other natural
hazards.433

As a consequence of its investigations, the VFR recommended that the state:


assess current risk and risk mitigation strategies for essential services, with a focus on
ensuring that risks are appropriately identified at all levels of emergency planning; and



ensure that the responsible authority or owner/operator of essential services put in place
appropriate strategies to mitigate any risk to service continuity.434

Given the importance of essential services to Victoria and the concerns expressed during the
inquiry, the Committee supports the recommendations of the VFR.
Accordingly, it recommends:

RECOMMENDATION 4.18
The Victorian Government to implement the recommendations of the Victorian Floods
Review in relation to the development and implementation of appropriate flood mitigation
and protection strategies for essential services.

4.19

2012 Floods and temporary levees

As outlined in chapter one and chapter two, considerable flooding occurred in late February and
early March 2012. As a result, the Committee requested an extension to its deadline for reporting
to Parliament. The flooding resulted from heavy rainfall which exceeded 250 millimetres in the
Broken Creek system in northern Victoria. A rapid assessment undertaken showed damage to
habitable buildings in 14 towns, including almost 100 at Numurkah, 14 at Tungamah, nine at
Tallygaroopna and three at Devenish.435 In providing evidence to the Committee, Ms Jo McCarthy
stated that about 20 homes were also inundated in Yarrawonga.436 Importantly, patients were
evacuated from Numurkah’s hospital as much of it was flooded, while about 30 residents were
relocated from an aged care facility.437
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One of the key reasons for the extension to the Committee’s deadline was to understand how
mitigation infrastructure performed in northern Victoria. In particular, the Committee was
interested in the use of a temporary metal levee in the township of Nathalia, which was used to
complement an earthen levee. The temporary sections of the levee are around 500 metres long
(comprising four sections of 338, 135, 11 and 25 metres). They were deployed during the flood
and were successful at linking up a number of sections of earthen levee to create a complete
barrier.438 As a result, no flooding occurred within the township.439
The temporary levee comprised the first temporary levee of its kind used in Australia. The entire
levee (both temporary and permanent sections) cost around $2.4 million, with a third paid for by
the federal government, a third by state government, and a third by local government. The
temporary section cost around $500,000, which was estimated to cost more than twice as much
as a similar length of earthen levee.440 However, its advantage is that it can be erected quickly and
it can be taken down following a flood. It is also particularly useful when a levee needs to cross a
road.441 Another important aspect of the temporary levees is their height. In Europe, differently
designed portable levees can be three to four metres high, rather than the 1.5 metre levee in
Nathalia.442
The Committee was interested in knowing whether a number of temporary levee systems could
be deployed in different areas of the state, depending on where flooding occurs. On this
question, Mr Guy Tierney, Statutory Planning and Flood Plain Manager, Goulburn Broken CMA,
stated, ‘demountable levees are not a silver bullet in all areas, but the demountable barriers are
probably successful where you have long travel times, in the order of days’.443 Mr Mark Foord,
Manager of Infrastructure Service at Moira Shire, also commented at the Numurkah public
hearing:
With respect to the actual deployment of those levees, they were very successful in Nathalia.
It seems to me that they would be very successful anywhere where the use was properly
planned. Obviously for going across roads where a levee has to cross a road they are an
almost ideal solution. Parallel to the creek or the river, they work very well. The issue there is
always how much extra force you have on them from the velocity of the water flowing
through. At Nathalia the velocity is very low; in some areas it may not be so.444

Given the advantages temporary levees have over permanent structures, the Committee believes
temporary levees should be considered by public authorities in lowland areas, particularly in
areas of low water velocity, when new flood mitigation measures are being debated.
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Accordingly, it recommends:

RECOMMENDATION 4.19
When developing flood mitigation options in lowland areas, local governments should give
consideration to the use of temporary levees as an alternative or addition to permanent
structures. To maximise the use of these structures and limit flood damage, and aid
affordability, consideration should be given by local governments to the sharing of
temporary levees among different townships and different council areas.
The Committee also heard at the Numurkah public hearing from Ms Jo McCarthy, who stated that
in Yarrawonga an old irrigation channel played an important role by acting as a levee bank for
properties in the area, which would then divert the water down to the Muckatah Depression.
However, at the start of 2012 the channel was filled in. While she stated that no‐one was at fault,
this action removed the levee bank protection, and resulted in over 20 homes being flooded.445
At the public hearing, concern was expressed about the use of local knowledge. A member of the
Numurkah community, Mr Peter Sprunt, asked why the community was not warned in time of the
level of flooding that the township would experience. He stated:
…there is some evidence that the hydrological advice being provided to the combating
agency was inaccurate and led to delayed efforts to sandbag vital infrastructure such as the
hospital. 446

Mr Sprunt stated that in the 1974 and 1993 floods, local knowledge and effective action saved
the hospital, the motel and most of the homes. However, ‘in this flood local knowledge seems to
have been ignored, with devastating results’.447 Mr Sprunt also raised a number of concerns about
the management of the flood response, which included the location of the emergency command
centre.448
Given its importance, the use of local knowledge is discussed more fully in relation to waterways
in chapter five, and more broadly in chapter nine of this report.
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CHAPTER FIVE
Waterways: Ownership, management and
maintenance approaches
KEY FINDINGS
5.1

Ownership
Ownership of the majority of Victoria’s waterways and associated riparian land is vested
in the Crown and its agencies. A fewer number of smaller streams and riparian land are
privately owned. However, there are instances in which ownership of waterways is
either not defined, or clearly understood, by stakeholders. Government authorities have
direct powers to undertake works on larger waterways and urban streams.

5.2

Floodplain management
Under the Water Act 1989 Catchment Management Authorities (CMAs) and Melbourne
Water have enabling powers, responsibilities and functions for the management of the
state’s waterways, drainage and floodplains. However, the Act does not oblige them to
carry out any function conferred by the Act (s. 124(5)). Local government has a
responsibility for floodplain management planning under the Victoria Flood
Management Strategy, but not under the Local Government Act 1989, which merely
provides for powers in relation to drainage (s. 198).

5.3

Waterway management
Uncertainty exists amongst key stakeholders over who is responsible for the
management and ongoing maintenance of Victoria’s streams, including vegetation
clearing, for the purposes of flood mitigation and protection. This uncertainty is
apparent in rural townships, which were the subject of severe flooding in 2010‐2011.
Responsibilities for waterway management for flood mitigation purposes must be
clarified.

5.4

Vegetation management
There is considerable uncertainty concerning the management of vegetation in
waterways in parts of the state, particularly in townships, and in relation to localised
flooding. The Department of Sustainability and Environment (DSE) considers that
statewide policy for waterways management needs updating. A revised Victoria Flood
Management Strategy would include identifying specific reaches of streams where
ongoing vegetation management is required.
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5.5

Permit system
Most of Victoria’s streams are ‘designated waterways’ under the Water Act 1989, and
as such permit(s) are required to carry out any works. The current permit system for
works on waterways is cumbersome, with multiple agencies being involved. The permit
process is time consuming, expensive, lacks exemptions, and has the effect of
preventing necessary maintenance works from being undertaken. This is particularly,
but not exclusively, the case in townships, with rural properties suffering a similar
consequence. A streamlined permitting system is called for, one which includes
provision for exemptions.

5.6

Local knowledge
Members of local communities stated that their views on the management and
maintenance of waterways, including vegetation clearing and debris removal, were
often ignored, or not fully utilised, by local authorities in the context of flood planning
and mitigation. Authorities need to include local communities in the flood risk planning
process.

5.7

Flood mitigation funding
There is a lack of clarity over who should pay for works on waterways for flood
mitigation purposes, and their ongoing maintenance, particularly in urban areas. A
revised funding model for undertaking works will be based primarily on the beneficiary
pays principle.

5.8

Flood risk management planning
Currently, the role of flood risk management planning rests with CMAs and Melbourne
Water under the Water Act 1989, but in reality, this role is effectively a shared
responsibility with local government. Shared responsibilities for flood risk management
planning and implementation need to be acknowledged in government policy.

5.9

Research
Contemporary research suggests that at the whole of catchment scale, vegetation, of
both riparian and in‐stream types, has the effect of mitigating flood events overall.
However, this generalised effect is not necessarily replicated at local levels: in localised
areas such as townships, in‐stream vegetation in particular can raise the level of the
flood peak and prolong the duration of the flood event. This potential divergence in
effects needs to be taken into account by state and local authorities when framing
policy choices, and instigating practices on the ground.
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5.10

Flood debris and woody debris removal
There are inconsistencies in key flood documentation in relation to responsibilities for
clearing debris and vegetation following a flood event. The removal of debris blockages
around critical public infrastructure is now understood to be a CMA responsibility, and
this needs to be reflected in state policy and statements of obligations. The woody
debris removal practices of CMAs have also raised concerns with some landholders and
councils. These practices need to be reviewed, and subject to new guidelines.

5.11

Drainage
While some drainage schemes still operate, the coordinated management of rural
drainage has been in decline since the Drainage Areas Act 1958 was repealed. Drainage
schemes are beset by problems of inadequate funding, lack of or difficulty in obtaining
approvals for works, and lack of agency responsibility. In the Melbourne metropolitan
area, Melbourne Water is well funded to manage drainage systems in concert with
local councils.

5.12

Flood studies
Flood studies are of variable standard across the state, and are undertaken to
determine flood impacts on the basis of no greater than a 1 in 100 ARI. Recent flooding
saw flood events in many areas of much greater severity than a 1 in 100 flood event.

5.1

Introduction
The conundrum for management and policy making is that vegetation impacts both positively
and negatively on flood levels, as well as having other important impacts on the riverine
ecosystem.449
My view is that when the water is going through and could threaten a town, you have to give
emphasis to having a capacity of that creek that is able to clear the water past the town to
where the creek is and back into farmland.450

This chapter addresses term of reference (c) ‘waterways management, including the nature and
extent of vegetation clearing activities within waterways and their general maintenance’; term of
reference (d) ‘identifying those entities and individuals having ownership of waterways and the
responsibility for their clearing and their maintenance’; and term of reference (e) ‘the extent to
which, if any, local knowledge of residents is employed in effecting waterways clearing and
maintenance’.
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Victoria has approximately 128,000 kilometres of waterways, defined as both sides of most rivers
and the southern side of the Murray River.451 Since European settlement, waterways were
managed by widening, deepening and straightening the channel to increase flow capacity and
velocity. In‐stream vegetation and large woody debris were also removed. The logic behind this
management approach was that increasing channel capacity would, firstly, reduce flooding by
lessening the flow of water onto floodplains and their associated assets and, secondly, more
quickly move water to its final destination, such as a river or the sea.
Over time, however, certain pitfalls of this management approach became apparent, with the
most obvious being erosion of the bank and a general loss of waterway health. As a consequence,
in recent decades, government policy in Victoria has focussed on restoring waterway health, by
undertaking actions including re‐vegetating waterways and re‐introducing large woody debris,
which is beneficial for some fish species. Recent research indicates that on a catchment scale the
benefit of vegetation is that it slows the flow of water and lowers the overall flood peak, thereby
reducing the speed and height of the flood downstream. However, research also shows that
vegetation can, in some circumstances, have an impact on localised water levels, which is of
particular relevance in townships. Recently, there has been greater consideration by public
authorities of the way vegetation within townships can affect flood levels, and how best this
should be managed in the future.
The floods in 2010 and 2011 have seen community concerns raised about the manner in which
waterways are now managed. A key concern in towns such as Creswick, Skipton, Beaufort,
Clunes, Horsham and Carisbrook has been that channel capacity has been significantly reduced
through a failure to adequately manage vegetation and other obstructions to the flow of water in
waterways.
This chapter outlines the current ownership arrangements of Victoria’s waterways, the past and
current approaches to waterway management, and the ways in which the community is currently
involved in waterway management. The chapter discusses a number of solutions to improve the
management of waterways for flood mitigation purposes, and makes recommendations in
relation to the management of waterways within both urban and rural settings, and the
involvement of the community. It also briefly examines issues relating to rural drainage schemes
and the management of Melbourne’s drainage system, making recommendations in relation to
both issues.

5.2

Defining waterways

The term waterways is broad and includes Victoria’s rivers, streams and creeks. Waterways are
made up of the channel, which includes the bed (the floor or bottom) and banks (the sides).452
Waterways are also surrounded by, and in some cases are defined as including, riparian land,
which is the strip of land where the natural ecosystems along the river and the river itself
interact.453 Riparian land is important to the management of waterways, given its impacts on the
health of a waterway.454 Access to riparian land is also needed to manage a waterway.
There are a number of Acts which define waterways in Victoria, and these are important when we
consider who owns and manages them. Section 3 of the Water Act 1989 (the ‘Water Act’) defines
a waterway as: a river, creek, stream or watercourse, lake, lagoon swamp or marsh. It comprises
451
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any other natural channel in which water regularly flows, any land regularly covered with water,
and a channel formed by the natural or human alteration or relocation of a waterway.
Where a waterway also has land which forms part of a slope rising from the waterway to a
definite lip (that is, the top of the bank), the land up to that lip is also considered to be part of the
waterway. Importantly, a waterway does not include any artificial channel which diverts water
away from it.455 Definitions of associated terms such as ‘bed and banks’, ‘watercourse’ and ‘water
frontage’ are also contained in the Land Act 1958.456
The Victorian River Health Strategy provides a policy definition of a river, stream or natural
waterway that is slightly different from the one contained in the Water Act. This definition
recognises the waterway’s function as an ecosystem. It includes both the waterway channel and
the riparian zone, being the land ‘that adjoins, regularly influences, or is influenced by, the river,
including the regularly wetted floodplain’. 457 This definition is important, as unlike the Water Act,
all riparian land is included. Furthermore, the Victorian River Health Strategy plays a central role
in defining the management approach and guiding investment in Victorian waterways.

5.3

Ownership of waterways

The ownership of waterways in Victoria has a long history, and is, by its nature, complicated. A
simple explanation of waterway and riparian land ownership is that the bed and banks and an
area of the adjoining river frontage of most major rivers and streams are owned by the Crown. In
addition, where a Victorian stream (or waterway) forms the boundary between two parcels of
public or private land, the bed and banks of that waterway are also defined as Crown land, vested
in the Department of Sustainability and Environment.458 This latter definition came about due to
the setting aside in 1881 of 280 watercourses as Public Purpose Reserve, which included the main
stem of rivers and in some cases the tributaries as well.459
Where a waterway flows through a town, the bed and banks are almost always public land, given
the waterway generally forms the boundary between allotments, giving government authorities
direct powers to undertake works on both larger waterways and urban waterways. Government
authorities, whether they are councils, DSE or CMAs, almost always have direct powers to do
works on larger streams and urban streams.460
The 1881 reservation system also incorporates a strip of riparian land known as Crown land
frontages, which are often around 20 metres in width and may be licensed to the adjacent
landholder.461 In some cases, they have a committee of management designated.462 There are
approximately 25,000 kilometres of Crown land river frontages of this type in Victoria.463 Other
riparian public land exists through National and other parks, with Parks Victoria generally the land
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manager. There are also municipal reserves, road reserves and other public and private land
adjacent to, and in many cases along, the bed and banks of waterways.464
In contrast to the above, where a waterway runs entirely through private land, then the bed and
banks are privately owned under presumptive title arrangement. As a result, the bed and banks of
many small waterways are privately owned.465
A substantial amount of riparian land is also private freehold. Agencies given responsibilities for
protecting the public interest on this land have a range of options open to them to obtain the
necessary control, which range from compulsory acquisition to covenants, easements and
leaseholds.466
To summarise, most of Victoria’s larger rivers and streams are Crown land, and government
authorities almost always have direct power to work on them. Many smaller streams and
tributaries and some riparian land are privately owned.

5.4

Responsibilities for waterways

Conventional practice has it that the responsibility for waterway management and maintenance
generally rests with the land manager. Land managers include private landholders, local
government, Parks Victoria or DSE for Crown land, or a licensee of Crown land.467
Regulation of waterway management activities is undertaken by Catchment Management
Authorities and Melbourne Water through their waterway protection by‐law.468 This by‐law
requires the land manager of designated waterways (which make up the majority of waterways in
Victoria) to apply for a works on waterways permit in order to undertake works where it may lead
to some physical disturbance of the bed and banks of a waterway.469 The Victorian River Health
Strategy outlines that in granting approval for works on waterways, CMAs and Melbourne Water
are to consider issues such as: the potential to destabilise stream beds and banks and alter flood
levels; the impact on riparian vegetation and in‐stream habitat; the potential to affect water
quality; and the impact on the general stream environment.470
In the case of the removal of native vegetation, approval is required from councils through the
native vegetation section (clause 52.17) of council planning schemes. In some cases, depending
on the biodiversity values involved, approval may also be required through the federal
Environment Protection Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999, or the Victorian Flora and Fauna
Guarantee Act 1988. Cultural heritage legislation also needs to be considered.471
In addition to their waterways regulation role, CMAs and Melbourne Water are also responsible
for a range of waterway management functions.472 Specifically, as outlined in the Water Act 1989
(section 189), their waterway management roles include:
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identifying and planning for state and community needs relating to the use and economic,
social, and environmental value of land and waterways;



developing and implementing schemes for the use, protection and enhancement of land and
waterways;



researching and promoting any matter related to its waterway functions, powers and duties;
and



educating the public about any aspect of waterways management.473

Under section 190 of the Water Act 1989, CMAs and Melbourne Water are also required to
develop regional waterway strategies, which must take into consideration other relevant
strategies for river health. As a result, CMAs and Melbourne Water have developed Regional River
Health Strategies consistent with the principles and priorities identified in the Victorian River
Health Strategy (2002).474 The responsibilities of CMAs under the Water Act and associated
government policy are further outlined and clarified under the Water Act statement of
obligations, in which they are referred to as a ‘caretaker of river health’.475 As the Wimmera CMA
states in its submission, there are no directions for CMAs to ‘clear’ or ‘maintain’ waterways.
Instead, emphasis is on waterways protection and enhancement.476
While these functions and strategies emphasise improving environmental values and waterway
health, under their floodplain management functions of the Water Act 1989 (section 202), CMAs
and Melbourne Water are also able to ‘develop and implement plans and take any action
necessary to minimise flooding and flood damage’.
Importantly, the Water Act 1989 (section 124) states that ‘an Authority is not obliged to perform
any function conferred by the Act, unless the Act expressly provides otherwise’. As a result, while
CMAs and Melbourne Water are empowered to carry out these functions, they are not obliged to
do so. CMAs are reliant on annual state government grants, and therefore their ability to fulfil
their functions is dependant on this funding and the annual priorities of government. In contrast,
Melbourne Water has a consistent funding base through the collection of a waterways and
drainage charge.477

5.4.1

Uncertainty regarding waterways ownership and maintenance
responsibilities

Stakeholders stated to the inquiry that there is uncertainty regarding both the ownership of
waterways and who is responsible for their maintenance for flood mitigation purposes. The
current uncertainty is problematic, give vegetation removal may be required to lower water
levels in a local area, generally a town, and to protect assets from potential damage caused by
debris.
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In its submission, the Municipal Association of Victoria (MAV) stated that there is a lack of clarity
regarding which agency owns and manages waterways and riparian land. It suggested that in the
absence of a clearly defined owner, local landholders have been known to undertake clearing in
rural waterways without appropriate authority.478
Responsibilities are also unclear outside of Melbourne.479 The uncertainty appears to be primarily
in urban areas, with responsibilities contested between CMAs and councils. Part of the reason for
the lack of clarity regarding waterway responsibilities was explained by the North Central CMA in
its submission:
It is reasonable to conclude that many parties are enabled to take action but it is not currently
clear who is required to take action to respond to a waterway management issue. This is
clearly undesirable where action can, and should, be taken to mitigate a flood risk arising
from the waterway, particularly in urban areas.480

Under the Water Act 1989 CMAs are enabled to develop and implement plans to minimise
flooding and flood damage. These plans could, conceivably, be flood risk management plans,
similar to those outlined in chapter three. CMAs are also enabled to take any action needed to
minimise flooding and flood damage.481 They also have the waterway management roles outlined
above.
Conversely, as stated in the Victoria Flood Management Strategy 1998, councils have
responsibility for both developing and implementing local floodplain management plans to
reduce the adverse effects of flooding to acceptable levels.482 This policy is not, however, backed
by any current legislation. Further confusing the issue for local government is that not all areas or
towns have floodplain management plans.
Another practical problem for local government is that, because not all landholders maintain their
waterways and associated riparian land for flood risk, they may feel compelled to act to remove
vegetation and other blockages on behalf of their communities. This was illustrated at the
Beaufort public hearing by Mr Michael O’Connor, Mayor of the Pyrenees Shire Council. As he
stated in providing evidence:
The landowner, in most cases in and around Beaufort, is DSE, and the department has been
reluctant to take responsibility for any physical works on waterways. Community expectation
is that council will in fact get in there and do the job. If no-one else is going to do it and the
creeks and waterways are creating a problem with the build up of floodwaters, somebody has
got to do it, and our community expects the council to get in and do it.483
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This is perhaps one reason why the MAV has stated that in practice councils are often expected to
maintain waterways within rural townships, while CMAs maintain waterway assets outside
towns.484 Some councils also stated that responsibilities for floodways are currently unclear and
clarification is required.485
Clarifying waterways management responsibilities
Some CMAs have taken actions to alleviate the uncertainty about who has responsibility for the
management of waterways in order to reduce flood risk. For example, the North Central CMA has
created partnership arrangements with local governments in the urban Bendigo area, which
describe the roles and responsibilities of various stakeholders in managing urban waterways. An
Instream Management Policy for flood mitigation was developed by the North Central CMA in
February 2011. The policy describes the role that the CMA will take in responding to waterway
management issues and the expectations of other parties.486 It states that where instream works
are approved a case specific cost sharing agreement will be established, based on the
beneficiaries of the work.487
The North East CMA has also developed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the City of
Wangaratta for the management of One Mile Creek, through Wangaratta. This describes the roles
and responsibilities of each authority, and was developed in association with an urban waterway
strategic plan. In its submission, the CMA suggested that MOUs should be more widely utilised,
with progress made under the MOU routinely advertised in council newsletters or local papers.488
A number of suggestions were made by stakeholders regarding who should be responsible for
waterway management in the future, and how this clarification should occur. The Department of
Sustainability and Environment suggested that one way to clarify waterway management
responsibilities would be to do this when flood risk planning processes are undertaken. Under this
option, if channel modifications are deemed appropriate, responsibilities would be agreed to
when creating a floodplain management plan.489
The department states that this first solution is not appropriate, however, where there are no
plans to undertake a flood risk planning process. Roles and responsibilities would be better
defined, according to DSE, through improved legislation and/or though government endorsed
policy, such as an update of the Victoria Flood Management Strategy.490 Clarification through
better legislation and/or policy was suggested by a number of other stakeholders for
waterways.491
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To clarify responsibilities for the protection of assets, the Mallee CMA suggested that a review of
the current works on waterways process is needed to both enable more effective vegetation
management around assets, and to clarify responsibilities.492
At the same time as recommending how clarity can be provided, stakeholders also had a view
about who should ultimately be responsible for waterway management in the future. The
Department of Sustainability and Environment indicates in its submission its preference for
councils to take on responsibility for the maintenance of urban stream channels for flood
protection. The reasons cited were because:


councils are already responsible for maintenance of other components of flood mitigation
infrastructure in towns, particularly urban levees;



the local community are the sole beneficiaries of the works (and flooding of a downstream
town may be made worse by measures to protect a specific town);



channels need to be managed as a component of an overall flood plan for the town, and this
plan is the responsibility of the council; and



councils already manage stormwater and drainage systems that benefit urban communities.

The department states that in other areas (that is, outside of rural townships), CMAs should be
responsible for maintaining waterways, subject to priorities based on funding allocations.493
The North Central CMA shared similar sentiments to DSE, arguing in its submission that as the
developers of floodplain management plans, local government, who represent the interests of
ratepayers, should be responsible for negotiating any actions in waterways with the land owner
or manager.494 Other CMAs reiterated that the asset owner should be responsible for protecting
that asset.495
Some councils expressed a different view to DSE and the CMAs regarding responsibilities for
waterway management for flood mitigation, stating that CMAs should be responsible in
townships. The existing floodplain and/or waterway management functions of the CMAs were
used by some of these councils to justify this position.496 To illustrate, the Mount Alexander Shire
Council stated in its submission that it is concerned about what it perceives as a potential shift in
waterway responsibilities from CMAs to local government.497
The Municipal Association of Victoria and some councils stated that CMAs should have
responsibility for all waterway management, but noted CMAs currently do not receive adequate
funding.498 The MAV recommended that an increase in funding be considered for CMAs, so they
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can undertake ‘essential waterway management planning, maintenance and repair work, with
greater oversight from DSE’.499
Mr Michael O’Connor, Mayor of the Pyrenees Shire Council, stated that the council would be
prepared to take on the responsibility for maintaining waterways, but that they would need
additional revenue to fulfil this responsibility.500 If responsibility was given to councils and no state
funding was provided, the Central Goldfields Shire argued this would be a new service and have
to be a new rated item for communities.501
The Committee agrees with stakeholders that clarification is needed in relation to both who owns
waterways, and who should be responsible for waterway management for flood mitigation
purposes.
The flood risk management planning role currently rests with CMAs under the Water Act, and this
activity is appropriate. The Committee believes that in relation to waterways management, CMAs
should negotiate with landholders, councils and other authorities.
Accordingly, the Committee recommends:

RECOMMENDATION 5.1
A revised Victoria Flood Management Strategy should identify and assign roles and
responsibilities for the management and ongoing maintenance of Victoria’s waterways, for
the purposes of flood protection and flood mitigation:


CMAs are confirmed as the responsible authority for the management and ongoing
maintenance of waterways, including vegetation management, for the purposes of
flood protection; and



CMAs will negotiate with landholders, councils and other authorities, and conduct
agreed flood mitigation works on the basis of beneficiary pays.

In relation to flood risk management planning, it is recommended that:

RECOMMENDATION 5.2
The role of flood risk management planning rests with CMAs and Melbourne Water (under
the Water Act 1989), and is a shared responsibility with local government. Shared
responsibilities for flood risk management planning and implementation will be
consistently reflected in government policy.
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5.5

Waterway management: Past approaches and practices

In order to understand the current approach to waterway management in Victoria, a brief
explanation of past management approaches is necessary.
Since European settlement, waterway management consisted of the removal of obstructions to
improve the navigability of rivers, followed by actions to increase the hydraulic efficiency (or
capacity) of rivers and to provide flood protection for landholders and communities.502 These
actions included snag removal, the straightening of channels, construction of levees, and a
general clearing of vegetation from the landscape. 503 In Victoria, this ‘river improvement’
approach officially began in 1931. A particularly intensive period of snag removal occurred
following the passing of the River Improvement Act 1948. This included the removal of almost
25,000 snags on the Murray River, between Hume and Yarrawonga, over a ten year period.504 Due
to these management actions the streams and rivers in Victoria are generally wider than they
were previously, particularly in lowland areas where they are about twice as wide as they were
before European settlement. As a result, they are able to carry a greater amount of floodwater.505
These actions were undertaken by a range of stakeholders, including River Improvement Trusts
and River Management Boards, both of which no longer exist.506
Following the straightening of rivers and streams, erosion occurred, which also led to waterways
becoming larger. Because of erosion, as early as the 1930s, willows were introduced to stabilise
waterways.507 When willows were first planted, it was considered that local spread would only
occur due to deliberate plantings. Instead, willows spread and re‐sprouted widely. They have
since been seen to threaten native animals and plants within waterways, as they provide little
food and no shelter over the cold winter months. Unlike native species, before willows drop their
leaves they take back their nutrients from these leaves, and as a consequence the food value of
the falling leaves for aquatic fauna is negligible. Once in the water, their leaves reduce oxygen
levels in the water.508 Willows and other woody exotic species, such as ash and poplars, have also
been found to alter stream channel form and contribute to erosion. Moreover, they can break off
in floods and threaten bridges and other assets, causing stream avulsions (or tearing).509 Finally,
their invasive nature meant that they began to choke streams, increasing local flooding in some
areas.510
Government attitudes to ‘river improvement’ began to change in the 1970s, in part due to a
Committee of Inquiry into the National Estate which concluded that ‘… de‐snagging and other
‘river improvement’ activities are particularly deleterious’. Moreover, it became apparent that
the view that snag removal significantly increased hydraulic capacity was largely based on
intuition and anecdotal evidence, rather than scientific investigation.511 The removal of in‐stream
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snags and native vegetation has also been shown to be harmful to waterway ecosystem health,
given the role of snags in providing both habitat and sources of food. 512 These practices
contributed to many of Victoria’s rivers becoming degraded, as illustrated by a 2004
benchmarking exercise showing 32 per cent of Victoria’s river length in poor or very poor
condition, while only 21 per cent were in good or excellent condition.513
In Victoria, the response to these issues over the past twenty years has been to remove willows
and other exotic species and revegetate with natives. The importance of snags for the health of
fish has also been recognised, with in‐stream wood sometimes being returned.514 The logic behind
current waterway management approaches is explored further in the following section.

5.6

Waterway management: Current approaches and practices

As has been noted, the management of waterways in Victoria is driven by government policy,
with funding provided by the state and federal governments. As outlined in chapter two, the
Victorian River Health Strategy (VRHS) was developed in 2002 and provides the framework for the
management of rivers in Victoria. Included in the strategy are statewide targets for river
restoration and criteria for priority setting and investment.515 The Victorian Government has
developed the River Health Program to address the river health issues identified in the Victorian
River Health Strategy, with the program treating problems including declining water quality and
degraded riverine habitats.516 Delivery of the River Health program is managed by Melbourne
Water and CMAs.517 In order to implement the Victorian strategy, Regional River Health Strategies
have been developed by CMAs to:


establish objectives for river systems and river reaches, and to set priorities to achieve these;



engage communities in both the development and implementation of the strategy;



articulate the priorities for all relevant river health activities across an entire CMA region; and



build an evidence‐based and robust case for government investment in river health.

The approach of these regional strategies is to protect areas in the best condition before treating
areas in the worst condition.518 As a result, CMAs are funded to carry out waterway protection
and enhancement work in priority reaches described in these strategies.519 According to the North
East CMA, there is currently no capacity to work outside the high priority areas and maintain all
waterways.520
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In evidence provided to the inquiry, CMAs outlined the range of work they undertake to improve
waterway health in high priority waterways. The focus of vegetation clearing works has been to
remove exotic species such as willows, poplars, ash and other weed species,521 and replacement
with native vegetation. Fencing along waterways is also undertaken, along with woody habitat
replacement.522 CMAs do this in partnership with stakeholders such as public land managers,
private landholders and community groups, which may involve a management agreement or
MOU.523
It is clear from evidence provided to the Committee that actions to improve waterway health,
such as removal of exotic species and revegetation of catchments, can also have beneficial
impacts on flooding, particularly at the catchment scale. As a result, management approaches
have changed, largely reversing the past approach whereby vegetation was removed across the
catchment to mitigate flood risk.

5.6.1

Vegetation management for asset protection

The primary waterway management approach, driven by government policy and funding, has
been to revegetate streams for river health and flood mitigation reasons. The Department of
Sustainability and Environment and some CMAs stated to the inquiry that a different approach is
required in townships and for the protection of assets such as bridges and roads.524 As the
Corangamite CMA suggested in evidence to the inquiry, they have a strategic role to identify risks
to public assets as a result of in‐stream debris or vegetation, and they work with stakeholders
such as local government to manage the associated risk.525 The department and many CMAs
stressed, however, that there is a need for evidence of flood risk before works are undertaken, or
approved through the Works on Waterways permit process.526
To illustrate this general position, the North Central CMA stated that clearing of vegetation is
necessary in some areas such as towns. It stated that a ‘data driven solution that requires some
investigation before action’527 is used prior to undertaking any in‐stream management works. The
North Central CMA has developed criteria for action, which include:


where there is a clearly demonstrable and unacceptable risk that can be attributed to an issue
of concern;



the risk can be effectively managed by the proposed in‐stream management works; and



it is consistent with government policy.

The CMA noted that, in its view, it is unacceptable to take action which may increase the flood
risk to another party (for example, to a downstream township or property owner). Further, it is
important to consider the impact of vegetation on flood levels compared to other more dominant
determinants of flood levels. For the North Central CMA, this included infrastructure such as
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bridges, roads and railway lines, which can create a backwater effect that raises the height of the
water, and can thus have a greater impact on flood levels than vegetation.528
Using this approach, actions undertaken by the North Central CMA have included the
management of in‐stream vegetation in the Loddon River and Loddon Weir to Kerang; the trial
management of lignum in the lower catchment floodplains; and the management of timber
accumulations in the lower Avoca River. In February 2011 the North Central CMA developed an
Instream Management Policy for flood mitigation, which includes the criteria for action described
above.529
Other CMAs, such as East Gippsland CMA, gave examples of where they removed vegetation for
flood mitigation purposes in rural areas. Mr Graham Dear, Chief Executive Officer of the East
Gippsland CMA stated in evidence to the committee, that it has taken flood conveyance into
account in its management of the Snowy River. While the CMA has revegetated 270 hectares of
the Snowy River in the past ten years, it has balanced this with the removal of native and exotic
species where this is considered appropriate. As Mr Dear stated at the Lakes Entrance public
hearing:
There are times in our rivers where we do invasive works in the river channel to maintain its
capacity to carry floodwaters. So, we are trying to manage a balance…if we have to clear
about a couple of squash courts of black wattles in the middle of a river, we will do it –
because we are managing the river in total terms, for its resilience, its health and for its flood
channel capacity.530

The Department of Sustainability and Environment has stated that a rational process to
understand the impacts of vegetation on flooding in townships is to undertake a floodplain
management planning process, as outlined in chapter three.531 An illustration of DSE’s preferred
process took place in Creswick following flooding on four occasions (September 2010, November
2010, January 2011 and February 2011).532 Following an announcement by the Minister for Water
on February 9, 2011, consultants were initially employed in Creswick to undertake hydraulic
modelling of the 2010 and 2011 floods.533
This modelling demonstrated that clearing the vegetation and blockages from the channel would
have reduced the height of the flood waters by about 15 centimetres, but this would not have
altered the number of houses flooded.534 After this initial modelling, a more extensive Creswick
Flood Mitigation and Urban Drainage Plan was created. Working with a community steering
committee and technical working group, consultants created calibrated computer models to
assess flooding at different ARIs within the catchment, and developed a series of flood and urban
drainage mitigation options.535 These options were assessed against a number of criteria, which
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included potential reduction in flood damage, cost of construction, feasibility of construction, and
environmental impact.536.
Flood investigations have been, or will be, undertaken in towns where vegetation has been raised
as an issue of concern during the 2010‐2011 floods. As part of a large flood package, the state
government announced investigations would be undertaken for Creswick, Clunes, Carisbrook and
Skipton. Previous investigations were undertaken in Horsham in 2006 and Beaufort in 2008. 537

5.6.2

Community concerns about current waterway management and
clearing

The current approach to waterway management, and the extent of waterway clearing, was raised
by members of the community and councils as issues of concern, following the recent flooding in
Victoria. These stakeholders expressed concerns about the management of waterways both
within and outside towns, with some believing current practices had contributed to flooding. The
main area where these concerns were raised was in central Victoria around the towns of
Creswick, Carisbrook and Beaufort.538
In its submission, the Victorian Farmers Federation (VFF) stated that the management of
vegetation within waterways has been severely lacking, being directly responsible for some flood
damage by slowing the passage of floodwaters:
12 years of drought and lower river flow levels may have lessened the requirement for
continual maintenance of vegetation management along waterways - but this long term
neglect in some areas caused significant damage to environmental and constructed assets
as well as impacting on the passage of flood waters.539

The VFF stated that throughout central Victoria, dense vegetation along the banks of waterways
has in some instances reduced the velocity of water and pushed it onto the floodplain. It noted
that native and exotic vegetation contributed to the problems, and called for greater control of
blackberries and other woody weeds for both environmental and flood mitigation reasons. The
VFF stated that clear policy needs to be developed by local government and CMAs in relation to
the management of willows, and noted that past removal of willows without appropriate bank
stabilisation has caused erosion in some areas.540 At the Swan Hill public hearing, however, a VFF
representative stated that community views about the management of vegetation in waterways
are not always consistent.541
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The Avoca Friends of the River group in central Victoria stated in its submission that in previous
years landholders and farmers worked voluntarily to clear waterways of debris in the riverbed
and the banks. However, recent changes in regulations ‘have restricted their efforts to clear
debris that impedes the flow especially of riverine flood waters’.542 The group mentioned that
they do not want the river to become a ‘cleared drain’, but believe it is important to remove
fallen trees ‘that may impede the flow of the river and have a significant impact on the area
during a flood’.543 The group stated that in Avoca damage was caused to the footbridge by a build‐
up of debris against the bridge.544
The current approach to the management of fallen logs in‐streams was raised by the nearby
Natte Yallock Landcare Group. In its submission, the group stated that following the September
2010 floods, the group approached the North Central CMA and pointed out that around 50 trees
had fallen into a nearby river. The group stated that the CMA responded by removing three of the
trees, which they felt was unsatisfactory.545 Similar concerns were expressed by Maurice and Ruth
Cain, who stated that:
During the past 20 years, the Avoca River near Natte Yallock has become a disgrace with
fallen trees and uncleared debris that have been left to lie and subsequently blocking the
river flow. This has impacted on the river to overflow and spread…..3km wide and 1.3 metres
depth in the January 2011 flood.546

They stated that the North Central CMA attitude towards the removal of the 50 trees referred to
by the landcare group ‘was apathetic and has upset me to see their slow reaction to such a
serious issue ... There needs to be a more serious and pro‐active interest in our waterways’.547
The Carisbrook Disaster Recovery Committee stated in its submission that residents were of the
opinion that the MCallum, Tullaroop and Deep Creeks have not had any management for decades
before the January 2011 floods. At the same time, the group stated that ‘the clearing that has
occurred has not been extensive enough’.548 As a result, they stated that these creeks ‘have
become choked with weeds, woody vegetation and fallen tree trunks’.549
At the Creswick public hearing, Mr John Gault, a resident of the Central Goldfields Shire,
discussed vegetation management in the area, supporting the submissions of the Natte Yallock
Landcare Group and Maurice and Ruth Cain, amongst others. He stated that in reviewing these
submissions:
There is a golden thread that runs through every one of those submissions, and that is to
point out to your inquiry that in flood mitigation terms there is an extensive and validated
concern of community that all of the rivers, creeks, streams and waterways in these two
particular areas — Carisbrook to the east of Maryborough and Natte Yallock to the west of
Maryborough on the Maryborough–St Arnaud Road — have been adversely affected by the
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accumulation of debris and vegetation that ought not to be growing in the stream way, the
creek bed and the river bed of a properly managed waterway system.550

In response to the concern about the removal of trees in the upper reaches of the Avoca River at
Natte Yallock expressed by Mr Cain, Mr Gault suggested that the North Central CMA ‘did not
draw on the local experience of people’ who have farmed the district for many generations and
‘cleaned debris from the river, pulled trees out, sawn them up, and used them for firewood and
furniture timber and kept the waterway in a managed sense’. 551 He stated that he was in no
doubt that debris in the Avoca River caused the waterway to overflow:
I have to point out to members of the committee that that is not the first time in history there
has been over 5 inches of rainfall in that area in 36 hours. It is not the first time in history that
over a period of a week and half they have had 10 inches of rain, but never before with those
rivers cleaned and managed by local residents has that river flooded to that extent to that
depth in that area. The inescapable solution and one of the thin veins that runs right through
these submissions is that local knowledge predicates that the flooding extent was
significantly contributed to by the choking effect of debris and vegetation growing in that
river.552

Mr Gault stated that he did not believe in removing all vegetation from streams, but that there
‘has to be a balance’. 553
A number of councils expressed similar views to some members of their communities. For
instance, in its submission, the Central Goldfields Shire (which includes the town of Carisbrook),
stated that there is currently little or no maintenance of creeks and waterways undertaken, and
that the clearing of waterways was ‘close to impossible’.554 The council also commented that
‘there is a conflict between environmental values or environmental management and flow
capacity of creeks and waterways’.555 Mr David Sutcliffe, General Manager, Technical Services,
from the Central Goldfields Shire Council elaborated on this at the Creswick public hearing, where
he stated the conflict is within towns:
My view is that when the water is going through and could threaten a town, you have to give
emphasis to having a capacity of that creek that is able to clear the water past the town to
where the creek is and back into farmland. We are talking probably a few per cent of creeks
in the whole state because not every creek has towns running the full length of it…there
needs to be a lot of clarity of thinking around it. At the moment the emphasis is on ‘Let’s
preserve the creeks on the basis of the environment’, and that is probably a bit lopsided in
my view.556
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Mr J Gault, Environment and Natural Resources Committee public hearing – Creswick, November 16, 2011,
transcript of evidence, p.331.
ibid.
ibid., p.332.
ibid.
Central Goldfields Shire, submission no.3, p.5.
ibid.
Mr D Sutcliffe, General Manager, Technical Services, Central Goldfields Shire Council, Environment and Natural
Resources Committee public hearing – Creswick, November 16, 2011, transcript of evidence, p.316.
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In its submission, the Rural City of Wangaratta expressed concern about the current North East
CMA practice of not removing trees that fall into a waterway ‘due to the belief that a fallen tree
provides habitat’.557 The council stated that there are concerns that some trees have the potential
to damage council’s bridge and culverts when the next flood event occurs.558 Further west, the
Yarriambiack Shire Council suggested there is very little ‘active management’ of the Yarriambiack
and Dunmunkle Creeks and that there is a need to clean up fallen timber in township areas ‘to
allay community concerns and provide some breathing space for structures during flooding’.559
Similarly, the Horsham Rural City Council stated there was much concern in the community about
the management of the Wimmera River, whereby vegetation had remained in the river due to the
drought conditions and current management arrangements, ‘wherein the removal of debris is not
favoured’.560 The council stated that a review of current practices is needed.561
While the amount of vegetation that can be removed was raised as a concern by some councils,
others were also frustrated by the current approvals processes. The Pyrenees Shire Council for
instance, stated that the approvals required are expensive and can take a long time to obtain.
Mr Michael O’Connor, Mayor of the Pyrenees Shire Council said at the Beaufort public hearing,
that to remove vegetation from Beaufort’s waterway, the council was required to obtain a Works
on Waterways permit from the CMA; work with DSE regarding the removal of vegetation on
Crown land; and satisfy the federal government regarding the removal of threatened aquatic
species. Mr O’Connor stated that these processes were expensive and took around six months,
which he considered excessive.562
It is clear that following the 2010‐2011 floods, some councils had vegetation removed and
channels widened to reduce community concern. At the Beaufort public hearing, representatives
from the Pyrenees Shire Council discussed actions it had taken to alleviate public distress about
flooding in Beaufort. Mr Michael O’Connor, Mayor of Pyrenees Shire Council, stated that flood
studies had been undertaken in 2008 to identify properties susceptible to flooding from a range
of flood events. The flood study identified a range of measures to reduce flooding in the town,
such as modifications to a railway line. The study did not look at the impact of vegetation,
however, because it was deemed to have very little impact on flooding within the town.563 As
Mr Steven Cornish, Chief Executive Officer, stated in evidence to the Committee:
We raised this issue initially two years ago with the modelling and we asked, ‘If the
vegetation was removed what effect would that have on flood levels?’. The answer that came
back from the consultants at that stage was, ‘Very little’. It is more the physical infrastructure
in the railway line culverts which is causing the flooding.564

Councillor O’Connor went on to say that despite this advice, community concern would have
been reduced had vegetation clearing been undertaken prior to the floods:
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Rural City of Wangaratta, submission no.10, p.85.
ibid.
Yarriambiack Shire Council, submission no.7, p.2.
Horsham Rural City Council, submission no.64, p.2.
ibid., pp.2–3.
Mr M O’Connor, Mayor, Pyrenees Shire Council, Environment and Natural Resources Committee public hearing –
Beaufort, August 24, 2011, transcript of evidence, p.128.
ibid., pp.130–132.
Mr S Cornish, Chief Executive Officer, Pyrenees Shire Council, Environment and Natural Resources Committee
public hearing – Beaufort, August 24, 2011, transcript of evidence, p.131.
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There are lots of things that we do and that we need to do to make people feel comfortable in
the environment they are living. I believe in some cases, yes, taking out some degree of
vegetation will make people feel far more comfortable and content in the environment they
are living in…what we are saying to you is that the psyche of the people of Beaufort and
other parts of the Pyrenees shire would have been much calmer after the flood events if they
had have seen some degree of work going on that they believed was appropriate to reducing
the flood.565

Councillor O’Connor stated that although it would have little effect on flood levels, work was
undertaken to remove vegetation in Beaufort after the floods to alleviate community concerns.566
A similar situation occurred in Creswick after the floods, where the town’s channel was cleared of
vegetation and physically increased in width, resulting in a 20 percent increase in channel
capacity. Subsequent hydraulic modelling showed that the increase in capacity would have
reduced overbank water levels in some parts of the town by an average of 20 centimetres and a
maximum of 30 centimetres. However, this would have had no appreciable effect on the lateral
extent of the flooding or its duration.567 At the Creswick public hearing, Richard Russell, Manager,
Assets and Engineering Services, Hepburn Shire Council, stated that ‘for public pressure points of
view and probably for public psychology and mental wellbeing in Creswick, we actually undertook
that work’.568 As stated above, following a full consideration of options, further expansion of the
channel and widening of the bridge was not chosen by the Creswick community as its preferred
option for flood mitigation.
While CMAs have removed, or allowed the removal of vegetation within waterways where there
is a demonstrated risk to an asset or human lives, the Wimmera CMA pointed out in its
submission that making the decision about where to remove vegetation can be difficult, and
there can be differences of opinion about the best way to manage vegetation. For instance, if
vegetation clearing is to be in urban areas, it can be hard to determine where urban areas begin
and end, given the increase in small acreage properties on the periphery of some small towns. It
also raised other dilemmas inherent in the decision about vegetation removal:
There is also the impossible task of determining what vegetation or debris will be an issue
during a flood. Whilst it is obvious if there are large logs or thick vegetation growing up
against a bridge that this will be problematic, it cannot be said whether a log 200 metres or 2
kilometres upstream will be mobilised and impact on this infrastructure.569

As a result, the CMA has suggested that a code of practice be developed, which clearly articulates
the circumstances under which vegetation can be removed to protect public assets.570 The Mallee
CMA expressed similar concerns regarding the current works on waterways process in its
submission, stating that maintenance within a prescribed distance of structures and roads should
be allowed for trimming of in‐stream vegetation and removal of debris to prevent blockages.
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Mr M O’Connor, Mayor, Pyrenees Shire Council, Environment and Natural Resources Committee public hearing –
Beaufort, August 24, 2011, transcript of evidence, p.131.
ibid., p.128, Environment and Natural Resources Committee site inspection – Beaufort, August 23, 2011.
Department of Sustainability and Environment, submission no.103, p.37.
Mr R Russell, Manager, Assets and Engineering Services, Hepburn Shire Council, Environment and Natural
Resources Committee public hearing – Creswick, November 16, 2011, transcript of evidence, p.304.
Wimmera CMA, submission no.46, p.17.
ibid., p.19.
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They stated that statewide guidelines should be developed, with prescriptions created on a case
by case basis by regional agencies, based on the statewide guidelines.571
Recommended changes to waterway management practices and community education
The Department of Sustainability and Environment and some CMAs acknowledged that
improvements to current waterway management policy, management practices and community
engagement are needed. The department suggested the Committee consider whether the
statewide policy for the management of waterways for flood mitigation purposes should be
improved and updated.
For DSE, a new Victoria Flood Strategy should identify appropriate policy, including the
identification of specific reaches of rivers and streams where management (that is, vegetation
removal) is required. The strategy could also define criteria to identify the reaches in regional
flood strategies where vegetation should be removed.
According to DSE, policy in the new flood strategy should be consistent with a new Victorian
Strategy for Healthy Rivers, Estuaries and Wetlands (which will replace the current Victorian River
Health Strategy). In urban areas, the analysis of the impacts of blockages in‐streams (including
vegetation) would best be achieved as part of a broader flood risk management planning process
(similar to the one used in Creswick). The department suggests that to streamline the current
permit processes for both urban and rural waterways, an exemption process should be
investigated, similar to the process for native vegetation on roadsides that was developed
following the 2009 bushfires.
Finally, DSE state that local governments and CMAs should educate their communities about the
real magnitude of flood protection provided by clearing debris and vegetation from streams and
stream banks. According to DSE, this will ensure communities do not place undue emphasis on
this aspect of flood management, at the expense of other measures which could provide better
protection, such as land use planning. 572
The Committee agrees that improvements to the current approaches and processes used to
manage waterways are needed with particular reference to the management of vegetation and
debris in Victorian waterways. Accordingly, it recommends that a review of state policies and
strategies is needed, and that:
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Mallee CMA, submission no.39, p.9.
Department of Sustainability and Environment, submission no.99, p.41. In its submission, the New South Wales
Government also suggested that its Office of Environment and Heritage is currently developing guidelines for the
management of vegetation as a flood management measure. The NSW government is willing to share these
guidelines when they are completed. New South Wales Government, submission no.97, p.5.
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RECOMMENDATION 5.3
The revised Victoria Flood Management Strategy should clearly articulate the policy
guidelines for the management of vegetation and debris in Victorian waterways, for the
purposes of flood protection and mitigation, taking into account the localised potential
flooding effects of in‐stream vegetation in townships.
To that end:


the Victoria Flood Management Strategy will provide flood risk criteria for identifying
specific reaches of rivers and streams that require ongoing vegetation management
and maintenance, and to be subject to a revised permitting system;



in their Regional Flood Strategies, CMAs will identify specific reaches of rivers and
streams in their catchments, that require ongoing vegetation management and
maintenance, and to be subject to a revised permitting system;



each CMA will develop an In‐stream Management Policy to clarify responsibilities for
the management of all waterways, including vegetation management. This will clearly
articulate the circumstances under which the CMA will approve the removal of
vegetation. This policy to be reviewed every three years; and



where appropriate CMAs will develop agreements with local regional councils.

The Committee also believes a means to speed up approval processes are needed, and therefore
recommends:

RECOMMENDATION 5.4
The Department of Sustainability and Environment should develop guidelines for
streamlining the permitting system for works on waterways for incorporation in the
revised Victoria Flood Management Strategy. An exemption process will be introduced,
with particular application to identified reaches of rivers and streams that require ongoing
vegetation management and maintenance:


that government will amend the Victorian Planning Provisions to create a new
exemption for native vegetation removal under clause 52.17, for the purpose of ‘flood
protection’; and



Catchment management authorities will amend their respective ‘Works on
Waterways’ by‐laws to reflect these changes.
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Greater clarity is also needed for the management of vegetation around assets and in townships.
It is recommended that:

RECOMMENDATION 5.5
The Department of Sustainability and Environment will develop a code of practice on the
removal of vegetation around critical public assets, in consultation with councils, CMAs
and asset managers. Regional Flood Strategies will support this code of practice as part of
shared flood risk management planning.
It is also recommended that where widening of waterways is being contemplated:

RECOMMENDATION 5.6
Significant modification of waterways in urban or rural areas will only be considered after
the completion of a flood risk management process, undertaken in consultation with
members of the community.

5.7

Waterway management for flood mitigation: Recent
scientific studies

The following technical section outlines some recent research. This research was referred to in
evidence provided by DSE, CMAs, councils and other stakeholders to illustrate the effect
vegetation can have on flooding.

5.7.1

Flood characteristics and channel capacity

The primary type of flooding in Victoria comes from prolonged heavy rainfall, which leads to
riverine flooding when water moves out of a channel and onto land it usually does not occupy.573
The size of a flood can be measured by four related properties of the flow of water:


the flood discharge, being the amount of water in a flood, which may be measured in
mega‐litres of flow per day, at a given point on a waterway;



the ‘stage’ (the technical term for height) of the water surface – in practice, the height of the
flood is typically defined as the height of the flood according to a particular gauge (that is,
5 metres at the Jonesville gauge);



the duration of the flood, defined as the period of time that it is above the bank, which may
be measured in hours, days or weeks, before the water falls back into the channel; and



the frequency of the flood, which is often referred to by the average recurrence interval
(ARI).574
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Department of Sustainability and Environment, informal meeting with the Environment and Natural Resources
Committee, Melbourne, June 6, 2011.
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The size of a waterway channel compared to flood discharge in typical large floods is important
when considering the management of waterways and their floodplains. The typical ‘bank full’
water flow (that is, when the channel is full of water) has an ARI of between 1 and 2 years.575
However, a typical 1 in 100 year flood event carries the majority of water on the floodplain,
rather than in the channel. Analysis undertaken in Victoria has shown that for a 1 in 100 year
flood in Victoria, around 88 per cent of the flood is carried by the floodplain, rather than in the
channel.576
The flood can also be described using a hydrograph, which can display either the water level (a
stage hydrograph) or the amount of water in a flood (a discharge hydrograph) at a point on the
river over time.577 The following graph displays a typical discharge hydrograph.
Figure 5.1

Source:

A discharge hydrograph showing the change
in discharge (Q) with time (T).

I Rutherfurd, B Anderson and A Ladson, ‘Managing the effects of riparian vegetation on flooding’, in S
Lovett and P Price, Principles for riparian lands management. 2007, Land and Water Australia, Canberra,
p.65

Flood characteristics can be quantified using a variety of measures, some of which are used in the
hydrograph above. The measures shown in figure 5.1 are the flood peak (QP), the time to the peak
(TP) and the duration (T2 minus T1), which is the time of the water flow above the bank full level.
The blue line shows the discharge, usually measured in mega‐litres per day, at a particular point
over time.578
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I Rutherfurd, B Anderson and A Ladson, ‘Managing the effects of riparian vegetation on flooding’, in S Lovett and
P Price, Principles for riparian lands management, 2007, p.66.
A Western, Riparian vegetation and flooding: Counteracting effects, 2011, p.3.
Department of Sustainability and Environment, submission no.99, p.32.
A Western, Riparian vegetation and flooding: Counteracting effects, 2011, p.4.
I Rutherfurd, B Anderson and A Ladson, ‘Managing the effects of riparian vegetation on flooding’, in S Lovett and
P Price, Principles for riparian lands management, 2007, p.65.
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5.7.2

The effects of vegetation on flooding

Vegetation can affect flooding in three ways: by influencing the geomorphology or shape of a
channel; by affecting the amount of water that is taken up by the vegetation; and by altering the
hydrology (or movement) of water.579
A loss of natural vegetation can affect the shape and size of the stream channel, while
revegetation of river banks with native vegetation increases their stability. Revegetation reduces
channel change and makes river banks more resilient to future floods. This was demonstrated in
three practical examples provided by the East Gippsland CMA in its submission to the inquiry, as
well as an independent report commissioned by DSE following the 2011 floods. 580 This
independent report stated that in Victoria, flood related channel change causes major damage to
river health, with the cost of river restoration in the order of $80 million over the past twenty
years. Through an analysis of five paired Victorian river sites, where similar reaches of stream
experienced large floods in 2011, the research showed that the revegetated reaches experienced
negligible channel change and between 80 to 95 percent less erosion than sites that had been
cleared of native vegetation. The study showed that sites with well developed riparian corridors
of between 10 and 30 metres on each side created resistant and resilient streams. It argued that
vegetation corridors should be continuous, or largely continuous.581 Figure 5.2 below shows one
of the paired sites, for Barwidgee Creek in north‐east Victoria. The site with bare banks, on the
left, experienced widespread erosion while the revegetated site, on the right, incurred only minor
erosion in the same flood event.
Figure 5.2

Source:
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Paired site assessment for Barwidgee Creek,
North‐east Victoria

Alluvium, An assessment of the impact of riparian vegetation on stream erosion during floods in Victoria,
Final report, December 2011, p.iv

ibid., p.67.
East Gippsland CMA, submission no.80, pp.18–23. The case studies covered the Genoa River, the Cann River and
the Wonnangatta River.
Alluvium, An assessment of the impact of riparian vegetation on stream erosion during floods in Victoria, Final
report, December 2011, pp.i–iv.
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Vegetation within streams can also alter the amount of water in the stream channel during
periods of low flow, given vegetation uses and stores the water in order to grow. However, in
terms of the effect on flooding, the hydraulic effect of vegetation on flow resistance is more
important, particularly in the lower river reaches, where there are no significant inflows or
losses.582 Vegetation affects flood hydraulics by occupying space in the channel and thereby
blocking the flow of the water in the channel, reducing its speed and raising its height.583 This
blocking of water also slows and raises the height of the water immediately upstream. The larger
the blockage by the vegetation, the higher and longer is the backwater curve (that is, the area
affected by the blockage). Also, the lower the fall of the river across the landscape, the further
upstream the backwater effect extends. Importantly, the backwater curve can be seen as a form
of temporary water storage. As velocity is slowed by vegetation, then water will not be delivered
downstream as quickly, resulting in a lower water level falling downstream of the vegetation than
would have otherwise occurred if there was no vegetation.
The overall effect therefore, is that at a local level where vegetation is present, the flood height
will be higher, and velocity will lower. Further down the stream, however, the overall velocity and
peak height of the flood will be lower,584 relative to the height and velocity that could have been
expected without the vegetation upstream, and, as a consequence of the diffusion of the flood
wave onto the floodplain.585 As a result of holding up the floodwaters, the flood will also take
longer to discharge than it would if vegetation had not been present.586 The effect of in‐stream
vegetation on the peak discharge of a flood, and the amount of time the flood event lasts for, is
represented in the following diagram, with the term ‘roughness’ meaning resistance due to
vegetation. The diagram shows different hydrographs at the same point on a stream but with
different roughness, or amounts of vegetation, in the reaches upstream of this point. It
demonstrates that where there is low roughness (that is, little vegetation) the peak discharge is
very large, but the flood passes quickly. Where there is high roughness (that is, more vegetation),
there is a reduced peak discharge but the flood lasts longer.
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I Rutherfurd, B Anderson and A Ladson, ‘Managing the effects of riparian vegetation on flooding’, in S Lovett and
P Price, Principles for riparian lands management, 2007, pp.67–68; A Western, Riparian Vegetation and Flooding:
Counteracting effects, 2011, p.8.
Of course not all plants have the same effect on the flow of water, as their specific characteristics can influence
the amount of resistance they provide. Characteristics of importance include the height of vegetation relative to
the depth of the water flow, the stem diameter leaf size, surface texture, and the flexibility of the stems. Other
significant factors are the orientation of the plant to the local water flow, as well as the location of the vegetation.
On the top of the bank for example, vegetation only interacts with floods every year or so, while submerged reeds
and snags interact with water flows more often. I Rutherfurd, B Anderson and A Ladson, ‘Managing the effects of
riparian vegetation on flooding’, in S Lovett and P Price, Principles for riparian lands management, 2007, p.69. The
particular characteristics of some exotic species were used by some CMAs as one reason to justify their
replacement with native vegetation. For instance, the removal of willows was supported by the East Gippsland
CMA, not only due to their ability to decrease channel capacity, but also because they tend to stand up during a
flood and accumulate debris. Native grasses on the other hand are more pliant. East Gippsland CMA, submission
no.80, p.14.
I Rutherfurd, B Anderson and A Ladson, ‘Managing the effects of riparian vegetation on flooding’, in S Lovett,
P Price, Principles for riparian lands management, 2007, pp.69–71.
Combined with the absence of inflows in the lower reaches, see A Western, Riparian Vegetation and Flooding:
Counteracting effects, 2011, p.7.
I Rutherfurd, B Anderson and A Ladson, ‘Managing the effects of riparian vegetation on flooding’, in S Lovett and
P Price, Principles for riparian lands management, 2007, pp.69–71.
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Figure 5.3

Source:

A conceptual illustration of the effect of flow resistance
(such as vegetation) on the flood duration and peak discharge.

A Western, Riparian vegetation and flooding: Counteracting effects, 2011, p.5

Of course, the relative impact vegetation has on the peak flood height also varies depending upon
a range of other factors. This includes factors such as where in a catchment the flood discharge is
measured, the size of the flood event considered, how large the catchment is, and how much of
the channel network is replanted and at what density.587
As the explanation above indicates, vegetation can raise local flood levels but overall across a
catchment, flood levels can decrease downstream. It is therefore important to consider the
hydraulic effect of vegetation on a waterway at a range of scales, which include the local scale,
sub‐catchment scale and catchment scale. This point is particularly pertinent to any discussion of
the role of in‐stream vegetation in flood events occurring in townships.
The magnitude of the effect of vegetation and snags at each of these scales has been quantified,
with the results of some recent Australian research presented below.
Local scale: the effects of snags on flooding
At a local scale, quite a considerable amount of research has been undertaken to show the
hydraulic effect of vegetation on flooding. A summary of research in the area was undertaken by
Rutherfurd, Anderson and Ladson in 2007. In discussing the hydraulic effect of snags their report
argued that snags have a small to insignificant effect on the frequency or duration of floods
greater than the 1 in 20 year flood event. Snags can increase the duration of smaller floods with a
1 or 2 year ARI. Clearly, the size of the channel relative to the size of the snag is also important. In
general, it was concluded that snags will not affect floods under the following conditions:
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ibid., p.80.
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the projected area of the snag is less than 10 percent of the area of the stream;



the snag is angled at 40 degrees to the flow, with the upstream end of the log against the
bank; and



the snag is submerged in a backwater at higher flows.588

Following a number of case study examples, it was concluded that:589
This new understanding explains why removing one or even several pieces of wood from a
stream in most situations has a negligible effect on local flooding, either in height or duration.
However, there is plenty of evidence of the negative effects of removing wood, including
channel deepening and widening, loss of aquatic habitat, and infilling of pools that are
essential refugia over summer low flows.590

For these reasons, the authors state that unless a hydraulic survey shows that eliminating wood
will result in a considerable reduction in flood effects, it is best to ‘let sleeping logs lie’.591
However, as the authors suggest, at a local level vegetation can have some impact on flood
height. Clearly if the above conditions are exceeded, then there will be some form of impact on
height and duration, depending on the size of the flood event.
Catchment and sub‐catchment scale: the effects of revegetating a catchment
In Australia, there has been some research undertaken into the effect on a flood if the entire
network of waterways within a catchment is revegetated. The most recent, comprehensive
research was undertaken in 2006 by Brett Anderson, whose research modelled the stream
network of the 26,400km2 upper Murrumbidgee River catchment.592 It is important to note that
this research used a computer model, rather than studying actual events within the catchment.
Analysis was undertaken for the discharge, height and overbank duration of the modelled flood at
four outlets A to D (figure 5.4) within the Murrumbidgee catchment. This produced
measurements for the whole catchment and smaller sub‐sections of the catchment. Figure 5.4
below shows a diagram of the catchment with four outlet points which were modelled.
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That is, the level of the flood could be hydraulically controlled by some feature downstream, such as a bridge
crossing downstream, which may constrict the flood flow, producing a backwater upstream. If the log falls in this
backwater, then it will have no hydraulic effect on the flow at all. ibid., pp.74–75.
The effect of removing logs in several situations has been quantified, and was explained by Rutherford, Anderson
and Ladson. These examples illustrate the minor effect that logs have on water level in a large stream when
flowing at the height of the bank (that is, about a 1 in 2 year flood level). The first example is in a 30 metre wide
channel which is 2 metres deep. It showed that a log 20 metres long and 1 metre in diameter (that is, blocking one
third of the channel area), in a flow of 1.5 metres per second, caused only a 5 percent increase in flood height. A
second example was of seven snag accumulations, which were removed from the Tumut River in Victoria. The
river is 40 metres wide and 2.5 metres deep. In a small flood, removing the snags reduced the upstream water
surface level by about 20 centimetres and sped up the flow by about 20 percent, with the backwater effect
extended for about three kilometres. The effect on major floods, however, was deemed to be negligible. In a third
example, removing 96 items of woody debris from the channel of the Lower Thompson River did not produce a
measurable effect on the water height. ibid.
ibid., p.75.
ibid.
A Western, Riparian vegetation and flooding: Counteracting effects, 2011, p.15, Department of Sustainability and
Environment, personal communication, March 5, 2012.
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Outlet A measured the flood at the bottom of the catchment at the town of Wagga Wagga, after
water had flowed through the entire catchment area. The flood was measured at a point further
up the catchment at outlet B, for an area that is two‐thirds the size of the catchment. Outlet C
measured the flood at the bottom of a small, hilly sub‐catchment. Finally, outlet D measured the
flood at the bottom of a small, flatter sub‐catchment. 593
Figure 5.4

The stream network and sub‐catchments of the upper
Murrumbidgee River catchment used by Anderson (2006) in his
catchment scale analysis of the impact of riparian vegetation on flood behaviour

Source:

B Anderson, Quantifying the interaction between riparian vegetation and flooding: from cross‐section to
catchment scale, PhD thesis, The University of Melbourne, May 2006, p.371

The model also assessed the effects of a small flood and a large flood in order to see the
difference vegetation had in different sized events. The smaller event had three times the bank
full discharge, while the larger flood had nine times the bank full discharge.594
The results of the study showed that where vegetation was present across the network of
waterways in the catchment, there was a substantially lower peak discharge of between 45 and
57 percent at all outlets, compared to when there was no vegetation present. Smaller reductions
in peak discharge were predicted across all areas for the smaller flood compared to the larger
flood. Therefore, the vegetation has the effect of substantially slowing down the flood. The model
also showed, however, there is only a small difference in the peak height of the flood in large and
small floods, across all four outlets in the catchment.595
Given the slowing down of the flood, a corresponding increase in the amount of time water was
above the channel banks was experienced, with a 73 to 90 percent increase for the larger flood,
and between 45 and 103 percent increases for the smaller flood.596 For the smaller up stream sub‐
catchments (C and D), this means the duration of the flood increased from 2‐3 days up to 4‐5
days. For the downstream outlet B, which represents the large sub‐catchment, and outlet A at
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B Anderson, Quantifying the interaction between riparian vegetation and flooding: From cross‐section to
catchment scale, May 2006, pp.370–371.
ibid., pp.374.
ibid., pp.370–371, 390–393.
ibid., pp.390–393.
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Wagga Wagga, which receives floodwaters from the entire catchment, the duration increased
from 3‐4 days to 5‐6 days.597
In summarising the Murrumbidgee research, Rutherford, Anderson and Ladson (2007) concluded
that at a catchment scale, the cumulative effect of riparian vegetation is to increase flood height
and duration in headwater streams (that is, those at the top of the catchment where flooding is
generally not a problem, given there are few people living there). However, it decreases flood
height in larger, downstream waterways, where flooding is often a major problem. They also
commented that:
Riparian vegetation should be seen as a catchment scale tool that can have a beneficial
effect on flooding in lowland areas. Whilst flow regulation and land use change affect the
amount of water available in floods (magnitude and frequency), riparian vegetation affects the
velocity of the flood wave delivered to the stream. All of these interacting aspects need to be
considered together when planning changes in catchment land use, including revegetation.598

The researchers also stated that these observations should be put into context, given ‘the effect
of riparian vegetation on flooding in the streams of south‐east Australia will always be dwarfed by
the effect of large dams, flood levees, and other major structural changes’.599
Anderson’s study contrasted fully cleared and fully vegetated systems, where full vegetation
meant a significant load of woody debris, aquatic vegetation, bank and bank‐side vegetation and
a vegetated flood plain. This is significantly more vegetation than is added during typical riparian
restoration projects where perhaps 20 metres width of vegetation is added either side of the
stream and is oriented parallel with the stream channel. Western states that such revegetation
would be expected to have significantly less impact on flood levels than Anderson’s analysis
suggests, particularly where a significant proportion of flow is carried on the flood plain, as is the
case with large floods in many of Victoria's lowland streams.600
In providing evidence to the inquiry, a range of stakeholders including CMAs, DSE, councils and
the New South Wales Government supported the view that revegetating waterways with riparian
vegetation and snags can mitigate floods at a catchment scale, while their removal increases
flood risk downstream or across a catchment.601 For similar reasons, the Corangamite CMA stated
that they actively discourage the removal of native vegetation in waterways,602 while the East
Gippsland CMA stated that ‘clearing of native vegetation is rarely required or appropriate’.603 The
view of these CMAs is supported by its key funding provider, DSE, which states in its submission:
Widespread clearing of native vegetation and woody debris from rural streams is seldom
justified by any flood mitigation benefits. In fact…there are several flood-related benefits in
encouraging dense, native vegetation in and around streams. Any local benefits of increasing
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flow conveyance at one location will ultimately cause an adverse affect somewhere else
downstream.604

As DSE mentioned in its submission, government policy through the Victorian River Health
Strategy also discourages the removal of snags, stating:
Large woody debris shall not be removed from rivers unless it is demonstrated to be a
serious threat to a high value asset or to human lives. Where this has been demonstrated,
the option of realigning the snag will be investigated to retain as many of the ecological
benefits as possible.605

The removal of vegetation and other debris following a flood event is a different situation, with
management guidelines in place through the Technical Guidelines for Waterway Management.
These guidelines support removal of blockages and threats to infrastructure, and the removal of
dangerous trees.606
In summary, the above research suggests that at the whole of catchment scale, vegetation, of
both riparian and in‐stream types, will have the effect of mitigating flood events overall.
However, this generalised effect is not necessarily replicated at local levels: in localised areas such
as townships, in‐stream vegetation in particular can raise the level of the flood peak and prolong
the duration of the flood event. It is this potential divergence in effects that the Committee
believes must be taken into account by state and local authorities when framing policy choices,
and instigating practices on the ground.

5.8

Flood debris

5.8.1

Responsibility for flood debris in waterways

Another issue raised by CMAs and councils has been who is responsible for clearing vegetation
and other debris in waterways following a flood event.
In its submission, the Glenelg Hopkins CMA stated that there are inconsistencies in key flood
documentation. For instance, while the Victoria Flood Management Strategy does not identify
flood recovery responsibilities for CMAs, the Regional Flood Response Action Plan states the CMA
has responsibility for removal of flood debris, emergency stream bank stabilisation, and
prevention of avulsions. 607 This appears consistent with the Emergency Management Manual
Victoria, which gives CMAs responsibility for the development and prioritisation of flood recovery
programs for CMA assets and waterways and ‘balanced flood recovery programs consistent with
government funding’.608 The Glenelg Hopkins CMA stated in its submission, however, that the
Water Act Statement of Obligations does not identify removal of debris as a CMA responsibility.
Therefore, prior to the January 2011 flood event:609
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… it was unclear that the CMA was expected to undertake this action as a matter of priority
and whether the expectation extended to CMA owned structures only, or to public
infrastructure such as roads and bridges. This was clarified in subsequent discussions with
DSE and it is now understood that there is an expectation that the CMA will remove high risk
flood debris from waterways where there is a risk to public infrastructure.610

The MAV also stated in its submission, that it was unclear who is responsible for clearing debris
from waterways following a flood event. 611 This is not surprising, given the Emergency
Management Manual Victoria gives councils responsibility for co‐ordination of clean up
activities.612
A related issue raised by the Glenelg Hopkins and Corangamite CMAs was the funding of the post‐
flood activities. Following the recent floods they were required to fully fund the un‐planned
activities using money which had already been committed to the CMAs program of waterway
improvement works. Furthermore, the Corangamite CMA stated that the process and criteria for
CMAs accessing funding could be simplified and clarified, particularly where there is damage in
small catchments impacted by major, but localised flooding.613
The Committee believes the uncertainty regarding who should remove debris both during and
following a flood event, and criteria to determine funding, needs further clarification by the state
government.

5.8.2

Woody debris removal: Management practice

Another issue raised by councils in relation to vegetation removal was the way in which woody
debris was disposed of by CMAs. The Corangamite CMAs stated that it disposes of woody debris
such as willows by generally stockpiling them at low risk locations, followed by burning when
conditions allow.614 In other cases at the top of a catchment, debris may be left to gradually break
down over a ten or twenty year period. This practice is used in other areas of the state, including
the North Central and East Gippsland CMA regions, and is undertaken to reduce the cost of
vegetation disposal.615
The Central Goldfields Shire Council stated in its submission that they were concerned that,
following the clearing of logs from the Deep Creek by the North Central CMA after the Carisbrook
flood, the logs were placed on the riverbank aligned with direction of flow. The council expressed
concern that these logs could choke the flow of the creek and damage bridges in future floods.616
Similarly, the East Gippsland Shire Council stated it was concerned that debris, which followed
exotic plant removal in June 2011, could impact its bridges near Tubbut.617 As Mr Gordon Charles,
Senior Project Manager, East Gippsland Shire Council, stated at the Lakes Entrance public hearing:
The CMA undertake great work on the river systems, trying to get rid of inappropriate
vegetation. This is through poisoning or cutting down the timbers. Unfortunately, the timbers
are sometimes left there on the river banks and we’d be seeking for the CMA to have
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additional funding so they could either remove the timbers that have been poisoned or cut
down and take the timbers away.618

The council recommended in its submission that debris that can cause significant downstream
impacts to infrastructure be removed at the time the work is undertaken.619
Advice from the East Gippsland CMA is that while measures are undertaken to reduce the
potential impacts of such debris to structures such as bridges, the current practices are used due
to cost considerations. For instance, a $500,000 willow removal project in a remote part of East
Gippsland would have cost ten times that amount had all logs been removed.620
The Committee would also like to see better management of woody debris after it is removed by
public authorities. Accordingly, the Committee recommends:

RECOMMENDATION 5.7
The revised Victoria Flood Management Strategy should clearly identify authorities and
assign responsibilities for stream blockage and debris removal in waterways posing a high
risk to public infrastructure both during and after a flood:


in the aftermath of a flood event, CMAs, in liaison with local councils, will manage
debris posing a high risk to public infrastructure;



the In‐stream Management Policy of CMAs will guide the post‐flood management of
debris affecting the assets of private owner beneficiaries;



DSE will review the woody debris removal practices of CMAs and develop new
management guidelines; and



engagement with stakeholders, including councils and landholders will take place prior
to any large scale removal of woody weeds, such as willows, is undertaken by CMAs.

5.9

Local knowledge and waterway management

The degree to which local knowledge of residents is employed was addressed by stakeholders
involved in waterways management and clearing.
In providing evidence to the Committee, DSE, CMAs and some councils outlined the benefits for
public authorities of obtaining local knowledge in relation to waterways management. For
example, the North Central CMA suggested utilising local knowledge can provide an extensive
surveillance network to identify issues. Members of the community can also provide evidence of
the impact of waterway management issues (such as stream blockages) and the effectiveness of
subsequent actions. The North East CMA highlighted that community engagement and obtaining
local knowledge is necessary, given stakeholder support is needed to undertake most actions in
waterways.621
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Public authorities outlined ways in which members of the community become involved in
waterways management. In doing so they illustrated that providing and obtaining local
knowledge is a two way process, given this knowledge can be voluntarily given by a member of
the community, or deliberately sought by public authorities.
The ways in which local knowledge is obtained by public authorities includes planning processes
and strategy development, such as the following.
Flood risk processes – flood risk assessments and floodplain management plan processes allow
for community input by validating computer models, providing information on flood behaviour
and heights, and helping to prioritise options to mitigate flood impacts. The ways the community
can provide their input include calls for information, community meetings and site inspections.622
An example of this process was used in the development of the Creswick Flood Mitigation and
Urban Drainage Plan, described above.623
Waterway action plans – prepared by CMAs, they are a detailed plan for managing specific
stream reaches. The Department of Sustainability and Environment states that the community is
heavily involved in developing these plans, with the clearing of streams considered and
discussed.624 An example is the urban waterways plan developed for Wangaratta by the North
East CMA. This plan was created over a six month period with information and opinion provided
by local residents and council staff. Their input was used to modify the plan.625
River health strategies – are developed by all CMAs to plan and prioritise works to improve river
health. The West Gippsland CMA stated in its submission that as part of this role CMAs consult
widely with the community, and work closely with the community when implementing works.
CMAs rely heavily on the goodwill of local landholders to achieve the aims outlined in these
strategies.626
Water quality strategies – are developed by Melbourne Water and CMAs to improve water
quality, involving members of the community in their creation and implementation.627
Local knowledge is also obtained through CMA boards and other advisory groups. Examples
include the following.
CMA boards and sub‐committees – each CMA has a board with local community membership.
Each board is created following an expression of interest process.628 The North Central CMA
stated it also receives regular community feedback through a board sub‐committee called the
Natural Resource Management Committee.629
CMA advisory groups – the West Gippsland CMA uses Catchment Ecosystem Advisory Groups to
provide strategic advice to its Catchment Management Board, management and staff on natural
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resource management.630 An example is the Central Catchment Ecosystem Advisory Group, whose
membership includes farmers, small businesspeople, local government representatives and
residents. 631 Melbourne Water also operates advisory groups to prepare and monitor
implementation of its waterways operating charter, and for its special precept areas such as Koo
Wee Rup.632
Other processes are focussed on engaging with individual landholders to obtain their knowledge
and/or support, such as the following.
Targeting of landholders – the East Gippsland CMA stated it specifically targets individual
landholders who live along rivers to discuss the management needs of the river, with the data
captured for current and future needs analysis.633
Landholder agreements – the North East CMA stated it often uses landholder agreements in rural
areas when undertaking works. This process also facilitates the use of local knowledge in
planning, constructing and maintaining works.634
Local knowledge in relation to waterways is also received by CMAs and councils through methods
such as phone or email. In its submission, the East Gippsland CMA stated any advice received
from individuals, groups or authorities is considered and documented in a customer database.
This data can be recalled each time the authority reviews its decision making processes.635

5.9.1

Community concern about the use of local knowledge

A few councils and some members of the community expressed concern that the knowledge they
have in relation to waterways management is not used appropriately by public authorities.
The Hindmarsh Shire for instance, stated in its submission that during a recent consultation
process, Dimboola and Jeparit residents made it clear they should have input into the clearing
and maintenance of waterways. A concern was ‘the extent to which their local knowledge was
ignored by authorities before, during and after flood events’. 636 The consultation process
recommended that a River Management Advisory Committee be created, comprising community
representatives, council officers and Grampians Wimmera Mallee Water and Wimmera CMA
staff. 637
Similar concerns to Dimboola and Jeparit residents was expressed by Mr John Gault at the
Creswick public hearing, who stated that a decision by the North Central CMA in relation to the
clearing of trees in a creek bed ‘did not draw on the local experience of people.’638
The Victorian Farmers Federation (VFF) stated in its submission that greater local knowledge
needs to be incorporated into plans for waterway clearing and maintenance. A key member
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concern is that in the past decade there has been increased fencing of river frontages to prevent
livestock gaining access to water frontage. However, the physical construction of fencing along
the floodplain needs to be appropriate for the task and its location carefully considered.639
While some members of the community therefore feel their input is not listened to or valued, the
Mallee CMA pointed out that due to changing demographics in communities, it can be difficult to
retain local knowledge. 640 Furthermore, the Wimmera CMA mentioned that during the
development of numerous flood studies, attempts had been made to involve the community,
given the valuable knowledge they have of flood behaviour, and opinions they hold relating to the
most effective mitigation options. However:
In most cases, despite significant publicity in the local media there has been limited
community information provided as the flood studies were all completed during the worst
drought on record and so flooding issues were not a priority for local landholders.
Submissions received and meeting attendances were typically between 10 and 20 for town
flood studies completed since 2003.641

In its submission, the North East CMA suggested a degree of tension may always be present
regarding waterways clearing, given differing views may be held about the purpose of waterways:
There will always be tensions where residents perceive it is Government’s role to ensure
urban waterways and drains have a sole purpose of moving water away from their houses as
quickly as possible to alleviate flooding concerns. This is very difficult to manage where
inappropriate planning has allowed residents to build very close to streams.642

The North East CMA stated that managing expectations at the local scale can also be difficult
when people experience the symptoms (such as erosion) of broader systems (that is, reach scale)
processes at their site.643 The North Central CMA similarly noted that this conflict between the
local and catchment or reach scale, means that when no or little action is undertaken at a
particular site, it can result in a perception that local knowledge is not used effectively. The CMA
also commented that a lack of clarity about responsibilities has created a problem for the public,
given they do not know who to address their concerns to.644
Finally, the Corangamite Shire Council made the point that while community input is important,
decisions in relation to waterways should be guided by public authorities. As they state in their
submission:
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There is a potential for the clearing of vegetation within waterways to divide
communities…although communities should be involved in the consideration of issues they
should not be given the responsibility to undertake any of the work or to individually
determine the level of works to be undertaken.645

5.9.2

Recommendations regarding community engagement and local
knowledge

It is clear that some people in the community are seeking greater input into, and influence over,
decision making about waterways. A few suggestions were made by DSE and CMAs to improve or
build on current engagement practices. The North Central CMA stated there are currently few
proactive programs to seek local knowledge about waterway management issues.646 One reason
which may explain this was provided by the North East CMA in its submission, when it said:
To do effective extension can be costly and sometimes not lead to instant on-ground outputs
in any one year. There always seems to be an emphasis on accounting for structural outputs,
as these are tangible, however working with people is equally as important and should be
continued. In reality the North East CMAs may need to invest more time and money in
extension/negotiation with adjoining land managers.647

The North Central CMA would like to see a flood mitigation plan program be developed that has
clear community engagement requirements.648 Similarly, the Mallee CMA would like to see local
communities engaged in updating and developing flood plans. It recommended that
geographically based Community Advisory Committees be formed, comprising council flood
wardens and other community members. Their purpose would be to meet annually and provide
input into all flood planning activities, as well as assist in disseminating flood information.649 The
Committee recognises that there are currently many ways in which members of the community
can become involved in waterways management, but these opportunities vary across the state
and there is room for improvement. Moreover, it acknowledges that some members of the
community do not feel they are currently listened to by public authorities.
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Accordingly, it recommends:

RECOMMENDATION 5.8
Local knowledge on the management and ongoing maintenance of waterways, including
vegetation clearing and debris removal, needs to be incorporated in the development of
regional flood mitigation strategies and local flood plans.
Specifically:


the process of flood risk assessment must include community consultation, and these
views will inform development of both floodplain management studies, and floodplain
implementation plans;



in the absence of a formal planning process, councils and authorities undertaking
significant ad hoc works on waterways for flood mitigation and protection must
involve the local community; and



the revised Victoria Flood Management Strategy and Victorian River Health Strategy
will clearly articulate this process.

5.10

Drainage

5.10.1

Rural drainage

The management of rural drainage schemes was raised by a small number of stakeholders, who
have concerns about their current management.
Drainage schemes in rural areas of Victoria (mostly south of the Great Divide) were constructed
to drain land for agricultural purposes since the earliest European settlement. Significant
expansion of drainage areas occurred from the 1900s onwards, with further intensification of
drainage works occurring following the Second World War. Much of this activity was supported
by government subsidies which directly matched landholder contributions. For instance, in the
Glenelg Hopkins CMA area in south west Victoria, there are 46 recognised drainage areas,
comprising a total of 196,000 hectares.650
Currently in Victoria some councils, such as the Colac Otway Shire and the Glenelg Shire Council,
still assist landholders to maintain these assets. For instance, the Strathdownie Drainage Area
scheme is managed through a Glenelg Shire Council special rates scheme under the Local
Government Act. Contributions are raised and then disbursed to the relevant community
committee, who then carry out the required maintenance works.651 Melbourne Water also
currently operates a number of beneficiary funded drainage schemes in areas including Koo Wee
Rup.652
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These schemes may, however, be seen as the exception rather than the rule. In 1992, the
Drainage Areas Act 1958 (the ‘Drainage Act’) was repealed, which enabled councils to construct
and formally manage drainage schemes via levies collected from drainage scheme beneficiaries.653
Soon after, widespread council amalgamations also occurred.654 According to the Glenelg Hopkins
CMA, active, coordinated management of rural drainage has been in decline since the Drainage
Act was repealed, to the point where coordinated maintenance has generally not been
undertaken in most schemes for a decade or more.655 The Glenelg Shire Council commented that
as a result, each landowner has become responsible for maintaining their section of drain. This
includes where a section of drain is located within a road reserve or public purposes reserve
(where council is the land manager).656 A central question is, given the repealing of the Drainage
Act, which public authority, if any, should have responsible for the management of the rural
drainage schemes for whom no public authority currently takes responsibility?
Current legislation relating to drainage is not particularly helpful in this regard. Under the Water
Act 1989 (section 199) CMAs are enabled ‘to provide, operate and protect drainage systems,
including the drainage of water into all designated waterways’, as well as ‘develop and implement
programs for the protection and enhancement of instream uses’. Further, the Water Act states
that these functions must be performed in an environmentally sound way. Similar to waterways
and other floodplain management functions, however, the legislation only enables CMAs to fulfil
these responsibilities, but does not require them to do so. The Glenelg Hopkins CMA stated in its
submission, that its current funding does not allow for the management of rural drainage
schemes. 657
Local government, on the other hand, also has responsibility for rural drainage. Under the Local
Government Act 1989 (section 198), public sewers and drains within the municipal district,
including those in and under roads, are vested in the council and under their management and
control. Section 201 of the Act also gives councils powers to ‘construct, operate, control, manage
and maintain any drainage works or undertakings’, which form part or whole of a scheme,
declared under 216 of the Water Act. Given the age of the schemes outlined above, however,
they do not come under the formal schemes declared under the Water Act.
A small number of CMAs addressed the issue of responsibility for rural drainage when providing
evidence to the Committee. The West Gippsland CMA for instance, stated they ‘co‐ordinate
responses’ to rural drainage issues, by bringing together interested parties and identifying issues
and potential solutions. The CMA stated it has worked with the community in the Moe river flats
drainage area, which operated successfully as a beneficiary pays scheme until this ended in the
1990s. Since the year 2000, the CMA has worked with the community, the Baw Baw Shire and the
state government to re‐instate a tariff, so that the maintenance of the drain can be funded and
undertaken.658 However, at this stage a resolution to the management arrangements has not
been possible.659
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In addition to the responsibility issue, the decade or more of drought and lack of management of
some of these drainage systems has seen some of them colonised by semi aquatic and aquatic
native vegetation and fauna. These include rare and threatened species protected under the
Commonwealth Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 and Victorian
Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988. This brings additional challenges to the issue of drain
maintenance.660 For instance, Mr Adrian Morrissey, a community representative of the Eumeralla
drainage scheme stated in his submission that his committee had been unable to obtain
environmental approvals from DSE to enable clearing works to be undertaken.661 Advice obtained
from an environmental engineer by his committee suggested that a failure to maintain the drain
has contributed to a 30 percent reduction in the flow capacity of the channel, contributing to
increased extent and duration of floods on the affected farmland.662
Concerns about the maintenance of the Bunyip Main Drain (BMD), south west of Melbourne,
were also expressed by Frank and Karen Rovers, who live on the Koo Wee Rup Swamp at Cora
Lynn. In their submission they state that on the weekend of February 5 and 6, 2011, their
property was completely inundated with flood water overflowing from the main drain, which
drains the Koo Wee Rup Swamp to Westernport Bay.663 Furthermore, they believed the lack of
maintenance of the drain banks had reduced the carrying capacity of the drain ‘so significantly
that it simply overflowed’.664 Frank and Karen Rovers also expressed concern about the progress
of the Bunyip Main Drain Rehabilitation Project, which was announced by Melbourne Water in
2000. The program was intended to stabilize and repair the channel, and includes a series of
improvement works between Cora Lynn and the Princes Highway at Bunyip.665
In its submission, Melbourne Water highlighted some of the problems associated with the
management of the BMD. While it was constructed over 100 years ago to drain the Koo Wee Rup
Swamp to enable settlement, cropping and development, it has come to serve two opposing
functions over time. Melbourne Water states that the approach to maintenance over the past 20
to 30 years has resulted in the drain establishing some natural habitat. As a result, it ‘has come to
look less like an engineered drainage channel and more like a natural waterway environment’,
providing some of the last contiguous vegetation for Environmental Protection and Biodiversity
Protection Act 1989 (EPBC) listed species, including the Southern Brown Bandicoot. 666
Furthermore, Melbourne Water state that in consultation with the Commonwealth Department
of Sustainability, Environment, Water, Population and Communities (DSEWPaC) regarding
pending works in two sections of the BMD, it has emerged that both DSEWPaC and DSE view the
Bunyip Main Drain as one of the most significant linking corridors for the bandicoot in Victoria.
This means that there is an expectation that there would be significant revegetation of the BMD
once works are completed to re‐establish the corridor for the bandicoots.667 Melbourne Water are
concerned about the requirement to revegetate the drain, given this may compromise the drain’s
original design requirements:
Essentially, it would be viewed as unacceptable to Melbourne Water (and the local
community) to increase the flooding risks along the drain by revegetating a large section of
the drain’s banks. Pending the results of flood modelling and system performance
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assessment resulting from the February 2011 floods some sections of the BMD may need a
degree of vegetation removal to ensure the design flow capacities are achieved. The ability to
achieve this outcome may be compromised by the environmental controls.668

Melbourne Water also outlined other concerns in relation to the need to revegetate areas of the
BMD, including revegetation of previously upgraded sections of the drain, an area where landslips
had occurred, and the structural integrity risks vegetation may cause to some levee banks which
are being established and maintained. 669
Future management of rural drainage issues
Stakeholders involved in rural drainage issues stated a number of issues require resolution. In its
submission, the Glenelg Hopkins CMA stated that current limitations with rural drainage are:


a lack of clear government policy on the future of formally recognised (gazetted and un‐
gazetted) rural drainage schemes, with particular emphasis on drainage schemes that now
support significant ecological assets;



a lack of legislated power assigned to a single authority, enabling effective neutral advocacy
of management issues, dispute resolution between neighbours and enforcement of
compliance issues; and



there is no centrally located ‘as constructed’ design data for drainage schemes allowing for
systematic, controlled maintenance.

The CMA stated that what is required to resolve these issues is the re‐establishment of a co‐
ordinated approach to management, funded by a beneficiary pays system. As a result, it
recommends that clear government policy in relation to rural drainage is developed. Particular
emphasis needs to be placed on clarification of the legal framework governing rural drainage, and
on assignment of responsibility and funding arrangements for ongoing maintenance and
management of formal drainage schemes.670 Similarly, Adrian Morrison suggested that for the
Eumeralla drainage scheme, the following issues would need to be addressed for adequate future
management:


clear legislation/policy about drainage, including policing and penalties for people who do not
manage the scheme to a certain standard; and



a formal way to set up and manage the scheme.

Mr Morrison believes that government facilitation is required to resolve a range of issues. These
include defining the standard to which the scheme is to be maintained, aiding in the development
and updating of management plans, collection of levies from landholders, and provision of
assistance to obtain approvals and permits. The scheme also needs a formal way to ensure that
when land changes hands, scheme beneficiaries are aware of their obligations.671 The Committee
feels that the uncertainty regarding rural drainage schemes needs resolution. It recommends:
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RECOMMENDATION 5.9
The Department of Sustainability and Environment will develop clear policy for the
coordinated management of rural drainage, clarifying the legal framework, and identifying
authorities with responsibility for the management and ongoing maintenance of formal
schemes, and their development:


where appropriate, an expedited approvals process for works be applied in line with
recommendation 5.4; and



a central component of policy will be the principle of beneficiary pays.

5.10.2

Drainage issues in Melbourne

The current ownership and management responsibility for drains in Melbourne was raised by a
small number of metropolitan councils.
Within the jurisdiction of Melbourne Water, it takes on responsibility for waterways and trunk
and regional drains, while councils manage the local drainage system.672 This arrangement means
that drainage systems in catchments smaller than 60 hectares are the responsibility of councils,
while drains in larger catchments are now the responsibility of Melbourne Water. This
arrangement is currently not legislated, being based on a 1928 agreement between the
Melbourne Metropolitan Board of Works (a predecessor of Melbourne Water) and the majority
of Melbourne councils.673
In providing evidence to the Committee, the City of Casey has suggested that there are two
problems with the current arrangements.
The council’s first concern is that there can be blockages in Melbourne Water drains which may
increase flood impacts. Mr David Richardson, Manager Engineering, City of Casey, illustrated this
concern at the Melbourne public hearing with the area of Cranbourne North, which was flooded
following a 1 in 500 year flood event in February 2011. In this particular case, Mr Richardson
acknowledged that he was unsure how much impact a blockage in a Melbourne Water managed
drain had in such a big event, but stated that it would have had a significant impact in smaller rain
events. He also commented that:
It has a significant community influence too. They lose faith. They start to get nervous when
they see any rain event that starts flooding the streets — they believe the bigger one is going
to flood them. If you can have the system working at its maximum capacity, then at least you
protect them in the lower events.674
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A similar concern was raised by the City of Dandenong at the Melbourne public hearing, where
Mr Lucas Sikiotis, Manager, Infrastructure Planning, commented that some relief outfalls were
not operating efficiently.675
A second concern of the City of Casey is that some drainage infrastructure in the shire is currently
not maintained by any public authority, because it cannot be defined by the current
arrangements. As David Richardson commented in relation to one drainage area:
It is one of these anomalies where the convention does not fit. It connects to Melbourne
Water assets, but it is not accepted by Melbourne Water, so it becomes council’s, but council
is not looking at it. Instead of looking at whether that asset is going to meet needs into the
future when we are upgrading the intersection, it does not get that conscious thought
because we have these two authorities. 676

As a consequence of these two problems, the council recommended that responsibilities for
drainage within the Melbourne area should be legislated, and that Melbourne Water should
become responsible for all drainage systems, regardless of their size.677
Melbourne Water responded to the concerns of the City of Casey at the Melbourne public
hearing. Mr David Norman, Manager South East Delivery, from Melbourne Water, stated that the
authority use an asset management program which prioritises inspection and works on the basis
of risk. This is adjusted as new information becomes available, which is often following a flood.678
Mr Chris Chesterfield commented further, saying that Melbourne Water has been working closely
with the City of Casey since the flood event to identify problem areas and put a works program in
place to address the high priority areas.679
Melbourne Water did not address the question of what should be done about drainage
infrastructure which is not currently managed.
In response to the City of Casey’s suggestion that Melbourne Water become responsible for all of
Melbourne’s drains, Chris Chesterfield from Melbourne Water stated that while this solution may
be appealing, it would not necessarily resolve the problem. This is because the majority of
floodwaters are not carried in the underground drainage system, but on the above ground
system. 680 Mr Chesterfield stated that ‘if you just transferred the assets, that would not
necessarily solve that problem; in fact it would make a whole lot of other ones probably more
difficult in the end’.681 He acknowledged, however, that:
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I do think it is up to us all to better coordinate our activities and to stand up and be
accountable. I think it is a bit easy for there to be confusion with the community. When you
operate an upstream and a downstream system it is very easy to say that the issue rests with
someone else as part of the system.682

Moreover, Mr Chesterfield commented that the management of the drainage network has been
questioned about every 10 or 15 years, ‘but it has stood the test of time’.683 He did not consider a
review or transfer of management responsibility desirable.684 Mr Lucas Sikiotis from the City of
Dandenong also commented on this matter at the Melbourne public hearing, stating that ‘it
would be quite hard for a remote authority to work with local residents’. 685
Given the evidence received, the Committee does not believe that a review of the current
arrangements for drainage in Melbourne is warranted, although it is concerned that some drains
in the area are not managed by any public authority.
As a consequence, it recommends:

RECOMMENDATION 5.10
Within the jurisdiction of Melbourne Water, it shares with local councils the responsibility
to manage local drainage systems as outlined under the Water Act 1989 and the Local
Government Act 1989 respectively:


Melbourne Water, in conjunction with metropolitan councils, will undertake an audit
of drainage infrastructure to identify drains that are not currently managed by a public
authority; and



following this audit Melbourne Water will work with relevant councils to develop best
practice models for the management of the drainage asset.

5.11

Flood risk management processes

A number of stakeholders, including DSE and some CMAs and councils, expressed support for the
existing best practice flood risk management processes used in Victoria, as outlined in chapter
three.686 However, some noted that coverage of the state with flood mapping or broader flood
investigations was inconsistent, and needed improvement.687 The Mallee CMA also made the
point that existing flood studies need to be regularly reviewed, given that over time there can be
changes in the landscape which can influence flood behaviour.688
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While there are still areas which require further flood investigations, DSE has highlighted that
progress has been made over the past decade, given 80 flood studies have been completed since
the year 2000. The Victorian Government responded to the 2011 floods with 25 new flood risk
management processes for high risk and flood affected areas of the state being funded as part of
a broader flood funding package.689 In August 2011, DSE estimated a further 36 flood studies will
be required across the state, however, this number may change in the future when more detailed
analysis is undertaken.690
A key component of the flood risk management process is to map the flood extent, based on
historical records and/or detailed hydrological studies. While flood mapping in Victoria has
generally occurred for the 1 in 100 year flood in the past691 and has more recently involved
mapping a wider range of floods, some stakeholders stated that a range of floods, including those
above the 1 in 100 ARI event, need to be consistently mapped.692 This will enable improved flood
mitigation and response for a range of events.693
Typically in Victoria, flood risk management processes have occurred at a sub‐catchment scale,
with many involving a single township. A few stakeholders mentioned in evidence to the
Committee, however, that they would like to see flood investigations and/or flood mapping
undertaken on a catchment scale.694 This view would appear sensible, given flood investigations
undertaken on a catchment scale have the ability to illustrate the movement of a flood
throughout a catchment, and assess the impacts of potential mitigation options based on
upstream and downstream impacts.
A representative from DSE has stated that there are examples in Victoria where large scale flood
investigations have taken place, such as along the Murray and Wimmera rivers. Furthermore,
through the development of new Regional Flood Strategies, councils, CMAs and their
communities will in future, have the opportunity to identify priority flood investigations that are
required. These priorities could include large scale flood investigations.695
The Committee believes that there has, and will continue to be, opportunities for large scale flood
investigations to be undertaken in Victoria, where these are identified as being of high priority.
However, future flood investigations could be more consistent in covering a range of flood
magnitudes.
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It is therefore recommended that:

RECOMMENDATION 5.11
Flood studies will be undertaken to determine the flood extent on the basis of a greater
than 1 in 100 ARI, where appropriate.
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The Water Act 1989 to be amended.

CHAPTER SIX
Levees: Legal issues
KEY FINDINGS
6.1

Private landholders
The legal system currently provides affected landholders with rights of redress and
opportunities to seek compensation for damage caused to property by private levees.
Matters of this nature should be addressed through the courts.

6.2

Public authorities
The resolution and clarification of liability issues is essential and public authorities
should be protected for work undertaken on priority levees in good faith and in
circumstances where they are acting reasonably and responsibly in the public interest.
However, individuals should still have rights of redress if public authorities act
unreasonably or negligently in relation to levee management.

6.1

Introduction
The issue of legal liability is of great concern and has previously prevented North Central
CMA from undertaking maintenance and repair works on rural strategic levees … It is
recommended that if the government commits to undertaking maintenance on rural strategic
levees that legislation be enacted to explicitly protect the Authority undertaking the works
from legal liability associated with the performance of the rural levees during a flood event.696

The ownership, management and maintenance responsibilities for levees, discussed in chapter
four, raises a number of legal issues, particularly in relation to legal liability for levee performance
and failure. This chapter examines the legal issues associated with the construction, maintenance
and removal of levees and thus primarily addresses term of reference (b), ‘the management of
levees across Victoria, including ownership, responsibility and maintenance on both public and
private land’.
The law provides for a range of rights, obligations and liabilities in relation to water resources and
management, exercisable by both private landholders and public authorities. 697 Rights and
liabilities arise from both common law and legislation. In Victoria, the common law rules for
liability in relation to water resource management have been ‘significantly modified’ by the
Water Act 1989 (‘Water Act’) and the Water Industry Act 1994 (‘Water Industry Act’).698 Liability
under the common law and the Water Act will be discussed further below with respect to levees
owned, constructed and maintained by private landholders and public authorities.
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6.2

Liability of private landholders

Chapter four categorised levees as either urban or rural levees, comprising: modern urban levees;
older urban levees; rural levees with government involvement; and private rural levees (that is,
those constructed without government involvement). It noted that privately built rural levees on
private land are the only type of levee in Victoria where ownership, management and
maintenance responsibilities are clear and not disputed. Eighty per cent of rural levees in Victoria
have been privately constructed, and are mainly located on private land.699
The construction of private levees is managed through local government planning schemes.
Generally, a landholder will require a planning permit to construct or significantly modify a
levee.700 In most situations, an application for such a permit is referred to the relevant Catchment
Management Authority (CMA). Under the Planning and Environment Act 1987, responsible
authorities (for example, local councils) and members of the public can apply to the Victorian Civil
and Administrative Tribunal (VCAT) to enforce planning scheme provisions and prevent or remove
works that do not comply with those provisions.701 The Committee notes that recommendations
have been made in chapter four to streamline the planning process.702
While private levees ‘can be managed through planning controls’, most private rural levees were
built decades ago, well before land use planning controls were in place.703 These levees were
often constructed without consideration of broader flood impacts, specifically on the flow of
water onto neighbouring landholders.704 Furthermore, while the introduction of planning schemes
with controls on earthworks led to a reduction in the growth of private levees, the Department of
Sustainability and Environment (DSE) stated that, ‘this has certainly not stopped some private
levees being constructed without a permit.’705
Some stakeholders expressed concern about the potential effects of private levees, particularly
those built without a permit, on neighbouring properties. Liability for damage caused to
neighbouring properties by levee failure was highlighted as an issue that required clarification.706
In its submission to the Committee, the Mallee CMA noted:
There were several examples of individuals protecting their own assets, but not
understanding their potential liability due to the effect of their actions on others within the
floodplain. For example the concentration of flood flows by a levee system creating increased
flooding for other parties.707
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In evidence to the Committee, Mr John Adams, a consultant from the law firm Dawes and Vary
Pty Ltd, stated that the law relating to the right of a landholder to construct a levee to prevent
water coming on to his or her property is ‘uncertain’.708
During the 1920s, in Gerrard v Crowe, the Privy Council determined that a landholder was entitled
to erect a bank or levee to prevent the flow of floodwaters from a watercourse entering his land,
even if it caused greater volumes of water to flow onto his neighbour’s property.709 However, the
Privy Council determined that this rule was subject to certain exceptions, namely that a
landholder cannot build a levee within the ‘ancient and rightful course’ of flood waters.710 This
includes the, ‘ordinary course of water flowing in a bounded channel’ during usual seasons, as
well as its, ‘extraordinary course which its super abundant quality has been accustomed to take at
particular seasons’.711
In 1962, in Gartner v Kidman, the High Court considered rules relating to distributed surface
water. Surface water generally refers to water flowing over or onto land (not in a watercourse) in
a ‘diffused state, with no permanent source of supply or regular course’.712 Mr Adams advised the
Committee that the High Court, in determining the rules relating to surface water, stated that
‘such rules did not apply to flood waters flowing out of a watercourse specifically referred to in
Gerrard v Crowe’.713 Thus, a separate body of law exists for surface water and flood waters
flowing from a watercourse.
In order to codify certain aspects of the common law, the Drainage of Land Act 1975 (Vic)
(‘Drainage of Land Act’) was enacted.714 The Drainage of Land Act, which was the predecessor to
the Water Act, conferred a statutory cause of action for water flowing onto land in the cases to
which it applied. Section 8 of the Drainage of Land Act provided that:
A person shall be deemed to have committed a private nuisance if he takes any step to resist
the flow onto any lands occupied by him of waters caused or permitted to flow by any other
person from other lands in a reasonable manner and in so doing causes the lands of any
person to suffer damage.715

Section 8 was considered in Higgins v Gray by the Drainage Tribunal, which stated:
It is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to apply the concept of reasonableness of
floodwaters in a river which are unpredictable in point of time and so extraordinary in point of
flow as to be for all practical purposes out of control.716
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The tribunal further concluded, having regard to the words used in section 8, that it did not give
rise to a cause of action for damage suffered by one landholder as a result of another landholder
‘fencing off and protecting his land from the overflow of a river’.717 Rather, the tribunal presumed
that, when enacting section 8, the legislature had in mind the ‘historic lines of distinction
between the law of natural watercourses and the law of surface waters’.718
The Drainage of Land Act was repealed in 1990 by the Water Act. Section 16 of the Water Act,
which derives from section 8 of the Drainage of Land Act, sets out the statutory rules for liability
arising from the creation of, or interference with, a flow of water onto any other land. Statutory
liability may arise in the following ways:719


Liability arising out of a flow of water from land or interference with a flow of water onto
land (Water Act, s.16);



Liability of an Authority or licencee arising out of the flow of water from works of an
Authority or licencee (Water Act, s.157; Water Industry Act, s.74).720

This part of chapter six will examine liability under section 16 of the Water Act. It has been
suggested that section 16 imposes liability on any person, including a local council.721 Section 157,
the liability of Authorities, such as CMAs, will be discussed in section 6.3.
Section 16(1) imposes liability on a person who causes an unreasonable flow of water onto
another person’s land.722 It states:
If(a)

there is a flow of water from the land of a person onto any other land; and

(b)

that flow is not reasonable; and

(c)

the water causes(i)

injury to any other person; or

(ii) damage to the property (whether real or personal) of any other person; or
(iii) any other person to suffer economic lossthe person who caused the flow is liable to pay damages to that other person in respect of
that injury, damage or loss.
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Section 16(2) imposes liability on a person who interferes with a flow of water. It states:
If(a)

a person interferes with a reasonable flow of water onto any land or by negligent
conduct interferes with a flow of water onto any land which is not reasonable; and

(b)

as a result of that interference water causes(i)

injury to any other person; or

(ii) damage to the property (whether real or personal) of any other person; or
(iii) any other person to suffer economic lossthe person who interfered with the flow is liable to pay damages to that other person in
respect of that injury, damage or loss.

Section 16(2) thus establishes two bases of liability:


Interference with a reasonable flow of water onto any land;



Negligent interference with a flow of water onto any land which is not reasonable.723

If, as a result of that interference, the water causes injury, damage or economic loss, the person
who interfered with the flow is liable to pay damages to the affected person. The Water Act
outlines the matters to be taken into account in determining whether a flow is reasonable or not
reasonable.724 Circumstances that will be considered include whether the flow, or the works that
caused the flow, were authorised.725
VCAT has exclusive jurisdiction to hear statutory claims under the Water Act.726 Section 17(1)
protects a defendant from civil liability. This means that common law claims are unavailable (that
is, claims in contract or tort) if a statutory cause of action under section 16 of the Water Act can
be established.727 Section 17(1) states:
A person does not incur any civil liability in respect of any injury, damage or loss caused by
water to which section 16 or 157 of this Act or section 74 of the Water Industry Act 1994
applies except to the extent provided by this Act.

However, if section 16 does not apply, it may be possible to bring other civil actions, such as
common law negligence or nuisance.
Liability due to interference with a flow of water (under section 16), was highlighted by several
CMAs as an ‘unresolved’ issue for levees.728 With respect to levee banks on private land,
Mr Adams stated that it is difficult to say whether the common law prevails, ‘entitling a
landowner to protect his property’, or whether the Water Act ‘can be adapted to cover the
situation’.729 The Committee is not aware of any recent cases where section 16 was applied to
damage caused by a levee. It is therefore unclear whether section 16 applies to flood waters from
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a water course, or whether it applies only to distributed surface water, or both. Nevertheless, the
Committee is of the view that liability under section 16 is an issue for the courts to consider.
Regardless of whether a cause of action arises under the Water Act or common law, the
Committee believes that the legal system currently provides affected landholders with rights of
redress and the opportunity to seek compensation for damage caused to property by
unreasonable or negligent private levee construction. The Committee is of the view that matters
of this nature, between private parties, should be addressed through the courts.

6.2.1

Complaints process

The need for a system to prevent damage caused by potentially inappropriate private levees, and
receive recourse, was also raised as an issue.730 Several suggestions were presented to the
Committee for resolving concerns relating to levees that were perceived as a risk to neighbouring
properties. The Shire of Campaspe stated in its submission that aggrieved landowners sometimes
approach council to conduct a drainage investigation.731 North East CMA highlighted the absence
of a complaints process for landholders disadvantaged by such levees as an unresolved issue.732
Corangamite CMA proposed that the development of a complaints process, established through
the VCAT, may be a solution for these landholders.733
However, in his evidence to the inquiry, Mr Adams suggested that it is unlikely landholders’
grievances would be easily resolved in this way. He stated that:
I am not quite sure what they are advocating in relation to a complaints process, but a
complaint to me seems to be somebody who says ‘I’m unhappy about that levee’ or ‘I’m
unhappy with what is going to happen in the future’. I cannot see where that is going to lead
anybody…734

While a complaints process may facilitate the notification of complaints, it would arguably require
a legal process to resolve such complaints (for example, an order by a court or VCAT to remove a
levee). As outlined earlier, such a process currently exists under the Planning and Environment
Act 1987 for landholders constructing or modifying a levee in a flood zone or overlay. For levees
built before these planning controls were in place, a formal complaints process may not be
appropriate. The Committee notes however, that this does not diminish a landholder’s capacity
to take legal action should damage occur.

6.3

Liability of public authorities

This section primarily addresses urban and rural levees constructed or maintained with
government involvement, as well as levees built wholly or in part on public land. The Department
of Sustainability and Environment noted in its submission that the management of privately
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constructed levees on public land, and levees with a history of support from government (such as
funding), ‘cannot be easily managed’.735
The Committee is aware that the issue of legal liability for levees has been ‘one of the single
greatest causes of concern to authorities’ and must be addressed.736
Evidence indicated that uncertainty surrounding the assumption of liability has had significant
implications for levee construction and maintenance. For example, some public authorities have
expressed reluctance to repair or maintain levees.737 Others, such as the Goulburn Broken CMA,
stated that it would not be prepared to take on responsibility for any rural levees until liability
issues are resolved.738 In its submission, the Department of Sustainability and Environment stated
that:
... authorities are concerned that taking on management of levees on public or private land,
particularly those that have not been maintained for many years, could expose them to a
claim for litigation in the event of a levee failure.739

Evidence to the Committee highlighted a need for a clear understanding of when and how a
public authority will assume liability for a levee.740 This section will discuss both common law and
statutory liability for public authorities.
A key issue raised by DSE, CMAs and local government is whether a public authority is liable for
the damage caused when a levee they have maintained has been breached.741 According to the
North Central CMA, advice provided by the department indicated that once an authority
undertakes works on a section of levee, it would assume ongoing liability for that section of
levee.742 A submission to a government inquiry in 2007 includes advice from the Victorian
Government Solicitor in 1992, which mirrors the advice the department has provided to the
North Central CMA. The advice was that government authorities could be liable for the
performance of levees which are on public land, or which are on private land and are repaired by
a public authority:
Generally speaking, the State of Victoria is liable for any damage resulting from its failure to
maintain levee banks on Crown land. Lack of funding to carry out this maintenance is
normally not regarded as a good defence. With respect to levees built on private land with
government funding the potential liability of the government will very much depend on the
terms and conditions associated with the funding and the government involvement, if any, in
their construction.743
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Provided maintenance responsibility could be demonstrated, Mr Adams suggested that there
would be a general liability for damages against a public authority, due to a lack of maintenance.
However, his submission further states that ‘there is no clear cut answer’ to the question of who
has legal responsibility for the maintenance of levees on public land, and liability could be
contested.744
Mr Adams also stated that public bodies may be liable for the performance of a maintained levee
in a subsequent flood if they were negligent in the work undertaken and the area subject to
maintenance breached or failed. 745 In providing evidence at the Rochester public hearing,
Mr Adams noted a case against an unspecified local council, which undertook repair work at the
request of a landholder on a levee over which they did not have responsibility. However,
following the failure of the levee during a flood event, the landholder received damages because
it was determined that the council had been negligent in undertaking the work.746 Currently,
determining whether public authorities are liable for levee failure would thus depend upon the
particular circumstances of each individual case.

6.3.1

Statutory liability of Authorities under the Water Act

Section 157 of the Water Act imposes statutory liability on an Authority for the flow of water
from works of an Authority in the exercise of prescribed functions747 (including the exercise of a
function under division 5, part 10, which provides for Water Management Schemes). Such liability
arises as a result of intentional or negligent conduct on the part of the Authority.748
A similarly worded provision in section 74 of the Water Industry Act deals with flows from the
works of the Melbourne water and sewage licensees (that is, Yarra Valley Water, South East
Water, City West Water).749
Section 3 of the Water Act defines an ‘Authority’ as ‘a water corporation or a Catchment
Management Authority’.750 A local council is not an ‘Authority’.751 The Water Act provides that
section 16 does not create any liability in respect of a flow of water from the works of an
Authority.752
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The onus of proof is on the Authority to disprove negligent or intentional conduct.753 In an article
written by Robert Sadler in the Law Institute Journal, Dr Sadler remarks that water authorities
have in the past claimed that it was ‘virtually impossible for them to disprove negligent
conduct’.754
In South East Water Limited v Transpacific Cleanaway Pty Ltd, the court determined that the
references to ‘negligent conduct’ in section 74 of the Water Industry Act ‘do not require that an
independent duty of care be identified in accordance with the common law principles that govern
the tort of negligence’.755 Rather, liability under section 74 was a ‘freestanding, statutory cause of
action’, to be assessed according to the provisions of the Water Industry Act and the provisions of
any other applicable statute (that is, section 157 of the Water Act).756 Section 157(3)(b) of the
Water Act provides that, in determining whether or not a flow of water occurred as a result of
negligent conduct on the part of an Authority, account must be taken ‘of all the circumstances’
including:
any omission or failure, in the planning, design, construction, maintenance or operation of the
works, to provide reasonable standards of capacity or efficiency or exercise reasonable care
or skill having regard to the following matters(i)

the state of scientific knowledge and knowledge of local conditions at any relevant time;

(ii)

the nature and situation of the works;

(iii)

the service to be provided by the works;

(iv) the circumstances and cost ofA. the works; and
B. the maintenance and operation of the works; and
C. works which it would have been necessary to construct to avoid the occurrence of
any relevant injury, damage or loss.

6.3.2

Legal protection for public authorities from liability

Statutory protection from liability was supported by some CMAs and local councils. In its
submission, North Central CMA recommended that legislation be enacted to, ‘explicitly protect
the responsible authority from legal liability associated with the performance of the rural levees
during a flood event’.757
Whether a public authority is afforded legal protection from liability under statute was
considered by Mr Adams. According to Mr Adams, one potential avenue currently available to
public authorities is the legal protection afforded by Part XII of the Wrongs Act 1958 (Liability of
Public Authorities), and in particular sections 83, 84 and 85.758 Section 83(a) states that, in
determining whether a public authority has a duty of care or has breached a duty of care, the
court is to consider the following principle (‘amongst other relevant things’):
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(a) the functions required to be exercised by the authority are limited by the financial and other
resources that are reasonably available to the authority for the purpose of exercising those
functions.759

Mr Adams advised the Committee that these provisions in the Wrongs Act came into force when
the rule in relation to responsibility for highways was abolished:
There used to be a rule regarding council or VicRoads having an absolute responsibility to
maintain their highways in good order, and if they failed, damages resulted and they were
liable. The Wrongs Act was amended not to take that liability away but to make it more
general so that you took into account other matters, which are the amount of money, when
they last resealed the road, for example, if they had put up warning signs — things like that,
whereas previously it had been pretty much strict liability…760

However, Mr Adams noted that the Wrongs Act provisions only have ‘the relevance of taking
other matters into account, so rather than having a more strict liability there is a more general
liability’; as such, ‘it is not an absolute protection’.761
In South East Water Limited v Transpacific Cleanaway Pty Ltd, an argument raised by the
Authority was that ‘its position was strengthened by Parliament’s intention for public authorities
to be able to limit exposure by reliance on s 83(a) of the Wrongs Act’.762 However, the court
disagreed and was not prepared to accept that those provisions in the Wrongs Act necessarily
applied to claims under section 74 of the Water Industry Act 1994 (and section 157 of the Water
Act).763 It could therefore be argued that the extent to which a CMA could rely on the Wrongs Act
for protection against liability is uncertain.

6.3.3

Addressing liability issues for public authorities

Chapter four highlighted that the responsibilities for older urban levees, rural levees with
government involvement, and privately constructed levees on public land are frequently unclear
or disputed. Accordingly, the Committee made the following recommendations in relation to
clarifying ownership and responsibility of levees:
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Priority levees: All priority public levees not currently the subject of approved schemes,
will become subject to approved schemes under Division 5, Part 10 of the Water Act
(recommendation 4.3); and



Non‐priority levees: Where a levee is sited on public land, but is not managed by a public
authority, local beneficiaries willing to conduct maintenance will be given access to do so,
through an agreement reached between the public land manager and beneficiaries
(recommendation 4.6).

Wrongs Act 1958 (Vic), s.83(a).
Mr J Adams, Consultant, Dawes and Vary Pty. Ltd, Environment and Natural Resources Committee public hearing –
Rochester, October 15, 2011, transcript of evidence, p.281.
ibid.
R Sadler, ‘Flooding claims the recent deluge’, April 2011, Law Institute Journal, vol.85, no.4, p.36.
ibid.
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Clarifying and assigning responsibility, however, raises liability issues for these public authorities,
and evidence to the Committee highlighted some concern in this regard. For example, while the
relevant local council or CMA can be named the responsible authority for a levee under an
approved scheme, Yarriambiak Shire Council expressed concern that ‘councils have no specialist
liability protection regarding levees’.764
In relation to CMAs, the extent to which section 157 of the Water Act applies to a levee under an
approved scheme pursuant to Division 5, Part 10 is uncertain. The Committee is not aware of any
recent case law that considers section 157 in relation to levees.
As a result of this uncertainty, the Committee is of the view that liability issues must be clarified
for public authorities, particularly CMAs and local councils assigned responsibility for priority
levees in the Committee’s recommendation described above.
The Department of Sustainability and Environment advised the Committee that ‘policy options
have not been developed for resolving the liability issues'.765 However, they suggested as a
possible option ‘some form of legal indemnity’ through legislation that enables a public authority
‘to undertake activities on behalf of government without transferring liability to that authority.’766
The department states that levee liability issues were recognised by the former Department of
Natural Resources and Environment (DNRE) as part of the Floodplain Management Reform
Program from 1997 to 2000. The following principles were subsequently developed by the DNRE:


‘Public Good’ authorities should not be exposed to high levels of potential legal damages
when they are acting reasonably and responsibly in the public interest;



managers of public levees should not be exposed to liability when flood levels exceed the
standard of service (for example, by overtopping or failure), or when ‘inherited levees’ of
poor standard fail because of flooding;



authorities must have powers to construct and maintain levees;



authorities must have powers to control the location and standard to which public levees
are built and maintained;



authorities must have powers to control the location and height of private levees; and



individuals should have rights of redress if authorities act unreasonably or negligently in
relation to levee management.

The department states that to be effective, these principles ‘would need to be enshrined in
legislation’ before authorities are given responsibilities for levee management.767
Mr Adams agreed that specific legislation is needed in order to alleviate concerns relating to
responsibility for levee banks. He stated:
… if you want to have something or somebody responsible for levee banks and the like, you
are going to need specific legislation, you are going to need to nominate a body or bodies
and you are going to have to fund them or exempt them from liability. You can go the other
way: a specific exemption from responsibility whether the levee fails or anything like that. But
764
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that is the reason why it is all up in the air, because nobody wants to take responsibility. It is
a fear of the unknown. That is part of the problem.768

As noted earlier, statutory protection from liability was also supported by CMAs and local
councils.769
The Committee believes that the resolution and clarification of liability issues is essential, and
public authorities should be protected for work undertaken on priority levees in good faith and in
circumstances where they are acting reasonably and responsibly in the public interest. As
recommended in chapter four, if levees are constructed or maintained in accordance with set
standards, and work is not undertaken negligently, the Committee believes that public authorities
should be excluded from liability. This should apply to all approved schemes for priority levees
under Division 5, Part 10 of the Water Act. However, the Committee is of the view that individuals
should still have rights of redress if Authorities act unreasonably or negligently in relation to levee
management.
Accordingly, the Committee recommends:

RECOMMENDATION 6.1
The state government give consideration to enacting legislation to provide protection from
legal liability for public authorities conducting works on priority levees in good faith, acting
reasonably and responsibly in the public interest, and in accordance with standards agreed
to under approved schemes. Public authorities should not be excluded from liability if they
have acted negligently.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
Water storages
KEY FINDINGS
7.1

Water Security
Victoria’s water storages were not primarily designed for flood mitigation. Water
security is the primary objective for water storage managers across the state, and the
state’s dams have been configured on this basis.

7.2

Dams
There are over 400 dams that are owned and operated by water corporations across
the state. The overwhelming majority of Victoria’s dams operated by water
corporations are fixed crest spillway dams, which are not designed to provide a
significant level of flood mitigation.

7.3

Performance
Victoria’s water storage infrastructure generally performed according to expectations
and in line with current governance arrangements in the floods of 2010 and 2011.
While the scale of events was unprecedented, almost all water storages performed
without major incident.

7.4

‘Airspace’ Provision
As a standard procedure, the provision of ‘airspace’ in dams is not the primary
responsibility of water corporations. While some manipulation of airspace could, and
did occur in gated spillways just prior to and during the floods, these operations were
governed by operating rules and regulatory requirements. Any changes to these
regimes would require the agreement of entitlement stakeholders, which the
Committee views as unlikely.

7.5

Local Understanding of Operations
In situations where local water authorities are aware of, firstly, a general lack of
community understanding of dam operations, and secondly, the persistence of a false
sense of security in the community around the level of protection storage
infrastructure can provide, it is incumbent on such authorities to address these
misunderstandings.
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7.1

Introduction

This chapter addresses term of reference (a), ‘identifying best practice and emerging technology
for flood mitigation and monitoring infrastructure including river gauges’.
The Committee investigated the flood mitigation role of water storages across the state during
the 2010 and 2011 floods, receiving and hearing evidence from a range of authorities, councils
and community groups. Unlike some areas of Australia, Victoria’s water storages were not
designed primarily for flood mitigation. However, during flood events many of the state’s water
storages do provide a level of flood mitigation, which in some cases is highly important. Victoria’s
water storages are largely owned and operated by water corporations.

7.2

Water corporations

There is a total of nineteen water corporations in Victoria, providing the state’s communities with
water and sewerage services. In addition to Melbourne Water, there are three corporations
licensed to deliver retail water and sewerage services to the Melbourne metropolitan area. In the
regions, eleven water corporations provide water and sewerage services to regional communities,
while the remaining four water corporations provide a combination of irrigation, domestic and
stock services, bulk water supply services, and water and sewerage services. Sixteen of Victoria’s
water corporations act as water storage managers.
The inquiry received submissions from the rural water corporations, Goulburn‐Murray Water, and
Grampians Wimmera Mallee Water, the urban regional water corporation, Coliban Water, the
metropolitan water corporation, Melbourne Water, and the commonwealth authority, the
Murray‐Darling Basin Authority. Representatives from water corporations also provided evidence
at public hearings, including representatives from Goulburn‐Murray Water, Grampians Wimmera
Mallee Water, Southern Rural Water, Lower Murray Water, and Melbourne Water.

7.3

Legislation

The powers, responsibilities and functions of water corporations in Victoria are principally
governed by the Water Act 1989 and the Water Industry Act 1994. Part 6 Division 1 of the Water
Act 1989 provides for the establishment, restructuring, abolition and administration of water
corporations.770 Section 122ZK of the Water Act 1989 provides for the appointment of a water
corporation (‘an Authority’) as a water storage manager, while section 122ZL articulates the
functions of Victoria’s water storage managers. In performing those functions water corporations
must have regard to:
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(a) protecting the ecological values of the water systems relating to the land specified
in the instrument of appointment; and
(b) protecting the reliability and quality of water supply; and
(c) subject to water supply needs, minimizing the impact on the environment of the
carrying out of any such function and maximizing the benefit to the environment of
the carrying out of any such function; and
(d) developing and implementing strategies to mitigate flooding, where possible.
(s.122ZL(2)).

Section 34A provides the Minister with the power to grant, by Order, a bulk entitlement of water
to a water corporation, while section 34B states that a bulk entitlement authorises the holder to
take and use water in accord with the terms of entitlement.771 This latter provision is highly
pertinent, since many bulk entitlement orders specify the release of water only to entitlement
holders. As Goulburn‐Murray Water state in their submission:
The bulk entitlement orders require G-MW to release water only for the purposes of supplying
entitlement holders, and in limited cases, to protect water quality; there is no scope given to
G-MW to release water from storage for flood mitigation purposes.772

Section 4I of the Water Industry Act 1994 empowers the Minister for Water to issue statements
of obligations to water corporations, specifying those obligations water corporations must comply
with in performing their functions and exercising their powers. Included in the statements of
obligations (SoO) are specific references to the role of water corporations in their role as dam
managers. SoO 12.1 provides that a water corporation must include in any plan to manage risks,
measures to deal with emergencies, which include such emergencies as dam failure. SoO 14.1 to
14.6 cover the obligations for the corporation in relation to dam safety. Under the guiding
principles articulated in the SoO, there is in no specific provision for flood mitigation (SoO 6).

7.4

Dams

There are over 400 dams that are owned and operated by water corporations across the state. By
the estimate of the Department of Sustainability and Environment (DSE), of these 400 plus dams
there are 110 reported dams that meet the criteria of a ‘large’ dam.773 In addition to dams
operated by water corporations, Victoria’s local councils also own and operate a significant
number of dams across the state. However, nearly all of these dams are small, and many are
deployed for recreation purposes.774
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Only a fraction of the over 400 dams operated by water corporations are gated. 775 The
overwhelming majority of Victoria’s dams operated by water corporations are fixed crest spillway
dams. A fixed crest spillway dam conventionally ‘fills and spills’, that is, the spillway is designed to
safely release flood water from the dam, in order that the dam wall or embankment is not
endangered by overtopping or other threats to wall integrity.
Victoria’s fixed crest spillway dams generally have relatively small lower outlet pipes, which are
primarily designed to meet the needs of entitlement holders – irrigators, townships, and others –
and are not capable of providing any significant level of flood mitigation. Nevertheless, dams
fitted with fixed crest spillways can provide a level of flood mitigation during a flood event.
Typically, as the dam fills and spills through the spillway, the peak outflow from the dam will be
either less than, or equal to, peak inflow. Thus the dam can have an attenuating effect on the
flood, ensuring that while the flood peak is held back, a lower, yet longer peak is released.776
By contrast, Victoria’s small number of gated dams possess mechanical structures that allow for
the regulation of rates of flow. Large volumes or flows of water can be released as required, and
relatively quickly, in comparison to fixed crest spillway dams. Gated dams also possess the same
potential as un‐gated dams in attenuating floods by retaining the flood peak. However, these
dams can be potentially operated to release significant volumes of water in advance of a flood
event, not just during an event. Such ‘pre‐releases’ can have a significant impact on the level of
flood mitigation provided by the dam. In its submission to the inquiry, the Murray‐Darling Basin
Authority stated in relation to pre‐releases:
MDBA has been operating a set of pre-release procedures, to improve mitigation outcomes,
for many years. The term ‘pre-release’ describes how releases are made prior to an expected
spill at either Dartmouth or Hume Reservoirs – i.e. a ‘pre-spill release’. The procedures aim
to provide some airspace for flood mitigation but only to the extent that water resource
security for the three states of NSW, Victoria and South Australia is not negatively
impacted.777

As noted above, bulk entitlement orders generally do not permit the release of water for
purposes other than that of supply. Some gated structures are, however, operated according to a
target filling curve, which sets out water harvesting targets for storage operators over winter and
spring. Such filling curves can be used to balance resource increase against a degree of flood
mitigation, but this only applies in a year of big rains.778
The capacity of water corporations to provide significant flood mitigation across Victoria through
dams infrastructure is constrained, both by the type of fixed spillway dams generally in operation,
and by the rules and regulatory requirements dam operators must comply with. Water security is
the primary objective for water storage managers across the state, and the state’s dams have
been configured on this basis. Nevertheless, following the floods of 2010 and 2011, dam
operators have faced criticism from some communities, who were unhappy with aspects of their
performance during the floods, and with some of the rules governing their operations.
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7.5

2010–2011 floods

The floods of 2010 and 2011 occurred in the context of the end of Victoria’s longest recorded
drought. In mid‐2010 all of Victoria’s water storages were below capacity, with many
experiencing historic low levels. By August 2010, some storages began to recover some of their
capacity. Melbourne’s storages, for example, lifted to 40 per cent of capacity following significant
rainfall in catchments in August.779 North of the divide also saw some storages gaining capacity
through August, but many began the month almost empty, or at very low capacity. For example,
Grampians Wimmera Mallee Water reported to the inquiry that their storages were between 10
and 12 per cent of capacity in August.780
While the state’s water storage infrastructure had very low levels of capacity prior to the floods, it
filled remarkably quickly once the rains began. For example, the Campaspe Shire Council gave
evidence to the inquiry that Lake Eppalock, a fixed crest spillway dam, with a capacity of 304,000
mega‐litres, was sitting at just 25,000 mega‐litres in July 2010.781 By the end of the first rain event
in September, capacity in Lake Eppalock had risen to 200,000 mega‐litres. At the beginning of the
November event the Lake was sitting at 240,000 mega‐litres, and then rose to full capacity and
overtopped the main spillway. In fact, Lake Eppalock rose well beyond its design capacity, and in
the January event it reached 360,000 mega‐litres, approximately 118 to 119 per cent of design
capacity.782
Like most fixed crest spillway dams, Lake Eppalock has lower, relatively small outlet pipes, with a
release capacity of approximately 2,000 litres a day. The insufficiency of such an outlet to provide
any significant flood mitigation, can be understood by the fact that, at the height of the January
flood event, Lake Eppalock experienced an inflow peak of 137,000 mega‐litres a day.783

7.6

Performance

From the evidence received, and the information examined by the inquiry, Victoria’s water
storage infrastructure generally performed according to expectations and in line with current
governance arrangements in the floods of 2010 and 2011. While the scale of events was in many
areas of the state unprecedented, almost all of Victoria’s water storages performed without
major incident. With the exception of the Dimboola Weir, there were no major infrastructure
failures reported to the inquiry. 784 Water storages across the state that reached capacity
performed as expected – as they filled, they spilled. In performing as designed such water
storages provided a level of flood mitigation to communities downstream.
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Melbourne Water, ‘Water Weekly Report Archives’, August 26, 2011, www.melbournewater.com.au, accessed
February 27, 2012
Mr J Martin, Acting Executive Manager, Service Delivery, Grampians Wimmera Murray Water, Environment and
Natural Resources Committee public hearing – Horsham, August 23, 2011, transcript of evidence, p.107.
Mr J Aujard, Municipal Emergency Manager, Campaspe Shire Council, Environment and Natural Resources
Committee public hearing – Rochester, November 15, 2011, transcript of evidence, pp.255–256.
ibid. The dam operator, Goulburn–Murray Water, stated in its submission that in January, Lake Eppalock rose to
86,000 ML above its nominal operating volume at full supply level. See Goulburn–Murray Water, submission
no.48, p.11.
ibid.
According to the Hindmarsh Shire Council, apart from a design inadequacy, the biggest single cause of the weir
failure was the amount of debris washed up against it, which caused stress on the abutment and overtopping. See
Hindmarsh Shire Council, submission no.76, p.2.
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In some instances, a significant attenuation of the floods was achieved by the passage of the
flood waters through the water storages, and the ‘choking’ effect created by the spillways; peak
outflow was consistently held at equal to or less than peak inflow during the flood event. The
principal effect of this attenuation was in the delay and the flattening of the flood peak, and the
key beneficiaries of this were communities immediately downstream (see below). As the flood
waters spread across the landscape, and were joined by further tributaries downstream, the
influence of this attenuation decreased.
The near empty condition of many of the state’s water storages at the onset of the floods clearly
benefited communities downstream of such storages in the first phases of the floods. However,
as noted above, many of the state’s storages filled relatively quickly. The long duration of the
2010‐2011 floods, combined with the huge volumes of water flowing into dams and weirs from
catchments, ensured that water storage managers had, in many circumstances, little control over
their storages. All storage managers monitored their storages, and the floods passing through
them, and reported to relevant agencies.785 The one area where storage managers were able to
influence events was in relation to some dams fitted with gated structures.

7.7

Hydrographs

The performance of water storages during the floods can be illustrated by the following
hydrographs, which describe operations at Lake Eppalock and Cairn Curran Reservoir in January
2011. Both of these dams are defined as ‘large’ dams under the Australian standards, and both
are operated by Goulburn‐Murray Water.

7.7.1

Lake Eppalock

Lake Eppalock dam is sited on the Campaspe River, and is a fixed crest spillway dam, constructed
in 1964. Dam capacity is approximately 304,000 mega‐litres, and the catchment area for the dam
is over 2,000 square kilometres. As mentioned above, at the onset of the rains Lake Eppalock was
well below capacity, and this provided significant mitigation of the early flood event in November,
such that communities downstream were not significantly affected. However, by January the dam
had filled, indeed, by the middle of January it had risen well beyond its full supply level. The
hydrograph below, presented by Goulburn‐Murray Water in its submission, shows the operations
of the dam for the period from January 12 to January 19, 2011. The red line depicts dam in‐flows,
while the purple line depicts out‐flows from the dam.
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Figure 7.1

Source:

Hydrograph for Eppalock operations in January 2011

GM Water, submission no.48, p.11

As the hydrograph shows, the dam operated to delay and flatten the flood peak. Circled area ‘A’
shows the two inflow peaks in January: the first on January 13, recorded at a rate of 102,300
mega‐litres a day (ML/day); and the second on January 14, with a rate of inflow of approximately
137,000 ML/day. Circle ‘B’ shows that the peak outflow downstream recorded for this period
occurred seven hours after the second peak inflow at a rate of 80,300 ML/day. As Goulburn‐
Murrary Water observe in its submission, ‘Through the temporary storage and then gradual
release of this water, the peak outflow was about 57,000 ML/d lower than the peak inflow.’786
The effect of this attenuation of the flood peak was to mitigate the impact of the flood on
communities downstream, notwithstanding the fact that these communities faced a devastating
flood event, which in the case of Rochester, was estimated at a 1 in 150 year flood event.787
However, this fixed crest spillway dam did operate to mitigate the impact of the floods, including
as far downstream as Rochester.788

7.7.2

Cairn Curran Reservoir

Cairn Curran Reservoir is located on the Loddon River and has a capacity of approximately
147,000 mega‐litres. Constructed in 1956, the catchment area for the dam is just under 1,600
square kilometres. Unlike Lake Eppalock, and the bulk of Victoria’s water storages, Cairn Curran is
a gated structure with multiple spillway gates. The storage manager has rules that govern the
operation of the gates. These spillway gates at Cairn Curran make possible the option of making
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Goulburn–Murray Water, submission no.48, p.11.
See Mr J Aujard, Municipal Emergency Manager, Campaspe Shire Council, Environment and Natural Resources
Committee public hearing – Rochester, November 15, 2011, transcript of evidence, p.256.
See Sinclair Knight Merz, Review into the operation of storages during flooding, Final 2, September 29, 2011,
pp.22–23.
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pre‐releases prior to a flood event. Before both the November and January flood events G‐MW
made pre‐releases from Cairn Curran. In the November floods, and based on forecasting by, and
discussions with, the Bureau of Meteorology (BoM), G‐MW began pre‐releases on November 24,
three days before the expected flood event. Pre‐releases continued through to November 26,
when the pre‐release rate reached 3,500 ML/day. The reservoir had been close to its full supply
level (FSL) prior to the floods, and these pre‐releases created some airspace below the FSL,
enabling the flood peak to be reduced by 4,000 ML/day.789
The hydrograph below, presented by Goulburn‐Murray Water in its submission, shows operations
for Cairn Curran in January 2011. It was during this flood event that the inundation of the Loddon
House Caravan Park at Baringhup occurred. The caravan park is sited on the river approximately
one kilometre downstream from Cairn Curran. The hydrograph shows operations for the period
from January 12 to January 17, 2011. The red line depicts dam in‐flows, the light blue line depicts
releases from the dam, while the dark blue line with squares shows the storage level.
Figure 7.2

Source:

Hydrograph for Cairn Curran operations in January 2011

GM Water, submission no.48, p.10

Pre‐releases were instigated on January 12 and gradually increased to a rate of 8,000 ML/day.
The pre‐releases created 7,000 ML, or 0.5 metres, of airspace prior to the flood event (see circled
area ‘A’ on the graph). On January 13 and 14 releases were increased in line with in‐flows (area
‘B’), and in‐flows peaked at 90,000 ML/day, with releases peaking at 80,000 ML/day (area ‘C’).
The combination of pre‐releases and releases reduced the flood peak by 10,000 ML/day, and
delayed the inundation of the caravan park by almost one day. That this was a considered
decision by the storage manager can be gauged from statements to the inquiry by G‐MW
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representatives, who stated, ‘We delayed the flood onset to give the people in the caravan park
time to evacuate. We bought about a day for them and they evacuated the park’.790
The Victorian Farmers Federation expressed some criticism concerning the management of
releases at both Cairn Curran and Tullaroop. However, the Federation conceded that, ‘with
inflows exceeding total storage capacity of these dams, the ability for different management to
provide a different outcome is minimal’.791

7.8

Water security

In evidence presented to the inquiry, water corporations stressed that their primary role in
relation to Victoria’s water storages was water security for users, consumers and entitlement
holders. As Grampians Wimmera Mallee Water stated to the inquiry:
The goal of our reservoirs is primarily for water supply security, and it is an imperative for us
to try to have storages that are full, certainly at that time of year and especially after 12 or 13
years of extremely dry conditions.792

The commercial nature of the relationship between entitlement holders and water storage
managers was often referred to by water corporations in evidence presented. In discussing their
management of Lake Glenmaggie dam, a storage with flood gates, Southern Rural Water stated
that:
…we also want to harvest water on behalf of the entitlement holders who pay the cost of
operating, maintaining the storage. So the storage costs are paid by fundamentally the
irrigation district, so there’s about 700 customers that pay for the storage…793

One water corporation stressed that, in its view, they were not water ‘owners’ as such. As
Goulburn‐Murray Water stated in evidence:
We do not own water. We manage the water on behalf of others. The water is actually owned
by urban water corporations, environmental water holders and the irrigation community —
that is, the irrigation customers. We also do not sell water. We process water transactions —
quite a significant number of water transactions — inter-regional, interstate and between
customers, but we do not actually sell water. It is not ours to sell.794

The Committee was concerned to know what role, if any, water corporations felt they had in
flood management. The response from Lower Murray Water was clear:
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My initial comments are in relation to your first question about the formal role of Lower
Murray Water in flood management. Lower Murray Water does not have any formal role. The
Water Act is the main legislative instrument under which we operate, or similarly the
statement of obligations which is described by our Minister and that sets out the functions
and activities of Lower Murray Water in a regulatory sense.795

In its submission to the inquiry, Coliban Water stated:
Coliban Water has not developed processes to mitigate flood impacts ... and is not in a
position to do so. Any reduction in our storage capacity is likely to have an impact to the level
of service provided to our customers in drought periods.796

Water corporations stressed that their primary role as water storage managers, as legislated for,
articulated through statements of obligations, and described in bulk entitlement orders, was
water security for their clients. Nevertheless, they did not rule out a secondary role in flood
mitigation. As shown above, the Water Act 1989 does state at section 122ZL(2)(d) that water
storage managers are also required to develop flood mitigation strategies ‘where possible’. Lower
Murray Water made it clear to the Committee that while it did not see a formal role for itself in
flood management, it did actively participate in flood events of all kinds, and gave examples of
the steps that it took to mitigate the effects of flooding in advance of the flood event in Sunraysia
in February 2011.797 Similarly, Southern Rural Water stated that:
We also pre-release water prior to predicted rainfall if we believe the likelihood of rainfall is
very high and the storage will fill and spill, and we can again mitigate some of those
downstream impacts. Now, that’s quite a judgement and is quite a challenge for us.798

In their submission Goulburn‐Murray Water also said that where water resource availability was
not adversely impacted, pre‐releases can be made.799 As was seen in the example of Cairn Curran
in January 2011, the water storage manager did conduct pre‐releases to mitigate the impact of
the flood. The example of Lake Eppalock also demonstrates the significant role non‐gated storage
structures can play in flood mitigation.

7.9

Airspace in dams

The Committee received evidence from some concerned community members in relation to
water storage levels and the potential for creating ‘airspace’ within those storages in advance of a
flood event. The town of Carisbrook was severely inundated by flash flooding and riverine
flooding in mid‐January 2011. The town sits at the confluence of two creeks, the McCallums Creek
and the Tullaroop creek. The latter creek has the Tullaroop Reservoir sited on it upstream of
Carisbrook. This reservoir, which has a fixed crest spillway, has a capacity of approximately 73,000
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mega‐litres. The reservoir was filled to full supply level in the September rains.800 The Carisbrook
Disaster Recovery Committee, in its submission to the inquiry stated that:
Acceptance of best practice is to decrease storage levels in the Tullaroop and Evansford
Reservoirs to 90 per cent capacity when BOM weather predictions are for heavy local rain,
responsible authority State Government [sic].801

Providing evidence to the Committee at a public hearing, the Carisbrook Disaster Recovery
Committee stated that they were of the view that irrigators downstream could still be supplied
with their water allocations if the reservoir was kept at 90 per cent.802 A similar sentiment
concerning water storage levels was expressed by residents of the Loddon House Holiday
Accommodation and Caravan Park at Baringhup, downstream of Cairn Curran, who stated in their
submission:
That the operating licence agreements for all gated dams be reviewed such that flood
mitigation be accorded a higher priority than current agreements allow for….Preferable dam
to be no more than 80 per cent full at commencement of rain season and persons authorised
to release water be available at all times during high flood risk periods.803

The Committee also heard evidence that conflicted with the views detailed above. For example,
the North East CMA stated in relation to using airspace as a standard flood mitigation practice
that, ‘The combined use – permanent water storage dams with ‘a degree of airspace’ for flood
mitigation is rarely feasible due to conflicting operating interests’.804
The issue of the provision of airspace in dams was also related in a number of submissions
regarding the role of the Bureau of Meteorology’s (BoM) forecasting of rain events. As stated
above, the Carisbrook Disaster Recovery Committee linked airspace provision to BoM forecasting
of heavy rain. However, water storage operators expressed caution in their use of long range
forecasting by the BoM. For Goulburn‐Murray Water, the BoM three month forecast for
November 2010 to January 2011, which provided for a 60 per cent chance of median rainfall
being exceeded, was not strongly enough biased towards wet conditions to justify maintaining a
large volume of airspace in their dams.805
Other operators expressed similar caution about the use of BoM forecasts for this purpose.806
As has been seen in the views canvassed earlier, water corporations have repeatedly indicated to
the Committee that flood mitigation activities, including the provision of airspace as a standard
procedure, are not their primary responsibility. The provision of airspace in fixed crest spillway
dams is also limited by the size of outlet pipes, which do not provide for rapid adjustments to
conditions. In addition, as has been detailed earlier, the heavy rains in the early phases of the
floods meant that most storages, gated and ungated, filled quickly, and remained at, or close to,
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full supply level into January 2011 – the Tullaroop Reservoir being one example of this. Due to the
drought, most of these storages had ‘airspace’ prior to the floods well beyond 10 or 20 per cent
of capacity. While some manipulation of airspace could, and did occur in gated spillways just prior
to and during the floods, these operations were governed by operating rules and regulatory
requirements. Any changes to these regimes would require the agreement of entitlement
stakeholders, which the Committee views as unlikely.

7.10

Community expectations

Over the course of its inquiry the Committee heard various perspectives expressed on the subject
of community expectations in relation to water storage management during flood events. Some
of those views have been illustrated above. Several authorities expressed the view to the
Committee that there was a lack of awareness and understanding of dam operations during flood
conditions within the community, on the one hand, and a set of sometimes unreasonable
expectations about the protection that water storages could afford the community in a major
flood on the other. The Wimmera CMA stated in its submission that:
Operational practices of having storages as full as possible during summer for water supply
security means that there is virtually no capacity to affect a flood event in summer should it
be preceded by a wet spring. Communities and agencies should not overestimate the flood
mitigation options afforded by water storages when undertaking flood planning and
preparation.807

Southern Rural Water told the inquiry that, ‘Our challenges – managing community expectations
is the number one…’.808 Lack of understanding by the community on dam operations was
underlined by Goulburn‐Murray Water, who stated that:
The community sees virtually nothing in the river, then people see the roaring flood, and then
it goes back down to within channel capacity. They do not really understand why that
happens, and we are more than happy to go out and try and explain because the community
needs to be aware that the dam cannot provide the level of flood mitigation they might hope
for in these very big events.809

The Committee supports the recommendations made by the Victorian Floods Review (VFR)
concerning dam owners and operators (Recommendations 25 to 28), in particular those elements
of the recommendations that call for more information to be made readily available by water
storages operators to the community. Recommendation 26 deals with appropriate liaison and
information sharing with the Bureau of Meteorology, while recommendation 27 of the VFR is
particularly pertinent to communities immediately downstream of large water storages, and the
safety of those communities in a major flood event. Recommendation 28 deals with operators
providing up to date situational reports to relevant control agencies in a flood.
The Committee has heard from both the operators and from members of the community. It feels
that in situations where local authorities are aware of, firstly, a general lack of community
understanding of dam operations, and secondly, the persistence of a false sense of security in the
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community around the level of protection storage infrastructure can provide, then it is incumbent
on such authorities to address these misunderstandings.
The Committee believes public information and education around dam operations is essential and
should be ongoing. Accordingly it recommends the following:

RECOMMENDATION 7.1
That statements of obligations, issued under the Water Industry Act 1994 for water
authorities, be amended to include a provision whereby managing authorities must:


make available to the public information designed to inform and educate local
communities, particularly those communities living downstream of water storages ‐
this information will relate to dam operations, the rules governing those operations,
and the capacity, or lack thereof, of storage infrastructure to provide protection in the
event of major flooding; and



ensure this information forms part of an ongoing program of interaction with local
communities, to be conducted at a minimum of every two years, and providing
community members with the opportunity to raise questions, discuss issues, and be
informed on current dam operations.

As mentioned the Committee is cognisant of the recommendations of the Victorian Flood Review
in relation to dam operations, specifically recommendations 25‐28.
Accordingly it recommends:

RECOMMENDATION 7.2
The state government accept recommendations 25 to 28, inclusive, of the Victorian Floods
Review.

7.11

Retarding basins

Another significant type of water storage infrastructure in operation in Victoria is the retarding
basin. A retarding basin is a basin designed to provide temporary water storage to reduce the
peak flows of a stream – they are thus primarily designed for flood protection. Melbourne Water
manages over 200 retarding basins across Greater Melbourne, which are sited in parklands,
sporting grounds, and wetlands. Melbourne Water construct their retarding basins according to a
set of national standards, and since 2007 the corporation has been investigating the risks
associated with this infrastructure.810 Currently, upgrades to five basins are occurring.
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The Committee received very little evidence from regional Victoria concerning retarding basins,
with the exception of the Loddon Shire Council. The council firmly believes that the Loddon River
contains a number of sites that would be relevant for the construction of retarding basins in the
middle and upper reaches of the river.811 The council made the following recommendation:
That the Victorian state government undertake research into the effectiveness of retarding
basins and identify locations where the reduced impacts of flooding would benefit high value
assets, key infrastructure and communities.812

The Committee appreciated the council’s perspective on this issue, given the scale of flooding
across the shire in 2010 and 2011. However, it does not support the investigation across the
state, (involving individual flood studies on all tributaries under review), of an entirely new level
of flood mitigation infrastructure, in a context in which so much of the state’s existing flood
mitigation infrastructure requires serious remediation and attention.
The Committee concludes that water corporations manage water storage infrastructure across
the state, the primary purpose of which is water security. However, these storages can and are
deployed in flood mitigation, a function that, in the vast majority of cases, is conducted as a
natural product of their design, and with minimal intervention. In gated spillway structures, the
operators are constrained by operating rules and regulatory requirements. Nevertheless, the
Committee has received evidence which indicates that overall, and within these constraints,
water storage managers did as much to mitigate the impacts of record floods passing through
these storages as could be reasonably expected.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
Flood monitoring infrastructure
KEY FINDINGS
8.1

Rainfall and river gauges
In Victoria, the rain and river gauges are mostly equipped with telemetry, which means
they can be read externally in real time or near real time. There are, however, a
number of gauges which are read manually. Stakeholders raised concerns about both
the quality and quantity of river and rain gauges in Victoria, in areas including the
Wimmera, the south west and south Gippsland.

8.2

Funding for monitoring infrastructure
Currently local government is responsible for the ongoing maintenance of river gauges,
which costs around $20,000 per gauge per annum. The Committee is concerned that
these costs are limiting the number of gauges purchased and as a consequence, the
effectiveness of the state’s flood warning system.

8.3

Datums
A number of different datums are used in Victoria to describe the height of water at a
river gauge, including the local height in metres and the Australian Height Datum. This
situation caused some confusion in the community and needs resolution.

8.1

Introduction

This chapter addresses term of reference (a), ‘identifying best practice and emerging technology
for flood mitigation and monitoring infrastructure including river gauges’.
This chapter focuses on flood monitoring infrastructure, comprising river and rain gauges, which
enable flood monitoring and prediction. The chapter looks at the interpretation of data, using
flood maps and other flood ‘intelligence’ to predict the flow of water across the landscape. Also
relevant to this inquiry and of concern to stakeholders, was the measure used for river heights,
represented as either a local datum or Australian Height Datum (AHD). This chapter concludes
with a brief discussion of the way messages are communicated to the community during a flood
event.
It should be noted that there is considerable overlap between this term of reference and the
terms of reference of the Victorian Floods Review (VFR), which specifically looked at flood
prediction and flood warnings. Because of the Committee’s terms of reference, this chapter
addresses the evidence provided by stakeholders to the Committee’s inquiry only, which focuses
on physical infrastructure, rather than the entire spectrum of activities covered by the VFR which
make up a total flood warning system.
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8.2

Flood monitoring and prediction

As outlined in chapter three, flood warnings in Victoria operate using a total flood warning system
(TFWS). This system has six components: monitoring and prediction; interpretation; message
construction; communication; protective behaviour; and review.
Flood monitoring and prediction is the first element for building a flood warning system, and is of
particular relevance to this inquiry given its interest in best practice and emerging technology for
flood monitoring infrastructure, which are used to predict floods. Flood predictions are
estimations of the height of water in a river or other flooded area at a specific location and future
time, which enable communities to undertake actions to reduce the effects of the flood. This
requires sufficient rainfall and river flow data.813
Flood prediction can be undertaken at different times before, during or after a rainfall event.
Making predictions at different time scales requires the use of different technologies and
techniques, which can have varying levels of accuracy. As outlined in chapter three, highly
accurate flood predictions can generally only be made in the later stages of the flood event, when
information such as observed rainfall or river height becomes available. 814 Therefore, a vital
component in the TFWS is rain and river data. Without river data it is very difficult to predict
future river levels or flows, and without rainfall data, the lead time on flood predictions is
reduced, giving less time for the community to act. In general, it is difficult to predict the onset of
flooding or the exceedance of critical levels without rainfall data.815 To provide greater warning
time, however, less accurate predictions are often necessary based on other means.816 Early in a
flood event, predictions are often made using forecast rainfalls, instead of actual rainfalls or
stream heights, which are measured using rainfall and river gauges.817
The type of technology used greatly influences the technical quality of flood prediction in terms of
accuracy, timeliness and reliability. As the basic inputs to a flood prediction system, rainfall and
river level and flow information can be gained through manual observation of gauges, or through
more sophisticated automatic or semi‐automatic devices, which can bring considerable
improvement in prediction quality and speed. Among the technologies available for river level
management are float‐well or pressure sensing gauges, with stream flow measurement obtained
using ultrasonic techniques. Tipping‐bucket gauges are now used for rainfall, as well as radar
based systems.818 Portable river gauges were also successfully trialled in the north of the state
during the 2012 floods.819
Modern river and rain gauges can also be fitted with telemetry devices, which transfer data
quickly to the prediction centre. These devices come in the form of radio, telephone, mobile
phone, satellite or internet based systems. The reliability of these systems can be improved by
options such as: dedicated landline or microwave links; creating alternate communication paths;
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or by increasing the number of gauge stations. Where gauges have telemetry, it is also important
that a manual gauge reading can also be taken as a backup in case of technical failure. 820
In Victoria, the rain and river gauges are mostly equipped with telemetry, which means they can
be read externally in real time or near real time by the Bureau of Meteorology (BoM). There are,
however, a number of gauges in Victoria which are read manually, requiring a person to read the
rainfall amount or river level and report back to the BoM or data site owner (such as a Catchment
Management Authority (CMA)). The disadvantage of manually read gauges is that it restricts the
circumstances in which data can be obtained, such as daylight hours, or when a gauge remains
accessible. The BoM advised the VFR, however, that it is their intention to seek to replace or
upgrade manually read gauges to ensure real time information is available to assist flood
forecasting.821

8.2.1

Stakeholder concerns about monitoring and prediction

Stakeholders raised a number of concerns about the quality and quantity of river and rain gauges
in Victoria. In the south west of the state, the Glenelg Hopkins CMA stated that the 2010‐11 flood
events, ‘highlighted critical deficiencies in the existing flood forecast and warning system’.822 It
stated that specific deficiencies included the rain and river level data collection network, and the
fact that many of the river gauges are not automated. Moreover, it stated that there are
deficiencies when relying on volunteers:
Some of these readings are obtained via ad-hoc arrangements while others are obtained
from designated individuals. While the dedication of these individuals is acknowledged, there
is no guarantee that they will be available to read the gauge when required or that they will
be able to physically read the gauge during a large event or outside daylight hours.823

Another area where there are gaps in the radar is in the Wimmera. At the Horsham public
hearing, Mr David Brennan, Chief Executive Officer from the Wimmera CMA, highlighted the
problem:
In the Wimmera we are in the circumstance where we have actually got a black spot in the
radar images, so when we get big storms and those sort of things throughout our catchment,
you cannot just get onto the BoM site and say, ‘Where is the rain occurring?’. We do not have
that level of information. We are currently putting together a business case to present to the
BoM to explain how important this sort of information is so that farmers and town people can
actually see what is going on.824
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Other parts of the state where there are shortfalls in both rainfall and river gauges are the areas
occupied by North Central CMA and south Gippsland.825 The location of river gauges in Victoria is
shown on the following map, illustrating some of these deficiencies.
Figure 8.1

Location of Victorian river gauges

Major flooding
Moderate flooding
Minor flooding
Below flood level
No classification

Source:

Bureau of Meteorology, www.bom.gov.au, accessed June 27, 2012

In its submission, the Loddon Shire agreed with the above CMAs, stating there was a lack of
timely and accessible flood flow information. The council suggested there is insufficient stream
gauging on a number of tributaries to the Loddon River. The council believes there is a need for a
comprehensive review of gauging sites throughout Victoria, with the outcome being an increased
number of gauges. Moreover, the Loddon Shire stated it is imperative that all gauging sites are
automated to allow real time data to be accessed.826
In its final report, the VFR supported the views of the Loddon Shire when it recommended (no.8)
that the state:


undertake a strategic review to identify areas at risk of flash or riverine flooding.
Shortcomings in the flood gauging networks identified in the review should then be the focus
of remedial action; and



seek to address as priority any notable gaps in the total flood warning system apparent in the
2020‐11 floods (including the south west, Wimmera and north central region) by enhancing
mapping, gauging and education programs.

The Committee agrees with the VFR that a strategic review is required, which includes addressing
gaps in the TFWS. It also believes that given their success during the 2012 floods, portable gauges
should be considered in the future. Accordingly, it recommends:
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826
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RECOMMENDATION 8.1
The state government implement the Victorian Floods Review recommendation 8, to
review the flood gauging network. As part of the review, consideration should also be
given to the use of portable telemetered river gauges, and to the replacement of manual
gauges with telemetered gauges over time and where appropriate.
The role of volunteers in monitoring and prediction was also raised by stakeholders. As outlined
by Emergency Management Australia, there is a potential role for volunteers who may have their
own records and knowledge of flood behaviour.827 They can also be mobilised to monitor floods,
which occurred during the 2010‐2011 floods.828 For instance, in the Wimmera, the Wimmera CMA
had discussions with the Victorian Farmers Federation and some local landcare groups. The
landcare groups:
…have formalised the current grapevine system that there is amongst the community
whereby they will speak to the local farmer who is 4 or 5 kilometres up the road and say,
‘What is actually going on with the river?’ We are formalising that process so we have further
contingency as well.829

The value of local people in monitoring floods was highlighted at Horsham, where the complete
reliance on technology created problems. As the Horsham City Council commented, the use of
local people can be valuable, given:
The complete dependence on technology for reporting did lead to misinformation and we
would suggest that a system of support flood wardens be established with an ongoing role
throughout the year for the monitoring and reporting on specific gauging stations.830

Concerns were also raised about the use of local people’s knowledge to make predictions about
the floods. The Commissioner for Environmental Sustainability Victoria commented in her
submission that people who assisted with the immediate flood response failed to listen to local
people about the way in which flood waters would impact.831 Similarly, the Gannawarra Shire
suggested that it supported a greater use of local knowledge to assist in flood predictions and
modelling.832 This point is expanded on in chapter nine in relation to flood wardens, who are
people who volunteer their time and expertise to assist their communities to respond to
flooding.833
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The Committee believes the use of local people, including flood wardens, to assist with the
monitoring of floods through gauge reading, is a vital activity which will strengthen the reliability
of flood monitoring and prediction. Moreover, flood agencies are encouraged to take on board
the knowledge of local people when making flood predictions. Accordingly, it is recommended:

RECOMMENDATION 8.2
The state government establish a well coordinated and formalised system for the reading
of river gauges by local people, including flood wardens. Furthermore, the knowledge of
local people in predicting flood heights and impacts should be considered by emergency
management agencies when predicting floods.

8.2.2

Victorian stream gauging network: funding issues

There are 585 stream gauges across Victoria used to support flood monitoring and prediction
activities. Most of the equipment installed at each of the stream gauge sites is owned by more
than one agency, including the BoM, the Department of Sustainability and Environment (DSE),
CMAs, local government and water authorities. The reason for this is that the equipment
contained in the gauges can be used for a number of different functions (such as water quality or
river height).834
The stream gauges, and any co‐located rain gauges installed for flood forecasting activities, are
maintained under two regional water monitoring partnerships. The partnerships were formed to
ensure statewide consistency in water resource data collection. The department procures the
surface water monitoring services on behalf of each partnership. The monitoring requirements for
each gauge vary depending upon the organisation’s purposes, with each partner paying their
share at each monitoring site. 835
There remain some gauges that are not part of the regional water monitoring partnerships. There
are a variety of reasons for this, with the main one being that the gauges are agency or purpose
specific. In these instances, it is up to the owner of the gauge to operate and maintain it. 836 An
example of this situation is where a water authority has a gauge that it operates to monitor water
quality only.
The capital cost of stream and rain gauges installed (or upgraded to telemetry) for flood warning
purposes are usually shared between the state and commonwealth governments, subject to
ongoing maintenance and asset replacement costs being covered by local government. 837 This
requirement for local government to take on ongoing maintenance, at around $15,000 to $20,000
per gauge per annum, however, has caused difficulties for some local governments.838 This was
explained by the Glenelg Hopkins CMA in its submission, when it stated:
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Funding of on-going operation and maintenance costs for flood warning system up-grades is
a significant barrier to implementation of an improved system. BoM is resourced to provide
assistance with the capital costs of systems but is unable to fund on-going O&M [Operation
and Maintenance]. Current arrangements place the cost burden of on-going O&M on local
government. This burden may not be able to be carried by some of the smaller rural
municipalities.839

This view was also supported by the West Gippsland CMA, which stated that because the
maintenance costs are generally borne by councils, financial support is required.840 Similarly,
Graham Dear, Chief Executive Officer of the East Gippsland CMA commented at the Lakes
Entrance public hearing, that it was unreasonable for shires with small rate bases and many
rivers, to cover the costs. As he stated:
Under the current systems and under the current legislation, the shire would bear that cost.
It’s difficult for a shire like ours in East Gippsland who has a small rate base and a lot of
rivers…So the bill, for the shire to bear the cost of just flood infrastructure warning is going to
be beyond their reach.841

Wangaratta Shire, which currently contributes to the cost of a number of river gauges, also
questioned why it was required to maintain these sites, nominating the Bureau of Meteorology
(BoM) and North East CMA as alternative organisations to do so.842
The Committee believes it is important that the upgrade of existing sites and construction of new
ones is not hampered by the current funding situation where local government is responsible for
operations and maintenance. Some smaller councils in particular, will require assistance from the
state government in order to obtain improvements to the current system. The Committee
therefore recommends:

RECOMMENDATION 8.3
The state government review the current funding approach used for the operation,
maintenance and upgrade of river gauges, with a view to improving the river gauge
network.

8.2.3

Terminology used for stream gauge readings

Like the VFR, the Committee heard that there are a number of different datums used in Victoria
to represent the height of water at a river gauge. The VFR was informed that the 2010‐2011
floods were described in terms of the local gauge height (in metres); Australian Height Datum
(AHD), or metres above mean sea level; or flow rate in megalitres per day.843
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As mentioned above, there are 585 stream gauges in Victoria. Two hundred and seventy eight of
these gauges are flood warning river level sites that include forecast locations reporting in real
time. Of the 278 sites, the local datum is used at 267 sites, with AHD used at 11 sites. One
hundred and fifty of these 278 sites are specialised warning sites, equipped with formal forecast
warnings against specified flood classes (minor, moderate and major), which are not available at
the other sites. 844 In these cases, the local datum was used at 144 sites; AHD was used at nine
locations (three locations had both AHD and local datum); local datum and flow (megalitres per
day) was used at 10 locations; and flow in metres per second was used at one location.845
Given the differences in terminology, the Committee heard that this can create some confusion
amongst communities about the actual height of a river or stream. For instance, the Shire of
Campaspe described the reading of a gauge at Rochester, which is measured in AHD, while the
BoM gauge further downstream is calibrated to a local datum.846 Similarly, the Mallee CMA stated
there is a need for old gauges to be renewed, to include both AHD and the local datum from the
bottom of the river.847 In its submission, the North Central CMA called for greater consistency in
the data provided, while the Mt Alexander Shire stated that council would like to see all flood
related warnings being measured in AHD.848 The Loddon Shire suggested that for simplicity, a
single datum may be desirable, with a conversion table provided.849
While it is noted that the number of gauges not measured in local datums is small, the VFR
recommended that the BoM should present water levels in both the local datum and AHD for all
its published information and warnings. Similarly, the Committee believes it is important that
both AHD and local datums are used in the future. Accordingly, it is recommended:

RECOMMENDATION 8.4
The state government implement the Victorian Floods Review recommendation 10 in
relation to the datums used to describe river and stream heights.

8.3

Interpretation

The second component of the TFWS is the interpretation of data coming from the rain and river
gauges. Interpretation of information such as river height, flow rate, location or timing of the
flood peak, becomes much more useful when it is transferred into the potential extent of the
flood, its duration and the potential consequences. The interpretation of this information into
something more meaningful is known as ‘flood intelligence’.850
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According to the Department of Sustainability and Environment, the most important emerging
technology for flood mitigation is computer based systems that synthesise and integrate data to
make them more useful for flood planning and prediction. The department states:
It is the combination of new technologies into ‘systems’ that has the most promise for flood
mitigation. These systems provide what is known as ‘flood intelligence’, which is an
assessment of the real-time implications of specific flood information (such as level or extent)
for specific communities.851

The department further notes that a good flood intelligence system has four key components,
being:


good flood data – which underpins the accuracy of flood risk assessments and predictions;



an effective flood warning system – enabling the status of a flood to be reported at various
stream gauges;



flood risk assessments – which qualify the flood risk and facilitate the inclusion of flood
controls in planning schemes; and



a Geographical Information System (GIS) based information technology system that captures
real‐time flood predictions from flood warning systems and turns this into predicted flood
impacts.852

Following the 2010‐2011 floods, the government announced funding to undertake more riverine
flood mapping and to develop a system called ‘FloodZoom’ to improve flood information and
warnings. According to DSE, the ‘FloodZoom’ system will integrate new remote sensing of flood
extents and river gauge data, with hydraulic and hydrological models, to provide improved
predictions of flood extent. It will also provide improved real time predictions of the dangers to,
and options for, communities during a flood event.853
In its submission, the VICSES also commented on the ‘FloodZoom’ initiative, suggesting that it was
an important announcement in boosting the capability of the state to manage future floods. It
stated the system:
… will provide an enhanced capability to interpret BoM flood predictions and to predict
potential flood consequences in local communities. This information will then inform flood
emergency planning, flood response and community warnings. A flood intelligence system
will greatly improve the speed and accuracy of flood intelligence advice to incident
management teams.854

Some stakeholders commented that there remain opportunities to improve flood intelligence in
Victoria. For instance, the West Gippsland CMA stated that to improve the communities’
response to warnings, more detail is needed. Further, ‘this detail can only be provided through
detailed flood studies that link flood extents and depths back to the levels on a river gauge’.855
Similarly, the North Central CMA commented in its submission that a lack of detailed flood studies
is among the main obstacles to more accurate flood warnings.856 In this regard, the government’s
851
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announcement that a further 25 flood investigations will be undertaken across the state is not
only important for the development of flood mitigation infrastructure, but for flood intelligence
and subsequent warnings. 857

8.4

Communicating messages

The Victorian Floods Review final report outlines the way in which flood messages are passed on
to the community and other key stakeholders.
A flood watch is issued by the BoM to the VICSES and other key flood response agencies, and to
the media and the public to notify them of a potential flood due to a developing weather
situation. Flood watches are provided for specific regional areas, and include information such as
expected rainfall totals, and indicate the streams likely to flood.858
A flood warning is issued by the BoM to the VICSES and other key response agencies, the media
and the public. The message usually contains details that flooding is about to occur or is
happening. It also includes predictions, expected impacts, and actions that should be undertaken
by the community. Furthermore, it contains details on when the warning was issued and the time
of the next update. If major changes occur, the warning may be reissued before the scheduled
time. 859
In areas where the BoM has installed specialised warning systems (as described above), flood
warnings are categorised into minor, moderate or major flooding. For areas where no specialised
systems have been installed, a general flood warning is provided, which states that flooding is
occurring or is expected to occur in a particular region. 860
In evidence provided to the Committee, the Loddon Shire suggested that the current system of
flood alerts, ‘is cumbersome and should be improved’. The shire’s view is that there is a
significant time delay in providing information, given it is published twice a day and is not
displayed in real time.861 The VFR also addressed the issue, stating there was considerable
evidence that some communities were frustrated with the content and timeliness of warning
messages. However, as it stated, ‘there is a varied opinion as to what constitutes a ‘timely and
accurate’ warning’.862 In addressing this issue, the VFR highlighted the range of warning products
provided by the BoM during the 2010‐2011 floods. For instance, from September 2010 to
February 2011, the BoM issued more than 1,500 flood watches and warnings, including 172 major
flood warnings during January 2011. The VFR did not make any recommendations specifically in
relation to the timeliness of flood watches and flood warnings to communities. 863
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The Committee understands the frustration of some stakeholders, but has been informed by the
BoM that efforts are currently being made to match the timing of warnings to desired service
levels. This is to be achieved through the creation of Service Level Agreements (SLAs) between
the state government and the BoM, which will document an agreed level of service to be
expected for a particular catchment and forecast location. The creation of the SLAs will be
through a sub‐committee of the Victorian Flood Warning Consultative Committee, which has
representation from bodies including the State Emergency Service, Municipal Association of
Victoria, Department of Sustainability and Environment, Melbourne Water and Catchment
Management Authorities.864
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CHAPTER NINE
Local knowledge, community engagement and education
KEY FINDINGS
9.1

Use of local knowledge
Local knowledge of community members, including ‘flood wardens’, was not
consistently used in the management of the floods. A better system to utilise local
knowledge and manage flood wardens in future is called for.

9.2

Community education
Community education can lead to decreases in the amount of damage caused by a
flood. An evaluation of the ‘FloodSafe’ program in Victoria showed the program had
caused some significant improvements in flood preparedness. In future, maintaining an
ongoing commitment to this program is considered important.

9.3

Community engagement and resilience
The concept of ‘resilience’ is used to describe a shift in thinking towards communities
taking greater responsibility for themselves prior to, and during emergency events. The
formation of locally based ‘resilience committees’ to create resilience plans is needed,
to supplement existing Municipal Emergency Management Plans.

9.1

Introduction

This chapter addresses term of reference (e), ‘the extent to which, if any, local knowledge of
residents is employed in effecting waterways clearing and maintenance’. The chapter focuses on
how local knowledge has been used in flood mitigation, and how community engagement and
education has taken place.
The chapter begins with a discussion of community concerns about the use of local knowledge,
including the concerns raised by ‘flood wardens’ in some northern Victorian councils. Flood
wardens are people who volunteer their time and expertise to assist their communities to
respond to flooding.865 It then discusses community education and in particular the FloodSafe
community education program. It finishes by touching on Municipal Emergency Management
Plans, and how these could be enhanced with a further level of localised, township based
‘resilience’ plans and associated community ‘resilience’ committees. In doing so, the chapter
draws on, and overlaps with, information obtained by the Victorian Floods Review (VFR).
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9.2

Local knowledge about flood management

While flood mitigation infrastructure is an important part of flood management, equally
important is the way in which the community is engaged as part of the flood management
process.
As chapters five and eight illustrated, the use of local knowledge in the management of
waterways, and predicting floods, has been of great concern to some community stakeholders.
The primary concern is that while members of the community have provided advice to public
authorities, this advice has not been acted upon. For example, as outlined in chapter five, at a
community consultation process Dimboola and Jeparit residents were concerned that their local
knowledge was ignored before, during and after flood events.866 Similarly, Mr John Gault stated
the experience of local people was not used in waterway clearing, while the VFF also noted it had
concerns relating to the use of local knowledge.867
These concerns regarding the use of local knowledge in waterway management were also
expressed by volunteers with more formal roles when discussing flood response. Concern was
raised at the Swan Hill public hearing that the knowledge of local ‘flood wardens’ in Gannawarra
Shire was not adequately utilised in responding to the flood event. Evidence was presented to the
committee about their operation in Swan Hill and Gannawarra in particular.
Within the Gannawarra Shire, flood wardens are seen as leaders by their local community. As a
result, the shire stated in its submission that they are well connected to the local community.
Furthermore, they are aware of local issues and can provide communication within the local
community, as well as assist agencies with their decision making. In its submission, the
Gannawarra Shire stated that flood wardens play an integral role during flood emergency
situations, with the council’s Municipal Flood Response Plan outlining specific responsibilities for
them. 868
The VFR commented about flood wardens, saying that their tasks during a flood event include
relaying information about flood flows to those at risk, and helping in local flood response
activities. They do this by working with authorities such as local government. As the VFR stated in
relation to flood wardens:
…the flood wardens variously acted as a community focal point for flood information,
coordinated local flood response activities in relation to levee maintenance and management
and provided local information back into the MECC and ICC.869

Importantly, the VFR commented that duties and expectations vary depending upon the
location.870 Furthermore, there is no formal process of recruiting flood wardens. As a Gannawarra
flood warden Lindsay Schultz commented at the Swan Hill public hearing:
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How we came about I am not sure. I inherited my job from Brian Drummond, who was the
flood warden for the last 65 years or something. He retired and handballed it to me about four
years ago, although I have been involved with the floods since the 1970s.871

Like the VFR, the Gannawarra Shire notes that not all local government areas have flood wardens,
and where they do, their role is not always the same. The council states this needs to be
reviewed, with a formal agreement put in place with the relevant management agency to clarify
and standardise responsibilities.872 This view was shared by the leader of the VFR, Mr Neil Comrie,
at the Melbourne public hearing. Mr Comrie commented:
I think we really need to reconsider the use of flood wardens. These are volunteers. They
have a place, but they certainly need to have appropriate parameters within which to operate.
We heard of some examples where they just went off and perhaps did some things that in
hindsight were not wise, but in some instances I think we could put that down to the fact that
their knowledge and experience was not harnessed adequately and directed in a way which
was more strategic than what we saw. 873

In its submission, the Swan Hill Rural City Council states that the flood wardens, ‘act on behalf of
council in flood events’, and their continued involvement must be coordinated through local
government. However, the Swan Hill Shire stated in its submission, that one suggestion after the
floods is that in future, flood wardens involvement should be managed through the SES incident
controllers. The council states in its submission that this could negatively impact on their working
relationship with their municipalities.874 While their role is not always formalised, it is clear that
flood wardens expect that public authorities will consider and act on their views. For flood
warden Lindsay Schultz, the views of local people were essentially ignored by authorities such as
the SES during meetings organised to respond to the floods:
…unfortunately — and it has already come out in the Comrie review — the people in the
meetings, although they may have meant the best, never had the knowledge of the areas,
would really not listen to the local knowledge and were making decisions on things that were
going to have to be done in a day that were wrong. It was just because of ignorance and
there was not the knowledge to go with it.875

Mr Paul Bennett from the VFR concurred, stating that, ‘we kept hearing that people were not
listening to them when they rang up’.876
The view that local knowledge was ignored does not appear to be universal amongst all flood
wardens. For instance, Ron Atkinson, Chief Flood Warden at Swan Hill, described the way in
which the system of flood wardens worked without criticism of the way advice was used:
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I might say as the chief warden that I have about 20 wardens under me who report to me
every morning during a flood event. We do reconnaissance of banks before the flood comes,
identify problems and then try to get someone responsible to fix them. We were able to cope
during this event by having a private system of telephone reporting to me. I in turn presented
a read of the situation to the MECC committee at our morning and afternoon meetings.877

The Committee believes that members of the community such as flood wardens have an
important role to play before, during and after floods. However, it is concerned that the role of
flood wardens is not clearly and consistently articulated, and therefore widely accepted and
understood. Accordingly, the Committee recommends:

RECOMMENDATION 9.1
Public authorities such as councils and CMAs should continue to seek local knowledge in
relation to flood management issues. In particular, councils will collaborate with VICSES
and other key stakeholders in reviewing the system of flood wardens.
Roles and responsibilities of flood wardens, and the process for their recruitment, should
be formalised and clearly articulated in relevant flood management plans.

9.2

Community education

For government agencies, an important way of engaging with the community is through
community flood education. Evidence provided by the State Emergency Service included
discussion of the FloodSafe program, which is designed to educate the community about flooding
before, during and after emergencies. The program has been described by the SES as
‘engagement based’, given it seeks the participation of local communities in its design and
delivery. This includes local community leaders, who deliver localised messages about the risks
that communities face. The program has been run in three SES regions (East, North East and
Central) since its inception in 2006. The SES has recently received funding to employ community
education staff in all regions.878
The importance of this program is reinforced when we consider that over the past thirty years, a
number of post flood reviews have been undertaken which demonstrate the importance of
having a well prepared community. As the VFR commented in relation to flood warnings and
associated damage:
Evidence from such studies suggests that a common reason for the poor performance of
warning systems for flood has been that those in the path of the flood have either not
understood the significance of the warning or have not known how to reduce the effects of
the coming flood. Research suggests that if a community is well prepared for a flood,
potential flood damage can be reduced by up to 80 per cent.879
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In 2008, an evaluation of the FloodSafe program in Benalla showed some impressive results. For
example, the number of residents reporting they were unprepared for floods decreased from
31 per cent to two per cent. Similarly, residents reporting they were very well or extremely well
prepared for floods increased from one per cent to 34 per cent. The VFR also reported that the
program influenced around 20 percent of respondents’ actions during the 2010‐2011 floods.880
In its submission, the SES made the point that to be effective, community engagement is an
ongoing process that must be continually reviewed and repeated to be effective. Moreover,
engagement should occur before, during and after emergencies and be flexible to adapt to
changing community needs. Further, it states there is scope within community education
campaigns to adopt an ‘all hazards’ approach. This would promote key messages that are generic
across hazards, such as: develop a home or business emergency plan; develop an emergency kit;
know your neighbours; know where to find warnings; and know who to call for emergency help.
There would, however, remain a need to educate communities about particular risks and actions
required to reduce or eliminate these risks.881
The development and delivery of the FloodSafe program has been reliant on ad hoc funding from
grants, however, core funding for the program is not part of the VICSES budget. As a result, the
VFR recommended that the state undertake a community education program to inform
households of their flood risk. This may include information on rate notices of heights of houses
above the flood level. It was also recommended that the state allocate core funding for the
ongoing delivery of the FloodSafe program to flood prone communities.882
Given the importance of community education, the Committee agrees with the Victorian Floods
Review that the FloodSafe program should receive ongoing funding. Accordingly, it recommends:

RECOMMENDATION 9.2
The state government should provide core, ongoing funding to the responsible authority
for the FloodSafe community education program. Funding should be provided for
education about prevention, response and recovery phases and include information on
rates notices about the height of particular floods.

9.3

Community engagement

Community education programs are strongly linked to other activities such as emergency and risk
management planning and the development of warning systems.883 In its final report, the VFR
touches on the importance of the National Strategy for Disaster Resilience, developed by the
Council of Australian Governments (COAG).884 This strategy notes that, ‘the future direction for
Australian emergency management should be based on achieving community and organisational
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resilience’.885 This strategy highlights that emergency management is a shared responsibility
between governments, communities, businesses and individuals. 886
The commonwealth and Queensland governments have created a new website which illustrates a
shift in thinking towards communities taking greater responsibility for themselves during floods
and other emergencies. Titled ‘Harden up Queensland’, the website addresses the concept of
resilience and states:
Weather events are getting more severe and when a major weather event hits, you cannot
rely on government and volunteer organisations to help. You need to harden up by
preparation, awareness and helping others.887

According to the VFR, this initiative ‘should be an important reference point for future strategy
development in Victoria to improve community resilience to natural disasters.’888 In its final
report, the VFR discusses ‘community resilience models’ that are used in countries such as New
Zealand, Canada and the United States. It goes on to say that the VFR has discussed with the
Victoria Police the idea of forming community committees with the responsibility of developing
locally based emergency management plans that build community resilience to natural hazards.889
Resilience plans would be township based, adding to the existing Municipal Emergency
Management Plans and flood sub‐plans developed by local government. Mr Paul Bennett from
the VFR elaborated on how these committees would work and why they are necessary:
Part of the problem is that in many municipalities around Victoria the only plan that is in place
is the municipal emergency management plan. In some country municipalities there might be
five or six towns but the municipal emergency management plan would probably focus on the
main town and the other towns really do not get much of a mention. We are really talking
about each town having its own plan, because what we discovered during the floods of
course is that towns become isolated ... It is really about localising this as much as you can
so that every community and every township has a plan.890

The VFR and the Chief Commissioner of Police view Victoria Police as the most appropriate
organisation to take the lead role in developing community resilience plans, given the police have
a statutory obligation to coordinate Victoria’s emergency management arrangements. Moreover,
the VFR argues that the police are the only agency with statewide coverage of permanent, full
time emergency management professionals, who have close contact with local communities. The
VFR notes that should the Victoria Police take on the role of developing community resilience
committees, it will be important that other government departments also make an ongoing
commitment.891
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The VFR made a recommendation (no.93) in relation to community resilience. This included the
state government pursing the priority outcomes of the National Strategy for Disaster Resilience,
by:


involving local communities in the development and ownership of community resilience plans
based on an ‘all hazards’ approach and tailored for the specific needs of each community;



encouraging local communities to form resilience committees to develop and administer
community resilience plans;



nominating Victoria Police as the lead agency in initiating the strategy to develop community
resilience committees; and



requiring emergency service agencies to consult and engage with local community resilience
committees in the preparation, planning, response and recovery phases of emergency
management.892

The Committee believes that the message about community resilience, and further emergency
planning at the township level would be beneficial, and should reduce the impact of flooding on
communities. Accordingly, it is recommended:

RECOMMENDATION 9.3
The state government should implement the recommendations of the Victorian Floods
Review in relation to the creation of resilience committees and resilience plans, with
responsible authorities.

Adopted by the Environment and Natural Resources Committee on August 13, 2012
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APPENDIX ONE
List of submissions
1

Glenelg Shire

2

Alternative Technology Association

3

Central Goldfields Shire Council

4

Australia National University

5

Shire of Campaspe

6

Mr John Jobson

7

Yarriambiack Shire Council

8

Cobram Flood Levies Association Inc

9

Swan Hill Rural City Council

10

Rural City of Wangaratta

11

Phillip Johnson

12

CitiPower and Powercor Australia

13

City of Frankston

14

Keith Greenham

15

Ian Whitty on behalf of Strathmerton Levee Bank Committee

16

Natte Yallock Landcare Group

17

Loddon House Holiday Accommodation and Caravan Park, Baringhup

18

Gannawarra Shire Council

19

Colin Grinter

20

Corangamite CMA

21

Residents of West Loddon

22

Loch Garry Flood Committee

23

Ben and Anne Hall

24

Maurice J Cain & Ruth L Cain

25

Corangamite Shire Council

26

John Magnusson

27

Submission withdrawn

28

Roly Roper

29

Russell Carter
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30

Yarriambiack Creek Advisory Committee

31

Anita Brown

32

Denis Napthine, MP

33

Elaine Jones

34

North East Catchment Management Authority

35

Concerned landholders of the Kanyapella Basin

36

Beulah Flood Recovery Committee

37

Melbourne Water

38

Northern Grampians Shire Council

39

Mallee CMA

40

Avoca Friends of the River

41

Goulburn Broken Catchment Management Authority

42

Victoria State Emergency Service

43

Glenelg Hopkins CMA

44

Southern Grampians Shire Council

45

Victorian Catchment Management Council

46

Wimmera CMA

47

City of Casey

48

Goulburn‐Murray Water

49

Victorian Farmers Federation

50

Planning Institute of Australia (Victorian Division)

51

West Gippsland CMA

52

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

53

Greater Shepparton City Council

54

City of Ballarat

55

GWM Water

56

North Central CMA

57

Mount Alexander Shire Council

58

Loddon Shire Council

59

BM and FE Keck

60

Ron G Webster

61

Dick Walters

62

Barmah Forest Preservation League (BFPL) and Yielima Barmah Flood Protection
League (YBFPL) (joint submission)

63

Frank & Karen Rovers
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64

Horsham Rural City Council

65

Whitehorse City Council

66

Mitchell Shire Council

67

VicRoads

68

Stormwater Victoria

69

City of Greater Dandenong

70

Linking Melbourne Authority

71

Commissioner Environmental Sustainability Victoria

72

Colac Otway Shire

73

City of Port Phillip

74

Hobsons Bay City Council

75

Jan Beer

76

Hindmarsh Shire Council

77

Mildura Rural City Council

78

Municipal Association of Victoria

79

Gippsland Coastal Board

80

East Gippsland Catchment Management Authority

81

M Stevens, J Stevens and C Drummond

82

Carisbrook Disaster Recovery Committee Inc

83

A R & B J Hood

84

Baw Baw Shire Council

85

Western Coastal Board

86

Hepburn Shire Council

87

Mr Bill Brasser

88

East Gippsland Shire Council

89

Marj and Cubby Frankel

90

Bureau of Meterology

91

Coliban Water

92

Arthur Cleaves

93

Oliver Guthrie

94

Robinvale Community via Peter Crisp MLA

95

Buloke Shire Council

96

Loddon House Holiday Park

97

New South Wales Government
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98

Dawes and Vary Pty Ltd

99

Department of Sustainability and Environment (see also submission no.103)

100

Rick Houlihan

101

Kevin J Bourke

102

Louis Cook

103

Department of Sustainability and Environment (see also submission no.99)

APPENDIX TWO
List of public hearings
JULY 12, 2011 – SWAN HILL
North Central Catchment Management Authority
Mr D Wells, Chief Executive Officer
Ms C White, Floodplain Manager
Mr B Drust, Executive Manager, Natural Resource Delivery
Swan Hill Rural City Council
Mr G Cruickshank, Mayor
Mr D Hovenden, Chief Executive Officer
Mr D Leahy, Director Infrastructure
Sgt S Atkins, Victoria Police
Gannawarra Shire Council
Cr M Fehring, Mayor
Ms R Kava, Chief Executive Officer
Mr G Rollinson, Director Infrastructure, Planning and Regulatory Services
Goulburn‐Murray Water
Mr S Richardson, Manager Dams
Mr G Enever, Irrigation Operations Manager
Dr M Bailey, Manager Regulated Systems
Victorian Farmers Federation
Mr R Anderson, Chair VFF Water Council
Ms M Brown, Senior Policy Advisor – Water
Flood Warden for Benjaroop and Murrabit West
Mr L Shultz
District landholder, Benjeroop
Mr D MacKellor
Durham Ox residents
Mr C Harrison
Mr L Maxted
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Flood Warden for Kerang Lakes
Mr S Simms
Former Flood Warden
Mr K Greenham
Flood Warden, Swan Hill
Mr R Atkinson
Flood Warden for Lower Loddon/Sheepwash Creek/Reedy Lakes
Mr C Myers
Retired dairy farmer, Kerang
Mr O Jane
Flood Warden for Appin South
Mr G Laity
Flood Wardens for Quambatook and Back Creek
Mr L Parker
Mr M Knight
AUGUST 23, 2011 – HORSHAM
Wimmera Catchment Management Authority
Mr D Brennan, Chief Executive Officer
Mr T Baker, Planning and Assessment Manager
Mr P Fennell, Catchment Analysis Team Leader
Horsham Rural City Council
Mr D Eltringham, General Manager, Technical Services
Yarriambiack Shire Council
Mr J Magee, Director, Infrastructure and Planning
Hindmarsh Shire Council
Mr D Gowans, Director, Infrastructure Services
Grampians Wimmera Mallee Water
Mr J Martin, Acting Executive Manager, Service Delivery
Hindmarsh Cr and Friends of Lake Hindmarsh member, Jeparit
Cr M Gawith
Beulah Flood Committee
Mr I Marshman and Mr P Hallam
SES Deputy Controller, Dimboola
Mr G Schultz
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AUGUST 24, 2011 – BEAUFORT
Pyrenees Shire Council
Cr M O’Connor, Mayor
Mr S Cornish, Chief Executive Officer
Corangamite Shire Council
Mr A Mason, Chief Executive Officer
Mr S Hemphill, Flood Recovery Officer
Skipton Progress Association
Mr I Nash
Glenelg‐Hopkins Catchment Management Authority
Mr K Wood, Chief Executive Officer
Local resident, Beaufort
Mr Jim Cox
SEPTEMBER 6, 2011 – MILDURA
Rural City of Mildura
Mr K Conrick, Asset Management Team Leader
Lower Murray Water
Mr R Leamon, Managing Director
Wentworth Shire Council
Mr P Kozlowski, Chief Executive Officer
Cr M Thomson, Mayor
Lower Murray Darling Catchment Authority
Mrs L Palmer, General Manager
Mallee Catchment Management Authority
Mr P Kelly, Manager, Rivers and Wetlands
Mr D Wilson, Coordinator, Rivers and Wetlands
State Member for Mildura and Sunraysia Water Board
Mr P Crisp, Member for Mildura, Parliament of Victoria
Mr R Dudley, former Chief Executive Officer, Sunraysia Water Board
OCTOBER 18, 2011 – LAKES ENTRANCE
East Gippsland Catchment Management Authority
Mr G Dear, Chief Executive Officer
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East Gippsland Shire Council
Mr G Charles, Senior Project Manager
Mr S Turner, Emergency Management Co‐ordinator
Ms J Rowe, Gippsland Lakes Flood Warning System Project Officer (Victorian State
Emergency Service)
Wellington Shire Council
Mr C Hastie, General Manager
Mr J Inglis, Coordinator, Infrastructure Planning
Gippsland Coastal Board
Ms H Martin, Chairperson
Ms N Vasey‐Ellis, Executive Officer
VFF Livestock Group, Orbost
Mr G Trewin
West Gippsland Catchment Management Authority
Mr A Hume, Chair
Ms K Debono, Acting Chief Executive Officer
Mr G Taylor, Team Leader, Statutory Functions Group
Southern Rural Water
Mr C Rodda, Managing Director
NOVEMBER 15, 2011 – ROCHESTER
Campaspe Shire Council
Mr J Aujard, Municipal Emergency Manager
Lower Lodden Irrigators Recovery Taskforce
Mr N McBeath, Chair
Loddon Shire Council
Mr J McLinden, Chief Executive Officer
Mr B Hinneberg, Flood Recovery Manager
Northern Victorian Irrigation Renewal Project
Mr D Kent, Executive Manager, Modernisation
Mr R Plunkett, Executive Manager, Planning
Dawes and Vary Pty Ltd
Mr J Adams, Consultant
Barmah Forest Preservation League
Mr P Newman
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Goulburn Catchment Management Authority
Mr G Tierney, Manager, Flood Plain and Statutory Functions
Dr D Judd, Floodplain and River Health Officer
NOVEMBER 16, 2011 – CRESWICK
Hepburn Shire Council
Mr J Saker, General Manager, Infrastructure
Mr R Russell, Manager, Assets and Engineering Services
Mount Alexander Shire Council
Mr J Louw, Director, Environment and Infrastructure
Central Goldfields Shire Council
Mr D Sutcliffe, General Manager, Technical Services
Carisbrook Disaster Recovery Committee
Ms T Coutts, Vice President
Ms L Symons, Secretary
Creswick resident
Mr R Roper
Maryborough resident
Mr J Gault
Northern Grampians Shire Council
Mr J Nolan, Manager, Infrastructure and Environment
Corangamite Catchment Management Authority
Mr T Jones, Floodplain Manager
FEBRUARY 14, 2012 – MELBOURNE
Victorian Flood Review
Mr N Comrie, Review Leader
Mr M Stephens, Team Leader
Mr P Bennett, Director, Floodplain Management (Department of Sustainability and
Environment)
FEBRUARY 15, 2012 – MELBOURNE
City of Casey
Mr M Tyler, Chief Executive Officer
Mr D Richardson, Manager Engineering
City of Greater Dandenong
Mr L Sikiotis, Manager, Infrastructure Planning
Mr C Philippe, Team Leader, Asset Planning
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Municipal Association of Victoria
Mr R Spence, Chief Executive Officer
Mr R Rees, Risk Advisor
Bureau of Meteorology
Dr D Jayasuriya, Acting Deputy Director, Water
Mr A Hainsworth, Assistant Director, Services
Dr E Kazazic, Regional Hydrology Manager
Melbourne Water
Mr C Chesterfield, General Manager, Waterways
Mr P Neville, Manager, Floodplain Services
Mr D Norman, Manager, South‐East Delivery
Community representative, Western Victoria
Mr A Morrissey
Department of Sustainability and Environment
Dr J Doolan, Deputy Secretary, Water Group
Mr J Riddiford, Executive Director, Sustainable Water Environments Division
Dr I Rutherfurd, Senior Policy Officer, Riparian Program, Sustainable Water
Environments Division
Mr P Bennett, Director, Floodplain Management
MAY 14, 2012 – NUMURKAH
Goulburn Broken Catchment Management Authority
Mr C Norman, Chief Executive Officer
Mr G Tierney, Statutory Planning and Floodplain Manager
Moira Shire Council
Mr D Booth, Flood Recovery Manager
Mr M Foord, Manager, Infrastructure Services
State Emergency Service
Mr K O’Brien, Regional Manager, North‐East Region
Member for Murray Valley and Community representatives
Mr T McCurdy, Member for Murray Valley, Parliament of Victoria
Mr P Sprunt, Community representative
Mr R Ramsdale, Community representative
Ms J McCarthy, Community representative
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List of briefings and site inspections
JUNE 6, 2011 – MELBOURNE
Briefing
Department of Sustainability and Environment
JULY 12, 2011 – SWAN HILL
Site inspections
The Committee conducted a site inspection around Swan Hill. This included walks
around the Swan Hill levee and Lake Boga.
JULY 12, 2011 – KERANG
Briefing
The Committee received a briefing from Gannawarra Shire about the flooding
experienced in the shire. This included a discussion of levees and the difficulties
experienced in protecting the Kerang power substation.
Site inspections
The Committee conducted site inspections around the Kerang area. Among the
places visited were the Murray Valley Highway, to see temporary levee works
constructed to protect Kerang; the Kerang power substation, including the levee
which was constructed by members of the community; the Kerang township levee;
and the Pyramid Creek rural levee damage and repairs.
AUGUST 22, 2011 – HORSHAM
Briefing
The Committee was briefed by representatives of the Wimmera Catchment
Management Authority and Horsham Rural City Council. They discussed flooding in
Horsham in January 2011, mapping, warning systems, flood modelling, instream
vegetation, and the expectations of farmers regarding flooding and the implications
of illegal development for flooding.
Site inspections
The Committee inspected the Horsham levee and also visited Natimuk, a town
outside of Horsham, to discuss implications of limited planning and flood mapping for
this town.
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AUGUST 23, 2011 – BEAUFORT AND SKIPTON
Briefing
The Committee was briefed by staff from the Pyrenees Shire on Beaufort flood issues,
the Beaufort flood study and vegetation management issues in township waterways.
Site inspections
The Committee viewed vegetation management issues in the township of Beaufort.
The Committee then travelled to Skipton to inspect the flood impact in the township,
and to view the importance of good flood data in flood mitigation and planning, data
gathering and intelligence, and riparian vegetation values.
SEPTEMBER 5, 2011 – MILDURA
Briefing
The Committee was briefed on the February 2011 Mildura floods, by representatives
from the Mildura Rural City Council and the Mallee Catchment Management
Authority.
Site inspections
The Committee inspected areas that were affected by stormwater flooding and
discussed mitigation approaches, the Robinvale levee, areas affected by stormwater
flooding in February 2011, the Red Cliffs power station and the Mildura levee system,
which was built following floods in 1956.
OCTOBER 18, 2011 – LAKES ENTRANCE
Briefing
The Committee was briefed by representatives from the East Gippsland Catchment
Management Authority and given an overview of Gippsland flood issues including
flood history, and drainage and levee history.
Site inspection
The Committee inspected the Snowy River at Forest Park, Orbost, as an example of
whole scale river restoration and how river flooding capacity can be managed as a
component of program planning and delivery. The Committee then moved on to Lyns
Gulch, and discussed Orbost levee and drainage issues. Lyns Gulch is a major levee
opposite another levee structure over the Snowy river.
NOVEMBER 14, 2011 – ROCHESTER
Briefing
The Committee was briefed by representative from Campaspe Shire Council on flood
impacts for the shire, including flooding in Rochester.
Site inspections
The Committee inspected sites around Rochester, including viewing of flood affected
areas in the town centre and discussion of a manual river gauge in the town. At Leon
Ash’s property in Kanyapella the Committee discussed ownership and maintenance
issues of the Goulburn River levee banks. The Committee then toured Barmah Forest,
and discussed levee banks on the Victorian side of the river in comparison with those
in New South Wales. Floodway build up and the blockages in streams was also
viewed.
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NOVEMBER 15, 2011 – CARISBROOK & CRESWICK
Briefing
The North Central CMA gave a presentation about flooding in Creswick and the
management options considered, as outlined in a recent flood investigation
undertaken for the town.
The Committee held a short site inspection with a representative from the Central
Goldfields Shire. Flooding in Carisbrook and flood mitigation options for the town
were discussed.
Site inspection
The Committee had a tour of Creswick and discussed the management options
outlined in the flood investigation.
FEBRUARY 6, 2012 – MELBOURNE
Briefing
The Department of Sustainability and Environment gave the Committee a briefing,
outlining the key issues to be contained in its submission.
MAY 14, 2012 – NATHALIA AND NUMURKAH
Briefing
The Committee was briefed by Moira Shire Council in Nathalia, about the flooding
that occurred in March 2012. This included an overview of the flooding, and a
discussion about the temporary levee used in Nathalia.
Site inspection
The Committee had site inspections in Nathalia and Numurkah. This included
inspection of the Nathalia temporary levee.
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APPENDIX FOUR
Victorian floods: September 2010 – March 2011
Communities impacted (based on Rapid Impact Assessment)

Source:

Department of Sustainability and Environment, submission no.99, p.48
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APPENDIX FIVE
Rural levees in Victoria: Excludes Melbourne Water area
(including levee upgrade costs)
Information as supplied by the Department of Sustainability and Environment
Name

Length
(km)

Location

Construction History

Indicative
level of
1
protection

Approx.
upgrade
2
cost

Maintenance
3
Costs

$ million

$ million

Rural levees with a history of being funded or supported by government
PWD Levees

75

Murray River, Cobram to
Ulupna Island

Constructed by former Public
Works Department about 100
years ago. Maintained
sporadically until 1980s. Minor
repairs after 1993 event.

1 in 20 year

3.75

0.094

Tyntynder Flats
Levees

36

Murray River, Swan Hill
to Nyah

Upgraded by State River &
Water Supply Commission about
80 years ago.

1 in 20 year

1.80

0.045

Lower Goulburn
Levees

140

Lower Goulburn River,
downstream of
Shepparton

Flood protection works
commenced in 1898 as an
unemployment relief measure.
Various attempts to establish a
flood protection scheme failed,
except the Loch Garry flood
protection district constituted in
1925. Levees have been added to
over the years by landowners.
Levees repaired following 1993
floods through flood recovery
funding.

About 1 in
20 year but
less in
places

7.00

0.175

Pental Island
Levees

68

Pental Island near Swan
Hill

Constructed and maintained by
Pental Island River Improvement
Trust from 1961 until about
1998, when the Trust was
abolished.

1 in 30 year
or greater

3.4

0.085

Avoca Outfall/Lake
Boga

35

Lower Avoca

Constructed by SR&WSC
probably about 80 years ago and
additional construction along
Murray Valley Highway about 15
years ago by G‐MW.

About 1 in
20 year

1.75

0.044

Loddon

4

Lower Loddon – Kerang
Weir Pool area

Constructed by SR&WSC at least
40 years ago. Emergency works
also undertaken during 1973
floods.

Not known

0.20

0.005

Bendigo Creek

11

Bendigo Creek Huntly to
Goornong

Constructed by a River
Improvement Trust at least 25
years ago

Not known
but a 1994
study
indicates
low level of
protection

0.55

0.014

Source:

Department of Sustainability and Environment, submission no.99, pp.63–64
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Lower Tarwin

20

Lower Tarwin River

Constructed by Tarwin River
Improvement Trust but details
unknown

Not known

1.00

0.025

Corner Inlet

24

Corner Inlet in West
Gippsland

Not able to discern construction
history but the sea walls and
levees were managed by an
Advisory Committee

Not known

1.2

0.030

LaTrobe River
Levee

10

Lower reaches of
LaTrobe River

Believed to have been
constructed or managed by
LaTrobe River Improvement
Trust at least 30 years ago

Not known

0.5

0.013

Thomson River
Levee

10

Cowwarr to Sale

Constructed by Mid Gippsland
RMB

Not known

0.5

0.013

Matheson’s Bank

7

Macalister River

Constructed by landowners and
River Improvement Trust

Not known

0.35

0.009

Moe Drain

45

Moe River near Moe

Constructed by the Public Works
Department over 100 years ago.
Primarily spoil banks from drain
excavation.

About 2
year

2.25

0.06

Merbein/Mildura

20

Murray River near
Mildura

Constructed as emergency works
during 1956 flood.

Not known

1.0

0.025

Snowy River Levee

20

Bete Bolong and Lynnes
Gulch

Constructed by Snowy RIT

Not known

1.0

0.025

Brodribb River
levee

4

Upstream lake Curlip

Constructed by Snowy RIT

Not known

0.2

0.005

Oxley Flats levee –
Ovens River

10

Wangaratta

Constructed by Ovens/King RIT

Not known

0.5

0.013

Markwood levee –
Ovens River

10

Upstream Wangaratta

Constructed by Ovens/king RIT

Not known

0.5

0.013

271

Various

Unknown

Not known

13.55

0.339

41

1.03

160

4

201

5.03

Other

4

Subtotal

820

Private Rural Levees
Various

3,200

Total

4,000

Scattered throughout most floodplains

Notes
1

Level of protection is less than the level at which the level overtops. History shows the rural levees often breach before they
overtop. A 1 in 20 year level of protection means the levee is likely to breach in a flood having a 20 average recurrence
interval or a 1:20 probability of occurrence. Note that the levels above have not taken into account the deterioration of the
levees due to a lack of maintenance.

2

For indicative purposes only a rate of $50 per m is assumed. Replacement costs would be six times this. These indicative
costs would need to be revised following detailed assessments.

3

Maintenance costs of 2.5 per cent of the capital cost of upgrade are assumed. Maintenance costs will vary according to
local circumstances and the desired standard.

4

These comprise additional levees identified in GIS data and attributed as being in communal and public ownership.

Source:

Department of Sustainability and Environment, submission no.99, pp.63–64
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